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REFERAT (DANSK)

REFERAT (DANSK)
Afhandlingen analyserer struktur og funktion i computerspil, hvor det antages at spilstrukturer har den funktion at
levere udfordrende interaktion for et kropsbundet individ.
Første kapitel introducerer begrebet ”core cognition”, som referer til et sæt fælles menneskelige kognitive kompetencer
i forbindelse med perception og kognition. Andet kapitel giver en mere dybdegående analyse af intentionel, målorienteret handling og kropsbundet bevidsthed som agerende individ. Tredje kapitel gennemgår leg og relaterede
fænomener med den foreløbige konklusion at lege, spil og legende adfærd kan indebære mål-orienterede handlinger på
forskellig vis og leg og spil skal forstås i tæt sammenhæng med begreber som udforskning og beherskelse.
Anden del beskriver computerspil som materielt og computationelt baserede systemer med flere niveauer, hvor den
mest prominente er spilverdenen, eller den virtuelle verden. Spil defineres i overensstemmelse med tidligere
definitioner som simulation af spilverdener der rekrutteres til at udgøre en kontrol-relateret udfordring i forhold til en
kunstigt skabt konflikt. På basis af ”core cognition”, analysen af intentionel handling samt leg argumenteres der for at
computerspils-interaktion involverer totaliteten af spilsystemet, inklusive den materielle kontrolenhed, computation,
verdens-simulation og repræsentation så vel som de strukturer af kunstig konflikt og kontroludfordringer som udgøres
af disse niveauer tilsammen. Der gives en relativt grundig analyse af avatar-kontrol i forhold til kropsbundet handling
med begrebet ”body-image-in-action”, og der argumenteres også for at spilsimulation og repræsentation er gearet til
”core cognition” samt at ”core cognition” kan udgøre en fælles semantik for fysiske processer og kropsbundet handling
i en tidslig og rumlig sammenhæng. Denne fælles semantik kan forbinde akademiske områder der ellers har tenderet
mod udsagn om mediespecificitet eller narrative strukturer i stedet for fælles mentale strukturer. Næste kapitel giver
korte eksempler på spilanalyse som en demonstration af begrebsapparatets anvendelighed.
De sidste to kapitler i afhandlingen analyserer de to centrale begreber ”simulation” og ”regler” ved hjælp af
begrebsapparatet fra de foregående kapitler. Kapitlet om simulation argumenterer for, at simulation kan forstås både
som modellering af materielle systemer samt som modellering af aktivitet i en materiel kontekst. Denn distinktion er
nødvendig for at kunne analysere hvad spil kan siges at udgøre en simulation af. Der argumenteres også for at
simulationer i den første forstand ikke nødvendigvis indebærer interaktivitet og at repræsentation er et nødvendigt
aspekt af al simulation. Kapitlet om regler giver en redegørelse for og diskussion af regler som de kan forstås uden for
computerspilssammenhænge. De resulterende distinktioner anvendes til at analysere skak og fodbold for at vise de
iboende og substantielle forskelle mellem to slags spil, dvs. formaliserede brætspil overfor spil som involverer præcis
udførelse af kropsbundne færdigheder i at manipulere den materielle virkelighed. Der argumenteres yderligere for at
centrale positioner i computerspilslitteraturen opererer med internt inkonsistente regelbegreber, dvs. streng matematisk
formalisme overfor abstrakte funktioner som kontroludfordringer. Endelig argumenteres for at det foreslåede studie af
computerspil som en delmængde af spil (dvs. ludologi) er nødt til at anerkende forskelle i spilstrukturer som de
forefindes på tværs af materielle, sproglige og computationelle kontekster for menneskelig aktivitet.
Endelig giver en kort konklusion en oversigt over bidraget til feltet inklusive nøglebegreber.
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SYNOPSIS (ENGLISH)
The dissertation is premised on the assumption that video game structure is geared towards the functionality of
challenging interaction by embodied human individuals. The first chapter introduces “core cognition”, referring to a
stable and common human embodiment of cognitive powers related to perception and cognition. The next chapter
analyses intentional goal-related action and embodied awareness of action in depth. This is followed by a discussion of
play and related phenomena leading to the preliminary conclusion that play and playfulness may involve goal-related
actions in several ways and that play and games should necessarily be understood in connection with such processes as
exploration and mastery.
The second part describes computer video game systems as materially and computationally based systems of simulation
and representation with multiple levels, the most prominent being that of the game world, or virtual world. Games are,
in accordance with previous claims, defined as simulations of game worlds which are recruited for game functionalities
of challenges of control in relation to artificial conflict. On the basis of core cognition, intentional agency, and playrelated phenomena the case is made that computer game interaction as intentional, embodied activity involves the
totality of the computer game system including material control interface, computation, world simulation and
representation as well as the structures of artificial conflict and challenges inherent in these levels altogether. Avatar
control is dealt with in detail in relation to embodiment through the concept of “body-image-in-action”. It is also argued
that game simulation and representation is tailored to core cognition. Core cognition is the base of a shared semantics of
physical processes, embodied actions and events in a spatial setting, which can be used to connect academic positions
that may otherwise tend towards claims of media specificity or narrative structure instead of shared mental structure.
The next chapter offers some sketched game analyses as examples of the utility of the analytical framework of core
cognition, embodied action abilities and game system interaction.
The dissertation ends with two chapters dedicated to central concepts in the recent literature on computer games
analysis, namely simulation and rules. The core cognition and embodied agency framework is applied to these concepts
in turn. The chapter on simulation argues that simulation can be understood both as modelling of material systems and
as modelling of activity in material contexts and that this distinction is necessary to understand what games may be said
to be simulations of. It is also argued that simulations in the first sense need not be interactive and that representation is
integral to simulation. The chapter on rules gives a review and detailed discussion of rules as understood outside the
realm of computer games. The resulting distinctions are applied to an analysis of chess and football to show the inherent
and very substantial differences between these two kinds of games, i.e. formalised board games vs. games involving
precise execution of embodied skills for manipulation of material reality. It is further argued that recent proposals in the
literature operate with internally inconsistent rule conceptualisation, i.e. strict mathematical formalisms vs. abstract
functionalisms of challenge and control. It is also argued that the proposed study of computer games as a subset of
games (i.e. ludology) needs to acknowledge differences in game structures across material, linguistic, and
computational contexts for human activity.
A brief conclusion lists the primary contributions including key terms.
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1
INTRODUCTION
Take a look at this picture (Figure 1):

Figure 1. Lara Croft in a typical situation. Will she make the jump?

What is it a picture of? On the one hand, it is a picture of a young woman hanging from a stone
wall. She seems to be about to perform a jump towards the pole on the left. The reader might
recognise the woman as Lara Croft, the heroine of the popular video game franchise Tomb Raider.
This hints at the picture being a visual record of a much larger set of relationships than that of a
woman, a stone wall, and a pole. In fact, it is a screen capture taken during a session of playing
Tomb Raider: Anniversary, a video game produced by Crystal Dynamics and published by Eidos to
mark the ten year anniversary of the original Tomb Raider game. As the screen dump was taken, I
was manipulating a gamepad connected to a PC in order to make Lara Croft on the screen make that
jump towards the pole on the left. In other words, I was engaged in the activity of controlling Lara
Croft as my avatar through a series of challenging jumps. She was performing a series of graceful
1
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and dangerous jumping manoeuvres on screen as a direct consequence of my physical performance
which involved the pushing of buttons and thumbsticks in front of the screen.
This is a dissertation on computer games and their structure and assumed function. By this I mean
that it analyses game design as it is encountered in the product as a structure intentionally designed
for interaction by human agents. Large parts of these design structures must take, and indeed does
take, basic facts about the nature of human agency into account in order to be successful as popular
art and entertainment. The relation between structure and function – i.e. design and
art/entertainment – involves facts about how we have evolved as beings with a rich psychology that
allow us to plan our actions and experience ourselves as efficacious agents in a dynamic world, but
it also involves the question of how natural laws and artefacts allow human agency to be causally
efficacious. The overall and more abstract questions inherent in this dissertation are thus related to
what it means to be and how it feels to be an agent, in other words what we mean when we refer to
agents and actions and, in relation to this, how it is at all possible for someone to be an agent. This
last issue deals with the conditions under which agency is exercised, and some of these conditions
involve a heavy element of artefactual mediation (including audiovisual representation) by the game
system. Just as the material, computational and representational context constrains embodied
agency, our embodiment constrains and enables the many ways agency may be mediated. Our
embodiment allows us only to do so much with video games as they are currently designed, but on
the other hand that is quite a lot. The focus and scope of the following will be single player games
of the kind that includes a virtual environment and an avatar, but some of the identified traits of
these games are arguably shared by most computer games: Much of the following deals with factors
related to representation and control in these virtual environments, and some of these relationships
are shared by both multiplayer and single player games with or without avatars.

A formal/functionalist framework
The present study is in many ways an attempt to transpose what David Bordwell (2004) has termed
a formal/functionalist framework to video games in that it seeks to explain video game form or
structure by reference to function. My guiding hypothesis is that the overall functionality of video
game systems is facilitation of challenging and entertaining activity through its providing of
specific action opportunities. More specifically one of the most common design structures in video
games incorporating virtual environments are sets and sequences of engaging, challenging and often
spectacular goal-directed actions in a virtual environment representing an artificial conflict
involving agents, objects and settings. The form/function interplay can be seen as a demand for
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three different, but interrelated overall functions related to game interaction which leads to a
designed structure that allows for this specific kind of activity. Games have to be intelligible to
human interactors, they have to offer action opportunities of manipulation, control, and mastery,
and they have to be challenging and/or entertaining enough to sustain engagement in the action
opportunities provided. These three functional factors are, or so I shall argue, some of the primary
governing principles that game design has to meet, but they are obviously not the only ones.
Although the terms may differ, these three primary functionalities are to a large extent recognized
by the game design and video game theory literature but they have not been extensively connected
to facts of human embodiment, agency and causation as in this dissertation. Thus, the primary
contribution here is a theoretical discussion of computer games, computer game studies, and
cognitive science and related areas of philosophy and psychology which aims at a synthesis of these
areas rather than sudden revelations about the medium of video games. I hope to show that the
discussion of key issues such as simulation, representation, rules and games benefits substantially
from being considered within the framework offered here. I would also argue that it offers a better
understanding of the relevance of phenomena which are related to play, but not identical to play, i.e.
relationships between goal-related activity and such activities as exploration, mastery and
construction games.
A key issue, as already implied, is how the three functional demands of video games are met by a
system that depends crucially upon representation – the audiovisual output and our cognitive
capacities are the essential components that allow us to relate to the game world in terms of
manipulable agents, objects and settings and not just as variables manipulated by algorithmic
procedures. The argument in this regard is that both design and representation are fundamentally
tailored to our embodiment and our core cognitive powers related to perception, cognition and
action. An important aspect of game play activity is the relationship between human embodiment
and the different levels inherent in video game systems. Players interact through performing
physical actions in relation to physical control interfaces, and this activity eventually leads to
changes in representations of the virtual world. The dissertation discusses the nature of these causal
connections in relation to more experiential notions of agency and ownership of action and acting in
virtual environments and introduces the concept of the “body-image-in-action” to grasp this
relationship.
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Existing work on cognition and visual media
As outlined above, the theoretical framework and focus of the dissertation is based on the
fundamental assumption that since we experience the world as embodied mindful agents, general
facts about the embodied mind might help us understand computer games (as well as a range of
other things). There is probably nothing controversial in saying that cognitive science – and I mean
this in the broadest possible way as encompassing both psychology, philosophy, linguistics, and
neurology – can tell us something about how we relate to the real world, i.e. the actual world that
we live in. One might, however, say that in order to study the arts, one must study the arts
specifically and not the world. While I think this is in a sense trivially true, such a decision does not
in itself allow us to answer whether and/or how these manifestations are substantially different from
other aspects of our environment and whether such differences in the product, should they exist,
yield any relevant differences in the way we become engaged with and by these products.
I am not going to enter into any discussions of the essence of video games nor take it upon me to
argue consistently that a disciplinary fragmentation and isolation of the humanities is an untenable
strategy. Instead, I will refer to a different position which is quite well established, namely one that
argues that aspects of the arts can be profitably understood by looking at general principles of
cognitive science. Within the visual arts, this tradition goes back to and includes psychologists
Rudolf Arnheim (1974, 1984), Julian Hochberg (1978), and James E. Cutting (1991, 1997, 2005),
all of whom have paid special attention to both arts in general and moving images in particular in
their works on visual perception. In film studies, this tradition has led to the publication of several
more recent works: Bordwell (1986) on narrative comprehension, Smith (1995) on character
engagement and emotion, Grodal (1997, Forthcoming) Tan (1996) and M. Smith (2003) on
narrative and emotions, Anderson (1996) on visual perception and narrative comprehension,
Plantinga (1997) on representation and documentary, Prince (1996) on visual perception and
realism, and Currie (1995) on perception, representation and fiction. In addition, several edited
volumes exist with contributions by many of these authors (e.g. (Plantinga & Smith, 1999),
(Bordwell & Caroll, 1996), and (Anderson & Anderson, 2005)) where both formalist, psychological
and philosophical approaches are employed to analyse moving images in a cognitive science
perspective. Related to this work are those psychological approaches to media in general which
regard film as a medium among others primarily geared towards the function of entertainment
(Zillmann & Vorderer, 2000). Scholars from within these traditions have already addressed the
subject of video games as entertainment media (e.g. (Grodal, 2000, 2003; Vorderer & Bryant,
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2006)), although much of the work within the purely psychological approach have arguably
neglected both formal considerations and cognitive embodiment.
The present work is duly indebted to work by all of these authors, although to some more than
others. One main trend of these works has been to look outside traditional enclosures of the
disciplines within the humanities and broaden the theoretical frameworks for analysing audiovisual
media, and I see it as one of the primary goals of this dissertation to apply this cross-disciplinary
stance to computer media studies. A couple of specific assumptions from this body of literature
inform the dissertation, the primary ones being that our engagement with the popular arts depend on
quite general cognitive capacities together with the assumption that popular media arts in general
share the property of primarily being used as entertainment and as a result of this shared function
may share certain formal traits even though their materiality and modes of engagement may differ.
It is also assumed, however, that media forms may have quite specific functions and may exhibit
different formal and material structures as well as shared ditto. The most obvious of such specific
structures and functions in relation to games is due to their interactivity, and this aspect is
investigated here primarily as tied to offering challenges of mastery and control (Avedon & SuttonSmith, 1971; Grodal, 2000).
The early works within the modern tradition of cognitive film studies, i.e. those beginning with
Bordwell (1986), often lay squarely within the purview of classical cognitive science of mental
representations (as seen in e.g. (Neisser, 1967)). This kind of cognitive media theory dealt primarily
with more or less disembodied individuals who mentally represent the world in the form of mental
schemas. This tradition has been augmented and to a certain extent superseded by a more embodied
approach that took its cues from ecological psychology, emotion theory, and neuropsychology in
parallel with cognitive sciences in general; representative works here are Anderson (1996) and
Grodal (1997). This dissertation aims to take the latter tendency further in the direction of a
pragmatic, embodied cognitivism by incorporating some of the recent work on embodied cognition.
This latter body of theory has ties to the philosophical traditions of philosophy of action and
especially phenomenology, and the dissertation draws on insights from all of these traditions in its
attempt to integrate these into the already established framework of cognitive studies of media.
Since many of these theories have not had much impact in computer games studies, the dissertation
spends a considerable part of its total page count on reviews and discussion, from theories of
cognition over philosophy of action to play research. There has been a marked tendency within
ludology to reject media studies in (all) its different forms and this includes the cognitive strain of
media studies, even if the prügelknabe has often been narrative studies. At the same time, the
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general issue of agency has been somewhat neglected within the study of reading and spectator arts,
and although it has been a central concern in some of the canonical work done in computer studies
(e.g. (Laurel, 1993)), agency as a game-relevant concept has not received the attention needed for a
more comprehensive integration with theories of agency in general. This neglect holds to some
extent for cognitive media studies as well: the field of cognitive film theory has dealt extensively
with perception, disembodied cognition and emotion, but not much with embodied, intentional
action – and this is quite understandable, perhaps, when one considers the typical viewing situation
of broadcast media and cinema. Although the case for the active reader and viewer has been made
(e.g. by Iser (1980) and Bordwell (1986)), the focus in such work has been on the mental activity of
a rather disembodied, contemplative and analytical individual. In contrast to this, the present work
investigates how embodied activity in relation to computer video games allows the user to causally
influence the system at several levels through actual, physical actions. These actions may
sometimes be minimal – although more recent applications allow for more extensive physical
engagement – but the fact remains that there is a physical, causal link between player and game. In
order to analyse this relationship in even preliminary detail a rather detailed analysis of agency,
action, and causation turns out to be necessary. This line of argument has connections to general
considerations of media as an augmentation of primary embodied agency. Such issues have been
influential in cognitive ethnography, contemporary phenomenology and anthropology but have
arguably neither made a real impact on cognitive science in general nor cognitive media studies in
particular. This is thus a small contribution to a much larger argument, namely the notion that
cognitive science cannot persist in ignoring media and mediation in its dealings with perception,
cognition, and action.
I will deal in more detail with the computer game literature in the second part of the dissertation,
but, as already mentioned, a chief motivation for the dissertation has been that even though the issue
of agency and interaction is usually claimed as central, it has seldom been analysed thoroughly in
relation to cognitive embodiment. Although a classic work such as Laurel (1993) is clearly
influenced by cognitive psychology (directly via Donald Norman and indirectly via Alan Kay) and
takes the representations of action to be the central theme it is Aristotle’s theory of drama – and
thus not a theory of action, let alone a modern cognitive one – that drives much of the argument and
it is at any event not levelled at games, but at computers in general. Aarseth (1997) delivers what is
arguably the most theoretically thorough analysis of interactivity in relation to literature and texts,
and although he argues that the user is integral to the analysis, he devotes no time to the actual
embodiment of the interactor or to the specificity of audiovisually realised environments. Although
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Aarseth (2003, 2004b) has later dealt with virtual environments, the discussions are also centred on
an arguably central but somewhat abstract conceptualisation of spatiality and virtuality. The concept
of agency is also absent in some of the recent introductions to the field, despite its supposed
centrality to the video game form – but the concept obviously implicitly structures many of the
often enlightening and sometimes quite thorough discussions of e.g. gameplay, challenge,
immersion, presence, exploration and player repertoire found in Juul (2005) and King and
Krzywinska (2006b); Wolf (2001) forms a possible exception in that interactivity is seen as genredefining for the form in general, but this concern is not tied to any notion of embodied agency.
Salen and Zimmerman (2004) cover most of the bases with sections on game rules, game theory,
simulation, representation, narrative and culture, but player embodiment is still largely absent.
Grodal (2003) has briefly, but importantly, argued convincingly for applying action-related aspects
of cognition and emotion to the analysis of (narrative) structure in games, but the article devotes
less space to the actual performance of embodied interaction than to the ways cognition and
emotion are constrained by our embodiment.
In short summary, the aims of this dissertation is to continue and broaden the work within the
cognitive study of audiovisual media to include interactive works such as computer video games,
and I also hope to make a small contribution to the broadening of cognitive theory in general. Along
the way it will be demonstrated how such an approach may complement but also in some cases
show up problems in other approaches to video games. Key terms such as “play”, “game”,
“challenge”, “simulation”, “representation”, “rules”, “goal-oriented behaviour”, “narrative”, and, to
a lesser extent, “fiction” will all be discussed in the light of the pragmatic cognitive embodiment
framework.

The structure of the dissertation
The dissertation falls in two overall parts with separate chapters. The first part includes three
chapters which deal with core cognitive resources, agency and actions, and play behaviour
respectively. The second part synthesises the previous material into a larger and integrated
framework for analysis of computer game systems as multilevel systems designed primarily for
embodied challenges of mastery and control. Special attention is given to the way the embodied
physical actions of the player are mapped onto changes in the game system, and how the
perspective of embodied action necessitates attention to the computer game system understood as a
whole including the physical control interface. Some key design structures in games are also
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discussed in relation to goals, mastery, and play. A chapter of sample game analyses is then
provided for delineating the practical applicability of the framework.
The second part ends with two slightly more self-contained chapters dedicated to key issues of
simulation and game rules. Simulation is described in general terms as modelling of material
contexts and activities, and this is compared with some of the existing proposals within the game
literature. The conclusion is that we need to acknowledge and be aware of several key distinctions
inherent in the simulation concept when applying it to computer games, since they may model
physical systems as well as activity in an environment. It is also argued that simulation always
includes representation and that concepts such as modelling, representing and interacting hardly
make sense outside considerations of core cognition and our common embodiment – facts which are
not always acknowledged by the “strong ludology” position. The next chapter reviews the concept
of rules and game rules and argues that the concept has at least four aspects to it; regulation,
constitution, instruction, and regularity. All of these aspects are in play in game rules and they are
almost always tailored to human, embodied agency in a material context. It is further discussed how
the application of the rule concept in the ludological literature tends towards inconsistency and a
resulting glossing over of key differences in the structure and function of certain kinds of games
when compared with their apparent counterparts in computer games. Finally, a very brief
conclusion lists the primary and possible secondary contributions together with the key terms
proposed as part of the framework.
This version of the dissertation includes an appendix with a CD-ROM containing video files which
offer illustrations for a few of the games and game design patterns discussed. It is recommended
that the reader at least watches the file “Resident Evil 4 Controller demonstration”, preferably in
connection with reading Chapter 5. This video clip features a sequence of game output with a fairly
detailed visual commentary indicating the spatiotemporal patterning of game controller
manipulation responsible fro the avatar actions. The remaining files are offered as illustrations of
specific parts of the text, with page numbers indicating the relevant section.
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CORE COGNITION
This chapter summarises and discusses theories from cognitive science in relation to the focus
implied in the introduction, namely our cognitive capacities as agents to perceive and engage the
world around us. In capsule form this covers our ability to identify and track agents, objects, events
and actions in space and time. The purpose of the chapter is not to provide a detailed description of
these capacities but rather to give an extremely brief introduction to a plausible minimal baseline of
human understanding. The sources used are primarily developmental psychology devoted to infant
perception and conceptualisation together with cognitive linguistics.

Cognitive science and levels of representation and explanation
Contemporary cognitive science as a whole includes several and quite different levels of analysis
and explanation: from the basic neurochemistry of the emotions and attention over computational
models of vision to higher-order thinking and even phenomenological analyses of consciousness
and volitional action. In the context of cognition and action, it is fairly obvious that there is an
explanatory gap between how the brain and body works in terms of chemistry and physiology and
how cognitive scientists analyse mental representations such as schemas, beliefs, and actions. This
gap tends to widen once one includes more philosophical and phenomenological analyses of action
together with everyday conceptualisations of why and how we do what we do. This means that
although such elementary actions as grasping an object with our hands is understood relatively well
by cognitive neuroscience, the cognitive, emotional and experiential distinctions between, say,
grasping a door handle on the way to a job interview, a tennis racket during a heated match, or even
a game controller while playing Bioshock are usually not to be found in computational or functional
models of the brain but rather in descriptions which focus on the person – there seems to be a
distinct element in all of these of what the person is doing besides the clenching of muscles and
activation of neural structures. Thus, throughout the dissertation I will refer to several levels of
cognitive architecture and behaviour. These range from neuroscience to beliefs and desires of a
more everyday nature, the latter being categories used both by philosophers, psychologists and
laypeople – I will keep many everyday terms associated with actions, but the analyses will at times
take a more technical form. With regards to the pervasive influence of neuroscience in the cognitive
sciences today, the present dissertation is not reductionist but rather unabashedly mentalist in
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outlook. The proposed concept of agency herein is explicitly tied to mentalistic notions of both
beliefs and desires and intentional action as a key part of the “aboutness” and experiential reality of
mental life. I assume a kind of realism about beliefs and desires in that I will make reference to
them without any commitment to cashing them out as neuronal states – or any other states for that
matter. The issue of the realism of these states is not a small one, but the discussion is, I believe,
simply too complex to be truly relevant for the level of analysis seen in the following. Most of the
analyses of action given will refer to persons acting, both because agents themselves ostensibly
believe that an action is an effective means to some specific end and because there is currently no
suitably fine-grained alternative – neuroscientific or otherwise – to this kind of explanation. I will
throughout assume that a lot of functional cognitive machinery is involved in perceiving and
understanding audiovisual representation of other agents, objects and dynamical relations, and also
analyse in some detail the relationship between the actual body and the objects and the avatars, i.e.
audiovisual representations of embodiment partly under our control, with which we exercise our
agency in relation to the virtual worlds of computer games. Neuroscientific evidence will play a
small role in supporting these analyses, most often in an effort to clarify the extent to which such
statements are supported by empirical studies of our active embodiment. The dissertation as a whole
will thus be based on frameworks related to several levels of cognition, including the personal, the
functionally sub-personal and, to a lesser extent, the neuronal.
The following application of cognitive theory will assume many things about both actual players
and research related to computer video games. For instance, I will assume but also argue in some
detail that players relate to computer video games on several different levels and that some of these
relations – but obviously not all of them – can be analysed by referring to what I call core cognitive
resources. In addition to core cognitive activity, some of the cognitive patterns employed will be
more specific to computer games as a special kind of artefacts. Players may thus think of and react
towards the audiovisual representations of the game’s output as representing a world populated with
agents and objects, but players may also think of them as products of a design where they perform
certain functions in the game, e.g. that of being “boss monsters”, quest-givers or some other slightly
technical term applied to games of certain genres. In addition, and especially in the domain of PC
gaming, many users of games exhibit complex understanding of quite intricate parts of the system
design at other levels than the game world, but both consoles and PC games exhibit features and
allow manipulation of system states that may or may not make sense outside the specific design
paradigm of computer games, i.e. tutorials, saving and loading of games, difficulty adjustments etc.
While the emphasis in the dissertation is on core cognition, these latter entities are also dealt with in
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less detail later in the dissertation. The principal aim of the present chapter is to identify some of the
core capacities, principles, and structures which are used by the human mind to parse the world
around us into entities that make sense, namely agents and objects located in three-dimensional
space.

Core knowledge and domain specificity
A well established (although not universally accepted) hypothesis within cognitive science and
especially developmental cognitive psychology is that cognition is to some extent domain-specific,
which means, roughly, that cognitive mechanisms are to some extent specialised and deal with
specific problems (see Hirschfeld and Gelman (1994) for an overview of domain specificity within
the cognitive domain). Thus, even though they disagree on a range of finer points, researchers such
as Alan Leslie, Frank Keil, Dan Sperber, Elizabeth Spelke, Susan Carey, Jean Mandler and several
others tend to agree on these two basic theses: 1) It is possible to identify some very basic cognitive
capacities with which the human infant is able to engage and understand the world and 2) these
capacities are domain-specific to a certain extent. A third tenet, that 3) these capacities are to a large
degree innate and to some extent shared by other animals, especially primates, is more
controversial, but it does seem plausible that there are considerable overlaps between primates and
humans when it comes to the most basic cognitive capacities (see (Hauser & Spelke, 2004; Spelke
& Kinzler, 2007)).
These basic domain-specific cognitive capacities are referred to by Elisabeth Spelke and others as
“core knowledge” and a recent version of Spelke’s “core knowledge”-hypothesis is found in Spelke
and Kinzler (2007) where the authors propose four fundamental domains of core knowledge:
inanimate objects and their causal interactions; agents and goal-directed actions; numerical
knowledge and spatial orientation. A fifth domain for representing social partners is also
hypothesized. The remainder of this chapter will focus on the first two of these domains with some
additional attention given to the fourth and fifth. Before moving on, it should be mentioned that the
idea of basic cognitive competencies is not necessarily tied to claims related to domain specificity.
For instance, Tomasello (1999, 2003) is explicitly opposed to some of the claims of domain
specificity while maintaining that many of the basic powers of cognition, such as e.g. pattern
recognition is shared by many animals and all primates. Tomasello argues that the most
distinctively human trait apart from natural languages is the closely related ability to understand
both ourselves and others as intentional agents with a rich mental life, not just desires and
perceptions of the most basic kind.
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Which kind(s) of knowledge?
A preliminary question is whether and/or to what extent core cognitive domains should be referred
to in terms of knowledge and whether such knowledge is linguistic and even theory-like in form.
The first issue is whether cognitive processing uses language-like representations or some other
mode, e.g. visual representations or imagery of some kind. Even a gross discussion of this issue lies
outside the scope of the following so it will simply be assumed that there is no simple answer to this
although it seems highly implausible that cognitive representation is exclusively linguistic. The
proposed core domains frequently involve perceptual discriminations and much of the work is
based on experimental findings dealing with human infants and non-human primates; some
plausible components of core knowledge are pre-linguistic image-schemata together with other
analogue representations making use of perceptual input and such primitives as force and support
containment, as briefly detailed in the following. This is one of the reasons why I will use the
phrase core cognition to refer to basic cognitive powers, but it should be noted here at the outset
that this phrase is to be understood somewhat wider than the core knowledge hypothesis and it is
my own term for what I believe is a plausible and larger core of cognitive capacities characteristic
of human embodiment.
Another issue is that of personal and sub-personal levels of cognition and this distinction is central
both to understanding cognitive science in general and to some of the following as well. Cognition
is sometimes used as a blanket term for any activity that involves thinking, and this makes for some
potential confusion since cognitive scientists very often use the term in a slightly more technical
way to refer to mental processing conducted outside of the reach of consciousness. Many references
to mental representations in cognitive science thus refer to information processing which is by
definition inaccessible since it is performed not by the person but by the functional mind. Early
processing of visual perception is one such domain, another is the processing inherent in parsing
phonology or syntax in natural languages. When vision scientists such as Palmer (1999) or linguists
such as Jackendoff (1990) describe cognitive processing it is not exactly doings of persons that they
are referring to, but rather sub-personal processes which may in turn lead to conscious experiences
of what a horse looks like or what the word “chair” means.
These two issues of cognitive representational format and personal vs. sub-personal levels of
explanation will not have a dominant role in the following, but they are worth keeping in mind. The
present point is the commitment to domain specificity of cognitive mechanisms, and to the position
that the terms core knowledge and core cognition do not imply a body of beliefs available for
conscious inspection. The term core cognition will be used in the present context as shorthand for a
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set of domain specific cognitive mechanisms together with less domain specific but still identifiable
and general mechanisms that together form the core of our intellectual capacities and constrain our
cognitive development in identifiable ways.

Core knowledge and development
Even if one accepts the existence of core domains and core knowledge, it is an open question how
core domains are related to the cognitive capacities of socialised adults. This is, to a large extent,
the old discussion about nurture and nature and as such we should expect wide disagreement both
within the field and between fields – a synthesis will certainly not be attempted here. Although
Carey and Spelke (1994) cautions against strong universalism in the specialised context of scientific
theory change, the position adopted by Spelke and others towards general development and
everyday interactions seem to be a fairly strong universalism, a position I find expressed quite well
in the following quote by Spelke:
Research on older children and on adults suggests that the core knowledge systems found in
infants contribute to later cognitive functioning in two ways. First, core systems continue to exist
in older children and adults, giving rise to domain-specific, task-specific, and encapsulated
representations like those found in infants. Second, core systems serve as building blocks for the
development of new cognitive skills. (Spelke, 2000: 1233)

Spelke herself could be considered a nativist on this question, since she holds that many of the
principles constraining core knowledge are innate. This is another issue not easily settled; one way
of handling the dichotomy between innate and learnt is offered by Hatano and Inagaki (2000) who
see the innate structures as biases that constrain learning, which means that core domains depend
quite a lot on social and cultural input. In this regard it should also be mentioned that a proposed
sixth domain namely that of intuitive biology seems to be universal, but seems to come to fruition
later in development and in addition may depend more on social and cultural developmental context
than the others (see (Inagaki & Hatano, 2006; F. C. Keil, 2003; Medin & Atran, 2004)). In general
no one working within developmental psychology denies that people learn things from experience:
as Mandler (2004) states, even the most rigid empiricist will have to acknowledge some kind of
initial constraint on cognitive powers – one of the key issues is rather how many or few constraints
on learning theorists are willing to postulate.
I myself will follow the universalist line and use core cognition and core cognitive domains as a
common set of basic cognitive building blocks. This, of course, makes core cognition an extremely
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sparse sketch of our full cognitive powers, but the general idea is that these building blocks enables
quite a lot of interactive functionality in the domain of video games – not to mention the world in
general, since it is our everyday interactions with material and social reality that core cognition has
evolved to support. These core principles allow us to engage with video game content as well,
chiefly because game designers deliberately design for our core cognitive capacities of perception,
cognition and embodied intentional action.

Objects: general principles
The literature on object perception and categorisation within the developmental field is
considerable, so I will concentrate on a few issues in the following. These will be infants’
understanding of objects, events, and physical relationships. Spelke (2000) gives a brief review of
the findings related to core knowledge of physical objects where principles of solidity and
persistence over time are mentioned as the most important, Spelke and Kinzler (2007) name the
principles of cohesion, continuity and contact, and Baillargeon (2004) summarises child
development and understanding of physical relationships by positing a set of developing
expectations related to occlusion, contact, support and containment. The following thus seems to list
the key features of cognition related to the domain of physical objects: solidity, persistence,
cohesion, continuity, contact, occlusion, support, containment.
It might be reasonable to note here that even though human infants possess remarkable
discriminatory powers, they do make errors at specific stages throughout development, e.g. babies
down to 2.5 months of age expect objects to persist in existence when occluded from view under
certain conditions but are indifferent to certain ingeniously constructed displays even though the
latter clearly violates adult’s understanding of object ontology and perceptual availability
(Baillargeon, 2004). The important point here is not the specifics of the expectations at a given
developmental stage – interesting though they might be – but rather that general principles such as
occlusion, support and containment etc. can be identified from very early on and plays a role
through several developmental stages.
One specific and quite influential way to formalise these pre-linguistic principles is the concept of
image schemata. There is some discussion as to the actual form of these representations, but one
way to describe them is as “spatial representations that express primitive or foundational meanings”
(Mandler, 2004: 78). They are more like diagrams than actual images, and they abstract away from
a range of perceptual information to a few key features. Furthermore, image schemata can be
combined in different ways, somewhat like a proto-grammar. To take Mandler’s description of one
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of the most well-known, “the image-schema PATH is the simplest conceptualization of any object
following any trajectory through space, without regard to the characteristics of the object or the
details of the trajectory itself.” (Mandler, 1992: 591). Other central image schemata are GOAL and
CONTAINMENT schemas.
Some of the literature on image schemata has focused on their explanatory role in metaphorical
language, where they are thought to structure the transfer from source to target domain, cf. the
classic treatment given by Lakoff and Johnson (1980). The present approach does not exactly share
this aim, although it certainly does not reject it either. In the present context the image-schemata are
seen as cognitive primitives that may be used as a plausible and quite general bottom-line for
cognitive structure used to understand the world in general through perception and cognition, not
just to understand linguistic statements or other metaphoric structures. As such, image-schemata are
both a representational format in their own right – which can be used e.g. to understand phenomena
such as actual containers and perceived movement paths encountered in our everyday lives – and a
set of conceptual building blocks that plausibly lie underneath a wide range of complex and
metaphorical concepts including those used in highly elaborate artistic representations (Turner,
1996).
Mandler argues that some of the most fundamental image schemata are CONTAINMENT,
SUPPORT, UP, and DOWN. Although these schemata are thought to be foundational conceptual
structures they can exhibit quite a bit of complexity. As an example, Vandeloise (2005) argues that
CONTAINMENT covers a family resemblance-based category including several possible relations
between two entities in the pair Containment/contained (C/c): Six or possibly seven sub-features
can thus be combined to yield different conceptualisations of the concept of C/c – allowing
distinctions between whether e.g. the Container fully or partially envelops or hides the Contained
object and how the Contained object is constrained in movement within the Container. Following
this Vandeloise further argues that the development of a more sophisticated understanding of
CONTAINMENT demands integration with knowledge of objects and force dynamics and
conceptualisations of TIGHT FITTING and LOOSE FITTING, a pair of relations that Leslie (see
later in this chapter) mention as central to understand of object and dynamics. All of these
principles gradually develop and gain sophistication through early childhood to become part of the
basic cognitive repertoire of all adults.
It would probably be futile to discuss objects extensively without acknowledging that our
understanding of the world is tied directly to our embodiment as active agents. As I have already
hinted at, it is a key component of most of the modern developmental frameworks that core
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knowledge principles are partly constructed through pragmatic interaction with the environment,
although this is thought to be (in some cases heavily) constrained by innate endowment. The
specific roles of differences in enculturation will play a minimal role here, since what I aim to
provide is a general baseline of our agency, but it is clear that our understanding of objects is
closely tied to our active embodiment.

Agents: general principles
Agents and goal-directed actions is the other centrally important candidate for a core domain. It is a
general point of child developmental frameworks that part of the development is to establish
boundaries between domains and to gradually work out which domain a given entity belongs to1.
On the basis of the developmental literature it seems safe to conclude that the capacity to
distinguish between purposeful agents and on the other hand objects is a central aspect of
development both phylogenetically and ontogenetically. Spelke and Kinzler (2007) summarises five
key principles underlying agent identification and conceptualisation which makes this domain differ
from that of objects: Agents are goal-directed, they try to achieve these goals by efficient means,
they act contingently and reciprocally (especially with other agents), and gaze direction is important
when infants (and adults) try to interpret the actions of an agent. In parallel to this, Mandler (2004)
argues that primitive distinctions between objects, artifacts, and agents are some of the first to be
made, with a central role played by differences in MOTIONPATH and GOAL. Objects are
distinguished by CAUSED MOTION and INANIMATE MOTION whereas agents exhibit SELFMOTION and ANIMATE MOTION. According to Mandler some of the primary principles
governing discrimination thus seems to be those of CAUSED MOTION vs. SELF-MOTION and
the related transfigurations of such basic schemas as PATH and GOAL together with LINK, where
the latter covers the salient and pragmatically important connection between the movements of one
entity and another, most often seen when an agent is involved in producing CAUSED MOTION
(Mandler, 1992, 2004). The basic repertoire of image schemas are thus combined to yield a higher
level of complexity in the analysis of agents.
Mandler (2004) also argues that the principle of contingency of events is so central to infants that it
seems to trump a range of other perceptually available discriminatory cues. One of the studies
quoted by Mandler showed that infants at 3 months would react similarly to toys and their mother if
the toy interacted contingently with the infant (Frye et al. quoted in (Mandler, 2004)). Other studies
1

Although theorists obviously disagree about the precise roles played by environmental, pragmatic and social factors in

establishing these boundaries.
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quoted use robots in the role of contingent interactor with similar results, and work within “social
robotics” (Breazeal, 2002) shows how combinations of salient perceptual features and contingently
reciprocal responses will make even adults interact with decidedly unnatural looking robots.
Comparing the two viewpoints outlined above, i.e. the reviews given by Spelke and Kinzler and
Mandler, it can be remarked that the work of e.g. Spelke and Baillargeon generally do not invoke
Image Schemata but rather refer to principles. I take this to be primarily an issue of how to cash out
the mechanisms responsible for the principles, not the principles themselves, and there seem to be
large agreement on the latter within the literature2. There does seem, however, to be some
discrepancy both between the level of sophistication involved in the principles invoked and the
exact boundaries between domains: Mandler’s original proposal of AGENCY was thus “an animate
object acting on an inanimate one” ((Mandler, 2004), quoting her earlier work), and this largely
neglects the arguably more complex notions of goal-direction and efficiency which play absolutely
central roles in the approaches mentioned in Spelke and Kinzler’s review. In a discussion of the
work of Gergely, Csibra and colleagues (who are the principal researchers on this subject quoted in
Spelke and Kinzler’s review) Mandler (2004: 105) admits that these aspects were neglected in her
early work. It should, however, be noted that the two approaches clearly complement each other on
several points: SELF MOTION and ANIMATE MOTION can be combined into the composite
schema SELF MOVING ANIMATE, and the MOTIONPATH of an agent will exhibit changes in
accord with goal-direction and efficiency. The discriminatory capacities may develop somewhat
separately and some of them may be easier to trigger in terms of perceptual stimuli. In the latter
regard, especially analysis of ANIMATE MOTION and SELF-MOTION patterns may be very fast
since this is ecologically paramount in infant-mother interaction and interaction with possibly
dangerous agents, and also fairly easy to discriminate perceptually: Certain aspects of rhythm and
irregularity of animate motion seem to be in place as early as three months of age (Mandler, 2004),
whereas rudiments of LINK discrimination can been seen by the age of two months (Mandler,
1992). The spatiotemporal visual patterns of biological motion in general seem to be one of the key
perceptual patterns used to identify agents. Biological motion is characterised by a specific
movement profile due to biomechanical constraints of muscles and skeleton and seems to play a
large role in imitation and so-called “motor contagion” or “resonance effects” (see Blake and
Shiffrar (2007) for review).

2

See e.g. Bloom (2004) for a popular introduction to generally accepted object recognition principles.
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The canonical agent role and conceptual structure
The notable emphasis on physicality in the account of agency given above accords well with
cognitive linguist Ronald W. Langacker’s3 definition of “canonical agent” or “archetypal agent”
which is “a person who volitionally carries out physical activity which results in contact with some
external object and the transmission of energy to that object” (Langacker, 2002: 210). Langacker
describes other canonical roles such as “patient” (the entity who or which absorbs the energy), and
“instrument” (which is an inanimate object manipulated in order to influence the patient), and
“experiencer” (which is a person engaged in any kind of mental (i.e. intellectual, perceptual, and/or
emotive)) activity. Langacker argues that these conceptual “canonical roles” can be combined in
many different roles to convey and understand different aspects of a situation, and it is implied that
these are the units used to understand potential action situation both by a cognizer with visual
perceptual access as well as a cognizer presented with a given sentence; they organise conceptual
understanding, not just language structure.
Although Langacker’s framework does not in any way disallow a rich conceptualisation of goals, it
could be said to exhibit a slight bias towards cognitively primitive notions of force and energy as
the basis of action. It is a general claim implicit if not always explicit in cognitive linguistics that
this is not a product of analytic neglect but rather motivated by widespread linguistic and
conceptual practice by actual cognizers: We have a general tendency to structure our
conceptualisations of abstract action after very physical models – the classic, modern statement of
this position is, of course, Lakoff and Johnson (1980), and (Lakoff, 1987) with a more recent
summary given in (Gibbs, 2006).
A different but related proposal on conceptual structure is made by Jackendoff (1996) who
distinguishes between Conceptual Structure (CS) and Spatial Relations (SR), the latter of which is
based on our perception of entities in space while the first encodes the meaning of linguistic
concepts. The basic thesis is that there exists at least these two ways for the brain to encode
information and that there needs to be some kind of common ground or interface to let us utter and
understand such representations of spatial structure as “The little star is beside the big star”, “the
arrow flew through the air past my head” or even “Kratos the Spartan launches the big log to hit the
huge minotaur”4. The ubiquity of spatial structure in verbal descriptions makes it highly plausible
that language is connected to some kind of perceptual encoding of agents and objects in space. It is

3

Langacker is mentioned by Mandler as a key inspiration.

4

The first two examples are from (Jackendoff, 2002) and (Jackendoff, 1996) respectively.
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thus assumed that some of the primitives of representation are shared by CS and SR, i.e. notions
such as PLACE, PATH, FORCE and CONTAINMENT. Jackendoff also holds, however, that there
are areas of both CS and SR that are exclusive to each other, i.e. certain parts of CS structure cannot
be given a coherent spatial representation by perceptually dependent systems and vice versa. Thus,
sometimes a picture does not speak a thousand words.
Even though all of these proposals are somewhat different in scope, there seems to be large
agreement on a range of principles and schemata when looking at the results from outside
developmental psychology and linguistics proper. The combination of principles, image-schemata
and the somewhat more complex ideas of canonical action and canonical agents allow for analysis
of a range of situations at different levels and the thesis is that many of these mental representations
are used both to perceive and understand the physical world and social world as well as when we
parse natural language sentences.

Leslie’s tripartite theory of agency
A slightly alternative way of partitioning out the domains of perception and cognition in relation to
agency is that of Alan Leslie (1994). Infants’ understanding of physical objects is a key part of
Leslie’s account of early domain specific mechanisms. Leslie distinguishes between three subdomains of Agency handled by separate cognitive mechanisms. These are ToBy (Theory of Body
mechanism), ToMM system 1 (Theory of Mind Mechanism 1) and ToMM system 2 (Theory of
Mind Mechanism 2). The three mechanisms each handle different aspects of Agency as shown here
(adapted from Leslie, op.cit)

Real world Properties of

Processing Device

Agents

Levels of understanding or
“theories”

Mechanical

ToBY

“Agents and Objects”

Actional

ToMM (system 1)

“Agents and Action”

Cognitive

ToMM (system 2)

“Agents and Attitudes”

The idea of ToMM cognitive systems has become a very established idea within both
developmental psychology and the philosophical literature, and I will not devote any time to these
issues (see Baron-Cohen (1995) for a classic overview) and instead briefly outline the ToBy
module. ToBY allows infants to keep track of what Leslie calls “Agents in a mechanical sense”, and
in this respect Leslie’s conception of Agency is clearly opposed to seeing animacy as the basis for
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agency, since inanimate objects can perfectly well play the role of agent in this framework5.
Leslie’s account of mechanical agency is influenced by linguist Leonard Talmy, who holds that
force dynamics is central to both cognition and linguistic structure (see (Talmy, 2000), especially
chap. 7). In line with this, Leslie posits a psychological primitive, FORCE, to let ToBY keep track
of force dynamics. FORCE as a cognitive primitive denotes energy and perhaps more importantly
energy transfer as a very limited understanding of energy as kinetic energy – and not, say, as
thermal properties. Through the use of FORCE, ToBY is able to deal with mechanics and physical
bodies in space:

In summary: Together with information on surface layout, ToBY takes, as input,
descriptions that make explicit the geometry of the objects contained in a scene, their
arrangement and their motions, and onto such descriptions paint the mechanical
properties of the scenario. In doing this, ToBY interprets the motions, arrangements,
and geometry of the objects in terms of the sources and fates – the dynamics – of
FORCE. (p. 128, op. cit.)

It is thus plausible that cognition related to Agency can be further divided into sub-domains: When
we identify and cognize an event structure as belonging to the domain of agency and agents, several
cognitive systems might be activated. An object might exhibit features that mark it either as a
mechanical agent (ToBY), an animate agent (Animacy), and/or two kinds of intentional agents,
those with primitive intentionality (ToMM1; “Agents and Action”) and those with higher-order
intentionality (ToMM2; “Agents and Attitudes”). The latter domain is where we gradually move
into full-blown human agency of the kind recognized by sociology, social psychology and
philosophy of action – social actions as a larger and more complex phenomenon fall outside the
purview of this investigation, but a review of philosophy of action will be given in the following
chapter. It is also very plausible that lower order perceptual systems such as PATH-GOAL
detectors, contingency detectors (Mandler, 2004), biological motion detectors (Blake & Shiffrar,
2007) or the eye direction detector and intentionality detector (Baron-Cohen, 1995) may trigger
activation in other parts of what has been called “the social cognitive network” of the brain (H. L.

5

Leslie mentions that the concept of agency can be analysed separately from the question of animacy since the latter is

properly a biological category, and as such a candidate for a separate domain. The argument is not that animacy cannot
or should not play a role in a discussion of agency.
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Gallagher & Frith, 2003). Intentionality detection based on simple contingency of motor patterns
may thus prime us to see higher-order intentionality in that movement.

Intuitive ontology, magical thinking and domain violations
In their research devoted to religion and cognition, Pascal Boyer (1994, 1996) and Justin Barrett
(2000) have used the term intuitive ontology (hereafter IO) in relation to domain specific cognitive
competencies such as those detailed by the core knowledge hypothesis. Boyer and Barrett both
argue for the naturalness and explanatory reduction of religious beliefs on the basis of core
knowledge: Even though religion deals in holy trinities, mythical beings, and unnatural causality,
the authors maintain that this complexity is to large extent reducible to a range of basic principles
related to domains of evolutionarily given core knowledge. Their arguments, although focused on
religion, are relevant in a broader context as well, since they demonstrate a relationship between
fundamental cognitive capacities and areas of cognition that may seem both quite complex and
highly abstract. In addition to this, the argument that religious thought to a large extent follows
principles of everyday cognition has the potential upshot that at least some parts of everyday
cognition may be structured along “magical” lines; this potential two-way traffic between analysis
of religion and general cognition is one more reason to include arguments from this area of work.
It should be emphasised that IO and the related cognitive processing is sub-personal and IO
processes are thus functional cognitions as opposed to conscious cognitions, where the former may
be used to refer to image schemas and other functional mental representations and the latter to
actual conscious thinking and beliefs as constituents of reflective higher-order cognition. This
means that a person might very well hold consciously accessible beliefs (simple or complex) that
could clash with his or her intuitive ontology in different ways. As Boyer and Barrett argue, a
person might believe (on a personal level) that ghosts exist and have the ability to pass through
solid matter and take this to be completely uncontroversial. At the same time, this person’s IO based
on principles of core cognition would allow the person to interact with fluid ease with such things
as doors and walls and furthermore ensure that the consciously “uncontroversial” ghost concept
stayed salient precisely because it violates IO – and it would probably also be highly counterintuitive and attention-demanding to this person if s/he actually did see someone walk through a
wall. The term intuitive should thus be understood in a somewhat technical sense derived from the
background assumptions tied to core cognition, not from the everyday understanding of intuitive as
“something that intuitively makes sense”.
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Boyer (1994), Barrett (2000) and McCauley (2000) have all argued that the cognitive study of
religion shows religion to be a natural occurrence. By this they mean that the fundamentals of
religious thought follows from core knowledge and are highly likely to develop independently of
specific cultures. Even though a specific religion may or will only develop within a specific cultural
setting, the human tendency to form religious beliefs is general enough to develop in absence of
specific cultural input. Religious belief systems very often employ concepts that violate the
principles of core knowledge; these are called counterintuitive, since these violations make the
concepts salient to the mind exactly because of the violation(s) of IO. Both Sperber (1994), Boyer
and Barrett have argued that principles of cognitive economy and salience governs the production
and distribution of these counterintuitive concepts. One or maybe two violations make for best
results and Barrett has coined the term MCI for such Minimally Counter-Intuitive concepts, and it is
further argued that CI and MCI generally exist on a relatively mundane background upon which
they appear salient and “sufficiently original” (Sperber, 1994: 55).
The theory of counterintuitive concepts is introduced here as an example of a richly developed
framework for analysing the shared and fundamental cognitive foundations for representations
mentally and artefactually represented. Although the cognitive study of religion holds that the most
widespread of these CI concepts are those that deal with supernatural agents, I will argue later that
many video games – like other entertainment media – makes heavy use of violations of core
knowledge structures in order to attract the sustained attention of players. Given the repertoire of
core knowledge principles outlined above the scene is set for the representation and presentation of
several attention grabbing phenomena by violating one or two of the principles involved.
Furthermore we should not forget the explanatory power that core knowledge of objects, actions
and agents delivers in and of itself in relation to media, since these principles both allow parsing of
a wide range of common situations as well as a foundation for more elaborate systems of
representations. For instance, the platform genre where agents jump or climb around a spatial layout
is founded directly on core cognitive notions of support, and such domains as that of ToBY are
especially relevant both to the adoption of more complex modelling of physics and force dynamics
in many modern (and classical) computer video games incorporating virtual environments, whereas
simple and sometimes complex ToMM allows one to understand the modelling of hostile agents in
almost all such games.
Finally, as Guthrie (1993), Barrett (2000) and Boyer (1996, 2002) have argued, many human
cultures exhibit a certain tendency towards over-ascription of agency, and we have already seen
how very simple perceptual cues may trigger the social cognitive network of ToMM-like
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competencies. The tendency for people to engage in social-like interaction with objects and
artefacts is an established hypothesis within media studies (see Reeves and Nass (1996), but the
combination of specific perceptual patterns and contingent effects goes some way in explaining
how exactly these responses may be facilitated by visual representations geared to core cognition.
All of the above has given an outline of the principles governing our understanding of the world.
Given that almost all computer video games involve representations of agents, objects and spatial
settings, these principles of core cognition can help explain how we relate to computer video games.
Before moving on I want to point out that one of the strengths of the core cognition framework is
that it allows for understanding of how quite limited perceptual cues may lead to parsing
representations as agents and physical objects. If the primary principles of core cognition related to
agency are met, further perceptual detail is mere icing on the cake, so to speak.
The next chapter in this first part of the dissertation will deal further with the concept of agency but
in ways where cognitive considerations are combined with an attempt to delineate philosophically
what it means to be a human agent with the capacity to act. The next chapter does not so much deal
with how someone may be predisposed to think of an event as an action, but rather tries to give an
explanation of what an action is from the more detached and intersubjective viewpoint of
philosophical theories of action.
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3
AGENCY, ACTIONS, AND CAUSES
The following chapter gives a reasonably detailed, but in many regards quite basic, summary of
some established positions within philosophy of action, all with some connection to what has been
called “the standard story of action”. Two central issues will be dealt with in the following
discussion, namely how actions are possible as causal influences upon the world and also the
psychological structure of why actions are performed. As I shall argue, a prominent connection
exists between these two issues: We act in order to causally influence the world. Both of these
questions – the how and the why of action and causation – as well as the ways they connect are
equally important aspects of a game analysis framework.
Since the ultimate goal of the present investigation is a better understanding of the interaction
between an embodied human agent and a game system in a formal/functional perspective, a
qualified discussion calls for explication of the entities involved in this sentence: we need a grasp of
what is meant by agency and action, by game system artefact, and by interaction, including some
delineation of how the latter is at all possible. The argument will be that game interaction is
facilitated by a tight and largely intentional fit between game system properties related to both agent
as a person with core cognitive powers and the power to act as an intentional agent as detailed in the
following. This chapter thus sketches a brief and obviously incomplete account of human agency
and actions which has in many respects been tailored to the demands of computer game analysis.
This is not, however, just a theory of video game agency: In my opinion, the question of game
system interaction must be conducted within a general investigation of agency and actions. First,
one should aim for the theory to be robust in that it should not deviate in unnecessary ways from
otherwise accepted theories of action and agency – it should not be presupposed at the outset that
the area of enquiry is radically different from any other domain of human agency. At the same time,
however, it is an open question whether acting in relation to computer video game systems is
completely or even relevantly similar to acting in other domains – an acceptable goal would be to
pinpoint how, to what degree and why it is similar or different and whether it should be investigated
as a sub-domain or a separate domain. The overall argument gradually developed in the following is
that video game interaction is hardly exotic when considered within a broad framework of agency.
It is a special kind of artefact interaction with its own standard conditions for the exercise of
mediated agency, the latter of which might be said to constitute an important sub-domain of human
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agency and action. In other words, game interaction is a species of mediated agency which is a
special but extremely widespread kind of human agency.
Before moving on it must be made quite clear that in going through some of the key texts from
philosophy I have not intended to critically review these as a philosophical enterprise proper but
rather to mine them for applicable conceptual and practical distinctions. In addition to numerous
discussions intentionally left out on the simple grounds that I have found them unnecessarily
complex for present purposes, there are undoubtedly serious shortcomings in the following if
evaluated within the frame of philosophy as a formal enterprise. The chief aim is a reasonable
degree of consistency and application value in the overall framework. With these introductory
caveats out of the way, let us move on to the discussion of agency and actions.

Agency, actions and events
Donald Davidson’s classic essay on agency opens with the following sentences: “What events in the
life of a person reveal agency; what are his deeds and his doings in contrast to mere happenings in
his history; what is the mark that distinguishes his actions?” (Davidson, 1980: 43)
From this we may draw a preliminary definition: Agency is a matter of performing actions.
Renowned social psychologist (and no stranger to philosophy of action) Albert Bandura (2006),
outlines four core properties of human agency, namely intentionality, forethought, self-reactiveness
and self-reflectiveness. These cover, very roughly, the ability to act on the basis of goals and plans,
the ability to think about these in projected time, the ability to “link thought to action” in a process
of self-regulation, and finally to reflect upon one’s performance as an agent. The following deals
primarily with the first two core aspects, i.e. intentionality and forethought, but I shall return to
Bandura on the question of control and efficacy later.
The introductory quote also mentions events, happenings and actions, and a standard distinction
within theories of action is the one between events and actions (Davidson, 1980), see also (Wilson,
2008). Consider three series of events: A man is struck by lightning and his hair catches fire, a car
runs over a rusty nail and has a flat tire, a plant closes its flowers at sunset as the dew starts to fall.
These are all things that may happen to someone or something, and, as such, these examples
describe events as happenings, but as we have just defined action above, actions are different in that
they are things done by someone. But this is not equal to a distinction between actions and events,
but rather to a distinction between two types of events, since on Davidson’s view (and others within
the related and influential branch within philosophy of action) actions are a subset of events, namely
those events which are caused by an agent; Mele (2005) refers to this kind of position as standard
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causalism. There are two key aspects of this position, namely that actions are events and that they
are caused by agents. I am not going to take a strong stand on whether actions are really and
ultimately events caused by agents, although I will return to one particularly relevant argument
against a related view of agency much later in this chapter. For both present and later purposes, is it
very helpful to see a significant set of actions as events of a special kind, regardless of metaphysical
commitments, and I shall thus continue with a kind of pragmatic version of standard causalism and
assume that actions are real and that they can very often – but not always – be described as a series
of events caused by agents, regardless of whether actions are, strictly speaking, events or not. The
causal connections discussed in versions of causalism are important in the analysis of video game
systems, since the idea of actions-as-causally-related-events can be used to uncover much of the
structure that results in opportunities for mediated agency in game playing, i.e. how it is actually
possible to causally interact with games and the entities in their virtual worlds.
Before we move on, one may still ask how to individuate events and actions. Individuation of
events from other events is not a simple matter, since events can obviously be individuated and
described in a multitude of ways6. It will later become clearer how certain events and actions can be
pragmatically individuated by taking into account those potential and actual events that (may) play
a significant and relevant role in the activity structure of individuals in relation to a designed
structure such as a game system and its game world. The primary relevance constraint is the set of
action opportunities constituted by the semi-closed system of the game in combination with the
player, and design intentions will play a very significant role here in constraining the analytical
perspective, which is another way of saying that action opportunities with a plausible connection to
designer intentions will be in focus. This, importantly, does not exclude the possibility of other
valid or interesting descriptions of the actions and events in question, some of them on the
boundaries or even clearly outside the scope of designer’s intentions – but it will be argued that the
aforementioned approach has substantial explanatory value in relation to many games. Let us now
proceed with agency and the concept of action.

Means, ends and the practical inference
One of the most basic ideas in much philosophy of action is that actions are intrinsically related to a
kind of means-ends reasoning (this is a view shared by Davidson, von Wright, Bratman, Goldman
6

The event of a glass bottle breaking is simultaneously a complex shape of glass shattering, molecules in movement,

and maybe an accident, an awful mess, and/or a cleverly set up trap all according to viewpoint. Both action and event
individuation and duration are presupposed in much of everyday discourse.
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and Hornsby). von Wright argues that a version of what he calls a practical inference schema is (or
should be) the primary way of explaining actions as purposeful7: “The starting point or major
premise of the syllogism mentions some wanted thing or end of action; the minor premise relates
some action to this thing, roughly as a means to the end; the conclusion, finally, consists in use of
this means to secure that end.” (von Wright, 1971: 27). Slightly paraphrased, von Wrights proposal
looks like this: An agent A intends to bring about a state of affairs p. A considers that he cannot
bring about p unless he performs action a. Therefore A sets himself to do a. (adapted from Ibid: 96).
For an example, consider the action of an agent opening a window. One may open windows for
many reasons, but in this case it is because the agent thinks the room temperature is too high. The
agent (A) thinks it is too warm inside the room, thus he desires or wants a lower temperature (state
of affairs p) and he believes that by opening the window (a, i.e. means) he can achieve his goal of
lowering the temperature in the room (p, i.e. end). Therefore he opens the window (performs action
a). This seems exceedingly simple, and in a way it is. The answer to the question “why did you
perform action a?” may thus simply be “In order to bring about p”. von Wright further argues that
in such cases it is “taken for granted that the agent considers the behavior which we are trying to
explain causally relevant to the bringing about of p” (Ibid: 97). So there is an element of wanting
something, of believing that some specific action has a causal relevance to what one wants, and, as
a result, initiation of the action. The phrasing “considers that he cannot bring about unless he
performs a” will here be taken merely as stating the point that if p could be brought about by other
means or by remaining passive, the agent may do either of these.
The term “state of affairs” obviously performs a central role in this kind of explanation, and it
should be noted that the term both here and in the following plays a generic role (cf. Ibid: 43) and is
not necessarily to be understood as an e.g. physical or chemical state. “A low room temperature”
fills the role of a state of affairs in the above case, other examples may be “the sun is shining”, “The
game console is on”, “Donkey Kong has abducted Mario’s fiancée”, “The boss minotaur is just one
hit away from death” etc. An agent performs a specific action or a set of actions in order to bring
about a specific state of affairs, e.g. to save Mario’s fiancée or to kill the minotaur. Although these
examples involve a kind of higher order state of affairs, one might also take action in order to
change more specific identified states, such as the exact spatial position or precise orientation of
something. We shall later see how computer game systems may embody system states on many
levels and that players may take action to influence states of affairs on several of these levels.
7

von Wright cites G.E.M. Anscombe’s use of Aristotle as the originator of this use of the practical syllogism. The

exposition given here follows von Wright.
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Primary reasons for acting
Something parallel to key parts of the practical inference is proposed in Davidson’s framework,
where the acting agent’s beliefs and desires constitute the background for acting with a reason;
these mental attitudes perform much the same roles as the “considering” and “intending” parts of
the practical inference as seen in this passage, where Davidson writes: “Someone who acts with a
certain intention acts for a reason; he has something in mind that he wants to promote or
accomplish” (Davidson, 1980: 83). Note the parallel to bringing about a state of affairs.
Thus, actors act for certain reasons that depend upon a combination of beliefs, desires and
intentions in relation to states of affairs. Davidson’s framework is slightly different with regards to
terminology: actions should be individuated in terms of a combination of belief and desire since
these may constitute a primary reason for doing something. Primary reasons always consist of a socalled pro-attitude, and this is often coupled to certain beliefs. Even though Davidson uses the term
pro-attitude, this kind of explanation is often referred to simply as the belief-desire action model, a
very widespread model of giving a reason for acting8. In this model, beliefs cover all the things an
agent may believe and know, and desires are shorthand for all manners of pro-attitudes, which are
again to be understood very broadly as covering any kind of positive mental attitude towards
something. It should be obvious from this that the belief-desire model is highly abstract, but it is
meant to serve as the baseline for further work in explaining a given action. Davidson says
elsewhere with reference to Wittgenstein that reasons may “give the action a place in a pattern, and
in this way the action is explained” (Ibid: 10) and such patterns may be extremely broad and include
higher order goals and social structures.
Most versions of the belief-desire model invoke some kind of rationality constraint, but apart from
the fact that this is a complex philosophical issue, it is worth noting that the practical inference plus
a bare-bones version of belief-desire reasoning need only internal consistency to yield an action
explanation: If an agent believes that he may protect himself from alien mind control by wearing a
tin foil hat, then his action of putting on a tin foil hat is perfectly rational from his own point of
view. As von Wright emphasises, “what the agent thinks is the only relevant question here” (1971:
97) – and while this, obviously, cannot be true if one wants to discuss rationality in a larger intersubjective framework the issue of rationality in general is much too large to discuss here. The main
point here is the simple fact that primary reasons are reasons for action and such reasons may be

8

The status of intentions as distinct states in addition to beliefs and desires is a point of debate, but one that has

negligible impact here. Bratman (1987) offers a convincing argument that intentions should be seen as distinct.
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perfectly rational from one agent’s point of view while looking ridiculous from another agent’s. The
general idea, using a mixture of terms from von Wright and Davidson is that agents may have a proattitude towards some state of affairs and if they believe that the action will help attain that state of
affairs, they may take action accordingly – they will certainly not do so necessarily or in a law-like
fashion, as Davidson and many others have repeatedly stressed – what is asserted here is that they
will have reason to act.

Manipulation and control
Some of the ideas in von Wrights theory of agent causation figures in a more recent approach to the
specific question of action and its relation to causation, namely Woodward’s (2003) manipulationist
theory of causation9. In the following, I will very briefly sketch and adopt a highly informal version
of the manipulability theory of causation defended in detail by Woodward. I shall call this the
manipulation position with regards to causation and agency.
Woodward states that causal explanations “are explanations that furnish information that is
potentially relevant to manipulation and control: they tell us how, if we were able to change the
value of one or more variables, we could change the value of other variables.” (Ibid: 6). In von
Wrights exposition the term “state of affairs” is used, but Woodward uses the term “variables”. As
already mentioned it can be troublesome in many instances to identify what counts as a state or
variable, but on the other hand this formal aspect of the theory is very well suited to certain aspects
of analysis in relation to computer systems: I shall return to how this works in detail in the later
chapter on game systems, but since computer system states are finite and computer algorithms make
extensive use of specific variables to create dynamic relationships, the manipulation position
enables us to track causality in computer systems with some precision. The theory is, however, not
limited to these instances and I shall proceed in outlining it in general terms here.
As already stated, Woodward refers to causal relationships as being relationships of control in that,
if a causal relationship holds, it is possible to control the value of one variable by manipulating
another. As a deliberately simple example of such a relationship, Woodward mentions pressing the
gas pedal and causing a car to accelerate: The movement of the car can be (partially) controlled by
manipulating the accelerator. If we accept such a relationship as causal – as Woodward does and as
I shall do in what follows – it is also quite clear that this is, as Woodward says, a very shallow
understanding of the casual relationship involved in making a car go. It is easily possible to get a
9
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as a necessary component, but his analysis of agency as manipulation is still very useful.
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much finer grain in a causal explanation of why exactly the aforementioned relationship holds, but
at the same time, it is obvious that these underlying complexities of car design are often
unnecessary cognitive baggage for the causally responsible agent if not for engineering as a
scientific discipline. For an agent to control the car and to experience this control relation he needs
to know next to nothing about wiring, combustion, gears, axles, or differentials, and this seems a
fundamental fact about everyday manipulations: We don’t need to know much more besides the fact
that “that thing is the accelerator – it makes the car go”.
This points to the fact that a version of the manipulation position may be a psychological stance
taken in everyday actions, and even though Woodward’s theory is in part a very elaborate defence
of a general theory of causation and scientific explanation, he also holds that his theory does make
contact with how we see ourselves and others as agents – Woodward calls it a “practical” theory of
causation since it explicitly tries to deal with the question of why humans would want to discuss
causation at all, and he argues that his view of causation as manipulation is deeply tied to “our
interests as practical agents” (Ibid: 36) . I find this commitment to psychology and fundamental
human concerns very attractive – not least because it squares well with the rest of the framework
proposed here – and I will adopt parts of Woodward’s framework for two related but somewhat
different reasons and purposes. The first has to do with the power inherent in analysing actual
causation as relationships between states conceived as variables, and as such I will argue that the
manipulation position is very useful in the analysis of those actual causal relationships that hold
between user and system in computer video game interaction. This will be done by tracking
dependencies between certain state changes in the controller sub-system with other state changes of
the game system.
The second has to do with the psychological stance that one adopts as a “cognitively shallow
accelerator-depressing” agent: We are very often perfectly content to go about our causative
business with an extremely limited knowledge about the deeper cause-effect relationships in much
of everyday business (cf. Keil (2003), in which it is argued that people know very little about “how
things work”). It is my contention that “shallow button-press agent causation” is a very plausible
default stance of the computer game player when it comes to causation and experience of agency
and control, but that this stance may be supplemented to incorporate knowledge of a very wide
range of dependencies and quite intricate knowledge of different levels of the game system,
especially in PC gaming.
To foreshadow some key points argued in the second part of the dissertation the manipulation
position on causation can be used to pinpoint two “causal entrances”, so to speak, to game system
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states: The causal part of the control relation of a given game system depends upon one or more
variables causally relevant for further state changes in the game system. These variables are on the
most fundamental level states of the physical controller – the only way to immediately influence
further game system states is to change certain states of the controller. But this is where causal
explanations of control and experiential control bifurcates quite significantly: I will assume that
only very few players consistently conceive of their control of a given game interaction situation as
a relation between the control interface and themselves. It seems much more likely that most of the
time the feeling of control is related to the entities of the game system, and most likely the ones
representing agent and object states in the virtual environment. You control e.g. Mario by
manipulating the controller in a manner not unlike the way the aforementioned control relationship
works in relation to cars. The experiential dimension of control of virtual entities is dealt with in
detail in chapters 5 and 6. The manipulation position will also be helpful in further explicating this
relationship between player and virtual environment; action is often taken towards the game system
in order to effect certain state changes in an indirect manner, and the manipulation position can thus
be used to augment the idea of the agent acting intentionally by forming goals and plans and
carrying out actions in order to attain the state changes that is perceived to cause those goals, since
these plans need to take into account which variables one needs to manipulate in order to cause
other variables to change.

Goal states
As argued above, in philosophy of action the state of affairs that one wants to obtain is usually
called the end and it is supposed that agents apply means to reach this end. In action theory within
psychology, the state of affairs that one wants to obtain is usually called a goal, (cf. (Frese &
Sabini, 1985)). I will use the terms “end” and “goal” interchangeably from here on: A desired state
of affairs may constitute a goal for action, and a person can be aware of one or more reasons for
doing something, where the most immediately relevant reason for doing something is to obtain a
goal. The standard way to describe psychological states relevant to these goals is to assume that the
agent has beliefs about the world and desires tied to his/her prospering in that world. One
wants/desires to obtain a specific goal, and if one believes that this can be accomplished by taking a
certain kind of action, it is plausible that this will be the action taken.
As implied in the above, a goal may be quasi-formalised as entailing a goal state, meaning that for
the goal to be obtained, a certain specific state of affairs in the world has to be attained – in
manipulation terms, one would seek to express this state as a variable. The term quasi-formalisation
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is necessary here, since it is quite possible to have vague goals which do not easily translate to
specific state changes or variables: People may want a nice meal and an academic may want her
presentation to go smoothly etc. In real life, vague and specific goals may coexist more or less
peacefully, but it is important to note that one may have goals or desires that do not easily translate
to states, neither ontologically nor from the agent’s own point of view: A person may desire
satisfying and meaningful employment, and this may be quasi-formalised as attaining the state of
“acquiring a satisfying and meaningful job”, but the agent may lack both the ability to cash this out
any further in more specific states (i.e. when, where and how is this exactly to be attained), and may
independently hereof also lack the ability to devise a clear means-end relationship to attain this
(unemployment rates may be high etc.). Goals are thus quite dependent on descriptive vocabulary
and viewpoint, and goal states can relate to all kinds of states of affairs, very often in a hierarchical
or nested layering of goals. I will later go into detail with how several goal-related actions may
constitute an overall activity, but for a quick example, consider the higher-order action of throwing
a magnificent dinner: There are numerous sub-goals – for instance choosing and preparing different
courses, the layout of the table etc. – that will allow a person to reach this super-ordinate goal.
Many computer video games use a combination of clearly identified hierarchical goal states in
combination with less clearly defined goals to create dynamic interaction sequences with the player
– but it is usually the case that certain goal states are, at some point or another, specified quite
explicitly by careful design. One aspect of such a specific goal is that it is usually formalised as one
or more computational variables, but the form that it takes for the player may or may not reflect
this. Also, the controlling variable(s) may or may not be communicated to the player. A short
example may help clarify this and its role in setting up a suitable interaction sequence.
In Halo 3, the player is at one point given the explicit goal to neutralise a large, walking tank
(referred to as a Scarab). In the beginning of the sequence, this goal is communicated clearly by
both simulated radio communication and a text overlay, but the method is, on first playthrough at
least, probably outside the player’s range of knowledge. After a little while, the simulated military
radio communications inform the player that the legs of the walking tank should be targeted. This
can be done in various ways, but a control variable has been introduced – damage to the legs. Once
the legs are suitably damaged, the player is instructed to climb aboard the now immobilised tank
and damage the power core. This further control variable – engine core damage – can then be
manipulated to the point of producing a suitably destructive explosion. Net result: One dead Scarab
tank. The general issues of manipulation, control, and goals will play significant roles in part two of
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the dissertation, but we shall now proceed with some further questions related to actions and
causality.

Actions as causes: Event causality and natural laws
We have assumed with Davidson that actions are a special class of events caused by agents. Many
of the consequences of everyday actions can be cashed out in terms of “ordinary event causality” (p.
49), which seems to be more or less identical to the kind of reality that the natural sciences describe
as governed by natural laws or general principles. This kind of causal universe forms the
background conditions for the relationship between actions and events. It is thus possible to break a
window by throwing something at it because material reality obeys certain principles, i.e. (some
version of) mechanical physics combined with insights from material engineering as applied
physics and chemistry can be used to explain many of the key properties and regularities involved –
and so on for other actions such as opening doors, blowing up battleships and so on. To return to
one of the introductory distinctions, one could say that an action investigation which traces event
causality seeks to answer the question how actions may have certain consequences while the beliefdesire part of the equation is used, as already stated, to give the reason for why agents do the things
they do in the first place. This corresponds to what von Wright distinguishes as causal and
teleological explanations respectively, and both von Wright and Davidson tries to reconcile these
perspectives in their descriptions of “bringing things about” or causing them through event
causality.
It should be noted in this context that the use of the term natural laws in the above and the following
does not imply a strong stance on the ontology of natural laws, nor any distinct position within
philosophy of science and scientific explanation. I thus want to emphasise that the use of such a
term as natural laws here and elsewhere in this dissertation is shorthand for causal processes that are
relatively well understood within the realm of physics and chemistry and applied sciences such as
material and electrical engineering. Whether natural laws exist is not the real question here, the
point is that such explanations are different from teleological ones, and that most of our everyday
actions depend crucially upon the regularities of our material environment to be effective10: in the

10

This may seem incongruent, since I have just referred to Woodward’s agent-based conception of causality and will

make use of Ronald Giere’s agent based modelling framework later. As far as I read both these authors, they are not
attacking the fact that law-like generalisations can be made on the basis of regular occurrences in the realm of physics
and chemistry. Woodward seems agnostic about the existence of laws, and while Giere is not a realist about laws, his
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eloquent words of Goffman “we gear into the ongoing natural world and exploit its determinacy”
(Goffman, 1974/1986: 23). Video games are no exception, although the regularities involve both
material, computational, and formal aspects of a specific and fixed environment, i.e. the total game
system.

Intentional action and action under different descriptions
Another important aspect of both von Wright and especially Davidson’s analysis draws heavily on a
concept originally proposed by G.E.M. Anscombe (1976), namely that actions can be identified
under different descriptions. The thesis here is that there is always not just one, but several
descriptions of the same action. Some of these are “descriptions under which” the action is done
intentionally, others are not. Anscombe’s own rather morbid example is a man pumping poisoned
water into a house where persons of suitably abominable beliefs are having a political meeting. The
pump is operated by a handle, which means that the immediate bodily aspect of the man’s action is
that of his arm moving up and down in a rhythmic fashion. Apart from the actual pumping of the
poisoned water, his actions produce, among other effects, substances inside the muscles of his arm
and a rhythmic clicking of the pump:

Now we ask: What is this man doing? What is the description of his action?
First, of course, any description of what is going on, with him as subject, which is in
fact true. E.g. he is earning wages, he is supporting his family, he is wearing away his
shoe-soles, he is making a disturbance of the air. (Ibid: 37)

As can be seen not all of these are plausible descriptions under which the action is intentional – and
some of them are probably better understood by referring to event causality (i.e. pertaining to
principles of physics, chemistry and biology). According to Anscombe, and Davidson follows her
here, a very simple litmus test for intentional action is this: if one asks the agent “why are you doing
X” and the subject is able to give a motivation that does not conflict with his or her background
knowledge, the description “the subject is X-ing” will be apt as a description of intentional action.
In the example given above, it only makes sense to say that the man produced substances in his arm
or wore away his soles intentionally if he actually knew that this would be the result of the

perspectival realism could be said to support multiple modelling frameworks invoking law-like principles in the place
of laws, which should not be damning to anything argued here.
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movement and that he wanted to achieve these exact goals; a version of the practical inference
model can be seen behind this line of argument.
The other important part of this discussion of intentional action is the famous conclusion that
Davidson draws on the basis of it: “a man is the agent of an act if what he does can be described
under an aspect that makes it intentional” (Davidson, 1980: 46) or, in other words, we cannot talk
about something being an action of an agent if we can produce no description of the (sequence of)
event(s) under which it is intentional from the agent’s point of view.

Non-intended intentional actions
Von Wright has a useful example of how the distinctions related to intentional acting and intending
something may lead to further demarcations:

One must distinguish between intentional acting and intention to do a certain thing.
Everything which we intend to do and also actually do we do intentionally. But it
cannot be said that we intend to do everything we do intentionally […] The
movements which my hand performs when I am brushing my teeth are intentional;
when I set myself to the activity I intend to brush my teeth–not to perform those
movements. (von Wright, 1971: 89)

Thus, the hand movements are intentional, but not consciously intended. One way of interpreting
this is that although the movements are elements of an intentional act structure they are not
themselves part of the intention, the latter playing the role of a reason why an action is performed. If
asked, “Is there a reason why you are moving your hand like that?”, the agent would plausibly
answer something like “I am brushing my teeth” and not “No reason other than performing the
movement”. There is obviously a pronounced difference between the intentional action of brushing
one’s teeth and the intentional actions of moving one’s hand, but the movements performed as
elements of intentional actions may still be described as intentional (but not intended) since they
are, in Gallagher’s words, “structured and regulated by relevant intentional goals”(S. Gallagher,
2005: 241), see also (S. Gallagher & Zahavi, 2008: 155)
Another well-known issue related to intentions and intending is the fact that actions may have
intended as well as unintended consequences, which may lead to a mismatch between the
(description of) action as intentional and the (description of) action as causal. This will play only a
minimal role here, but one somewhat common-sense way of getting around this is to simply
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designate some of the consequences as unintended. Bratman (1987) points out that we should
distinguish between consequences that are simply unintended and those cases where we might say
that consequences of action were not intended but still expected by the agent. This particular
problem is a matter of no small interest to moral philosophy and other socially concerned accounts
of agency11 and Bratman himself has some appropriately complex examples which we will not deal
with here12. Suffice to say that it makes sense to discern between the actual goal of an action and
predicted effects, and that one should bear in mind that the concept of action under different
descriptions can be usefully connected with intentions, intended consequences, unintended and
unknown consequences, as well as with expected but unintended consequences. The following will
primarily concentrate on the intended consequences of actions and the intentional body movements
which are often a key component in intentional actions.

One action or several? The accordion, and fine and coarse grain
Another important question is whether a given action constitutes a single action or can be broken
down into multiple actions. Again, Davidson’s (1980) example is instructive, with the following
action description used: The queen kills the king by pouring poison into his ear. One might be
inclined to accept that the queen both poured the poison and killed the king, but the problem is
whether these are two distinct actions. Davidson says no. He refers to the “accordion effect”13 as a
way to trace the causal structure. The accordion can be used to explain the structure of action by
expanding it outwards to track event causality in finer grain. The accordion can thus be made to
include the event of the movement of the hand making the vial tip, the liquid forming a drop and
leaving the vial, the drop entering the ear, and, for that matter, the subsequent series of complex
bio-chemical events that eventually leads to the death of the king. The accordion could be seen as a

11

See Giddens (1984) for introductory remarks on the importance of unintended consequences for sociology.

12

One is of a person referred to as Strategic Bomber who is planning a bombing raid of a military facility. Even though

he wants to avoid civilian casualties, he knows that it is plausible that his planned actions will result in civilian deaths.
Another person, referred to as Terror Bomber, has as his explicit goal to kill the civilians. Both of these agents share the
same overall goal, namely to diminish the enemy’s capacity to wage war. A full discussion of the argument that follows
is unnecessary to see that (part of) what is at stake are the specifics involved in how exactly one endeavours to achieve a
specific end by deploying specific means and, as part of doing so, how one “tracks” the (predicted) results: If Strategic
Bomber were given the option of bombing the military facility when no civilians were present, he would probably do so
while Terror Bomber would not.
13

A phrase originally coined by Joel Feinberg. Bratman (2006) has argued that Davidson’s use of the concept is not in

accordance with Feinberg’s use, but the present exposition follows Davidson.
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spatial metaphor that does not apply to time but rather to level of detail – it is not that it moves
ahead or backwards in time, it is merely that it includes an increasing or decreasing amount of
causally related event structures inside of its descriptive body.14 As already mentioned this potential
infinity of detail describes only one action on Davidson’s view – he writes that “the accordion is the
action” (Ibid: 58) –which means that the only thing changing here is in fact the description of the
event(s). The queen is the author of the action of pouring the poison as well as the action of killing
the king. This standpoint, i.e. one action under a series of descriptions – is sometimes called the
Davidson/Anscombe thesis (Goldman, 1970; Wilson, 2008). This position entails two important
things. First, one may describe and redescribe actions in infinite ways. Second, these actions are, in
fact, identical in terms of what they describe – the flipping of the switch is the turning on the light –
although Davidson is explicit on the point that one may track the causal connection through a series
of causally related events until one reaches a bodily movement, as we shall see presently. This is
not the only possible standpoint, however: One can distinguish between coarse- and fine-grained
theories of action (Mele, 2005), where the Davidson/Anscombe thesis is an example of coarse-grain
because it posits only one action. In contrast, a fine grained position sees such a sequence as
composed of “intimately related actions” (Ibid: 335) and an example of this can be seen in
(Goldman, 1970). A third position, referred to by Mele as the componential view (partly advocated
by Hornsby, see below), sees one large action and a lot of smaller actions as its components. I am
not going to advocate one of these views on ontological grounds, but I find the fine-grained
componential view most useful, mostly because of the added detail and because this position offers
better compatibility with the psychological theory of action called activity theory, where individual
actions are seen as components of larger activity. This theory also offers a useful perspective on
routine and habits, and it will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter.

Primitive actions as intentional body movements
Even if one accepts Davidson’s claim that there is just one action with an infinite number of
descriptions, this still leaves the problem of deciding which of those descriptions might be the right
one, except if we privilege the intentional aspect, which still leaves us with plenty of options15. As

14

Davidson argues that “the accordion effect is limited to agents”; a similar way of describing event structures is

referred to as uncovering “the ellipsis of event causality” (Davidson: 54)
15

Davidson’s own emphasis on a rational background of beliefs and desires offers some constraints – but Davidson is,

notoriously, a pragmatic holist when it comes to explanation of actions through beliefs and desires: A very large number
of interconnected beliefs and desires may be brought into any action explanation.
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we have also seen, intentionality cannot be used to fix causation at all. In short, actions may be
described in many ways both intentional and non-intentional and they may have many unintended
consequences. A dose of pragmatism might lead us to disregard certain details inherent in the action
accordion and focus on others, but it is still very plausible that there is no set of general principles
under which “the one right” description of an action may be given.
Davidson, however, uses the accordion not just to give a (potentially infinite) description of the
reality of action in terms of event causality, but also to track which bodily movement caused the
series of events inherent in an action. Thus, when it comes to understanding how actions may cause
their consequences, Davidson does offer a kind of first principle. He uses the term primitive action
to describe the intentional movements of the body. If one starts a car by turning the key in the
ignition, the act of starting the car is not a primitive action, and neither is turning the key, since the
actual primitive action is a movement of the hand – it is the motor action that leads to the turning of
the key which causes the ignition sequence in the cylinders which causes the motor to start running.
Consequently, moving a hand is primitive but tipping a vial and killing a king is not. As Davidson
writes:

We must conclude, perhaps with a shock of surprise, that our primitive actions, the
ones we do not do by doing something else, mere movements of the body – these are
all the actions there are. We never do more than move our bodies: the rest is up to
nature. (Davidson, 1980: 59)

The strong assumption here is that it is the combination of bodily movements and ordinary event
causality which makes us efficacious agents in the world. This idea of primitive action (referred to
as P-action hereafter) as the movement of the body as a component of intentional action will act as
another baseline for much of the following analysis, and it will play a pivotal role in the later
analysis of the manipulations of physical game control interfaces. Note that the concept of P-action
can be profitably understood in connection with the remarks made about intentionality and toothbrushing earlier: The P-action could thus be seen as an aspect of the overall intentional action, even
though the agent may have formed no conscious intention to move his/her body in that specific
way. It is nevertheless the actual movement of the body that is the causal factor involved, at least
according to Davidson.
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Basicness as relative: Preparation and composition
Another way to refer to P-actions is that these form an important species of basic actions, where
consensus seems to be that basic actions are intentional actions which are not performed by doing
something else16. This relationship between P-actions and other uses of the term basic action can be
further elaborated. If we take P-actions to be basic, we see that killing the king is not a basic action,
but moving the hand is. Hornsby (1980) adds that another way to see the issue is not which action is
the basic one (as Davidson seems to hold), but rather which action is more basic than another:
Basicness is thus a relative property of actions. Since killing the king is done by tipping the vial,
tipping the vial is more basic than the act of killing – and moving the hand is more basic than the
act of tipping etc. We can thus describe actions as relatively more basic than others until we arrive
at the P-action which is not describable in the form of “She did X by doing Y”.
Two of Hornsby’s further distinctions with regard to basicness are also relevant here, namely
preparatory and compositional basic actions17. Preparatory basic actions are found in all the cases
where one particular action is used to prepare the scene for other actions, and I shall refer to such
actions as Prepare-Basic actions from hereon. Examples of such actions are everywhere, from
taking out the keys in order to unlock the door to whipping egg whites in order to bake meringues
(Ibid: 68), or loading and raising a gun before being able to fire it at the intended target (cf.
Davidson). It is evident that such preparations form a very substantial part of everyday action. A
great many actions on different levels of abstraction can thus be described as being situated in
between other actions, some being more Prepare-Basic and others less in that one or several actions
may serve as more basic preparations that lead to the possibility of further action. The earlier
example of the magnificent dinner, especially as opposed to a mere serving of food, is an obvious
example of a higher order action with a pronounced aspect of preparation. The second kind of
basicness is that of being compositionally more basic (Composition-Basic from hereon), and this is
16

cf. von Wright (1971), Davidson (ibid.), and Hornsby (1980) – this is just one kind of basicness as detailed presently.

Danto’s (1963) original concept of basic action as an action not caused by another action of that agent has been rejected
following Brand (1968), and the definition used here seems to be more widely accepted. The inclusion of intentionality
is from Hornsby (Ibid.) which means that, e.g. the queen’s moving of air molecules is not more basic than her killing
the king.
17

Hornsby also mentions a third kind, namely causally basic actions. These are actions which cause other actions,

where an example is “summoning up an image of a friend” which then causes the person to write that friend a letter.
(Hornsby: 68). I find this a less direct kind of causation than event causation (since it depends on a further background
of beliefs and desires), but the issue of whether a prior action actively contributed causally to a later action is worth
considering.
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where Hornsby (Ibid.) argues for a fine grained compositional view where e.g. individual feet
movements are considered more Composition-Basic than the full performance of a waltz. The
sequence of putting your hand in your pocket and getting out the keys is compositionally more basic
than starting the car, and starting the car may also be seen as a more basic compositional component
in the action of going to work.
These two categories of preparation and composition clearly overlap in many cases – i.e. the action
of whipping egg whites is Prepare-Basic in relation to forming the meringues on the baking plate
and putting the plate in the oven (and to eating them), and it is Composition-Basic in relation to the
higher-order action of baking meringues, and we might thus analyse an action as being more or less
basic in relation to preparing or having been prepared by other actions together with being part of
the composition of larger action complexes. In summary, Prepare-Basic actions are those actions
which causally enable us to perform other actions while Composition-Basic actions are those
actions that constitute larger action complexes. A key difference is that the notion of preparation
allows us to engage causal relevance while composition does not: The actions of whipping egg
whites compared to putting the formed meringues into the oven are both equally basic components
of baking, but different kinds of basicness apply18.

Basic actions, ability to act and standard conditions
Goldman’s (1970) idea of basic act is in many ways identical to P-actions as defined earlier, but to
him the most important part is that a basic act is “exemplifiable at will” (Goldman, 1970: 64)19. He
further emphasises an important aspect of bodily movement, namely that the means-end
relationship does not apply to volitional basicness of actions: “If one wants the light to go off, one
must select some act as a means to this goal. But if one wants to raise one’s hand, no selection of a
means is necessary – one simply raises one’s hand” (Ibid: 69).
Goldman also includes the environment as “standard conditions” for basic actions20: The act of
raising one’s arm is a standard action for most people since they can raise their arm if they want to –
but only, that is, if they are not in the non-standard conditions of being confined in a very small
space, trussed up in a straight-jacket, paralyzed by fear or curare etc. Goldman is explicit on his
theory being part of a general theory of ability, and part of the analysis is thus devoted to what it
takes for someone to be able to perform a specific action. It is immediately evident that many
18

See also Mandler (1984) for a discussion of these issues from a cognitive point of view.

19

In this he follows a key part of Danto’s original concept of basic acts, even if he does not accept others.

20

(Ibid: 65). This is effectively a basic if rather unconstrained ceteris paribus clause.
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actions as described in everyday language require quite specific conditions for an agent to be able to
perform the specified action. The most banal example of context and ability being co-dependent is
the fact that being able to play the violin or being able to play the piano is a general capacity for
someone trained to do so, but for those actual actions to be possible one needs to have the requisite
instrument at hand (cf. Ibid: 199). In other words, the combination of both agent and environment is
necessary for action. One could say, however, that Goldman, by prioritising an abstract description
of ability centred on the individual, does not pay adequate analytical attention to the role of the
environment, and I shall later mention some other theories that place a greater emphasis on the
environment in analysis of action opportunities, but for now I will discuss some very simple
relationships between basicness of action, embodiment of skills, and material facts related to
situated competence and performance.

Standard conditions of body and situation
Goldman’s way of cashing out a non-standard condition is that there must be no external forces that
make it impossible for the agent to perform what is, under standard conditions, a basic action. There
is more than a hint of tautology here, and also a problem with what counts as an external force, but I
will leave this unanswered and instead line up some rather basic interpretations of the term standard
conditions.
One way to interpret standard conditions is as referring to whatever environment one is situated in
most of the time. When in the packed elevator on my way to work, swinging my arm is not basic,
but in my own living room it is. When sitting at a desk standing up is basic, when sitting in a small
car it is not. On such a view, “standard” means “commonly occurring”, and even if it is a banal
point it is worth asserting that even the opportunity to perform the simplest P-actions change with
the physical environment and that certain aspects of our physical environment is highly
conventional and standardized in modern society. Another and directly related way to interpret
standard conditions would be as genetically determined anatomical details of the human organism
in combination with standard material and physical conditions and dynamics. The facts of average
human muscular build in normal gravity might thus have the result that wearing a silk pyjamas or a
medium size overcoat constitute standard conditions for raising one’s arm, whereas wearing a full
suit of metal plate armour or being encased in a block of ice would not. This is a somewhat more
general way of talking about common occurrences, but in this case one might not be interested in
how common it is for someone to wear full plate or be encased in ice, only in the fact that such
conditions hinder certain acts from being performed at will. Many aspects of such standard
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conditions for acting are due to rather simple physical constraints covered under a range of laws that
govern normal event causality. The ability to lift one’s arm when wearing something heavy is a
simple problem of application of force to an object with a certain mass, where human muscles
provide the production of the necessary force in question. When one privileges basic bodily
movement thus, facts about the body “in itself” will constitute fundamental constraints for an action
being basic, but bodies come in all shapes and sizes, and embodiment of skills vary greatly as well.
The upshot is that even given the same material conditions one person’s basic act is another’s
impossibility. One could thus also think of standard as tied to a given individual’s level of skilled
competence and thus directly related to what any one individual can do with his/her body at will.
Goldman (Ibid: 67) mentions that basic act repertoires may vary from person to person and uses
ear-wiggling as an example – “not many people have wiggling their ears as a basic act type” (see
also Ibid: 18) – and he also mentions the example of professional athletes compared to ordinary
people. For another example, consider the kind of manual dexterity needed for playing the violin.
Most people are not immediately able to move their ring finger precisely and independently of the
other fingers, yet this is exactly the kind of movement that one needs to be able to produce
consistently at will in order to produce pure notes and chords on a violin. Examples like this apply
to many performative arts, and they may play a substantial role in sports even on a casual level. He
also mentions that for individuals, differences in physical condition over time may alter the
basicness of an act for a given individual. On such a view, doing a split or ballet position might be
basic for someone who has taken ballet lessons, whereas it would be near impossible for someone
without the required agility – but if the ballet dancer has a severe cold or has already done an
extensive workout the aforementioned acts may cease to be (quite so) basic.
Goldman has another example using the familiar problem of moving one hand in circles while
moving the other up and down: A range of basic acts may thus cease to be basic once you try to
combine them, and some basic acts cease to be basic once specific demands of non-movement of
other parts of the body apply. The primary constraints in this regard is thus a combination of general
physiology and the question of individual skill, the latter here covering precise performance of one
or simultaneous and /or sequential performance of more than one basic act in a certain
spatiotemporal pattern, be it fast, slow and/or to a 4/4 rhythm in syncopated fashion. Thus, the
conditions for execution of certain performances can be defined with some degree of spatiotemporal
precision, and we shall revisit this notion of sequencing of basic P-acts in relation to interfaces later
in the dissertation. It is my contention that game systems fix a quite large range of environmental
variables and as such constitute a set of standard conditions for specific actions on many different
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levels: The physical control interface, the programming that allows causative influences upon
system states, the way these system states are presented in perceptually and cognitively intelligible
form are among those environmental aspects that are fixed by game systems. A game system is
designed with human embodiment in mind and it constitutes standard conditions in several ways. It
is designed to let users perform the relevant P-actions at will even if specific spatiotemporal
sequences may be challenging and it is in many ways standardised in terms of concrete materiality.

Epistemic ability: knowing how to do things
Another issue with actions and basic actions is to what extent they depend upon the agent’s
knowledge of certain states of affairs. Goldman draws a distinction between epistemic and nonepistemic ability in relation to non-basic acts, where the first demands knowledge of certain
specifics and the latter does not:

Consider Jones and his stalled car. Jones knows nothing about cars, and even though
his engine needs but a small adjustment for which Jones has the basic act repertoire,
he does not know what to do. Here we would probably say that Jones is not able to
repair his car, and in so saying we would be using an epistemic sense of “able”, a
sense which involves knowledge or belief. (Ibid: 203)

This example of epistemic ability highlights the role that knowledge plays in many action
opportunities, but it may also be the other way around: One may know perfectly well that it is
necessary to perform a special kind of twisting manoeuvre with one’s hand in order to repair the
car, but still not be able to do it. In the violin example mentioned earlier, I may know from my
brother (who happens to have played the violin) that I have to control my ring finger in that special
way that he demonstrates to me, but I may be unable to do it myself. In the latter cases, we might
not want to say that I “know how” to control my fingers in the requisite way, but I know what I
would have to be able to do, if I wanted a specific state of affairs to obtain. And once I know that, I
may try to do it and practice it if I fail.
Once we consider specific spatiotemporal patterns of basic acts this problem of ability and
epistemic knowledge may take yet another form: I may have epistemic knowledge and the requisite
basic act repertoire, but the conditions that hold for succeeding in a given action may prevent me
from succeeding. This is especially salient in connection with timing. I may know that I must not
heat the egg crème above 80 degrees centigrade, but I may still spoil it by giving it just a little too
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much heat. A hunter may know that he has only a small time window to hit his target in a specific
way, but he may be unable to do so, even if he is perfectly able to pull the trigger. Such extended
conditions for being able to perform an action can often be analysed with reference to the
spatiotemporal demands for a certain kind of compositional action sequence. This will be revisited
later when dealing with game structure and quest theory, but for now let us look closer at the
general concepts of success and failure.

On trying, succeeding and failing
Actions are performed by the agent in order to attain a specific state of affairs. But agents are not
always successful in their endeavours. In such cases it might be more reasonable to say that the
agent failed to do X and perhaps did Z instead of doing X etc. As such, a tennis player may try to
return a serve but fail to return the serve by hitting it into the net21. There is a considerable and quite
complex debate about the role of trying in philosophy of action, and I will not go into the intricacies
of this argument. Instead I will make some quick distinctions to see how even an informal gloss
may help us in certain cases.
I will thus maintain that the concept of trying is most useful in the present circumstances when tied
to an attitude held by an agent in those cases where s/he understands the success of the action to be
a matter of some indeterminacy. Thus, if the agent was aware of the possibility of failure before
endeavouring to attain the state of affairs and took this into account, this would be a bona fide
example of trying to do X. One important factor when agents try to ascertain whether they will be
successful or not is the extent to which the agent takes into consideration the part played by the
context and causal relations – in other words, what things about the world would have to hold for
letting nature do the work intended. Beliefs of self-efficacy also seem to play a large role in trying
as that kind of belief structure will almost surely enter into reflections about the possibility of
successful action. The restriction to the viewpoint of the agent and his/her uncertainty is also
motivated by a fact noted by Hornsby, namely that everyday uses of the word “try” would bar us
from describing actions as “he tried to X” or “I tried to X” in place of “He did X” or “I did X” if the
element of uncertainty did not figure somehow – one might say that my insistence on uncertainty
here is an application of Grice’s maxim of quantity tied to utterances and implication: “Do not make
your contribution more informative than is required” (Grice, 1989: 26).
Another helpful way of bringing out the difference between doing something and trying to do it is
by referring to Bratman’s (1987) concept of incomplete planning and future-directed intentions.
21

An example found in (Hornsby, 1980).
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Bratman argues that there are a great many cases in which indeterminacy plays a role when dealing
with human agency. In many such cases we form only conditional beliefs and intentions. Thus, we
do not have to form or possess strong beliefs about the consequences of an action when we form an
intention to try and perform that action: in fact one of the stronger arguments for the existence and
adaptive value of incomplete planning is that some possibility of failure is a standard condition for
many actions involved in everyday planning. The way this is usually solved is to make plans which
exhibit only a small degree of commitment in accordance with our efficacy-beliefs. This implies
that we generally take care not to specify too many future-directed intentions and dependent actions
that would conflict with our assessment of the situation and lead us to commitments to states of
affairs that we know might not turn out to be the case. Intentions for Bratman have a particular
inertia, so it would be better to remain somewhat agnostic about outcomes, lest one commits oneself
to something which does not come to pass.
A distinction between “deliberately trying to do X” and merely “acting with an intention to do X”
can thus be quite useful, since it may explain a range of facts tied to planning for the future. If one
has strong suspicions of failure, one will usually plan differently than when success is tacitly and/or
confidently assumed. In connection with the latter, it should be observed that a great many actions
routinely performed by agents are accompanied by strong tacit beliefs about their efficacy and the
authors of those actions would be surprised if they were not successful in performing them: All
primitive actions in the sense of basic actions seem to fall in this category, but this is of course
subject to further qualification in accordance with the sections on standard conditions for basic acts.
We may be in a situation where we try to raise our arms or try to perform a handstand because we
know that there is a risk of failure due to the conditions involved – and this is especially the case if
there are further spatiotemporal conditions to be met, e.g. raising our arms in a specific way.
These notions of trying and cognitive work related to risks, failure, and self-efficacy in certain
situations has a particular relevance for the idea of challenges and confidence framing dealt with in
the discussion of play in the next chapter: One could say that the experience of a situation as
challenging necessarily involves the experience of the kind of uncertainty of outcome which is tied
to trying in contrast with mere doing.

Are actions really events?
In the introduction to this chapter I touched upon the distinction between actions and happenings
and stated my view that there are reasons for accepting the view that actions are a special type of
events. Davidson holds this view, and the above exposition follows his analysis in many respects.
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But while this version of a framework of beliefs and desires as reasons for intentional action is a
widely held position – so popular as to have been called “the standard story of action” – it has also
attracted its share of criticism (Velleman, 1992) (Hornsby, 2004). While some of these criticisms
are thought by the authors in question to be fatal to the standard story, I take the pragmatic stand
that the version of the standard story that I have so far presented serves the present purposes quite
well with the following important exception: It is not always useful to insist that actions are events
in the way it has been implied thus far.
Hornsby’s (Ibid.) critique of the standard story targets the often presupposed relation between
actions and agency and the assumptions that actions are events and that such actions are
fundamentally bodily movements22. Hornsby’s argument is that the move from such a theory of
action to one of human agency in general is untenable. She argues that human agency cannot be
satisfactorily reduced to the event of a body movement. Her examples are persons refraining from
taking a piece of chocolate, letting the phone ring, or ignoring people and so forth. This kind of
action is summed up quite well in Hornsby’s example sentence: “She spoiled the party by not
showing up”. Such examples are, and here I agree completely with Hornsby, of a kind that we
would not want to do without in a robust analysis of human agency, but it is hard to see how
Davidson’s statement that “primitive actions are all the actions there are” could fit into this frame.
Hornsby mentions that the usual recourse when faced with this kind of objections is to speak of
“negative actions”, but she argues that this is ad hoc and faulty if one subscribes to the actions-areevents line, since there is logically no such thing as a negative event. Note that Hornsby is
obviously not saying that there are no events to be described in the cases of this kind of agency, but
rather that the events-based action theory leaves us unable to individuate the single event that
constitutes the action outside the actual action itself – what is the identifiable event that is the
staying home except for the actual staying home? And again, even though the embodied agent is
doing something which involves embodiment, such actions cannot be defined as the event of a body
moving. The upshot is that while some actions clearly do involve bodily movement, human agency
need not involve any identifiable action-constituting event that is a body moving. So, we should
perhaps not so readily accept Davidson’s idea that primitive actions understood as “mere
movements of the body” are “all the actions there are” at least not if we want to define human
agency in relation to actions.

22

The argument is part of a general debunking of the standard story of action, which is on her view any version of

events-based theories of action that takes actions as a special kind of events caused by beliefs and desires.
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While Hornsby’s argument admittedly is strong, I do not think that it eliminates the pragmatic
usefulness of the standard story and its fine-grained action hierarchy. The rough-and ready version
of the standard story as given above will thus be used in the following with the proviso that one
should not think that actions in all cases reduce to this definition of basic action and certainly not
think that agency can be reduced to primitive actions. However, the question of “motor chauvinism”
will be dealt with from another angle later in this chapter where I discuss the relationships between
basic action, body movements and the awareness and experience of agency.

Activity theory
There is another very useful augmentation of the standard story that needs introducing before
moving on, this time from the realm of psychological theory. Motivated behaviour and goal-related
action is the overall focus of the branch of psychological action theory called activity theory, a
branch of psychology founded by Soviet psychologists Vigotski, Leontev and Luria (for an
introduction, see (Engeström, Miettinen, & Punamäki, 1999; Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2006)). Following
the Soviet psychologist A.N. Leontef (2005), purposeful behaviour involves three levels: Activity,
actions, and operations. Activity is the highest order of description of behaviour, and it denotes
behaviour motivated by a more or less conscious goal, the so-called motive goal. This motive goal
can profitably be seen as the state of affairs that one endeavours to attain in the standard story of
action, but the crucial idea here is that this motive goal is not the goal of an action itself, but rather
that which structures a set of subordinate goal-directed actions. These more specific actions, each of
them related to a local goal, are thus incorporated into the structure of activity serving the purpose
of attaining the motive goal – and the level of goal-related action is necessarily conscious and
directly purposeful seen from the perspective of the agent. The lowest level in the hierarchy, the
operations, is to a very large extent contingent upon the combination of specific material conditions
and bodily skills. As such these are akin to primitive actions and skilled basic actions in a specific
environment.
A couple of important points follow from this. First, it can observed that individual actions may be
seen as not leading to the desired attainment of the motive goal in themselves, but only in
combination with other actions that constitute the activity. The previously introduced concepts
Prepare-basic and Compositionally-basic are quite useful here, and so is the concept of planning for
the future. Activity theory formalises these relationships by incorporating individual actions in the
activity hierarchy – constructing or maintaining a bow and arrow does not lead directly to the
successful procurement of animal foodstuff, but it is part of the overall activity of hunting for food.
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Furthermore, actions are related to goals, while the operations are related to the conditions under
which we act (Leontef (2005: 77) and Kaptelinin and Nardi (2006: 62)). If the conditions change,
the goal (and thus the action) may be said to be the same as only the operations change character.
This enables us to see how different bodily movements (P-actions) may be understood as different
operations that serve the same action goal: Flicking the switch with the left or the right hand is a
difference in operations, but not in the level of action described as “flicking the switch”. If one has a
motion sensor installed in the kitchen, one may intentionally wave ones arm in front of the sensor to
turn on the light: On the slightly more abstract level of action described as “turning on the light”,
there is no difference in the action if one flicks the switch or waves ones arm. Another important
point is that Leontef’s hierarchy is not limited to bodily operations since the same flexibility applies
to the middle level of actions – different actions may serve the same motive, and thus be part of the
same (kind of) activity. Many actions are multiply realisable and motives may be constant in
activity while actions and operations can be changed and added or removed from the structure of
activity; this makes activity theory quite powerful when one wants to analyse the larger structures
of agency. Let us say I want to get to work (motive and thus activity); I can obviously go by car,
bicycle, metro train or bus (actions), and the resulting operations (e.g. operating a ticket machine or
unlocking and starting the car) will differ to a high degree. The activity and motive goal of going to
work may be seen as constant, but the actions and operations that make up the activity can be highly
flexible and interchangeable. As can be seen, this is a prima facie example of a compositional action
theory.
Another crucially important point is that while the overall hierarchy of activity is stable, the actual
relationship between activity, actions and operations is highly flexible in a given situation, in that
the relationships may change drastically as the person develops his/her skills in interacting with the
constraining and enabling conditions of material reality. This happens because actions that are
repeatedly performed can and often will be gradually downgraded into operations performed below
the level of conscious awareness and attention. Leontef’s own, and very illustrative, example is
driving a car. At first, learning to drive a car will be a quite involved and attentive activity, where
one has to concentrate on what to a skilled driver will be routine operations. The smaller actions
that one starts out by paying attention to will gradually be “downgraded” into sub-consciously
performed routine operations as one becomes more skilled in driving. This means that for an
unskilled driver, a parallel parking sequence will be an activity in itself consisting of many
operations and many actions where each one is given conscious attention. As one becomes more
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skilled, parking might become so much of a routine operation that the whole sequence of driving to
and from work can be said to be exactly that – an operation in the overall activity of the whole day.
The exact divide between one activity and another is obviously a matter of discussion, but the
distinction allows us to grasp a very fundamental psychological fact about actions and higher order
activity, namely that many of our actions are performed without conscious attention even though
they serve well defined goals. We might describe “driving to work” as an action, but if one were to
describe the individual actions involved in this, we would probably find that most of the
compositional content of such an action is below the threshold of what one could legitimately call a
goal-directed action: we do not hold a specific goal in mind, we do not cognize any specific state of
affairs that we want to attain, and we certainly do not form future-directed or even present
intentions to do these things: they are operations, performed on “auto-pilot”.
Although much of activity theory is directly compatible with the standard story, there is an inherent
challenge in that it does not grant the label action to everything that we do, but reserve it for a
specified middle level of agency. This can be very useful to pinpoint certain cases where we may
not want to grant a piece of behaviour the status of fully fledged goal-directed action, even though
the behaviour is clearly not a reflex in the sense that it is performed unintentionally and
involuntarily. The idea of operations has some clear parallels to some of the concerns found in some
phenomenological accounts of agency, where the focus is not so much on actions under different
descriptions, but on the way the embodied mind acts in the moment of action (cf. (Dreyfus, 2002)).
It should thus be kept in mind that whereas philosophy of action uses the term action to refer to
everything we do intentionally as agents, this category is reserved for consciously goal-directed
action in the activity theory framework.

From rules to intuition
The idea of automatisation is an important feature in the activity theory framework, and it also plays
a prominent role in the analysis of competence given by Dreyfus and Dreyfus (Dreyfus, 2002;
Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1986). They propose a progressive five stage model of skill acquisition, where
human agents progress from initially being novices to experts: the process starts with the person
consciously using rules to guide performance and ends up with the person not utilising any
conscious representation of rules. This introduces the idea of rule-following in behaviour, which
will be dealt with in a bit more detail in the later chapter on rules. The theory is primarily relevant
here because it argues that skilful and expert performances depend on a certain automaticity of
action which stands in considerable contrast to conscious deliberating upon means and ends.
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There are five progressive stages in Dreyfus and Dreyfus’ model of skill acquisition: Novice,
Advanced beginner, Competence, Proficient, and Expertise. One of the main issues is that these
stages involve rule-following in behaviour in different ways. Only the first three stages can be
characterised as involving the following of rules – once a person moves beyond Competence, the
behaviour is performed intuitively and automatically and not by consulting rules. The five stages
are to some extent based on empirical results partly motivated by the failures of disembodied
classical AI research, but another important inspiration is the phenomenology of Merleau-Ponty, as
can be seen clearly in Dreyfus (2002)
The general idea of Dreyfus and Dreyfus’ theory is expressed in the following brief explanatory
quote from their introduction: “Analysis and intuition work together in the human mind. Although
intuition is the final fruit of skill acquisition, analytic thinking is necessary for beginners learning a
new skill. It is also useful at the highest levels of expertise, where it can sharpen and clarify
intuitive insights” ((Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1986: xv).
Note that analytical thinking still has a place in expertise, but the idea is still that highly skilled
performance is largely a matter of unconsciously driven routines. This idea of expertise as
routinisation is intuitively appealing and part of most theories of skill acquisition and expertise (see
(Ericsson, Charness, Feltovich, & Hoffman, 2006). To Dreyfus and Dreyfus the key to expert
performance is intuition, which is seen as a largely unconscious and automatic aspect of decision
making and problem solving. Their conceptualisation of automatic is, however, quite different from
the one seen in activity theory. In their model a qualitative shift is seen when one passes from stage
three to stage four, which is the main stage where behaviour becomes truly automatic, and
automatisation is thus not a matter of mere downgrading of goal-related actions or downgrading of
rules but a deeper change in the way decisions are taken and actions are executed.
It should be said here that aspects of this theory are perhaps better understood – especially when
compared with general skill acquisition theories – when one considers the contextual climate of the
origin of this theory. Dreyfus and Dreyfus’ main aim with the model is to show how so called
expert systems and other constructs within AI are ultimately doomed to failure if the ambition is to
model human skills. At the time of original publication, the prototypical AI construct was a
disembodied algorithmic machine running a set of algorithms with explicit rules, usually in the
form of “if-then” mechanisms that would allow the programmed system to make decisions when
faced with a specific situation within a specific domain – or so the designers hoped. Many of D &
D’s criticisms of such systems still hold, e.g. the well-known frame problem is still a massive
problem for such constructs. The issue here, however, is not whether later forms of AI constructs
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have made progress – they absolutely and quite clearly have, especially within robotics where
reflections upon embodiment of intelligent systems have taken centre stage23. The point is rather
that the model was explicitly tailored to show that rule-following is not the main constituent of
nearly all of those skill domains which early AI had targeted for domination by sophisticated
machines24. One should thus note that the domains deemed impossible for machine competence are
what Dreyfus and Dreyfus’ calls unstructured, where the main characteristic of these is that they
“contain a potentially unlimited number of possibly relevant facts and features, and the way those
elements interrelate and determine other events is unclear” ((Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1986: 20). In
contrast, puzzles are mentioned by D & D as an example of a very structured domain, and they also
give real-world examples (from e.g. production industries and general logistics) where the number
of relevant facts, number of open decisions, relations and goals are relatively well defined. The
upshot in relation to general questions of expertise and skill acquisition is that one needs to reflect
upon the nature of the skill domain before assuming that D & D’s model holds.
Following this, it is quite obvious that computer games constitute or form parts of domains that are
highly structured in the sense that they are generally produced by humans with the pragmatic aim of
letting other humans use them for entertainment. This sense of structure does not fully coincide with
D & D’s use of the word structured, but design in general usually has as one of its aims that
complexity of choice and uncertainty is suitably reduced. Computer games are a special case in this
context, since they exhibit a special kind of structure: They are often programmed to yield
entertaining challenges of various kinds and they are programmed to be able to help track the
player’s progress with these challenges. As such they are usually designed in ways that make
certain specific strategies work well when players deploy these strategies in relation to the
challenges. It is of course an empirical question where a given game falls along the structuredunstructured continuum – still referring to Dreyfus and Dreyfus’ usage of the terms – but compared
to the domains under investigation by D & D, e.g. the many examples from education of nurses, the
domain of computer games seem extremely well structured, and this is especially the case in singleplayer games that do not feature the added complexity of interacting with other human agents as the
nurses’ work environment does.
Interestingly enough, however, D & D explicitly mentions the example of a teenage computer
gamer being an expert in the domain of his preferred game, despite the extremely well defined
23
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The theory is arguably a response to both scientific work and optimistic public discourse surrounding AI research.
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problems of video games of that time. This is probably because their assumption is that expert
Space Invaders or Zaxxon players do not employ conscious rule processing when they act in the
domain of video games. I myself share some of these intuitions about rule-following25, but at the
same time I harbour severe doubts as to the status of both older and contemporary games being
unstructured strictly in the sense used by D & D. Early games and many other later examples
feature problems that are extremely well-defined. A distinguishing feature, however, is that they
feature perceptual-cognitive and motor-oriented skills, which are notoriously hard to put into rule
form.

Against routinisation: Deliberate practice
Activity theory in its general form posits that actions will be downgraded through repeated
performance into operations performed more or less automatically. Dreyfus and Dreyfus see
expertise as progress towards intuitively performed action. These ideas of routinisation and
achievement of competence is seen differently in the “Deliberate Practice”-framework within
expertise studies, as put forward by Ericsson et al. (1993) and (Ericsson, 2006). The principal idea
is that expertise in a domain is achieved through deliberate practice, not just by repetition, that is,
one has to make an effort to actually improve ones skills beyond a certain point. A couple of
introductory remarks are in place at this point. First of all, activity theory does not deal with actual
expertise but merely with routinisation of everyday actions – even though one might take it as a
theory of expertise, it is probably most reasonable to take it as primarily a theory of hierarchical
activity and secondarily a theory of routinisation. But, the idea that routinisation does have
something to do with gaining expertise both seems intuitively true and it figures as a key
component in Ericsson’s framework, but Ericsson’s framework differs from both activity theory
and to some extent Dreyfus and Dreyfus’ work when it argues on an empirical basis that mere
repetition of action is not enough to gain expertise. Repetition is only enough to become
functionally proficient – in other words, being able to get the job done and not much else besides.
Functional proficiency is preceded by an initial period where one familiarises oneself with the most
basic actions and operations of a domain and is followed by a phase where performance is
automated. The skill level soon reaches a plateau where no further expertise is acquired with the
added consequence that automatised skills become unavailable for conscious improvement, – one
25
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may even have automatised performance in relation to task structure in ways that actually hinder
further expertise (cf. (Ericsson, 2006; Langer & Moldoveanu, 2000)26. This may of course be
unproblematic if one merely aims for functional adequacy in a given domain, but it opens up for
potential problems if one wants to refine skills and/or task demands are changed significantly. As is
probably well known, game system artifacts often employ exactly such changes in task demands as
part of their progressive gradation of challenging situation – i.e. they become harder as the game
goes on – and we shall return to this interplay between skill automatisation and task design in the
second part of the dissertation.
If one is not content with having reached the level of competence referred to by Ericcson as “merely
acceptable” or as a “plateau of arrested development” one will have to engage in deliberate practice
– an activity formally defined by Ericsson et al. as “activities that have been specially designed to
improve the current level of performance” ((Ericsson et al., 1993: 368) and with the implicit
purpose of directly counteracting automatisation ((Ericsson, 2006: 685) as seen in the following
quote:
Deliberate practice is therefore designed to improve specific aspects of performance in
a manner that assures that attained changes can be successfully measured and
integrated into representative performance. Research on deliberate practice in music
and sports shows that continued attempts for mastery require that the performer
always try, by stretching performance beyond its current capabilities, to correct some
specific weakness, while preserving other successful aspects of function. (Ibid: 698)

Also worth noting here is the fact that deliberate practice is explicitly distinguished from both work
and play, the principal factor being whether the motivation is extrinsic such as payment or other
rewards (work) or whether it is simply being performed for its own sake (play) – and since
deliberate practice requires intentional concentration, neither automatic routine work nor absorbed,
playful engagement will allow for this kind of further skill development (Ericsson, 2006). Play as a
phenomenon will be dealt with more fully in the next chapter of the dissertation; for now it suffices
that deliberate practice is described as having specific structure and purpose which makes it distinct
from both play and other goal-related activities.
The idea of correcting a specific weakness is also seen in the related framework of learning
described by Zimmerman (2006), where he emphasises the training of specific techniques, an
26
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intentional learning strategy Zimmerman appropriately calls technique-oriented. This is tied to
practice as a goal-directed activity where this style of practice focuses on specific improvements
through identified techniques instead of setting higher order outcome goals such as winning or
scoring many points. In that context, Zimmerman distinguishes between process goals and outcome
goals, where process goals are tied to the former examples of technique. In both cases, practice is
seen as something quite different from acquainting oneself with something or performing the
activity over time to gain experience. Following this by rephrasing and synthesising the original
definitions, we can say that deliberate practice may be seen as an activity that is deliberately and
intentionally performed in order to improve overall performance within a domain by improving a
specific skill, often by training a specific technique, in order to correct a weakness in performance
related to the broader domain. Quotes from elite performers such as swimmers and tennis players27
– many of whom seem to be almost obsessed with improving minute details of their own
performance – support this view, but more formal empirical studies can be cited. A study using
novice learners of darts thus showed the adoption of process goals to be superior when compared to
outcome goals as a strategy for improving skill level (Zimmerman, 2006). Significantly, the best
results were achieved in the group of subjects who shifted from process goals to outcome goals. In
other words, it paid off to consciously polish off specific techniques before concentrating on getting
the most points. There is additional significance to these results in the present context since they do
not just address expertise but also simple proficiency. Many everyday skilful activities may thus
benefit from a shifting between process and outcome goals. Finally, just as activity theory argues on
a more theoretical level, this urges a consideration of the many ways in which one can frame and
perform goal-related activities even if they seem similar in outward appearance. The goals and subgoals of apparently similar activities may differ and the way goals are pursued may thus make a
significant difference.

Mediated agency: Agent plus tool
We have already touched upon the issue of how the environment may be crucial to certain actions.
The standard example is that a person may have the ability to play the piano – but only if a piano is
present. In other words, an essential aspect of standard conditions for performing the action of
playing the piano is the presence of a piano. This raises a quite fundamental question of how objects
or tools may enter into a description of actions and agency, a question that has been kept implicit in
much of the previous: Hitting a bullseye with a handgun depends upon specific embodied skills
27
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with handguns and upon a handgun being available, but is also seems to depend upon the intrinsic
connection between action and artefact structure. Take the example of piano playing, for instance:
The way skilful piano players interact with piano keys necessarily involves the way the keys resist
the primitive actions of the human body.
In their analysis of agency Wertsch et al. attack mainstream psychology for implicitly presupposing
that “agency is a property of the individual” (Wertsch, Tulviste, & Hagstrom, 1993: 336). In
contrast to this, the authors argue for the primacy of social relations and so called cultural tools or
“meditational means” (Ibid: 337). I will here concentrate on the latter, and especially on the
material means of mediating agency. Proponents of the mediated agency approach (e.g. (Wertsch et
al., 1993; Wertsch, 1998; Wertsch & Rupert, 1993)) argue that the basic analytic unit for an analysis
of agency should be not just agent, but rather individual-operating-with-mediational-means
(Wertsch, 1998: 24-26). Mediational means or cultural tools are all the artefacts and tools that we
routinely employ in much of our doings, but this category of cultural tools includes not only
material artefacts such as hammers, binoculars, and cars but also language and connected specific
ways of thinking about and doing things, such as telling a story according to narrative conventions.
One may distinguish between technical and psychological tools, where such a thing as a narrative
cognitive schema is the latter (Ibid: 30) but the approach holds that these are intertwined – the ways
in which we think in relation to a given action often has tight connections to not only what we want
to achieve but what we are trying to achieve it with. For a summary statement of what this means in
relation to ability, Wertsch states that “when [we ask] about someone’s ability level, we are usually
asking about someone’s skill in functioning with a particular cultural tool” (Wertsch, 1998: 45).
This idea of cultural tool is akin to specific standard conditions for specific kinds of mediated
agency – we could say that skilful agency is very often mediated and such skilful mediated agency
in turn necessitates standard conditions of specific meditational means. This is interesting and widereaching in itself, but in the present context we are primarily interested in how the computer game
system can be said to constitute an essential part of standard mediation conditions and I will assert
here that both material, computational and representational properties of the game system embody
these standard conditions for the exercise of game-mediated agency, and this will be further detailed
in part two of the dissertation.
Another point relevant here is that even though the concept of mediated agency is compatible with
much of what has been said about means and ends, Wertsch (1998) has some thought-provoking
examples that detail how specific cultural tools may not exactly fit our goals as agents, since they
both constrain and enable actions – a hammer is quite useful for nails, whereas screws tend to be a
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problem. There is, in Wertsch's words, an irreducible tension between the agent and the cultural
tools used in many of our doings. Cultural tools may hinder us in attaining our goals, and they may
even be intentionally designed to keep us from attaining some of our goals, even when they
otherwise enable actions: For an example of this latter kind of tension, Wertsch offers the
QWERTY keyboard. As is probably well-known, QWERTY was intentionally designed to hinder
typing speed: The mechanical constraints upon typewriter construction mandated that keys next to
each other should not be pressed rapidly in succession, since this would cause the device to jam its
hammers together. Later technology, perhaps most obviously and conclusively the widespread use
of computers for typing has made these constraints completely unnecessary, but the keyboard layout
persists. If one should have the goal of typing as fast as possible, the Dvorak keyboard is
demonstrably faster.
We are perhaps not used to think of design goals as tied to intentionally hindering aspects of
performance, but the irreducible tension between goals and constraint and affordances is a key
concept for mediated agency and it plays a substantial role for analysis of games: Since games are
often designed to be challenging, they very carefully design the standard environment as providing
specific cultural tools with a mixture of constraining and enabling conditions – in fact overall
computer game design may be seen as just that, i.e. the discipline of engineering the right mixture of
constraining and enabling factors for a specific species of mediated, challenging agency. These
factors are interrelated and include computation, material and formal means including game design
principles explicitly related to challenge.

Awareness of action: agency and ownership
Let us now return to another very important question in relation to action and intentionality, namely
our awareness of ourselves as performers of action. Davidson’s claim that all we do is move our
bodies may or may not be ontologically true and it may not be an adequate description of full-blown
human agency, but it seems rather obvious that even if we do privilege such a concept as primitive
action, Davidson’s way of putting it – and he is, of course, well aware of this – is not an adequate
way to describe reality seen from the performing agent’s point of view. Most of us think and feel
that we actually drive the car or kiss our loved ones goodbye, not just move our hands, feet, torsos,
and lips. At the same time we perform many actions as routine operations without paying any
attention to them, but we are still confident in the moment of action that we are acting. The
fundamental experiential component of action – what it is like experientially to be an agent – seems
to depend on the nature of what we have identified as basic or primitive action in quite different
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ways according to circumstance. In this regard, it will be helpful to introduce Shaun Gallagher’s
(2005) analysis of the experience of action and his distinction between a sense of ownership and
sense of agency. Ownership may be said to be the most general term here, since it can manifest
itself both in relation to our body and our actions, where the experience of ownership of action is
more or less equal to experiencing agency.
It is obvious that many of those things that merely happen to us – events that have an effect upon
us, even though they are not our own actions – can manifest themselves through a sense of
ownership of our bodies. If something heavy falls on my toes the pain and discomfort is clearly
mine, and if I accidentally fall down a flight of stairs I probably know that I did not perform and am
not performing an action of falling, but I do know that I am falling (cf. Gallagher). In our
intentional actions involving movements of the body the sense of body ownership and action
ownership (agency) is fused (S. Gallagher, 2005; S. Gallagher & Zahavi, 2008)) and this holistic
action awareness is usually taken completely for granted by us when we take action. In relation to
agency as an experienced quality, (Bandura, 1997) has argued that beliefs about self-efficacy are
central, and this means that we may very well have an acute sense of body ownership and still have
a distinct non-agentive feel if we believe that we lack the ability to influence psychologically
relevant states around us. Wegner & Sparrow (2004) refers to the feeling of agency by the term of
authorship emotion and we need not discuss here whether the experience of agency consists of
beliefs or emotions but rather accept that a crucial aspect of agency experience is that of ownership
of actions.
For an example of bodily awareness in action consider my trying to open the lid of a heavy, old
trunk. The clunky heaviness of the lid, and the resulting bodily strain, is clearly felt as I attempt to
lift it and this is obviously an essential component in my experience of both the lid and my action
towards it. Two primary components are at work here; I intentionally perform the action of lifting
the lid and I experience this as my action both because I intentionally move my body in
endeavouring to lift the lid, but also because I feel the resulting forces act upon my body in specific
ways. These two components of directing my body intentionally and feeling the effects upon my
body are subserved by two different neural systems. The motor commands issued from the brain are
called efferent signalling, whereas the sensory feedback from the body and the surrounding
environment back to the brain is called afferent – while this may seem a bit technical, it plays a role
in the following use of the terms body image and body schema.
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Body image and body schema
Gallagher ties large parts of his analysis of body ownership and agency to a distinction between
body image and body schema:

A body image consists of a system of perceptions, attitudes and beliefs pertaining to one’s
own body. In contrast, a body schema is a system of sensory-motor capacities that function
without awareness or the necessity of perceptual monitoring. (S. Gallagher, 2005: 24)

Among the information systems used by the body schema processes are the visual, somatosensory,
and proprioceptive systems. Visual systems yield information about the body as seen from the
outside, while somatosensory systems give information related to touch and temperature of the skin,
and the proprioceptive systems handle body posture including muscle and joint position. Gallager
further argues that the distinction between image and schema “is related respectively to the
difference between having a perception of (or a belief about) something and having a capacity to
move (or an ability to do something)”. (Ibid: 24, emphasis added).
Gallagher also argues that although perceptual feedback both contributes to a sense of body
ownership and is important for our sense of agency another primary cause of agency experiences
seems to be processes tied to the actual intending to perform an action. Working within the
framework of phenomenology, Gallagher and Zahavi (2008) reviews several neurological studies
related to agency and ownership and conclude that a sense of agency depends upon a combination
of higher-order intentions to perform an action, the efferent motor commands issued, and afferent
proprioceptive feedback. Psychologist Daniel Wegner and others have argued that a clear sense of
agency has a tendency to increase body ownership (see (Cole, Sacks, & Waterman, 2000; Wegner,
2002; Wegner & Sparrow, 2004), and this latter fact will be very important later when we will
discuss the possible transfer of ownership to virtual bodies.
This analysis of action awareness primarily deals with performing bodily acts and as such it is open
to Hornsby’s critique of agency-as-positive performance: In those situations where we perform
actions that do not involve the active body schema (and thus neither efferent nor afferent bodyrelated feedback in any real detail), we are left to other devices to establish an experience of agency.
Even though the embodied approach is a useful antidote to risks of over-intellectualising action, it
must be acknowledged that many everyday actions do not yield intense nor very specific bodily
experiences, and this is especially salient in connection with mediated agency. Many of us routinely
press a wide range of standardised buttons and operate levers or other mechanisms in relation to
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artefacts to perform an equally wide range of tasks, for instance preparing a meal or playing a piece
of recorded music – or even breaking off a relationship. The primitive actions involved in the
performance of such actions are quite non-distinct and the perceptual conditions for awareness of
bodily action are thus minimal. Adjusting volume on my kitchen stereo and adjusting temperature
on my oven are motor-structurally relevantly similar, but I do not usually mistake my putting on
Canonball Adderley for cooking a whole chicken. Something besides my body-schema is clearly
responsible for awareness of actions here. For another example, it is certainly not any immediate
bodily information tied to the basic motor act that tells me the difference between the action of
buying an extra copy of Davidson’s “Essays on Actions and Events” over the internet and the action
of performing a headshot in a first-person shooter game – but both may be performed by pressing
the left mouse button when seated in front of my PC system.
These last examples are instances of mediated agency (i.e. action in relation to artefacts) where the
actions can all be described as having a necessary P-action element but where our awareness of
intentional action seems to depend quite minimally upon this P-action. One problem with the
aforementioned privileging of primitive actions is that most action structures in relation to video
game mediation depend crucially upon (and can be said to consist of) a series of P-actions but these
P-actions in themselves are completely indistinguishable, such as e.g. mouse button presses or
controller button presses. As such it will often be necessary to use action descriptions that go way
beyond primitive action in order to give an adequate description of video game actions and to allow
for awareness of intentional action. This is not specific to video game action, but in relation to
awareness of video game actions it becomes a key question, since awareness of P-action through
body schema process is not just quite minimal, it may be exactly the same across a wide range of
situations: Mediated agency conditions of game systems allow us as agents to perform very
different actions by moving our thumbs or fingers in almost completely the same way, and I shall
later take an in-depth look at how body schema processes enter into the relationships between
agency and its mediation by the physical control interface and the representational procedures of the
video game system.
In relation to the overall relationships between body processes and agency, Gallagher and Zahavi
(2008) are well aware of the general nature of the mentioned problems and they propose a model
with three aspects of sense of agency, two first-order aspects and one second-order aspect. Sense of
agency can arise as first-order experience as a result of the “intentional aspect” of action which
more or less covers the goal-related aspect of an action – the primary source here is perceptual
monitoring. It can also arise as first-order experience due to bodily movement, and the source here
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is a combination of efferent motor commands and afferent feedback, probably organised as the
body schema coordinates action. In this respect, pre-motor commands seem to play a large role, i.e.
processes that “lie between intention and performance” (S. Gallagher, 2005: 176).
A second-order experience of agency may also arise as a product of reflective attribution, as when
we consciously and deliberately think self-reflexively about our actions in an act of interpretation.
This threefold model is helpful, but it is still a somewhat open question how perception in itself can
serve as first-order awareness of intentional action. It seems reasonable to say that Anscombe’s
water-pumping man has an awareness of his action that includes the fact that he is poisoning the
persons inside the house. But his knowledge of this cannot stem purely from perception, but rather
from perception coupled to a horizon of beliefs about how water pumping and ingestion of poison
works together with his desire to poison the persons. It thus seems reasonable or even necessary to
include Davidsonian primary reasons (of quite intricate character) in first-order awareness of
agency if this is to cover goal-related behaviour at the level of complexity exhibited in everyday
actions, mediated or otherwise. By definition, there is no plausible way for bottom-up perceptual
systems to deliver knowledge of actions that involve this kind of epistemic knowledge and it is
obvious that very many actions are of this kind.

Summary of actions and agency
We are – finally – in a position where relevant components of a general framework of agency have
been laid out. In summary, an action may be intentional under one description, but not necessarily
under others. There exists for any action at least one description under which it is intentional.
Actions may have intended and unintended consequences. The intended consequences as reasons
for acting will usually stand in a close relation to a background of beliefs and desires held by the
person. The “action accordion” may be used to track agent causality through various action
descriptions in order to arrive at a primitive action, i.e. a movement of the body. Primitive actions
are those that are not done by doing anything else but moving the body. Actions may be designated
as being more or less basic than other actions in comparison. Actions may be seen as intentional
tryings. Actions are tied in varying degrees to the environment and those conditions for action that
an environment constitutes. Many actions are mediated and mediational means may be a key part of
the standard conditions for certain actions. Actions may form part of an activity hierarchy, and they
may be routinised to large extent. Deliberate practice is a specific mode of performing intentional
actions to achieve expertise. Awareness of action involves both body processes (primarily body
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schema processes) and higher-order thinking such as epistemic knowledge and higher-order
intentions.
I will now turn to a rather different issue in the analysis of behaviour, namely the possibility for
agents to indulge in activities that seem to go directly against much of what has been said here
about the means, ends and intentionally goal-directed aspects of agency: Human agents as well as
other organisms with the capacity for agency may engage in playful behaviour, and this is the
subject of the next chapter.
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4
PLAY, GAMES, AND RELATED
PHENOMENA
The primary goal of discussing the theories of agency in the preceding chapter was to get a better
grip on the question of how a general theory of agency might help in analysing computer game
interaction, but also to place computer game analysis within a broader context of general theories of
action and agency. We have just seen how one of the most fundamental aspects of our agency is
that we act to achieve goals – we apply means to an end. My contention, of course, is that analysis
of computer game interaction benefits from these insights, but the insistence on goals and meansends reasoning in the structure of intentional action may have led some readers to question this on
the grounds that all of this sounds like terribly serious business –and after all, one might assume
that computer games are games and as such they are played. The standard story of action certainly
does seem a bit lacking in playfulness, unless of course one counts the playful morbidity of the cited
examples. In other words, why all this talk about action when the proper subject should be play?
The connection between computer games and play is, however, not something to be assumed
outright but rather something to be examined and argued in detail. My initial impulse was to some
extent to leave aside the question of the relevance of play until I had found a suitably clear
definition of play, but I have come to see this position as rather naive: definitions of every shade
and colour exists – quite a few of them contradictory when compared, some of them with inherent
paradoxes. Many of the scholars dealing with play have said as much in their introductory remarks,
and going through the literature myself, I have found ample reason to agree. So, instead of asserting
that computer game interaction is play or asking whether it is, one might ask how the analysis of
such interaction can be analysed with the somewhat disparate terms and frameworks of play
theorising.
The following chapter discusses theories and definitions of play to track and discuss relevant
relations between play, games, and activity in general. It does so for two related reasons. First, I
have tried to single out theories and analyses of play that may be useful in analysing the structure of
computer video games. Second, I have intentionally left this discussion more open and broad in
certain places in order to include the diversity and differences of the existing approaches to play.
This inclusive approach is partly intended as a kind of precautionary measure for media scholars:
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when recent game scholars have referred to a “ludological turn” (Dovey & Kennedy, 2006) and
argued for the centrality of play in the study of culture and media, I would reply that it is imperative
that we acknowledge the sheer complexity of the concept. This is not just the issue of heeding the
words of e.g. Sutton-Smith (2001) that play is ambiguous and fundamentally so – we need to know
more about how and why this is the case if the supposed centrality of play is to make sense. I also
think that both the complexity inherent in the literature together with the oft mentioned instability of
play should lead us to question whether play is the only or even the most fruitful line of enquiry in
the study of computer games, instead of merely asserting that play is central to the study of
computer games. The concept of play may be used to refer to a very wide range of different
phenomena both when used colloquially and technically by researchers. While some researchers
give definitions, there are large differences between the scope and range of these; some are much
narrower and covers only specific parts of the domain defined by others, and these are not
obviously related as subsets of a larger set. I shall argue like many others that there is no simple
way to define play as a general phenomenon, and in doing so I shall refer to some of the more
formal and narrower definitions (including several from the animal play literature) in order to give
specific examples of what play may and may not be. As I have already stated, the general and not
very controversial line of my argument will be that one should be quite wary with generalisations
related to the play concept, but I will also argue that there is a cluster of phenomena grouped around
play which are useful in both games analysis, analysis of behaviour in general, and the possible
overlap between these two domains.

Play as a general biological phenomenon
It is uncontroversial that play and playful behaviour generally speaking is not exclusive to the
human race but rather a biological phenomenon that we share with a wide range of other animals
(Bekoff & Byers, 1998; Burghardt, 2005; Fagen, 1981; Pellegrini & Smith, 2005). It is not equally
uncontroversial how this body of facts relates to specifically human play. Even if one agrees that
certain aspects of playful behaviour is indeed relevantly similar across species including humans,
the question remains how the diversity and complexity readily observed in human play relates to the
behaviour of the manifold species that seem to exhibit play or play-like behaviour and vice versa,
and how biological play phenomena relate to the concept of games – and perhaps also the related
problem of whether animals and human infants can be said to play games. Fagen argues that even
though the relations between animal play and human play and games are problematic, the tendency
to connect the two domains has always been part of play research.
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It has become a commonplace for play researchers to note at the outset that play is hard to
categorise and define (e.g. (Avedon & Sutton-Smith, 1971; Bekoff & Byers, 1998; Burghardt,
2005; Fagen, 1981; Pellegrini, Dupuis, & Smith, 2007; Pellegrini & Smith, 2005; Sutton-Smith,
2001)). The most emphatic statement of this problem is arguably Sutton-Smith’s (2001) The
Ambiguity of Play, where he reviews a large number of play-related texts in order to characterise the
concept of play as fundamentally ambiguous – although he is able to construct a taxonomy of seven
distinct “rhetorics of play” deduced from writing in psychology, biology and the humanities.
Sutton-Smiths explicit aim is to show how these rhetorics “express the way play is placed in context
within broader values systems, which are assumed by the theorists of play rather than studied
directly by them” (Ibid: 8). The analysis thus seeks to lay bare the values that inform both popular
and scientific discourse on play and the word rhetoric is used to uncover a certain mode of thinking
and expression28 (most of the viewpoints discussed below are examples of the rhetorics of Progress,
Power and the Self as expressed in the scientific literature). As a consequence of his method, one
could however ask to what extent Sutton-Smith describes the phenomenon of “discoursing about
play” instead of the phenomenon of play. By itself the book and its argument to some extent resists
this question, but at times it seems content to stay within the realm of verbal discourse without an
explicit focus on investigating the basis or warrant for the claims. However, it is obvious –
especially when one looks at some of Sutton-Smiths other work, (e.g (Sutton-Smith, 1986)) – that
the concept of play has historically almost always entered into larger and often quite heated
discussions pertaining to children, education, family, sociality, and society in general – sometimes
centrally so. Discussion of these connections is both fascinating and relevant but much too complex
to enter into here. I will concentrate in the following on scholars who mostly address the question of
play as an empirical phenomenon in itself, and refer the reader to Sutton-Smiths masterful review of
the general field of play scholarship and its various contexts should s/he wish a discussion of the
ways in which play research has seen uses and abuses in the wider contexts of debate in society.
Before moving on one could note that Sutton-Smith has in fact offered a quite detailed definition of
his own of what play in itself might be, but I have relegated this to much latter in the following
discussion, since it is a rather elegant synthesis of a range of more elementary proposals in the
literature.

28

Rhetoric is thus used as a noun in much the same way that the word “discourse” is used in less formal readings

inspired by Foucault and ditto versions of linguistic discourse analysis.
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Four conceptual schemes for animal play and behaviour
Fagen (1981) identifies four conceptual schemes in total for the analysis of play which can also be
applied to behaviour in general, namely structural, functional, causal, and purposive. Structural
should in this context be understood as referring primarily to movements of the body/bodies
involved and to the sequences of these movements. Functional primarily means adaptationally
functional, i.e. benefits in terms of fitness of the organism in evolutionary contexts. Causal may
mean both eliciting and terminating environmental factors, i.e. what factors in the environment can
cause play to arise and to cease, but it may also refer to developmental causation such as age groups
or non-developmental biological factors such as sex and, less biologically determined, dominance.
Purposive definitions seek to explain play in the terms of “common-language notions of human
actions, including questions of motive or purpose” – this last perspective corresponds to the notion
of human action as intentional and purposeful, the central notion of the standard story of action
presented in the previous chapter. Although being a rather unwieldy discussion, the question of
animal intentionality seems relevant in analysis of animal play, but arguably the full-blown standard
story of primary reasons is prima facie not as relevant for animal play research. A broad concept of
purposefulness is however endemic to the analysis of biological behaviour in general, and as we
shall see several authors speculate on animal mental states and their role in play. A key difference
between animal and human purposes is that immediate reasons for animal behaviour as purposeful
are usually given as organism needs on a fairly basic level: hunger, thirst, fear, lust etc. While both
animals and humans may share these basic motivations, the higher level of primary reasons for
action seems to be reserved for humans, and these may enter into human playful behaviour in
complex ways.
Finally, Fagen also acknowledges that something like a a fifth conceptual scheme may be used to
refer to play, namely play as a specific playful mental state. The perspective of empirical
behavioural sciences and general biology makes this somewhat controversial, which is probably the
explanation for its comparative absence in Fagen’s review and own argument. Burghardt
(Burghardt, 2005), however, argues that we should not discount the concept of fun in connection
with animal play. Mental states clearly play a role in almost all writing on human play, although the
exact nature of the attitude that goes with play is not uncontroversial. The idea of a specific play
attitude has a central role in much writing on human play, especially in adult play and the specific
framework proposed by reversal theory detailed later. A final introductory fact worth keeping in
mind is that play researchers often use more than one of these conceptual schemes at the same time
to define and describe play (Bjorklund & Pellegrini, 2002).
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Play as purposeless, “similar”, and assimilation to the self
Fagen points out that play is almost always defined in comparison to some other higher-level
domain of behaviour, in that play is often defined as similar but somehow different to other actions
or sequences of behaviour which are identifiable and unproblematic from a functional standpoint (p.
52) – play fighting is thus similar to the phenomenon of real fighting over important resources,
chase play resembles predation and predator avoidance patterns etc. In addition to this notion of
similarity, play is almost always seen as lacking the purpose that goes with the functional version of
behaviour; terms often seen to describe this characteristic is “autotelic behaviour” or behaviour
which is characterised by a “means-over-ends” mode in contrast to the purposeful application of
specific and appropriate means to a specific end. A classic statement of this position is given by
Loizos: “One of [play behaviour’s] immediately noticeable characteristics is that it is behaviour that
adopts for its purposes patterns that appear in other contexts where they achieve immediate and
obvious ends” (Loizos, 1966: 6). A more recent example of a more formal definition in this vein is
that of Bekoff and Byers:

Play is all motor activity performed postnatally that appears to be purposeless, in
which motor patterns from other contexts may often be used in modified forms and
altered temporal sequencing. If the activity is directed toward another living being it is
called social play. (quoted in (Bekoff & Allen, 1998: 99))

This definition is arguably both structural and purposive – albeit purpose is invoked in the negative
– without entering into questions of adaptive function. The mentioned modified forms and
sequences are summarised by Fagen as “unique form, orientation, duration, or intensity of acts also
occurring in other contexts” (Fagen, 1981: 54) where Loizos (1966) emphasises exaggeration and
repetition. This obviously gives quite a range of diversifying factors, but it firmly establishes a
position that many play theorists share, namely that play is at the fundamental level behaviour that
is similar to behaviour from another more purposeful and functional domain of action. A parallel
example within the analysis of human play is Roger Caillois’ definition (see below). The contrast
with the standard story of behaviour as based on primary reasons and goals should be obvious.
A purely structural definition of play would amount to stating that play can be differentiated purely
by differences in the motor acts performed. One should note that functional behaviour is speciesspecific and this by entailment makes a theory of play based on brute motor patterns equally
species-specific (cf. Loizos (1966).). If one includes function and/or purpose this is alleviated –
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different species fight and hunt in different ways, but the functional equivalence is obvious when
comparing these basic function. Already we have moved beyond brute motor patterns, but it is still
possible to hold this kind of position and deny that play necessarily involves a specific playful
mindset. Jean Piaget is an influential play theorist in the analysis of human play and his theory is
one of those in which clear references to psychological stance or attitude is made. Piaget’s (1962)
overview and discussion of the main criteria of play identifies the following traits of play
behaviour: the auto-telic or disinterested nature of play, the spontaneity of play, the pleasure of
play, the relative lack of organisation of play, freedom from conflicts in play, the overmotivated
nature of play (see also (Bjorklund & Pellegrini, 2002; Loizos, 1966; Pellegrini et al., 2007; SuttonSmith, 1986)) for discussions of aspects of Piaget’s work. While these criteria are all acknowledged
by Piaget, they are also criticised and made to fit Piaget’s overall hypothesis that play is really the
dominance of assimilation over accommodation. This accommodation-assimilation distinction is
absolutely central to Piagets work in that he sees development as the constant and concurrent
interplay of these two modes of behavior. The two ways of relating to the environment are defined
thus by Piaget:

All behavior is an assimilation of reality to prior schemata (schemata which, in
varying degrees, are due to heredity) and all behavior is at the same time an
accommodation of these schemata to the actual situation. (Piaget, 1967: 103)

As argued above, there is the possibility that one of these processes dominate – a person may either
primarily assimilate the world or accommodate to it, and for Piaget the dominance of assimilation is
the hallmark of play. This is seen when the child subordinates reality to his/her own whim and
recruits aspects of the world for his/her pleasure, e.g. pretends to sleep on the floor or throws the
food instead of eating it. A fundamental aspect here is the exercise of power over the world, not the
other way around, which would be equal to accommodating to external constraints. Even if
assimilation is a general term used in many other circumstances by Piaget, Sutton-Smith (1986)
argues that almost all Piaget’s empirical examples of play invokes the presence of smiles and signs
of enjoyment, so it makes sense to tie the play-specific dominance of assimilation to the experience
of pleasure and joy. In addition, we can note the usefulness of Piaget’s overarching distinction when
analysing skilful activity in general, i.e. the question of whether the individual is able to perform
purposeful action with the current repertoire of skills (assimilation) or whether s/he will need to
learn something new or change strategy (accommodate). This is obviously relevant outside play and
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especially for understanding activities, environments, and task structures that may lead to playful
engagement.
A related play proposal is given by Avedon and Sutton-Smith, who define play as “an exercise of
voluntary control systems” (Avedon & Sutton-Smith, 1971: 6), which is in line with both general
animal play and the approach to the psychology of human play seen in Piaget, but it emphasises the
functional aspect of enhancing volitional control of action, in contrast to some of animal play
studies focus on rather simple and somewhat automatic behavioural patterns. Voluntary control is
here seen as a species of mastery, but the benefits are more general than just physical manipulation
in that the processes involve, among other things, refinement of anticipation of outcome, choice of
instrumental behaviour and skill in mobilizing resources (Ibid: 6). This notion that play may be
beneficial without being exactly practice is shared by several other researchers, as detailed later in
this chapter.
In addition to these general aspects thought to be common to play, it has become customary to also
distinguish between a range of different play phenomena and some closely related phenomena that
should be kept distinct from play. The next section provides an overview.

Subcategories: kinds of play, exploration and construction
Fagen distinguishes between three subcategories of play, namely playfighting and play-chasing,
locomotor-rotational exercise, and post-mastery manipulation, and he notes that when these
activities are analysed in terms of structure and causation together with immediate function, they
seem to be quite different phenomena. This underlines the heterogeneity of play, although Fagen
seems to take the position that the ultimate functional value can be generalized across these
categories, as quoted below in the section on function. Bjorklund & Pellegrini (2002) further
distinguish between the categories of object play, social play, and locomotor or exercise play
together with fantasy or pretend play, noting that the three first tend to be analysed by ethology and
the last by child psychology (see also Pellegrini & Smith (2005)). None of these are mutually
exclusive and play may feature elements of all four.
It is also necessary to distinguish between exploration and play, especially since this has been
confounded in some instances (cf. (Burghardt, 2005). In analysis of children’s play behaviour the
catchphrase version of this distinction is the difference between “What does this object do?” and on
the other hand “What can I do with this object?” (Hutt, 1966), see also (Bjorklund & Pellegrini,
2002). Some of the primary characteristics of exploration are that exploration is usually triggered by
novel stimuli, it occurs before play, it is deliberate and relatively focused and tense in muscular
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tone, and it usually involves perception and tentative manipulation with receptors and effectors in
synchrony, i.e. the child sees and touches the objects simultaneously. Play, on the other hand, tends
to be a much less focused and less tense affair that follows initial exploration and the unity of the
activity tends to dissolve29. Fagen (1981) argues in favour of this distinction as relevant to animal
play as well, which strengthens the argument for the distinction, but while it clearly has its virtues,
aspects of the idea may be slightly misleading when applied to artefacts – the questions of what the
object “does” and what the subject may recruit it for seem tied closer together than in the case of a
rock or a stone which lacks designer intentions. When Fagen writes that “manipulative play is selforiented effector activity designed to answer the question what can I do with this item?” (Fagen,
1981:118), the focus is on the acting self. This seems very much like the position held by Piaget
(1962) where practice play is essentially focused at the acting self and the feeling of agency and
control follows initial exploration and mastery of sensori-motor operations, i.e. the emphasis is
squarely on the I as well as can do, not on what one could do with it in more abstract terms or even
what the designer intentions may have been. One might thus invoke the notion of Play-aspurposeless as described above and say that play involves subjects using artefacts for purposes
which are opposed to designer intentions and/ or common usage. Such a subversion of functionality
and its purposeful antagonism towards purpose and convention is one way to see play, but it is
important to emphasise that it is only one way to see play – i.e. the Rhetoric of Frivolity in SuttonSmiths framework.
Going back to exploration, Piaget holds that play may take over from exploration as soon as a level
of mastery is attained – in Piaget’s terms the child is not playing as long as it is accommodating its
schemas to the world, whereas play is a process where the world is assimilated by the acting person.
In those episodes where assimilation is truly the dominant mode, we have play (see also (Bjorklund
& Pellegrini, 2002; Sutton-Smith, 1986). Sutton-Smith is one of those play researchers who are
most explicit about keeping exploration and mastery distinct from play, and he is also explicit on
the sequencing with exploration coming first, then mastery and finally play. This sequencing is
highly important, since it implies both differences and an enabling relationship. Play follows only
after one has familiarised oneself with the combination of organism and material and social context,
and a degree of mastery has to be attained before playful assimilation can arise.
Piaget also mentions “a boundary class between games and non-ludic behaviour” (Piaget,
1962:110) which is called construction games (after Bühler). These construction games are, on

29

Hutt (1966) is the classic study and see Burghardt (2005) for a more contemporary summary.
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Piagets view, not actual games but rather those activities that may facilitate play by constructing or
otherwise working on something related to play. Piaget emphasises the continuity between ludic
and non-ludic activities and argues that there may be no sharp divide between construction and
ludic play, or between serious activity and play for that matter. It is a recurrent and open question
how to demarcate the ludic from the non-ludic, but one might turn this into a question of degree
with reference to assimilation/accommodation. If the agent engaged in construction needs to spend
resources accommodating to principles or constraints of an external kind, this construction is
plausibly not ludic, but construction may take on a ludic and assimilating tone if the construction
work is mastered to a relevant degree. Relevant in this connection are the viewpoints of Pellegrini
& Gustafson (2005) who argue in favour of not only keeping object play separate from other object
manipulation, but also urge a distinction between manipulation, object play, exploration,
construction and tool use.
An interesting fact in relation to object play and construction is that Fagen asserts that the activity
of constructing objects with the explicit purpose of playing with them is unique to humans (Fagen,
1981: 119). Only humans perform goal-related and time consuming activities for the sole purpose
of subsequently allowing ourselves to engage in playfully non-telic behaviour with the constructed
resources. In the present framework, toys are just one more way that humans intentionally fashion
their environment in order to produce certain action opportunities by self-produced constraining and
enabling material factors. This is a rather important point. The construction games mentioned by
Piaget and others may not be very playful in themselves and quite telic in nature, but their ultimate
goal is often to explicitly design for later auto-telic indulgence of the self either as a master of
circumstances or as an individual tasked with a challenge of own choice and make. We should,
however, also consider the possibility that much leisure activity may in fact not be play but rather
pleasantly self-focused exercises of mastery as implied by Sutton-Smith (1986).
In discussions of games, play and work it tends to be overlooked that people may work quite
intensively to be able to play with the fruits of their own labour, that some of this work may be
pleasant and challenging in itself, and finally that what we could call “mastery games” may not be
play and only potentially related to play. These distinctions are quite helpful in understanding why
certain aspects of computer video game activity may be very serious and work-like. The
aforementioned theorists also emphasise the difference between activities oriented towards either
the means or ends of activity, where only the former qualifies as actual play. Construction may be
seen as nested goal-related actions in the service of playful activity. Finally, construction activities
seem to be a play-related species of preparatory action, and one that may be necessary for both
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subsequent goal-oriented tool use and/or playful object play: The objects constructed may thus be
used both as tools and as objects in play.

The function(s) and benefit(s) of play
Many of the above definitions have made reference to the purposelessness of play. This,
predictably, makes for problems once one considers play in an evolutionary context, i.e. why should
play have evolved if it does not benefit the individual? If one poses the question in straight terms by
simply asking “What is play good for?” the answer is, again, that a definite answer is hard to come
by. Symons (Symons, 1978) lists a wide range of those functions that have been attributed to play
and the extensive reviews of Fagen (Fagen, 1981), Sutton-Smith (2001), and Burghardt (2005)
further demonstrate that there is little consensus on function and/or beneficial effects – there is no
point in mentioning the full range of proposals here, but a few recent proposals will be dealt with.
Fagen (1981) proposes a general biological synthesis which focuses on play’s adaptive value for
organisms. The argument is not easy to summarise succinctly, but play is seen as a species of
functional behaviour that benefits the individual by making the behavioural repertoire more
adaptive through both repetition (leading to precision) and variation (leading to flexibility) in a
specific environment; this includes the social environment of conspecifics. Noteworthy in this
respect is the longstanding debate about whether play leads to novel behaviours, where Fagen is one
of those favouring this as a plausible adaptive function and e.g. Symons is strongly opposed to this
view. Symons thus argues against the novelty and flexibility argument taken as a straight-faced
hypothesis about the adaptive value of the intermixing of acts by asking somewhat polemically
whether the male that begins playfighting while in the act of sexually mounting is “developing the
potential of beginning a fight while copulating?” (Symons, 1978: 151); similar questions could no
doubt be asked in other instances of non-functional behaviour. Symons’ own argument is that play
in development does not produce flexibility but rather leads ever closer to uniformity with adult
behavioural patterns: “Behavior comes increasingly to resemble species-typical adult norms” (Ibid:
151). Symons detailed empirical study of aggression-related play in rhesus monkeys is
supplemented by a review of anthropological studies of hunter-gatherer societies which support the
notion that play primarily serves to develop specific and adaptive skills needed in adulthood, such
as hunting in the case of young males.
For a slightly different take on this problem, Piaget (1962) has criticised the pioneering play scholar
Karl Groos who is famous for assuming that play is pre-exercise, i.e. preparation for later skilful
activity. Piaget states that play can only be exercise of already attained abilities of some kind. Thus,
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on Piaget’s view play does not constitute preparation for new skills but rather serves to consolidate
ability by exercising certain actions (Ibid: 153). He seems to agree with Groos that there is simple
pleasure in the exercise of one’s own agency, but maintains that mastery must precede play. More
recently, however, Pellegrini et al. (2007) has argued that flexibility is an important function of
play. Their definition of play is similar to the one given by Bekoff and Allen and Loizos, i.e. the
key defining trait is the presence of variation and re-arranging of seemingly functional behaviours
which stress means over ends. They argue that such play works as “behavioural innovation” for
juveniles in their immediate environment, and this may cover both the ability to navigate the
surrounding landscape as well as gaining social skills. They also hold, like many others, that play is
best seen as yielding immediate benefits at certain ages rather than benefits deferred to adulthood,
which follows Piaget rather than Groos.
Another interesting aspect of Pellegrini et al.s analysis is that games are directly excluded from the
domain of play on the grounds that games are highly regulated forms of behaviour which tend to
restrain innovation. This is an interesting position, but I find it somewhat premature to assert that
structured games fall wholly outside the domain of activities that may further some kind of
innovation through play. First, it should be noted that some of the immediate benefits of play as
detailed below in the study of playfighting could very well be indirectly related to flexibility: social
knowledge of play-partners may open up new avenues of cooperation, or mastery of certain skills
may lead to easier transfer to other areas etc., and it seems quite reasonable to assume that
structured social games may lead to many of the same of immediate benefits as hypothesized by the
authors below. Second, there is plentiful anecdotal evidence which points toward the tendency for
rules to foster inspired ways of breaking, bending or circumventing them. I shall also leave open for
now the question of whether computer games are in fact rule based in the sense usually invoked in
the context of games, but I will note here that if one compares Space Invaders with modern day
open-world games such as Crysis or games from the GTA series, the latter kind of game facilitates
flexibility of both means and ends in ways that Space Invaders very clearly does not.

Specifics of play: Structure and function of play-fighting
It would lead too far to give an in-depth survey of the way the structure and function of play in
general has peen parsed, but closer consideration of the case of playfighting can show how these
two factors may be analysed as interdependent. Play-fighting or Rough and Tumble (R & T) is one
of the most widespread behaviours described within animal play and as such some comparative
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examples can be used to show some of the problems inherent in ascribing definite functions to play
behaviour across species.
On the question of adaptational value and function, Fry writes on R & T in humans that

The preliminary evidence suggests that the practice of fighting skills and
establishment of dominance are likely evolutionary functions that shift in importance
across the age span of the individuals engaging in R & T. Specifically, the importance
of a practice function may be supplanted, to some degree by a dominance function in
later childhood. (Fry, 2005: 55-56)

So, even though these fights may serve as practice at one point they may also stop doing so and
instead serve functions related to dominance hierarchies in relation to age groups.
Pellis and Pellis (1998) describe play-fighting in rodents in detail and they argue that there are
structural differences between real fighting and play-fighting. Especially clear is the absence of
certain highly aggressive attack patterns which normally tend to incorporate defense as an integral
part of the attack. They thus argue that playfighting involves taking turns at attacking and
defending, that play-fighting attackers use attacks which allow for counterattack, and finally that
playfighters also tend to defend themselves less effectively when they do defend. This leads the
authors to posit the following implicit rule-like principle of playfighting: “bite, allow yourself to be
bitten, then defend yourself, and bite again.” (Pellis & Pellis, 1998: 128) This pattern is in stark
contrast to real fighting in which the aim is to dominate the opponent as quickly and forcefully as
possible while minimising risks for successful counterattacks. This makes the authors deny that the
primary function of play-fighting is practice of real fighting, although they argue that the observed
patterns does support that animals may train some defensive skills. More plausible functions are
instead reduction of fear of both launching attacks and retaliation together with social knowledge
arising from close interaction.
Watson describes play-fighting among species of Kangaroo and Wallabies where structural features
seem to account for most of the playfulness, since “no unambiguous play signals have been
demonstrated in macropodoid play fights” (Watson, 1998: 69) (on play signals see below). He also
argues that their play-fighting may be further subdivided in low and high intensity playfights due to
structural features, where some of the characteristics of high intensity playfighting is marked by the
occurrence of a specific sustained kind of aggressive interaction called sparring and also by
relatively fewer interspersed occurrences of touching and grooming as follow-ups on play attacks.
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On the question of function Watson finds it most plausible that it differs with respect to different
age groups, just like Fry’s analysis of children: For the young the primary benefit seems to be motor
practicing of the forelimbs which are used in other contexts as well, but for older males the benefit
does in fact seem to be direct rehearsal of interspecies fighting, which is performed for
establishment of dominance and sexual attractiveness. Also worth mentioning is the fact that where
both Fry and Pellis and Pellis support the notion that playfighting may serve social ends such as
strengthening relationships, Watson’s analysis of kangaroo playfighting explicitly rejects this
specific kind of social function with regards to high-intensity playfighting, supposedly because
these behaviours are too close to real fighting.
Biben has studied playfighting among squirrel monkeys with specific attention to dominance
hierarchy and its relation to playfights. She argues that play is directly related to dominance and that
“squirrel monkeys play to win and they stack the deck by choosing both same sex and opposite sex
partners that they can dominate” (Biben, 1998: 163). Although play offers significantly better
chances for an otherwise subordinate individual to experience dominance through winning a
playfight, the hierarchy is clearly governing the play relations as well, where dominant individuals
tend to win more. In another telling quote, Biben summarises that this kind of playfighting is
“decidedly goal-directed, with dominance as the goal; if they can’t win (and females usually can’t)
they choose games that don’t involve winning or clear displays of dominance” (Ibid: 166), the latter
being what she calls “nondirectional wrestling” which involves wrestling while hanging from a
branch instead of wrestling on a flat surface, which allows pinning of the opponent and dominanceestablishing headgrabs.
Biben also argues that the differences between real and play fights make the play-as-practice
hypothesis implausible if practice is understood as direct practice of fighting moves. However, the
structure of play fights and the contexts in which it arises makes it highly plausible that it does have
other beneficial effects. These effects may be beneficial in future conflicts but do not consist in
training of attack and defense patterns; rather, what is learned are more generally applicable skills,
namely intention reading, stress-reduction in relation to close body bodily contact, experience in
both dominant and subordinate roles, and bravery; several of these effects are also hypothesised by
Bekoff and Allen and Pellis and Pellis with regards to other species. With respect to handicapping,
Biben’s study shows that squirrel monkeys will readily handicap themselves in order to play, but
only if the preferred play partners, i.e. conspecifics from their own age and sex groups, are absent.
Thompson (1998) makes the case for the training of self assessment through play, a point also made
by Biben. Thompson argues that this helps the individual in planning its own play – e.g. choosing
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play partners – but that the general nature of such reflexive capacities may help the animal take
adaptive action other situations involving real conflicts over resources.
All of these analyses show how close attention to the structure of play may yield quite different
functions. I will now turn to a different issue in the discussions of play, namely the relations
between social play and communication of play intentions.

Social play and metacommunication
Although neither Fagen’s four conceptualisations nor Bekoff and Byers’ structural definition define
play as an intrinsically social phenomenon another influential definition does, namely the theory of
play as metacommunication proposed by Gregory Bateson (1972/2000). Since Bateson’s work has
influenced most animal play discussions to some degree as well as more recent play and computer
games theory (e.g. (Salen & Zimmerman, 2004; Thorhauge, 2007) it will be addressed in the
following.
Bateson’s analysis is difficult reading with its discussion of playfighting, psychiatry, deception, and
symbolic competence not to mention a theory of language as interaction – and vice versa – which
tends to privilege the logical paradoxes arising from self-reference. Most relevant in this discussion
is the fact that one of the key examples is that of two monkeys play-fighting and that this is
explained with reference to communication of the understanding “this is play”. A preliminary issue
here is that Bateson’s use of the constellation of metacommunication is quite broad. Obviously, the
term “meta” is ostensibly applied to communication, but metacommunication is in fact not defined
as communication about communication but rather as being about “the relationship of the speakers”
(Bateson, 1972/2000: 178). Thus, metacommunication does not in fact address communication but
relationships, which is potentially problematic. There is a difference in seeing play as
communication rather than something to be communicated about, and Bateson’s own usage leans
towards metacommunication as communication about relations, not just about communication.
Although most of the animal play literature accepts the idea that play involves communication and
some scholars have argued that this aspect tends to be primary in human play (cf. (Sutton-Smith,
1986). However, the current consensus seems to be that only humans consistently employ arbitrary
symbols and complex mind-reading (Deacon, 1998; Tomasello, 1999, 2003). It is thus a rather
thorny question what it actually means to say that animals produce and especially “understand”
communicative utterances. Bateson’s argument could be read as saying that since animals play they
must be able to metacommunicate in the manner described by him, and I want to resist both this and
a specific possible consequence of his viewpoint, namely that play in general should be defined in
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all cases as a process of metacommunication with the full complexity inherent in Bateson’s
argument. In short, I want to maintain that both animal play processes and certain forms of human
playfulness may be not quite as complex as described by Bateson. Before moving on to the
discussion, it should be noted that Bateson’s play theory also invokes the notion of frames:
metacommunication is an act of framing activity as play. Thorhauge (2007) has recently
demonstrated the value of the frame concept in her study of how game-related activities are framed
as certain kinds of play by gamers in social interaction. However, her approach arguably depends
more on Goffman’s (1974/1986) conceptualisation of keying and framing together with general
insights of communication studies and pragmatics than on Bateson’s specific way of explaining
how play frames are established. In any event, my quarrel here is with a specific possible reading of
Bateson and its consequences for analysis of play.
There are two relevant aspects of the animal play literature especially relevant for the question of
why Bateson’s analysis may introduce unnecessary cognitive machinery. First, play may not be as
heavily dependent upon communication as stated by Bateson since motor-structural differences are
in fact readily discernible and can be used to differentiate play from aggression and other non-play
behaviours. These actual motor differences and their consequences may thus be important to
identifying and sustaining play in many cases. The second is that examples of the actual
communication involved in play need not be nearly as complex as Bateson’s framework might
imply: Specialised play signals have developed in many species.
Let us now take a look at Bateson’s famous definition of the play situation. The instigation and
maintenance of play is seen as a situation where understanding “this is play” is communicated
between agents: the two monkeys are seen as able to communicate the statement “this is play” to
each other. The initial sentence in quotes below is the one cited as bearing the content “this is play”,
the following sentence is explanatory.

“These actions, in which we now engage, do not denote what would be denoted by
those actions which these actions denote”. The playful nip denotes the bite, but it does
not denote what would be denoted by the bite. (Bateson, 1972/2000: 180)

One might expect Bateson to include motor-structural differences, but the definition seems to (and
is often taken to) depend solely on acts of (meta)communication. In one way, however, the
definition belies its own emphasis on communication by referencing the play act as a nip and not a
bite, which in effect takes for granted that play acts are in fact structurally different from other acts.
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So even though the first part of the definition refers merely to “these actions”, a difference between
nips and bites is presupposed in the second part of the argument. At the same time the play actions
somehow come to represent a set of primary actions; the nip is to be understood in relation to the
bite and not the other way around. This more or less presupposes the specific asymmetrical
relationship between sign and reality which the definition is meant to explain – i.e. why does the
bite not denote the nip? – and it also has clear affinities to play as variation of functional behaviour,
as introduced above, but in the above cases the difference is usually cashed out as structural
differences and not by reference to communication of differences.

A bite is not a nip and a nip is a nip (is a nip)
It is uncontroversial that something can be both a real motor act with biomechanical consequences
and at the same time an act of communication. After all, we move our lips when we speak and
speech utterances are, as Austin and later Searle (1969) have shown, actions. It is also evident from
even a cursory analysis that motor acts can be equivalent to verbal utterances: A greeting, for
instance, can be performed as a verbal statement, a non-verbal hand gesture or both. This much
follows from the fact that intentional actions can be given different descriptions and that the same
higher level action description may be cashed out in different compositionally basic actions and
different primitive actions, as described earlier. But such complex acts of reference more or less
presuppose symbolic competence on the part of both speaker and listener. In the case of the
monkeys and their fighting, it seems that the bite is offered as a kind of raw reality to be referenced,
whereas the nip is merely seen as an act of reference to that prior reality. The alleged referential
dimension of a given act is thus being privileged in favour of other parts of its actual manifestation.
This makes good sense in relation to highly symbolic forms such as words in natural languages, but
it may be premature to grant a nip this kind of status, even though it could be said to be “iconic”,
i.e. having a certain resemblance to bites . Ontologically the nip is just as real as the bite, but the
framework seems to see the nip as some kind of almost purely symbolic act.
Arguably, a significant difference between biting and nipping lies not in re-description or
communication but simply in prominent aspects of the actual motor act (force, orientation, teeth
used etc.) in combination with the body part targeted by the biter. This seems to be a quite general
fact of animal play aggression, even if intuitions about play-fighting might tell us that the acts are
the same: once a suitably fine-grained analysis of the structural level is applied, two apparently
similar aggressive actions may be quite different in actual structure, as several such studies
demonstrate (see (Pellis & Pellis, 1998)). Bateson presents his definition as a paradox, but a true
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paradox would be if the monkeys in question had found a way to metacommunicate about actions
that were not just superficially similar but structurally identical, i.e. “These real and painful bites do
not mean the same thing as those equally real and painful bites which they stand for”. The similarity
and simultaneous inclusion of (the for Bateson necessary) “which they stand for” results in semantic
noise: How could they not mean the same thing, and why do they stand for something instead of
being merely what they are?

Play signals: I want to play – do you want to play too?
I mentioned initially that the notion of play signals may lead to different conclusions than
Bateson’s. The basic problem with e.g. nips is that they are in a certain sense aggressive acts and
this makes the need for communication of some sort prima facie plausible if one does not want
reciprocations. As Fagen writes, “communicative behavior serving to solicit, invite, and maintain
social play is prominent and widely recognized in animals” (Fagen, 1981: 414) – one of the most
well-known examples is the human and primate “play face”, i.e. the smile. Such play signals are
widely thought to be an important feature of animal play, and they have much the same function as
Bateson’s metacommunication, namely to establish “this is play”, but this section will describe
them as an equally plausible but subtly different notion of communication about play. Even though
Burghardt (2005) uses the term metacommunication in reference to play signals, Batesons’ original
definition is slightly different on two points: First, Bateson tends to make the communication an
intrinsic part of a motor act, i.e. the metacommunication is described as an aspect of the nipping
itself. Second, he refers to the play activity as communication in itself. This is in some contrast to
the examples of play signalling in the literature, since play signals are often unique signs which
seem to regulate other actions as part of an ongoing activity – they signal that something else is to
be interpreted and sustained as play. Play signals do not refer to other acts of communication, but to
behaviour in general, and the mechanism is thus less complex than Bateson’s proposal.
We have seen that play is often defined as motor patterns from other domains but one commonly
found action pattern in play-related behavioural patterns is the presence of motor acts precisely
dissimilar to motor patterns found in other domains. These acts are thought to function as play
signals devoted exclusively to play activity. Play signals can be quite specific with respect to
different species – e.g. not all species have play faces – but what is important here is that the signals
are generally recognised by researchers as functionally equivalent. These acts are not exactly a kind
of “overlay” on top of another well-known action due to modification of other motor acts (nip as
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bite), since at least some of them are emphatically not motor patterns borrowed from other contexts,
but rather actions specific to play.
Symons combines scepticism of the philosophical complexity inherent in Bateson’s argument with
the existence of play signals in the following passage:

[That] the playful nip denotes the bite to Bateson is not evidence that it denotes the
bite to the monkeys. Monkeys can communicate about what they are doing without
communicating about what they are not doing. When a monkey nips playfully it
probably means precisely that, and when it emits a specialized signal before or during
playfighting, that signal may refer to the playfighting, and may function to reduce the
probability of aggression, without contrasting playfighting with nonexistent or
fictional entities […] the signals are not interpreted to mean “this is ‘not combat’”.
((Symons, 1978: 96), emphasis in original).

Symons’ own results corroborate what one would find intuitively true, namely that once real
aggression and painful results enter the picture, play is likely to break down – and this is plausibly
not due to the fact that metacommunication has failed but because the (motor) act was deemed
unplayful in itself. The issue is, to a certain extent, whether one wants to assume that monkeys and
other animals are intelligent enough to actually think about actions in highly symbolic terms – but
also whether the situations of play generally demands this kind of competence. Symons argues
against both of these claims although one should note that they can be separated. Symons also notes
that by assuming that the statement carries the message “this is play” Bateson is actually assuming
the existence of that which he was supposed to explain. In other words, how does one communicate
about something which one does not yet know what is?
In his previously mentioned discussion of play-fighting in humans Fry also argues that there is solid
evidence that play-fighting and aggression can be distinguished structurally, but he discusses the
passage quoted above with the following remark: “Symons’s point is that whereas a contrast
between play and aggression may have utility for human observers, it may be superfluous for
monkeys” (Fry, 2005: 58). Fry then immediately remarks that since children acknowledge this
distinction verbally, the concept of metacommunication applies to human infants. I am not so sure
about whether verbalization of play equals metacommunication in the technical sense described by
Bateson: Kids obviously acknowledge the distinction between play and non-play, and they might do
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so on the basis on an opposition to seriousness, but in R & T at least they often base their distinction
on such structural cues as soft vs. hard blows and displays of anger vs. laughter (Fry, 2005: 61).
In their study of dogs, Bekoff and Allen (1998) argue that playfighting and other play behaviour
makes use of play-specific signalling. The chief reason why the dogs need these signals and the
ability to interpret them is, still according to Bekoff and Allen, that many of the motor patterns
involved in dog play are found in other contexts such as agonistic or predatory behavior, but dogs
are still able to coordinate actions in a playful manner. Thus, dogs and other playfighters “must be
capable of discriminating those occasions when a behavior is genuinely aggressive from those when
it is playful.” (Ibid: 104) Even though the authors do not deny that motor patterns found in play may
be subtly different from their functional counterparts, their argument is that play is coordinated
partly through play signalling which serve as “intentional icons that convey the messages about the
intentions of the play participants.” (Ibid: 104). This kind of evolved, behavioural sophistication in
a specific domain makes excellent evolutionary sense given the costs of mistaking play aggression
for real aggression.
Bekoff and Allen give a detailed example of how the so-called dog play bow works as a play signal.
This bow is “a highly ritualized and stereotyped movement” (Ibid: 105), most probably to allow
easy identification, it places the bower in a non-threatening position30, and, most importantly, it
appears almost exclusively in play situations. The theory is that the bow is essentially used both to
instigate play and to regulate the activity during play episodes, and as such the bow is especially
useful when a performed motor action is potentially serious, e.g., biting combined with rapid head
movement from side to side which is a motor pattern commonly seen in serious agonistic and
predatory contexts. Empirical studies confirms this: Actions with potentially disruptive qualities
were more often preceded or followed by a bow than other less aggressive patterns of behaviour,
and coyotes, who are often noted as having pronounced aggressive tendencies, seemed to place the
bow before play commenced, which makes it plausible that this is indeed an intentional signal
meant to prevent fatal misunderstanding. Bekoff and Allen summarise the social meaning of the
play bow as a signal thus: “when I bow I want to play so when you bow you want also to play”
(Ibid: 110).
There is a way in which Bateson’s theory could be read as trying to get at the issue of
communication of specific intentions: “What I do here is meant as play”. Bekoff and Allen’s
argument is based on the idea of intentional signalling and is part of larger argument against the

30

Although (Burghardt, 2005: 93) argues that a dog may both evade and pounce from this position.
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position that animals need highly developed mindreading capacities in order to play – and one
might include Batesonian definitions in the latter category if one does not constrain the complexity
of metacommunication. Bekoff and Allen’s proposal is that while dogs may be rather bad at
complex mind reading in general, they have capacities for understanding very specific intentions,
namely ones that relate to the constrained domain of dog play. This also means that agents do not
need full blown mind reading capacity and human-like conceptual understanding of the functional
roles of beliefs and desires to engage in play – differences in motor structure and specialised play
signals may suffice, even for interspecies play.
In conclusion, there is something to be said for the role of both structural differences and of
intentional signalling in play. It seems reasonable that complexity of cognition is generally
undesired if unnecessary, and the drive towards differentiation of play acts and unambigous
signalling might be explained thus – the more unambiguous the play cues, the less likely the
misunderstandings. At the same time, the effectiveness or necessity of marking something as play
through signals may also be a matter of personal standpoint. Loizos (1966), for instance, argues that
play signalling will “always be given priority” over painful motor acts – even when a smiling man
punches you in the face – which taken by itself does not exactly square with my own intuitions. It
would also mean that the only way to explain the breakdowns of play (as described by e.g. (Bekoff
& Allen, 1998; Fry, 2005; Pellis & Pellis, 1998; Symons, 1978)) would be to maintain that
signalling was absent. In any event, there is good reason to assume that both the actual structure and
immediate consequences of the actions as well as intentional communication is used to instigate and
uphold play.
We shall now leave the domain of animal play in favour of some influential frameworks of human
and adult play which also address the issue of the relationship between play and the manifold games
found in human culture. These theories are the classic study of play and games by Roger Caillois
and the reversal theory of paratelic play. The latter discussion includes a brief examination of the
connections to the general theory of psychological flow.

Play as games: Roger Caillois
Roger Caillois’ “Man, Play and Games” is one of the mainstays of play and game analysis. SuttonSmith, who is generally acknowledged as the leading contemporary scholar on play, cites Fagen and
Caillois as the chief inspirators of his own work. Caillois (1958/2001) famously defines play as an
activity having the following six characteristics: Free, Separate, Uncertain, Unproductive, Governed
by rules, Make believe .
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This definition is very inspired by and builds upon the in many ways equally foundational work of
Johan Huizinga, whose analysis of culture states that play is the origin of many of society’s forms.
In fact, Huizinga argues that it is not so much that culture originates from play, but rather that
culture in its original form was identical to play: “Civilization is, in its earliest phases, played. It
does not come from play like a babe detaching itself from the womb: it arises in and as play, and
never leaves it” (Huizinga, 1938/1955: 173)31. To Huizinga, play is irreducible and it is one of the
principal ways in which our existence as “mind” expresses itself as opposed to mere matter32. Play
is furthermore an activity that is free, voluntary, and opposed to goal-related work although
Huizinga notes several times that the distinction between play and seriousness is a fragile one. It is
also an activity that is deliberately set apart from other activities and it often invokes elaborate rules
and may involve make-believe. As can be seen from this list Caillois has embraced several of
Huizinga’s points (including some of his existentialist leanings) but at the same time he seeks to
refine the analysis both by focusing on games of chance – an area that Huizinga does not pay much
attention to – and by supplementing the analysis of play with a taxonomy of games, yielding his
famous four rubrics agôn, alea, mimicry and ilinx.
Both Huizinga and Caillois have been used as baseline definitions of play and games by several
more recent works in computer game studies (see (Juul, 2005; King & Krzywinska, 2006b; Salen &
Zimmerman, 2004). Starting with the six defining features of play, it is, I believe, quite possible to
question all six of these features as necessary for an activity to be play, as should be evidenced by
comparison with the definitions given in the animal play literature. The six defining features
sometimes seem at least equally suited to an analysis of game forms (on this see below), so perhaps
it is better to see this list as a set of features which should be constructively investigated rather than
assumed or asserted when faced with an activity that one wishes to analyse in relation to play and/or
games (for some examples of testing some of the assumptions, see Juul and King, Ibid.). This is not
to say that the six points are equally problematic: With respect to the alleged freedom of play,
Sutton-Smith (1986) argues that play has been thoroughly idealized in modern society and is, in
fact, rather constrained in several ways, citing e.g. marketing and peer pressure, and elsewhere
Sutton-Smith (2001) references Gadamer’s analysis of the game situation as being anything but free
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There is some controversy as to the correctness of the English translation of Homo Ludens. Although the quote here

is from the Beacon Press English translation I myself have used the Danish translation by Niels Christian Lindtner,
which is translated from the Dutch version.
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Since Huizinga fully acknowledges and celebrates the existence of animal play, this would seem to endow animals

with mind as well.
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– in contrast “all playing is a being played” and “the game masters the players” (Gadamer,
1960/1989: 106). This is indeed a serious objection to anyone wanting to simply equate games with
free play and certain associations invoked hereby, but whether Sutton-Smith’s and Gadamer’s
points are equally damaging for Caillois’ actual analysis of games is less obvious, since Caillois
seems fully aware that players have to acknowledge game rules in order to play a great many games
and that much of game participation may be deeply serious. For now, we should acknowledge both
the multiple constraints upon and the non-playful character of many games.
Another potential pitfall lies in the way Caillois’ text treats the actual words “play” and “games”. It
often seems as if they are used interchangeably, making it hard to ascertain whether play or games
are addressed. Already when one reads the introduction to Caillois’ work33, one cannot help but
notice a movement back and forth between games and play. One paragraph describes the overall
goal as that of ascertaining “the nature and the largest common denominator of all games” but this
sentence is immediately followed by the six characteristics of play, not of games. As Juul (Juul,
2005) remarks very briefly, this may have to do with the fact that the French word jeu can be used
to refer to both the general set of activities that one might label playful and also to the domain of
games, and this may again explain why Caillois seems to disregard the need for distinguishing very
sharply between these two categories. The English title Man, Play and Games is translated from Les
Jeux and Les Hommes, lending some support to the idea that Caillois may be talking about both
things at the same time under the same label. Translator Meyer Barash’s foreword states that
Caillois “attempts a typology of play on the basis of which characteristic games of a culture can be
classified” (Caillois, 1958/2001: ix), which seems to imply that the four famous rubrics are really an
analysis of specific play forms in the form of games. This should be seen in connection to Caillois’
famous distinction between paidia as “the spontaneous manifestations of the play instinct” (Ibid:
28) and on the other hand ludus which is the civilised refinement of paidia into specific forms.

Paidia and Ludus
At first blush the paidia/ludus pair seems to identify the difference between a playful activity and a
regulated game, but in the conclusion to Caillois’ chapter on classification of games his overview in
table form presents paidia and ludus as two poles of a continuum with the four rubrics spanning this
continuum which means that games of e.g. agôn may gravitate towards either paidia or ludus. One
could thus see the distinction as the two ends of a continuum which primarily identifies the extent
of regulation, which means that there is no clear border between the free and playful play of paidia
33

In Meyer Barash’s translation.
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and the regulated play of ludus. On this view, games are simply ways of playing and the forms and
goals of play vary in the way picked out by the rubrics. In light of the definitions given earlier one
could maintain that the playful spirit as a psychological quality is a central component of play and
that it cannot be separated from unstructured purposelessness – in other words, chaotic re-arranging
of behaviour sequences is an intrinsic part of the playfulness in experience. This would imply that
paidia cannot be ruled by ludus without becoming some kind of non-paidia since the playful mind
and its behaviour always tends toward unstructured chaos: this much is implied by play-aspurposelessness and play-as-chaotic-variation as seen in e.g. Loizos above. On such a “free play-isthe-essence-of-playfulness” view there seems to be an inherent tension between ludus and paidia
where the former may threaten and destroy the latter and while there may be considerable truth to
this it also seems to oppose the plausible instances where participation in ruled games is being
performed in a playful and carefree state of mind.
A compromise viewpoint might be that ludus is or can become an aspect of the paidia activity in
that the original activity is always free play and never loses this characteristic regardless of the
regulation involved. But, if we see play as an activity that has an essential psychological component
of playfulness and games as kinds of play, this mandates that a game is always played playfully to
some extent, but games are not necessarily played in a playful state of mind, as Caillois readily
acknowledges elsewhere (cf. the earlier remarks on Gadamer and also reversal theory as detailed
below). One of the key questions here seems to be whether the unstructured free play simply is a
state of mind or whether it is the result of a state of mind – or vice versa. The complications seem to
arise from possible gaps in the posited connections between three aspects of play analysis, namely
the structure of the activity, its relation to rules, and the performer’s mindset. In other words, we at
least need to distinguish between two aspects of paidia (i.e. unregulated activity and on the other
hand the carefree, playful mindset of play) and divorce this from games and rules. You can
participate in games non-playfully, and you can play at things that are not games. There is an added
benefit to keeping the issue of regulation somewhat distinct from play: Regulation in the form of
rules is not exclusive to the realm of playful behaviour but rather a feature of culture in general.
This is a larger issue, and my brief take on this will be given in the discussion of rules in a later
chapter, but in this context it should be noted that regulation by rules and physical constraints
should not just be seen as the opposite of free play but as a phenomenon with many key relations to
behaviour in general.
Continuing with Caillois’ own analysis and its relation to development, one passage presents paidia
as predating both the four game rubrics and ludus in child development: “As soon as conventions,
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techniques, and utensils emerge, the first games as such arise with them. At this point the
contradictory roads of agôn, alea, mimicry and ilinx begin to bifurcate.” (Ibid: 29). The paragraphs
surrounding this quote seem to argue that paidia is the original state for the child, and this is later
regulated by ludus with games falling under the four rubrics as a result – Piaget’s description of the
move from primitive sensorimotor games to rule games support this (although see below).
One might thus see the four rubrics arising as a consequence of ludus regulation being applied to
paidia on an ontogenetic developmental timeline and one may also find both ludus and paidia
inherent in the four rubrics. The latter position can be taken while being agnostic on the
developmental history; these interpretations are not incommensurable, but rather supplement each
other. It is perfectly possible that paidia is a partly biological phenomenon that is regulated to
differing degree by ludus principles in a process parallel to other cultural norms which regulate
biological drives (sleeping, eating, defecating, mating etc.). Caillois seems to argue that cultural
norms have transformed and refined biological instincts of humans on a larger timescale through
cultural development, and that this sequence is evident in ontogenetic development as well –
playfulness precedes regulated game play in both cases.
There may, however, be a danger of understanding this as a statement of “play first-mastery
second”. This is in direct opposition to most of what has been said above about exploration and
mastery preceding play, and I think there is an interesting problem buried here. To my mind, there
is an element of necessary mastery in learning how game rules in combination with material context
are designed to constrain activity in certain ways (see the section on the function of rules) and this
mastery of the activity as a regulated game plausibly precedes playful play when it arises in
connection with rule based game activity. You cannot play playfully before having explored and
mastered the game as a system of connected constraints for behaviour. In such instances, one could
say that game precedes play as activity. One could extend this argument and say that since the play
definitions given above posit a functional domain which is somehow changed into or by play, play
should follow regulated activities of many kinds instead of preceding it. The mastery-before-play
position seems to mandate that this is indeed the case, and play as frivolous or e.g. caricature and
exaggeration seems completely dependent upon this sequencing.
Another problem that arises when conflating games and play is that while the paidia/ludus
distinction is applied in the larger argument, the six defining characteristics define play in itself as
governed by rules. Apart from the circularity involved it goes against the simple forms of play (e.g.
locomotor or practice/mastery play) in both animals and infants, unless one takes a quite liberal
view of what constitutes a rule. Animal play-fighting often features role reversals, and some kind of
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handicapping may even be intrinsic to some of these activities. Handicapping is something that
many games state in language as parts of their rule systems, but such rule systems are obviously not
available to rodents who take turns at being offensive and defensive. It might lead to problems in
the present context to call such role-reversal in animal play a rule (although I find it reasonable to
call it a principle) since it would muddle the helpful distinction between written rules as mandates
or instructions and on the other hand recurring features of play activity when play is observed (on
this distinction see the later chapter on rules). One could of course maintain that both animals and
people may be following sub-consciously represented rules as part of their information processing
cognitive capacities. Noam Chomsky, for instance, famously holds that “the child knows grammar”
even though the infant is unable to state any of the transformation rules involved in syntactical
construction. Also, developmental psychologists repeatedly refer to “knowledge” as the
embodiment of principled expectations which cannot be linguistic in any normal sense. If one takes
such a position that computational states inside the rodent brain can be described as implementing
rules, one must at the same time acknowledge and make clear that such rules are quite different
from the ones that human games use. Game rules in a human cultural context are meant to be
intelligible, publicly available, relevant for human action, observable and contestable (see later
chapter), and this obviously does not hold for “functional mind knowledge” such as grammar or
turn-taking rules in rodent play.
A final interesting aspect of Caillois’ taxonomy is that it is partly psychologically motivated. The
four modes are thus equal to “psychological attitudes that select one kind of game to play rather
than another” (Ibid: 44). Caillois holds that ludus regulates paidia and that it may do so in four
distinct fashions although these four rubrics also exist primarily as attractors in a continuum and are
rarely seen in their pure form or in isolation from the other features covered by the rubrics. As a
final note we can see that this is, in fact, a kind of formalist/functionalist style of analysis at work
with regards to game structure and psychological motivation for game play, since the rubrics are
used to refer to game kinds that have distinct psychological functions with regards to the attitude of
the game participant. I will not elaborate this line much further, but it seems useful to see the four
rubrics as playing into the higher levels of motivational background constituting reasons for acting,
e.g. an agent may have a penchant for oppositional play; the element of choice between different
game forms is also emphasised by Gadamer (1960/1989). In summary, Caillois provides an analysis
of how culture can and does transform play in various distinct ways, i.e. into games that caters to
distinct motivations while sharing certain fundamental characteristics. In addition, the relationships
between paidia and ludus can manifest themselves in several ways.
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Reversal theory and the playful attitude
The animal play literature does not deal in depth with the playful attitude which supposedly goes
with play. Although the experiential component is part of Piaget’s framework, it tends to emphasise
abstract processes such as assimilation and accommodation. Even though Caillois’ framework is
psychologically motivated, his taxonomy of games is not a phenomenology of play. Reversal
theory, on the other hand, is a psychological theory which gives high priority to the experiential
state of the subject in order to differentiate between otherwise identical activities as seen from the
outside. Apart from being a useful approach to adult play in particular, it will serve as an example
of how play can be distinguished in psychological and motivational terms, for instance in those
cases where coarse descriptions of action or even fine-grained motor-structural descriptions may
fail to show any real distinction. It is also relevant as a further discussion of the connections
between play and goal-related activity, since the theory makes central use of the already mentioned
distinction between a work-oriented, means-end modes of behaviour, here called the telic mode, and
on the other hand a so-called paratelic engagement mode. Reversal theory also employs the concept
of “protective frame” in relation to trauma and danger, and this will be discussed in relation to
games, pastimes and challenges, especially the latter since challenges are taken to be an integral and
almost defining property of games. One result of this discussion will be an adoption of a slightly
specialised use of the concepts “trauma” and “paratelic framing” in relation to computer gaming. It
will also be discussed how subjects may alternate between both states, and how they may both be
necessary for gaming activity in particular.
The following discussion will deal only with one of several metamotivational binary pairs of
reversal theory, namely that of telic and paratelic states of mind. One reason is that the reversal
theorists themselves have (primarily) used this pair in their discussions of play and games, another
is that it has already been applied within the field of cognitive film studies (Grodal, 1997) and
computer video game studies (Salen & Zimmerman, 2004).

Telic and paratelic, the protective frame, and appraisal
Putting it as briefly as possible, the telic mode is the “means-end” mode of behaviour where means
are selected according to the goals of the subject, whereas the paratelic is doing things for their own
sake. We have already dealt extensively with how the idea of means, ends and goals is dominant in
the standard story of human actions, and as we shall see, the paratelic mode is in fact also a species
of a means-end mode.
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The primary requisite for entering the paratelic mode is what Apter calls a protective frame.
Importantly, this frame is a mental phenomenon, but it can be supported by material and structural
relationships (Apter, 1991; Kerr, 1991b: 38-39). As such, objective conditions independent of the
subject’s psychology are neither necessary nor sufficient for a paratelic experience mode to arise,
but they may help considerably. Apter explicitly describes behaviour within the protective frame as
acting playfully:

You feel basically secure and unthreatened, with nothing you have to do, you are in a
playful state of mind. You are encapsulated in a kind of psychological bubble. What
you then choose to do, be it to knit a sweater, go down to the pub, or play with the
dog, is freely chosen and engaged in for its own sake and the immediate pleasures
which you hope it will bring. (Apter, 1991: 15)

There are thus at least three clearly identifiable aspects of paratelic activity: 1. Security,
unthreatened position; 2. No forced goals and the activity is freely chosen; 3. Activity performed
“for its own sake” and immediate pleasure. Security is the only added component when comparing
with the earlier definitions but in this context all of the characteristics are explicitly tied to
psychological states – security and freedom from outside goals may thus very well be somewhat
illusory but the important thing for protective framing is subjective reality. The protective frame –
or “psychological bubble” – stands in a specific relation to three different mental frames related to
different zones, as seen in Figure 2, where the zones represent different distances to trauma; this
latter term covers both physical and psychological harm. Central to the figure is the idea of
confidence frame or protective frame, which is the personal conviction that although something is
relevantly threatening in the present situation, it will not actually harm the person in question in
way that cannot be handled (condition nr. 1 in the three-point summary given above), and again the
centrality of the personal experience can be seen.
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Figure 2. Confidence framing. Adapted from Kerr and Apter (1991) and Apter (2007).

The “reversal” aspect of the theory is seen most clearly in the way it handles arousal in relation to
protective framing. The two modes (i.e. telic and paratelic) govern the way a situation is
experienced. If a subject is within the protective frame, s/he will find the closeness to danger
exciting, but subjects may “reverse” to the telic mode, where the closeness to danger leads to
anxiety and not excitement. This anxiety may lead to higher arousal but if the subject is made to
feel suitably safe another reversal back into the confidence zone may thus put one right back into
the paratelic mode with high excitement as a result (several examples of such successive reversals
are given in the articles in (Kerr & Apter, 1991).

With regards to the relationship between playfulness and goals, the telic mode is explicitly goalrelated and means-end oriented, but although telic and paratelic is set up as opposites, this does not
lead to paratelic being devoid of goals neither does it invalidate the present focus on goal-related
behaviour and its relationships with play and related phenomena. Rather, reversal theory and its
terms give a further opportunity to discuss the flexibility of the idea of goals together with the
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previously mentioned activity theory. Apter summarises the two modes and their differing
relationship with goals thus:

In the telic state the end determines the means, the means being used simply in the
attempt to attain the end […]In the paratelic state, in contrast, this relationship is
turned on its head. Here the activity comes first and the goal is secondary and chosen
in relation to the activity. (Apter, 1991: 16)

Apter goes on to emphasise that paratelic activity may incorporate many goal-related actions, and
that games often have “a clear-cut goal which does act as the focus for the activity” (Ibid: 16). This
means that the individual actions that make up paratelic activity may be far from purposeless, as the
play definitions above suggested. It is rather that such local goal-directed actions are divorced from
their more immediate means-ends rationales and instead recruited for the paratelic enjoyment of
those actions. Also worth emphasising is that Apter’s theory sees play as a kind of subset of
paratelic enjoyment which may be opposed to more traditional notions of play as depending upon
the observable structure of the activity: He explicitly holds that any activity whatsoever may be
recruited to be included in the protective framing of paratelic enjoyment.

Safety and paratelic relaxation
The protective frame can be understood in at least two ways and, although related, they yield
slightly different results. Much of Apter’s exposition deals with danger and what he calls trauma –
some prominent examples used are persons aboard boats in high seas and persons confronting lions
in cages. The emphasis on danger and risk goes well with condition nr. 1 since the paratelic is tied
to courting danger and excitement from a suitable (metaphorical) distance. Kerr (Kerr, 1991b),
however, illustrates the concept of protective frame by referring to housewives playing bingo, and
in such a case we would be hard pressed to include safety from danger (point 1) as a key
component. Rather, the primary factors seem to be 2 and 3. The bingo activity thus amounts to what
one would normally call escapism, the only “danger” being the one constituted by the daily
surroundings of the average housewife – indeed the women are described as “’safe’ from the
demands of husbands and children”, as Kerr (Ibid.: 36) puts it (with scare quotes in the original). In
these cases, the paratelic framing does not arise in connection to danger at all, but may simply be an
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escape from mundane and everyday demands that are labelled as unattractive from the subject’s
own point of view34.
This concept of paratelic activity as escapism leads us to an apparent paradox in the theory, which
has to do with the way the theory handles arousal and excitement. There is a tendency for much of
reversal theory to focus on danger and excitement seeking, and indeed when one looks at the way
some of the key texts tie the paratelic mode directly to a specific theory of arousal it could be
argued that reversal theory rather clearly states that the only way one can relax is to be in the telic
mode (see (Apter, 1982)), which seems obviously problematic: Many paratelic activities seem to be
structured around an aim for relaxation. The repetitious nature of such activities as light jogging
and, less strenuous, embroidery and knitting is clearly performed with paratelic metamotivation (see
also (Grodal, 1997), but they completely lack the excitement-seeking aspect. A passage of Caillois’
hints that this might be due to a specifically western bias, since the refinement of playful impulses
may take other forms than the agonistic or excitement-seeking activities often seen. More
specifically, the meaning of the Chinese wan is mentioned as an alternative route to understand
playfulness where play-like behaviour is structured not to yield excitement but deep relaxation.
Following this it is worth emphasising, and especially in relation to reversal theory, that the playful
impulse does not necessarily have to be refined into games of explosive, locomotor rotational,
and/or paratelic action or excitement-seeking but instead may be harnessed and turned into
something more akin to meditation, while being in some ways equally paratelic under the three
point definition given above: Indeed, Fontana working within the reversal theory paradigm (in Kerr
and Apter ed. 1991) describes meditation in eastern religion as a bona fide example of paratelic
activity. In this connection one can also invoke a specific aspect of Gadamer’s analysis of play. To
Gadamer a fundamental figure is the “to-and-fro movement that is not tied to any goal” (Gadamer,
1960/1989: 103), and this leads him to say that play in its most general form simply is the
occurrence of such a movement regardless of whether this is performed by one or more persons or
by water or light waves. This is obviously connected to Gadamer’s rather complex analysis of
human play being something that the subject subordinates him or herself to – the subject is being
played, in his words – and we can also recognize that the idea of losing oneself in play figures
prominently in Huizinga and Caillois (i.e. games as Ilinx). Thus even though the playful impulse
(i.e. paidia) may in some cases be equal to paratelic behavior understood as actions or even
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Of course, such games of chance with prizes often lead to excitement. This kind of behaviour can thus be seen as

excitement-seeking, but danger or trauma need not figure at all in the equation.
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operations performed for their own sake, this does not mean that paratelic behavior will be
performed as “excitement seeking” or in an agonistic manner.

Challenge and flow
Another concept related to the protective frame is the idea of challenge and acceptance of challenge
(Apter, 1991; Kerr, 1991b). As Apter has noted, another psychological theory shares some of these
concerns, namely the theory of flow proposed by (Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, 1988; Mihaly
Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) – Apter states that “flow experience would appear to be one form of
paratelic experience” (Apter, 1982: 65).
The basic idea of flow theory is almost seducing in its simplicity: When a person is engaged in an
activity which is neither too easy nor too hard when s/he applies his or her skills to the task, the
experiential result is the ideal point between boredom and frustration, namely flow. Although the
concept of flow is explicitly meant to apply to any activity domain, including professional work,
parts of the theory addresses play and games directly. In computer games analysis, flow theory has
been applied and discussed by several authors (Juul, 2005; King & Krzywinska, 2006b; Salen &
Zimmerman, 2004). King and Krzywinska note the kinship with Caillois’ theory and furthermore
argue that the eight components of flow activity are “remarkably close” (Ibid: 29) to those of video
game experience, whereas Juul has, as part of a somewhat tongue-in-cheek critique, mentioned
assumptions from flow theory as part of “the complete theory of games”(Juul, 2007). When seen in
a broader context it is worth adding that parts of the theory exhibits strong parallels with ideas
found in phenomenology, e.g. the unity of perception and action discussed by Merleau-Ponty
(1962) and the resulting loss of self-feeling, which also figures prominently in the work of Hubert
Dreyfus (see (Dreyfus, 2002) and the previous section on competence acquisition). Flow also has
parallels to the concept of routinisation as seen in activity theory and deliberate practice.
Reversal theory seems in part to support and in part to offer an alternative to flow theory. Flow
theory posits a channel of flow between frustration and boredom, while reversal theory offers the
experience of excitement as opposed to boredom within the paratelic mode, with a danger of
reverting to anxiety in the telic mode if the confidence frame is breached – but with the possibility
of sustaining excitement by successive reversals. Flow theory plots the flow channel as a function
of skill and task, and danger or formal games thus need not be a factor at all in flow theory, indeed
“any possibility for action to which a skill corresponds can produce an autotelic experience”
(Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, 1988: 30). But just like confidence and trauma in reversal theory, the
two factors of skill and task need to be balanced; if skill is much higher than task demands,
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boredom is the probable result – if skill is much lower, frustration is likely to follow. The two
perspectives of confidence framing and flow can be made more congruent with a little more work
related to the concepts of trauma and confidence.

Trauma as undesired consequences in general
Most of the reversal theory examples deal with comfort zones related to trauma understood as
imminent danger of harm, either physical or psychological – but if we substitute the appraisal of
danger with the appraisal of coping in general and see such a coping problem in itself as a challenge
for the individual, we have what seems to be a parallel to the flow channel: The “trauma” that one
courts within the confidence frame becomes the trauma of experienced frustration and experience of
failure to meet the challenge, and the resulting arousal seems to be a function of the proximity to the
danger zone of failure possibly combined with the possible severity of consequences of failure,
much like in the reversal examples related to actual danger of bodily harm. In a popular work
otherwise dedicated to excitement seeking involving very real dangers, Apter (2007) does in fact
write that the trauma zone need not be understood as real trauma but rather anything which the
individual would actively seek to avoid, however negligible the negative consequences might seem
from a third-person viewpoint. It thus seems reasonable to proceed with this reformulation of
reversal theory.
This allows us to state a more general confidence framing relationship namely that of courting not
actual trauma but merely a set of consequences which one wants to avoid. If the individual is
confident that the consequences can be handled, the confidence zone is upheld. If this is granted, we
have an arousal producing situation that looks very much like the flow situation only in reversal
terms. If one keeps task and skill relatively closely matched with confidence framing close to a
possibility for acceptably traumatic failure, the result should be high excitement, paratelic
engagement and flow.
There is a big difference, however, between being frustrated in ones attempts in the course of
action, as flow theory describes the situation, and being anxious of failure well ahead of it, as
reversal theory describes it. Also, if one actually fails a dangerous task, we have a situation where
trauma is inflicted not just anticipated. Apter points out that people who have been traumatised in
relation to specific situations may have severe problems when trying to reverse into the paratelic
mode – in other words, they become unable to participate in the activity in a playful manner. If we
take any kind of failure and a moderate amount of frustration to be a – very mild – case of trauma,
we might hypothesise that even small failures would inhibit the subject from entering the paratelic
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mode. We can connect this to challenges and what Caillois refers to as the human appetite for
difficulty and Ilinx. Juul (Juul, 2005) remarks that anything can be a game once one has set up and
accepted the requisite structure of challenge and skill in relation to some goal – but we can here add
that such a set up has to fit the subject’s preferences for both actions, immediate consequences of
failure and ultimate consequences of outcome. All of these factors need to be balanced, and we need
not go into how different individuals prefer different set ups from bingo to sky-diving; the point
here is simply that a person may be unwilling to enter into an otherwise flow-suited challenge
situation if the protective frame cannot be upheld for some reason. Juul refers to part of this
problem as “player attachment to outcome” and the “negotiable consequences of a game”, but
seems primarily to discuss what happens when one loses or wins a game. Even though win-loss and
ultimate outcome may be of primary interest, the present discussion has identified another salient
issue which is of a more general nature but still relevant for paratelic engagement, namely the
tendency to avoid immediate consequences psychologically framed as overly negative in relation to
a tempting challenge.
Thus, the general concept of trauma and protective framing may allow us yet another way to predict
and/or analyse whether a given game might merely be played or when someone is in fact playfully
playing that game, i.e. paratelically enjoying himself. This relationship will take a specific form
when particular aspects of potentially playful activity may be deemed too close to trauma by the
potential player. One example could be a person unwilling to play a game of casual football with
colleagues, not because he is a sore loser, but because he wants to avoid injury, muscle strain or
grass stains on his expensive pants etc. A person may be unwilling to invest the time it takes to
master Ninja Gaiden’s counterattack technique, and another might be unwilling to play a computer
game on an online service because he does not like to be taunted with homophobic slurs during the
matches (on the latter, see (Brute, 2007)).

Sport and play as both telic and paratelic
The telic-paratelic distinction has also been applied to sports. Kerr (1991a) argues that the
difference between professional sports performers and on the other hand amateur and recreational
performers corresponds more or less directly to a respective telic and paratelic attitude towards the
activity in question. This underlines the fact that structured games may be played both telically and
paratelically, since the difference is not in the structure of the activity but in the metamotivational
state of the performer. I will focus on the question of practice and on the way different sports lend
themselves to different metamotivational structures.
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First, practice plays a key role in differentiating professionals from other practitioners, and Kerr
points out that the telic mode of preparatory practice is another point of conflict with the more
immediate paratelic mode of playing simply to play. Novice practitioners of a given sport will often
start out with more casual, paratelic aims in mind, but once they “go pro”, it seems that the extent of
(and variety of) practice and telic planning becomes much more prominent, even dominant.
Practitioners thus move towards a position where deliberate practice features to a much larger
extent. Second, and related to this, professionalism is not just a question of getting paid but
incorporates a professional mindset: One can thus hold a professional attitude toward an activity
without being a professional technically speaking. This is not exclusive for sports but rather an
instance of the more general flexibility between the two states, and Apter (1982) mentions such
diverse examples as golfing, charity work and sunbathing as activities that all lend themselves to
both telic and paratelic states of mind. Apter also emphasises that these activities may be interpreted
differently at different times by the same person.
This last point is important, even if it borders on the banal. Just as almost any activity can be
performed in playful and paratelic fashion, subjects may take a “professional” (i.e. serious and
explicitly telic) mindset in relation to any activity however silly, meaningless and/or purposeless
this may otherwise seem to outside observers. We should, however, not be blind to the fact that a
move from paratelic to dominantly telic mode may result in an actual changing of the activity: Once
a person starts rigorous practice, the actions performed are rarely the exact same as before, and it
may be necessary to make previous routinisations available for conscious control (as described
previously). One is also reminded of the previous remarks on the tense and focused tone of nonplay vs. the relaxed non-unity of play.
Apter (1991) himself mentions his own inability to enjoy the game of golf because he was being
overly telic about the game, and most of us have probably tried something similar in relation to
other supposedly recreational activities – perhaps even a specific computer game. Indeed, the
terminological confusion between playful attitude and “playing a game” is mentioned by Apter as
one of the reasons for introducing the telic/paratelic distinction in the first place, since “everyday
language requires that one plays golf”, even though one may be thoroughly telic about this activity
(Ibid: 15). Work can be playful, but pastimes which one might think of as playful can also be hard
work. One does obviously not need to be playful to follow the rules of a game, and professionalism
may be an attitude adopted by amateurs in the vocational sense. The athlete may simply be engaged
in telic activity. The aforementioned analysis of athletes by Kerr does not mention Caillois, but
rather his primary inspiration, namely Johan Huizinga, as the source of the differences in “play
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spirit” (Kerr, 1991a: 44), and we can also agree with Huizinga, Caillois and Kerr that there may be
observable differences between professional athletes and recreational performers, and that only one
of these differences is a difference in attitude with a bias towards the serious and non-playful since
the structure of the activity may be different as well.
One might object to the idea that a game is referred to as played when participating agents are dead
serious (as e.g. Juul (2005) seems to do), but this seems less of a problem as long as there is
agreement on terminology and what it refers to. The telic-paratelic distinction seems to pick out a
banal but quite important aspect of a situation: Whether the subject feels playful or not about his/her
activity. Also in the context of goals and means-end rationality, paratelic activity is not
incompatible with the goal-related activity framework, it rather strengthens it by pointing out that
the same activity can be experienced in two different modes. It also gives a quite powerful example
of how meta-motivation, or motive goals of a particular higher order nature, can govern actions on a
lower level. Games could be seen as one form of structured activity that lends itself to the playful
mode, i.e. paratelic activity. While such paratelic activity may be locally goal-related, all of the
actions involved in games seem to be performable in a strictly serious mode as well.

Summary: the complexity of the play matrix
Summarising all of the different definitions and conceptualisations given above, we end up with
four general conceptualisations of behaviour, i.e. structural, functional, causal, and purposive. The
last may be tied to a possible candidate for a fifth mode of analysis, namely the ability to
individuate behaviour in terms of attitude, often described as a relaxed, paratelic state of mind.
Among the recognized kinds of play are Playfighting or Rough and Tumble, chase-play, loco-motor
rotational play and post-mastery play. These can be cross-combined with object play,
solitary/social play, and pretend play. Or to put it differently: The first set of categories consists of
deductive approaches to behaviour in general, which means that any activity may be analysed with
respect to its structure, function, causes, purpose and motivation. Among such activities are those
described by the middle set of activities, and these are recognized as play forms in the animal play
and general play literature. As a final set of categorisation parameters, one might look at whether
the activity is performed in relation to other objects and/or other agents and/or conspecifics and
whether it involves any pretend states or make-believe35. This yields a somewhat staggering 128

35

Readers interested in scrutiny of the notions inherent in the binary of make-believe play can lose themselves in some

of the philosophical and psychological works on pretend play, fiction and make-believe, but I must regret to have left
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different play configurations (2 to the 7th since I’ve collapsed Solitary and Social to be the same
binary choice instead of two) which can all be analysed in five different conceptual frames – which
means that even with this cursory review one is left with more than 500 possible ways to describe
an instance of behaviour as play. To make matters even more conceptually complex, one should
also consider whether acts of exploration and construction are involved and possibly also whether it
can be identified as separate from or integrated with the activity. Although it can be argued that
many of Piaget’s and Caillois’ points fits within structural, purposive and attitudinal descriptions,
we could still augment the play matrix with the paidia/ludus distinction, i.e. whether the game leans
toward free play (paidia) or to what extent it is regulated through rules and other regulations
(ludus). These last three binaries would yield 2048 configurations each of which is describable
under 4, maybe five conceptual schemes. I have quite deliberately played very fast and loose in this
last little game of math and “matrixation” of play – the point I want to make is simply that play is
indeed a highly complex phenomenon when considered broadly. It is often defined as
multidimensional, but even so there are vast possibilities for seeing play differently and/or seeing
different kinds of play in behaviour. Add to this the problem that playfulness as an attitude seems to
stand in a problematic relationship to highly regulated play and we have yet another way to disagree
on whether behaviour is play, organised play, an organised game or something in between.
To make matters even worse the matrix is obviously much too coarse-grained in several areas.
Consider the fact that motivation and psychological attitude merely plays the role of one of five
frameworks of description here without any real discrimination; social psychology, microsociology,
and the standard story of action offer plenty of interesting and different motivations for engaging in
any activity including play. Also, questions of the actual social organisation of play are left
completely open, since social/solitary only plays the role as a binary here. Yet another question
which the matrix does not at present account for is the inclusion of economic game theory and
related notions such as pay-off matrixes and strategies (for introductions to and application of these
concepts in the studies of formal games and computer games, not general behavioural analysis, see
(Avedon & Sutton-Smith, 1971; Juul, 2005; Salen & Zimmerman, 2004; Simons, 2007; J. H. Smith,
2006, 2007).
With regards to rules and regulation, my own discussion of rules and games later in this dissertation
argues that this concept also needs careful unpacking if it is to be truly useful in computer game
studies, and the same goes for simulation, should one wish to include this is in play-related activity.
this subject out on grounds of time, space, and complexity, the first two being scarce resources while the latter is
abundant.
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So, even though the variables named here may constitute useful guidelines, they are way too coarse
to grasp the complexity of play. Not only is play an ambiguous and complex phenomenon in the
world, but the academic analyses of play and references to play without considerable qualification
is almost bound to be potentially misleading since the concept is simply too polyvalent. A related
and recurring point is that the matrix may help in differentiating one kind of play from another, but
it does not as it is specify the defining features of play unambiguously. It is thus important to note
that many of the activities mentioned in the play literature are often sufficiently general and/or
includes in their definition resemblances of other kinds of behaviour which offers plenty of
potential discussion as to whether a given activity is play or something else. It is thus evident that
the seven categories used to define different kinds of play do not refer to activities that are specific
to play: Playfighting resembles real fighting, Chase-play resembles actual chases, social activity is
not exclusive to play etc. A case could be made that pretend play is by definition play, but just to
consider two sample cases, pretence as a deception strategy is extremely common in humans (it is
debatable to what extent this applies to animals), and humans may mimic behaviour or engage in
something that could be seen as pretend behaviours in many other contexts than play – one example
would be some cases of scientific and educational modelling, where e.g. a scientist may use a table
and a pencil to describe particle physics (Example from Giere, forthcoming). Specific aspects of
such modelling and simulation will be dealt with in the later chapter on simulation.
I will end this section by returning to Brian Sutton-Smith. As I have already mentioned briefly,
Sutton-Smith actually finishes his long review of ambiguity in play with presenting his own version
of a progression-type theory of play, which includes structural, purposive, adaptive, and
psychological concepts:

Biologically, [the function of play] is to reinforce the organism’s variability in the face
of rigidifications of successful adaptation […] Psychologically, I define play as a
virtual simulation characterized by staged contingencies of variation, with
opportunities for control engendered by either mastery or further chaos. Clearly the
primary motive of players is the stylized performance of existential themes that mimic
or mock the uncertainties and risks of survival and, in so doing, engage the
propensities of mind, body, and cells in exciting forms of arousal (Sutton-Smith,
2001: 231)
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Although this is by Sutton-Smith’s own admission merely a tentative proposal, this is clearly a
carefully phrased thesis about human play. We can see that Sutton-Smith also champions the idea of
flexibility, mastery and control but the description moves into more complex territory when
mentioning “existential themes”. This focus on challenges, uncertainty and risk in possibly
cognitively complex forms suits the present purposes rather well and so it will be adopted in the
following as a rather plausible hypothesis about the kind of play offered by many computer games,
if not play in general. I do find one thing somewhat problematic in this definition, namely that it is
not entirely clear why such an activity necessarily qualifies as playful play as opposed to some of
the activities nested around play proper, such as exploration, construction and mastery: One
characteristic of play which seems especially hard to disregard is the distinction between the
seriously goal-oriented nature of actions vs. the disinterested “looseness” and playful attitude in
activity that seems to carry the main burden of identification, with a combination of structural
definitions and attitude used to identify this “relaxed field” (Burghardt, 2005). This tension between
play and the cluster of related activities of exploration, mastery, and challenge will remain when we
discuss some of the general features of video game systems and some more specific, widespread
design patterns such as goals, quests and progression in computer game design in the next part of
the dissertation.
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5
COMPUTER GAME SYSTEMS
This second and last part of the dissertation falls in three chapters and a conclusion. The first
chapter outlines the computer game system as a multilevel system of simulation and representation
and prioritises a discussion of the physical control aspect, and ends with some sample game
analysis. The second chapter is devoted to a more extensive discussion of the relationships between
simulation and representation in the context of both core cognitive powers of perception and the
structure(s) of intentional agency. The third chapter continues the focus on intentional agency by
giving a detailed discussion of rules and their role in computer video games.
This first chapter outlines how computer games can be analyzed both as multilevel closed systems
and as representational technologies that allow interaction with a virtual environment. The first part
of the chapter introduces several positions in video game analysis as basis for the level-based model
and these levels are then described in brief detail. The second focuses on the one level to which
most of the representational functionality is devoted, namely the virtual environment. In connection
hereto it will be discussed how video game structure intentionally furnishes connections between
the different levels in order to privilege the virtual environment and facilitation of action
opportunities in relation hereto. . This last issue, i.e. the structure of intentional action, will once
again be one of the more general themes structuring the discussion throughout. In short, both the
multilevel system and the primacy of the virtual environment needs to be acknowledged. Players
may take action in relation to many system levels, – e.g., interfaces, coding, system architecture,
game worlds, simulated agents and avatars etc. – but actual finite, digital state machine states are
probably a species of entities that players never act directly upon, neither causally nor
phenomenologically. The intentional structure of action will predominantly be directed towards
events and actions fitting with principles inherent in core cognition.

The levels of the game system
I have at the outset assumed that computer game interaction is a sub-domain of interacting with
computer technology, and the analysis thus shares some, if not all, aims with the general discipline
of Human-Computer Interaction as outlined in Preece (1994). HCI traditionally divides up the
interaction in the analytical units of human and computer and places this interaction in a social use
context. The present framework accepts that division and concentrates on the modelling of the game
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system as a computer system and modelling the human user along the lines of cognitive science and
phenomenology – the latter disciplines are already acknowledged as disciplines inherent in parts of
HCI research. Keeping with HCI studies as a very general practice , some of the analytical units
used in a more detailed specification of the computer system are the interface comprising input and
output devices and, under the rubric of system functionality, hardware, software and application
(Preece, 1994).
The overall functionality of many game systems is due to a design structure that privileges
intelligibility of representations coupled to challenge structures (Juul, 2005) arising from the
attempt to fulfil goals as part of artificial conflict (Avedon & Sutton-Smith, 1971; Salen &
Zimmerman, 2004; Sutton-Smith, 1986) which can be seen as challenges of control (Avedon &
Sutton-Smith, 1971; Grodal, 2000) the latter of which often incorporates the totality of the game
system – in the sense that the challenge of certain video games cannot be seen as purely “mental
challenges” but should be seen as challenging involving embodied agency and P-acts of specified
nature. In addition, many games are structured around spectacular representations of events and
actions, including spectacular player agency ((King, 2000; King & Krzywinska, 2006b). This means
that the units of HCI will be used in design of game systems primarily for these functions, but it
does not preclude games serving multiple functions. I thus want to emphasise that the following is
an attempt to track what I find to be a primary functionality of predominant aspects of structure, not
a proposal meant to exclude other functions such as those proposed by, say, narrative theory.
Several aspects of the game-as-embodied-challenge structure are shared by many narratives, and in
addition is must be emphasised that any given game may serve several functions at the same time
but may also serve different functions at different times, and all of this to some degree. I will not
deal with these fascinating questions here but rather pursue the functionality of providing an
embodied challenge.
My proposal for a provisional and heuristic synthesis of HCI and the game analysis literature
includes the following levels of analysis with the most important subdivisions also named. The
origin of some of the terms used and the work by the requisite authors will be discussed in later
sections which all deal with separate and specific questions that may arise in relation to the levels
model given below:
Hardware

cpu and gpu

Game software

data assets (textures, models, maps, animation data, sound files);
simulation engine; representational engine

Input devices

Physical Control Interfaces (PCI)
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Output devices

Generic visual display media; audio speakers

Visual Output

Represented Virtual Layout; HUD; Virtual Control Interface.
Total output including audio hereafter referred to as the audiovisual
stream of information (AVT-stream)

Game World

Avatar, characters, object, setting (spatial layout)

Among the units which have not seen too much attention in the previous literature is the Physical
Control Interface (PCI), to which I will devote considerable attention later in the chapter.

Aarseth’s generalized cybertext model and
Many of the levels and terms used in the level-based framework are taken directly from work by
Aarseth (Aarseth, 1997, 2003), and especially his generalized cybertext model. Aarseth groups the
functional components of the cybertext in four: Data, processing engines, front-end medium (i.e.
interface) and user. The processing engines are subdivided into simulation and representation
engines. The interface retains its traditional HCI distinction between input and output component,
and it is worth noting that the user is seen as an integral part of the way the cybertext/game works,
even though Aarseth writes that the user is “external to the design of the cybertext but not to its
strategy”, (Aarseth, 1997) p. 105). I assume that the intended meaning is that one can give
analytical priority to the design as encountered in the product as long as it is remembered that
ergodic works are designed with a user in mind, much like other works (including those of popular
art) invokes model and implied interactors. Aarseths model does not take into account the PCI and
the embodiment of the user, but the framework is compatible with the inclusion of these analytical
units into the interactor-centred analysis, as I shall show in the following. I will proceed here by
taking a closer look at the relationships between the first two components, i.e. data and
computational processing and representation; this part of Aarseths analytical framework allow us to
see how the aforementioned game world is computationally implemented through a combination of
static and dynamic data that is being processed by a simulation engine and subsequently represented
audiovisually. The static assets and dynamic variables are used to define and keep track of the
entities of the game world, i.e. characters and objects. The simulation engine handles the dynamics
of this world through manipulating these variables as specified in the algorithms of the game code,
and especially important here is the several parts of the game which is code responsible for the
processing of player input as a causal factor in the world simulation. Every time the simulation
engine performs a computation relevant to the game world it may or may not change one or several
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variables related to the game world where the changes make avatars, characters or objects move,
appear, or disappear etc in the game world.
In terms of ontology, the hardware including the physical control interface and the simulation
engine is the material and computational basis for actual causal interactivity with the system, but the
player neither sees nor hears any states found on these levels but instead gets perceptual input from
the technology responsible for producing audiovisual stimulation, i.e. the output part of the
interface. The job of converting the system state information to information that makes sense to a
human interactor – in other words, making game-relevant information available in the right
perceptual format – is the job of the representation engine. This is the part of the programming that
is designed to deliver an audiovisual presentation of a characters, objects, events and actions in a
spatial layout. It is thus worth noting that it follows from Aarseth’s model that the game world
exists on at least two and plausibly three levels even within the system itself – material and
computational states, functional states as part of software ontology, and finally the output
representations. The first level consists of the “raw” computational states which are used as
variables by the code, the next is the functional level where these states are designed to refer to
agents, objects, settings and relationships between these. Any reference to the game world in terms
of agents, objects and settings in fact presuppose the unity of both simulation and representation as
a product of design: System states of computational systems can be represented in all kinds of ways,
but the two processing engines are designed to share the same assets in order to simulate and
represent the game world both in a computational format that allows algorithmic manipulation by
the system and in a format that fits core cognition through perceptual input to the player to allow
player interaction with the game world.

Game world, system, and meaningful manipulation
The game world may include characters, objects and a setting, and it is the world in these terms that
the player is invited to take action towards. The overall functionalities asserted above (i.e.
challenges of control tied to artificial conflict and spectacular agency) recruit the game world
representation for these purposes. The intentional actions of the player are primarily directed
towards the represented world and game-world effective actions are performed by manipulating the
physical control interface, which is in turn done by performing the required P-actions. Situated in
this world is, in many cases at least, an avatar, which can be controlled by the player, through this
causal chain. If an avatar is partially or fully present in the game world representation, the avatar is
represented as performing an action of his/her own, and in these cases, the player is allowed to act
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as causally efficacious in the game world through the actions of the avatar, since avatar actions are
caused by the P-actions of the player in relation to the PCI. This mapping of P-action, very often
through avatar actions, to effects in the game world is the control relation of the game system. This
control relation is the combined and deeply intertwined product of both the simulation engine and
the representation engine, of computation and representation. The tight coupling of these two
domains is absolutely necessary for the overall functionality of computer games.
Game systems are thus designed to work together as a whole. PCIs have to be connected in some
way to the rest of the hardware configuration in order to let players manipulate system states – the
materiality of the physical control interface does not allow control of anything as it is: The
controller is in itself causally inert and needs to be hooked up to the rest of the game system to
allow any meaningful manipulation of system states. The game code is responsible for interpreting
the signals that arise from player manipulation of the PCI. This information is used by the
simulation engine to change states of the avatar. This is in turn represented by the output as changes
in the spatial layout. Control as meaningful manipulation is thus a product of the interplay between
material, computational and representational properties. Players, of course, do not usually care
much for the buttons, the registers or the actual algorithmic procedures related to polling the button
states – they usually care more about the car on the track (when playing a racing game) or the avatar
in the jungle ruins (when playing an action adventure). Such players would, however, not be
allowed to become engaged in these control challenges if the software and hardware was not
explicitly designed to enable and serve causal connections between certain registers and the much
more complex and interconnected sub-systems of simulation and representation. This
interconnection of levels of the overall game system structure is arguably the key component of
game functionality, at least in the present context of giving an analysis of how agency is mediated
in relation to computer game systems. The following does not go into any details with coding but
rather analyses control as meaningful manipulation as a higher order function of the total game
system.
The levels and relations sketched above and in the following are suggested primarily as a heuristic
and are as such not meant as properly ontological distinctions, although they are partly based on the
notion of material and computational states and may be used to drive questions of game ontology. A
detailed discussion of the PCI and its connections to the avatar will be given later in this chapter,
but I will discuss some more specific questions in relative isolation before proceeding. First, I will
discuss how the term diegesis may lead to unwanted notions of narration as the primary mode of
games but also show how some of the terms and frameworks from narratology and film studies may
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still be invoked in computer game analysis. Second, I briefly elaborate how hardware, code and
game design are importantly interrelated and why it is generally untenable to perform game analysis
(of commercial games, at least) on the code level. Third, I discuss several related questions dealing
with the computational implementation and subsequent representation of the game world, including
the question of whether the game world should be seen as fictional. The chapter then moves on to
give a more detailed and sustained discussion of control and interfaces.

Diegesis and world: two senses
The introduction to Wolf and Perron (2003) gives a brief historical overview of several different
positions within computer game theory summarizing the most relevant analytical categories as
being those of “algorithm”, “player activity”, “interface” and “graphics”. These aspects have
already been broached and will all be dealt with further in the following, but here I will offer some
remarks on the authors’ proposal for a distinction between diegetic and extradiegetic activity in
relation to player (inter)activity, where the first refers to “what the player’s avatar does as a result of
player activity” (p.15) whereas the second refers to the actual physical actions of the player. This
distinction between diegetic levels and other levels of a given artefact is well-known from
narratology, but it needs a bit of clarification here: In narratology, the term diegesis is both used to
refer to the story-world of a given text and to a more specific textual mode, namely that of narrating
something (see discussions and examples in (Branigan, 1992; Genette, 1980; Rimmon-Kenan,
2002; Aarseth, 1997). Paraphrasing Chatman, the first use of the word diegesis refers to the “what”
of narrative (the story), while the latter refers to a specific mode of the “how” (the discourse):The
word diegesis may thus be used to refer to information related to the events and existents in a
fictional universe, and on the other hand a formal mode describing the means of information
delivery by a text. I shall use the word diegetic only in the sense of events and existents in the
virtual environment unless explicitly noted otherwise. This does not in any way rule out that video
games may employ diegesis in the sense of agents performing the act of narrating something36 – but
I shall refer to this by means of the latter construction, i.e. the adverb “narration” or the verb “to
narrate”. This accords in large parts with Wolf and Perron but they include in their definition of the
diegetic the control relationship between player and avatar, and on my view the actions of e.g.
Master Chief or Lara Croft as depicted by so-called cut-scenes are properly seen as diegetic actions,
even though they are not a direct result of player activity. The word diegetic is thus used to refer to
36

As e.g. Prince of Persia: Sands of Time or Final Fantasy VII arguably does, although they do it in their own clever

ways of “played flashbacks” (see (Kohler, 2005)
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the universe of the game world and the requisite actions and events whether these are under
immediate player control or not. The relationship between player activity and avatar actions will be
discussed in depth later in this chapter and in the sample game analysis provided.

Formal devices and themes from film theory
In relation to this discussion of diegesis, Bordwell (1986) has argued that although films exhibit
narrative structure they are better seen as mimetic media, not diegetic in the sense of being narrated
(but see (Chatman, 1990) for an alternative view). Both Wolf (2001) and King and Krzywinska
(2002a; King & Krzywinska, 2006a) offer balanced and affirmative discussions of whether game
form can or should be analysed with the formalist frameworks established within film studies, and
many of their terms are drawn from Bordwell’s neo-formalist analysis of stylistic devices employed
by Hollywood cinema. Their analysis deals primarily with how the game represents its game world
with devices similar to those of narrative film, and I agree with these authors that much of the
vocabulary is obviously relevant, as long as it is emphasised – as the authors do – that overall
functionality of the artefact and thus also of the stylistic devices employed may be quite different.
As I have already touched upon, I would argue that while film and games share the need for making
states of a diegetic universe intelligible to humans, the primary functionality of games is seldom
that of narration or even “world making” (Abbott, 2008) but rather that of facilitation of
manipulation, control, challenge and spectacular agency. Three points are worth emphasising, partly
as reiteration. First, some of the themes of conflict and spectacular agency may very well be present
in audiovisual narratives as non-manipulable world simulation (as discussed in e.g. King (2000),
King and Krzywinska (2002b) and Ryan (Ryan, 2001a, 2001b)). Second, a great many games are
world-making technologies par excellence (as argued by e.g. (Juul, 2005; Ryan, 2001b), but the
projection of worlds may serve other purposes than those seen in other media and their dominant
uses (for discussion of e.g. documentary world projection, see (Plantinga, 1997)). Finally, as
sketched in the introduction, there is a sizable amount of literature by both prominent psychologists
and film scholars who argue that many of the cognitive processes tied to perceiving and
understanding movies are relevantly similar to those employed in everyday interaction with the
physical world of non-represented but actual agents, objects and settings. The present approach
holds this to be true of audiovisual representations in general, be they manipulable or not.

Implementation and representation of game states
In the beginning of this chapter I referred to the total output of the systems representations of
computational states as the AVT-stream. In many cases, the AVT-stream is the only source of
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information about the game world to which the player has access. The AVT-stream is arguably the
most important component in how game systems allow players to see system interaction as taking
place in a synthetic environment, and subsequently that which allows us to talk about a Tomb
Raider game as involving “Lara moving through an Egyptian tomb” as opposed to, say, “thousands
of variables manipulated over time by code running on a hardware platform”. Borrowing an
important distinction between implementation and abstraction from Dourish (2001), there is thus a
gap between the level at which the game is implemented by the system and the level at which it is
abstractly realized in the output. In Dourish’s terms, implementation is the workings of code and
hardware, while abstract realization is the representation of the game world, but I will refer to this
overall distinction as one between implementation and representation in the following. The latter
covers how the game entities are made perceptually available, i.e. represented, in a concrete – and
thus not very abstract – form suited for perception and cognition37.
The separation of the actual machine implementation and higher functional levels of both
simulation and representation allows one to acknowledge that computer games are implemented on
a very low level involving global and local variables and at the same time represent these states as
world simulations. It may be necessary to move back and forth between these levels if one wants to
address more specific questions of how the computer game system actually computes, simulates,
and represents a world designed to exhibit the regularities that we expect to arise from manipulation
of entities on a different level of realization, namely the relationships inherent in core cognition. In
order to find the entities and relationships involved in primary game functinalities such as control
and challenge we will almost inevitably have to move from the level of code or game architecture to
the level of the AVT-stream representation, i.e. to the resulting possibilities for perception, mental
representation, and manipulation of a synthetic environment as a game world.
Coupled to the earlier notion of the simulation engine and its functional role of simulating the game
world this also means that we need to acknowledge the distinction between the game world as it is
implemented and represented by the game and on the other hand the game world as it is
experienced by the player. A tentative way to parcel out these distinctions would be to acknowledge
the differences between a) system states which are computational and used as variables by the game
code algorithms in the simulation engine, b) the synthetic environment displayed by the game as
output states which depends upon the representation of computational states, c) the layout as
37

The already mentioned “inertness” of the physical control interface holds equally if not even more so for the actual

display technology: A flat-screen monitor delivers nothing in and of itself, whereas the AVT-stream is information
delicately structured for perceptual pick-up by human interactors.
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perceived and mentally represented by the interacting agent in a given interaction sequence and
finally e) the game world as a total construct that can be mentally represented and intersubjectively
discussed by agents who take this as a possible world that has a fuller realisation than what is given
immediately through the audiovisual patterns. Both of the latter necessarily contains characters,
creatures and objects as potentially represented by (a) person(s), whereas the former two can, and to
a certain extent must, be described with other vocabulary distinct to computer systems.
In order to see how these levels work together I will give a brief example from Half-Life 2. The
Gravity Gun of Half-Life 2 is represented visually as a sophisticated tool that the player can let the
avatar wield and thus use to manipulate parts of the virtual environment. It looks and works a
certain way and it is also explained through in-game dialogue what kind of technology it uses. The
use of the gun allows the player-avatar to pick up, carry around, forcefully punt and throw various
objects (Figure 3).

Figure 3. The Gravity Gun from Half-life 2

This is all on a level of perception and cognition where the manipulations involved refer to the
game world level – sentry guns and antipersonnel mines may be picked up and thrown to disable
them and zombies may be decapitated by picking up large saw blades and throwing these at the
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zombies’ bodies. Parts of the code structure responsible for this is potentially available for
inspection and manipulation, but not in the form of visual representation but rather as linguaform
input and output. The game design and its code thus lets a person refer to the entity “physcannon”
through a text-based interface called a developer console, a common tool in PC games which allows
developers and players manipulation of the game closer to the level of code functionality38. The
entity physcannon is a (potential) component in a large number of algorithms which employ many
variables all of which ensure that the player experiences the control and manipulation relationships
just sketched. One of the variables closely related to the physcannon is “physcannon_maxmass”.
This variable is a numeric value that sets the maximum weight that the player can lift and hold with
the gravity gun in the game world. The game code also allows to define whether objects can be
lifted or not (i.e. dynamic vs. static props), and to set the weight of classes of objects as well as
individual objects. So, in order to let an object be lifted by the Gravity Gun in the game world, the
coded object has to be a dynamic prop with a mass set lower that physcannon_maxmass. Another
variable is “physcannon_maxforce”. This is a numerical expression of the strength of the simulated
force impulse that the gun is able to deliver to the objects situated in front of it in the simulated
layout. Maxforce is, relatively speaking, a global variable and together with the local variables of
object mass it determines how far objects will be propelled in the game world when the player
“punts” these objects. These simple numeric values along with hundreds of others like them are
used as input to the quite complex simulation of rigid body dynamics that govern the way objects
behave whenever outside forces are working upon them. These algorithmic processes are hardly
understandable by the average player39, but the results of the numeric model of physical
relationships are represented in a way that is immediately understandable, namely a way which
allows the player to see and track the results of his action not as numbers but as physical objects
moving in certain ways: In short, neither dynamic variables nor linguaform entities but a big gun
and bouncing blocks, sawblades, and bodies of various enemy agents.

38

Console commands can be considered part of the domain of “cheats”, as briefly detailed by (Kücklich, 2007). I agree

with Kücklich that game manipulation through console codes can be a very valuable tool for understanding design
structures on several levels. Kücklich further argues against such “purism” as seen in (Aarseth, 2003) on the grounds
that cheating may be integral to games and is plausibly an integral part of mainstream gamer culture.
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Staffan Björk, at a conference presentation, maintained that he had a vague idea of the algorithms used when

watching a simple rigid body simulation. I find this quite plausible, but I assume that this does not hold for the majority
of players.
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Thus, the regularities pertaining to game world-internal relationships between game world agents,
objects and setting are all due to simple or complex algorithms and while these algorithms are not
available for inspection, players can deduce certain principles on the basis of the representation of
the results of algorithmic processes. For most players, many of these deduced principles are not
consciously available but rather part of core cognitive powers: the representations are explicitly
designed to fit with the principles tacitly embodied in core cognition. The principles governing the
game world will be perceptually and cognitively deduced from regularities in the patterns delivered
by the representational output with special attention to the way these patterns react to manipulation
of certain variables – tracking of causal efficacy. The unity of perception, cognition and action may
lead to a species of further cognitive activity that one can label imagination where the total world of
the game is imagined by the player even if it is not represented in any detail by the game output.
The fact that most player actions are directed at the game world does not exclude players from
conceptualising game entities in different ways. Taking a traditional Role-Playing Game such as
Morrowind as an example ,the game world is represented as a world with elves, monsters and
dangerous adventurous tasks to be undertaken (see (King & Krzywinska, 2006b; Aarseth, 2003) for
description). Players may, and arguably very often will, treat specific parts of the involved
simulation and representation of objects and agents in the world as means to more game-specific
ends, as detailed below in the section on quests. Players may thus take intentional action in the
means-ends mode by selecting specific means in order to attain a specific state of affairs, and these
states of affairs can be conceptualised on different levels of the system. An object may be seen as a
magnificent and beautiful ancient sword, as an object used to bestow 10 points of damage to enemy
entities, as the means to end a given quest and perhaps begin another, as virtual money to be
acquired for a specific purchase or as means to unlocking specific game content such as new areas
of the world downloaded as official extensions or player-created mods (see below for an analysis of
such cases in relation to Oblivion). Such a sword may also be a distinct object in the level editor of
Oblivion, but what it surely is not – from the viewpoint of the average player – is an object file in a
database let alone bits in a specific computational pattern.

The status of game worlds
To catch some of these distinctions between being a magnificent sword and at the same time a
numerically defined damage-dealing entity Juul (2005) elaborates on the distinction between fiction
(a long sword) and rules (damage=10) by providing the categories of imaginary worlds (or fictional
worlds) together with slightly more formal categories such as graphics, sound and text to explain
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how players are “cued into imagining fictional worlds” by rules40. These fictional worlds are the
game worlds in Aarseth’s (1997, 2003, 2004a) terms41. The practice of using imaginary or, in a
slightly more technical phrasing, possible worlds to analyse fiction can be traced to the work of
Thomas Pavel and Kendall Walton. The original proponent of this approach in relation to computer
video games is arguably Marie-Laure Ryan; both Pavels and Waltons work is referenced and
discussed in relative detail in Ryan (2001b).
I will not deal in detail with the question of the specific status of the representations which video
games offer. The most widespread phrases used to refer to representations of a world-like character
are fictional, actual, possible, virtual, real, and imaginary. All of these adjectives have been used as
parts of complex arguments and often in ways that make comparisons and attempts at synthesis
hard, but the following attempt may be said to be in agreement with both Ryan, Juul, Walton and
Currie on many points – although not on the specific status of the worlds involved. One of the aims
of the present investigation is to show how core cognition enables us to experience the game
representations as a world in the first place, i.e. as characters, objects, setting, and events and
actions, even if the representations responsible are often relatively sparse. Whether such a world is
properly seen as fictional, virtual or real in either psychological and ontological modes is a set of
questions that can be profitably bracketed if we start out by acknowledging that the output level of
the system is intentionally designed to deliver audiovisual patterns which allow for perceiving and
cognizing a world by the player on the basis of these patterned representations as they are tailored
to core cognition. This position might thus be said to take as a precondition for further discussions
of virtuality or fiction that the game world needs to be perceived and cognitively represented as a
world in order for us to interact with it as such. Interesting discussions about make-believe, fiction,
fact, assertion, strong or weak illusionism, documentary modes etc. may enter the picture later.
There are, however, certain aspects of Walton’s (1990) analysis which are quite useful in the
present context, and we need not accept Walton’s framework as a package deal to acknowledge the
usefulness of parts of his analysis of games of make-believe – even if Walton himself seems to see
this as merely a precondition for his analysis of mimesis in general.

40

I severely disagree with Juul on the use of rules to cover the total domain of game structure. My opinion is that e.g.

graphics and camera movement can and should be described with reference to formal devices known from
representational arts and that this vocabulary should not be subsumed under the label rules.
41

Although (Aarseth, 2005a) advocates keeping a distinction between virtual and fictional. This problem will be dealt

with very briefly in the chapter on simulation.
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Walton holds that we use representational works of art as props in order to, in his words, generate
fictional truths. But this is predicated on a general theory of usage of representational artefacts. A
child may thus use a toy truck to generate a fictional truth about a real truck, real, that is, in his
imaginary fictional world. Importantly, Walton argues that such props are authored in the sense that
they seem to have an intended representational use which is visible partly in their features. The toy
truck is designed to look like a real truck, not like a building or a doll – it authorises certain mental
representations because it is authored to do so. In accordance with this the toy truck is an artificial
prompter of fictional truths because it has certain features perceptually available, and very
importantly because it allows manipulation in certain ways. It is a key feature of Walton’s theory
that we as intentional agents can use objects as props or prompters to allow ourselves to imagine
what we might otherwise find hard to mentally represent, but it is also clearly acknowledged that
others may have exercised their intentional agency and worked hard in doing so to ensure that the
artefact in question prompts very specific mental representations from us. It is furthermore at least
implied by Walton and quite explicitly held by Currie (1995, 1998) that authors of mimetic
representation bank on this being a partly non-volitional relationship; we cannot help seeing
perceiving certain things when we come into contact with artefacts produced with care. If, as I have
just proposed, we disregard the discussion of whether the promptings are of fictional truths and
instead take it as a basic perceptual and pragmatic description of how to cue mental representations,
it seems obvious that there are two agent-based perspectives in Walton’s theory. An agent may
intentionally use a prop to scaffold a mental representation of something and an agent42 may have
constructed such props in order for them to prompt certain mental representations and yield
opportunities for manipulation by intentional agents.
It is important in this context to note that video games share certain characteristics with both the
real world and other audiovisual art forms in that they are perceptually and pragmatically real in
ways that written texts are not. The requisite place for theories of imagination is thus different from
that seen in traditional analyses of literary works, not only because the player is active and can
manipulate system states, but because the artefactual structures are quite different. Players see and
hear representations of system entities, and they do this through the audio-visual-tactile stream of
information. These representations have other properties than linguistic representations. They are
42

In the case of populart arts such as film and computer games this single author agent is a massive abstraction, since a

great many persons usually collaborate to create such objects. There are many configurations of authorship possible
here, one of which has already been mentioned in the passages on construction games. Also, Frasca’s concept of
simulation authors will be dealt with later.
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parsed by the visual system and core cognitive systems related to objects and characters directly,
not by the language system. Information delivered through language may of course in turn activate
areas related to perception and motor cognition but the visual output representations of games and
other visual media are directly parsed. It is important for the understanding of these relationships to
acknowledge that many of the basic perceptual processes involved in core cognition are stimulusdriven in a bottom-up fashion, as described and argued in detail in Palmer (1999). Currie (1995)43
bases his argument squarely on such Fodorian assumptions44 of bottom-up visual processing: We do
not as intentional agents decide what we want to see, we are rather prompted to mentally represent
certain very specific things due to the perceptual similarities between represented and real visual
stimuli. Grodal’s (1997; Grodal, Forthcoming) theory of film and emotion takes a similar stance and
so does several of the essays in Anderson and Anderson (2005). This dual aspect of authored and
authorising representations will play an important role in the discussion of simulation given later.

PC gaming as action opportunities on several levels
Even though I have so far maintained and will keep maintaining that players primarily take
intentional actions toward the game world and its entities, it is of course possible and often
necessary to perform actions directed at other levels of the system. This may be so basic as to
perform a range of Prepare-actions that set up the material conditions for gameplay proper such as
connecting parts of the system and loading optical media such as DVDs into a drive, but it is
possible to track some important differences in the way different hardware platforms offer different
possibilities for manipulation of several game system levels. Several facts of the hardware
configurations thus seem to be at the root of the traditional divide between PC and console games.
This is connected to such historical facts as the evolution of PC gaming and early key genres (e.g.
historically infused adventure, simulation and strategic war gaming) having a connection to
professional environments such as universities while console gaming was targeted at younger
audiences, as argued by Lowood (2006)45. As Lowood further argues, the PC gaming system and
especially the modular structure of paradigmatic games released on this platform (e.g. Doom) has
43

Currie’s theory of visual fiction has much in common with Walton’s framework, even if Walton does give any

serious attention to film in his work.
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See (Fodor, 1983).
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There has recently been some convergence in this area, especially with the Playstation 3. It would lead too far to

discuss the related complex nexus of often conflicting motivations of producers of both hardware and software and
different kinds of users, but it is a fact that the most recent instalment of Epic’s Unreal Tournament allows user
generated mods to be played on the PS3.
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caused the PC as a hardware platform for games to embody a much more diverse set of action
opportunities when compared to gaming consoles. Lowood describes how console games tend to be
much less open to manipulation than PC games and traces the roots of these differences to a
combination of hardware, software functionality making use of such hardware, and finally the
authorial intentions behind both game software and console manufacturing.
An example of this diversity of action opportunities in PC gaming can be seen by comparing the
best selling Role-Playing Game Oblivion for PC with the versions released for the two most recent
console systems, i.e. Xbox 360 and Playstation 3. The PC version offers a veritable wealth of action
opportunities for those with epistemic information about the different levels of PC game systems.
PC users can thus manipulate hardware states (i.e. buy new graphics cards) and software driver
states to gain more detailed output of the game world. They may adjust the detail of the game world
through a dedicated graphics menu in the game, but they may also access the games initialisation
files before running the game to set such diverse and global parameters as the amount of grass and
vegetation, where it is e.g. possible to remove all trees from the game world. Players can also use
the developer console to enter well-known modes such as “god mode” (invincibility) and “no clip”
(avatar may move everywhere), but s/he may also manipulate the weather effects or spawn NPCs46.
With regards to manipulation of initialisation files and developer consoles and their semi-technical
structure, console codes can be found at all larger commercial game websites, and there are several
user-driven sites dedicated to documenting and optimising any and all conceivable aspects of
Oblivion game interaction (e.g. www.uesp.net).
The game also allows tampering with both the actual content of the game world and the game
mechanics by downloading (or otherwise acquiring) and installing modification files related to the
game, popularly called “mods”. The majority of these mods are created by users with the Elder
Scrolls Construction Set, an authoring tool made by and made freely available for download by
Bethesda, the producers of Oblivion. Such mods may address a very large variety of factors related
to the game and its different levels. Some of them place new houses or small villages in the game
world, some of which can be taken in possession by the player with no further action, where others
have to be won through a quest. Other mods allow the player to find companions who may follow
the player, while others make graphical improvements, from better faces to elaborate swords,
unique bookcovers for every book in the game, or better graphical textures for the landscape. Some
mods address character animations on various levels of functionality, and it is thus possible to

46

See (Kücklich, 2007) for an argument that ties such “cheats” to specific genres.
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download more detailed animations for the unarmed combat moves in the game, but also a
collection of dances and other movement patterns with no significance in terms of the playerenvironment conflicts offered in the game – in the latter case, the avatar is given a special magic
item that can be used to command other characters to dance. Some larger mods even address the
specific nature of the way player progress is handled by the game by changing fundamental
components of the progressive challenge structure in relation to avatar progress and empowerment,
an arguably central aspect of the Role-Playing Game genre47. If one takes the challenge aspect to be
the central aspect of the game design, these latter mods can be said to be actual redesigns of the
game structure. Not all PC games allow such manipulation, but it is worth emphasising that many
console games almost exclusively allow manipulation of diegetic states through acting on the PCI,
where PC games allow both immediate e.g. PCI, console commands) and deferred manipulation
(e.g. ini-files, mods) of several levels through several input means.
But although modding and system manipulation may become absorbing activities (which may yield
both paratelic enjoyment and flow), I would argue that the overall goal of manipulating all of these
different system levels of Oblivion is predominantly to change factors related to the game world.
Some part or aspect of the game world must be invoked to understand the majority of modding
actions – and this holds whether a user is changing the inventory of the world, dynamic relations of
intra-world relationships such as physics modelling, representational schemes, or quests and
levelling structures. The activities simply do not make sense without reference to the virtual world
and its actions opportunities. Finally, it can be added here with reference back to the previous
chapter on play that construction games as play-related behaviour is a well-known phenomenon and
human players frequently manipulate tools or toys in order to construct new action opportunities of
construction, exploration, mastery, and play. PC modding can be profitably understood in this
context.

Interaction and control (very) briefly considered
I have already defined a primary aspect of game functionality as control challenges. This may be
said to entail manipulation of system states and I have asserted that the manipulation from the user’s
point of view is primarily directed at game world entities even though this necessarily involves
manipulation of system states on the computational levels. This issue of control is obviously related
47

The original Oblivion design scales the challenge of environmental challenges to meet the current level of the player,

and this is changed considerably by several mods, here some of them more or less removes this mechanic. See (bg2408,
2008) for description and discussion of what these mods exactly do in terms of changed game mechanics.
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to the concept of interactivity. Interactivity is a concept that has seen a fair bit of discussion and I
will not attempt a review nor a formal definition (but see (Jensen, 1999) for a general review and
(Aarseth, 1997) for discussion of its value in the context of ergodic works). For the present purposes
the rather brief but informed discussion of interactivity in computer games given by Salen and
Zimmerman seems a reasonable fit: They single out what they call “explicit interactivity” as
“Participation with designed choices and procedures” (Salen & Zimmerman, 2004: 60), and this
definition will be used as a heuristic for tracking relevant aspects of game system manipulation in
the following. Ryan (2001a) has elaborated parts of Aarseth’s (1997) framework in order to
distinguish between different game interactivity structures and her distinction between exploratory
and ontological modes is also useful here, although the terms are somewhat awkward. Ryan’s
distinction is meant to cover the extent to which the game offers up the possibility for manipulating
the game world, but a binary relation is, of course, much too coarse-grained without qualification
and may still serve up irrelevant relationships: as e.g. Laurel (1993) has argued, notions of
meaningful experience simply cannot be captured by questions of “how many choices and how
often”. In the present context the key concern is the relevance of manipulation and control of game
world entities in terms of primary game functionalities such as challenges and goals – not the exact
number of variables available for partial or total control. It should also be noted that individual
games often vary these relationships intragame, sometimes to considerable extent. This is not just a
question of cut-scenes vs. manipulable sequences but also a range of possible combinations in
between these two well-known game design patterns (see discussion in later chapter on simulation
and representation). A related issue is that, as Jensen (1999) describes, interactivity often entails
that both formal aspects (i.e. how information is presented) as well as content states (the details of
the information presented) can be manipulated. In the context of computer games this is akin to a
distinction between being able to manipulate certain aspects of the how as well as the what of the
representations of the game world: Many games allow separate control of the location of the virtual
camera which serves as the rendering viewpoint of the output as seen on-screen. In the following I
will focus almost entirely on the manipulation of diegetic game world states, even though virtual
camera control is a fascinating subject in itself – especially in connection with theories of embodied
cognition most of which tend to assert that perception is an active process. While the overall
tracking of designed sequencing of changing player action opportunities in relation to the game
world seems to me a highly useful avenue of game analysis, I shall only offer some tentative
analyses of certain aspects of this general design principle. I will later in this chapter discuss how
games may vary both control of avatars and control of rendering viewpoint in several ways, but in
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general I will concentrate here on the manipulation of game controllers and the subsequent control
of avatars as detailed below. In causal manipulation terms, changes in the game world are
effectuated due to an authored relationship of mapping between state changes of the buttons or
thumbsticks on the controller and subsequent changes in the audiovisual representations, and I will
now turn to an extended analysis of this relationship.

Control interfaces and affordances
One of the most fundamental conditions that govern our interactions with video game virtual
environments is that our actions are mapped (in the sense used by Norman (2002)) onto entities
represented by the game system through various technological means, since we cannot physically
manipulate the virtual entities directly. A key part of this mapping technology is the physical input
devices, which I have called the physical control interface (PCI). PCIs for games can take many
forms, e.g. keyboards, mice, joysticks, gamepads, motion-sensing devices such as the Wii-remote,
steering wheels, trackballs, paddles, flight yokes, and, less often, dancing mats, plastic guitars, and
other custom devices less often seen. All of these interfaces are designed to provide a more or less
straightforward coupling with the constraints inherent in the biological human body, and as such
they provide affordances in the sense proposed by Gibson (1979), i.e. simple action opportunities
for support, lifting, grasping, and pushing etc. In other words, they are tailored to a general set of
capacities for P-actions and the standard ecological conditions inherent in most domestic settings.
When coupled to a properly programmed game system, however, they also provide a mapping
functionality that allows us to perform a much wider range of actions in relation to that game
system and its virtual environment. Importantly, this means that the combination of controller and
game system provides both physical affordances and intentional affordances (Tomasello, 1999).
It is quite important to distinguish between Gibsonian (i.e physical) affordances, intentional
affordances, and action opportunities in general, since especially the latter may involve vastly more
complex cognitive machinery than Gibson’s original conceptualization allows for. In general,
Gibsonian affordances deal only with intuitively meaningful, “raw” P-actions and motor cognition
whereas action opportunities more generally speaking often invoke bona fide examples of epistemic
ability. A classic, but still insightful example is the set of action opportunities offered by a mail box,
which is used as an example by Gibson himself. As Palmer (1999) argues, the ability to recognize
the physical affordance of a slot into which an object may fit is an affordance proper, but the action
of posting a letter necessarily invokes a set of background beliefs about the postal service and
related matters – otherwise you might just as well deposit your letter in a trash can. The reason why
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this discussion of the nature of affordances is not a trivial matter of words and usage is that
Gibson’s theory when properly constrained is quite powerful on its own terms since it describes in
some detail how the fundamental unity of perception and motor cognition allow us an intuitive
competence in handling ourselves in the material world. Gibson’s insistence on direct perception,
however, offers an unhealthy perspective on action in general since it trivializes the role of higherorder epistemic action knowledge, and this fact is to some extent acknowledged by Donald Norman
who popularized the term in design studies and HCI. Norman himself has thus urged a distinction
between physical affordances and perceived affordances where the latter covers “learned
conventions” (Sharp, Rogers, & Preece, 2007: 33).
One therapeutic approach to this problem could be to identify affordances as only a limited subset
of action opportunities, where the larger domain often, but certainly not always, necessitates
epistemic knowledge and higher cognitive powers. Those action opportunities of our cultural
environment which could be said to be intentional affordances involve an often tacit understanding
of other people as intentional agents and artefacts as being products of intentional acts.
Another reason why it is important to note the limits of both Gibsonian affordances and P-actions in
themselves is that technology does not track action in the way that we as human observers (i.e. in
virtue of our core cognitive embodiment), and this may introduce considerable incongruence
between the experience of bodily action and the representation of ditto by the game system. In the
following, I will discuss how actions are mapped through different physical control interfaces, and
pay special attention to the recent mainstream adoption of the Nintendo Wii-remote control
interface – an interface that prioritizes input related to hand movement in ways that have clear
connections with the proprioceptive system and the body schema processes mentioned earlier.

P-action and physical control interface
We have already seen how we can distinguish between primitive actions in the sense of actual body
movements and on the other hand actions in the wider sense: moving the index finger (to pull a
trigger) is a primitive action, whereas discharging a firearm is an action. As we have also seen, any
given primitive action (P-action) may be part of many different actions, and an action may be
constituted by different P-actions. P-actions are usually performed in order to do something else by
that movement, and we saw earlier that basic actions are those which describe actions by the
formula “she performed the action by performing another action”. Applied to gaming and input
interfaces, players perform a wide variety of game actions by performing P-actions in relation to
physical control interfaces. The ability to manipulate game entities depend on the hardware-
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software configuration working in concert with the simulation and representation engines of the
game – or, tracking the causal structure, player P-action cause state changes in the physical
controller and these are mapped by the game software to effect changes in specific parts of the
virtual environment. The action accordion of player action can thus be said to cover the whole set of
caused electronic state changes from controller over algorithmic operations to changes in the output
display technology, but the player usually acts intentionally to change game world states, not
system states. The goals of video games are very seldom to manipulate controllers but to effect state
changes beyond them.
One can grade the actual P-actions in relation to different control interfaces on a continuum from
the minimal action of moving a thumb or index finger to maximal action such as a full swing of the
arm. In principle, there is a completely arbitrary relation between P-action, the mapping, and its
effects as relayed by the audiovisual feedback, since this is entirely handled through the mapping
procedures of the game in question. The same controller button may be used to jump over obstacles
in Call of Duty 4 and to return a tennis serve in Virtua Tennis 3. This also goes for the extent of
manipulation offered in different simulation/representation schemes employed by different games
and genres. In the action game Crysis, you can call in a spectacularly destructive airstrike by
pressing a key or gamepad button and in the action-adventure Halo 3, a similar move of the index
finger will blow up a nuclear reactor or a huge battle tank – but in the casual sports game WiiTennis a full swing of the arm will merely return a tennis serve.
One can also emphasise at this point that the game system in fact does not map P-actions at all, but
rather controller state changes. This means that games otherwise designed to be played with special
PCIs (such as Dance Dance Revolution and the specially designed dance mats) in many cases may
be played with standard controllers, since the pressure switches inside the dance mat corresponds
directly to the buttons on the controller in terms of the electronic signals sent to the rest of the game
system.
By exercising their agency in concert with knowledge of how electric events are mapped by games
ingenious players have gone to great lengths to mod the interface relationship in games. One
modder has thus taken the required electronics parts from a wireless Guitar Hero controller and fit
these parts into a real, wooden electric guitar body, which makes for, among other things, better
body schema fit (due to both size and weight) between real guitar playing and Guitar Heroism in
addition to the Prepare-basic construction game challenge of actually performing the modification
(Cage, 2006). Another modder, demonstrating quite impressive knowledge of the way input
specifications work, has used a programmable third party product to hook up his MIDI-based drum
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pad to Guitar Hero 2 on the Xbox 360 – the result is a PCI that requires a completely different set
of P-actions mapped to the same game actions of hitting the notes, as the resulting rhythm game
system is played with drumsticks (Egyokeo, 2007). For another more generic instance of controller
modding, many modders have experimented and had success with hooking up the Wii-remote to PC
games, as briefly reported by e.g. (Kohler, 2006).
Returning to the question of P-action and the design of standardized controllers, some video games
and their requisite physical control schemes emphasize motor activation and encourage players to
perform maximal P-actions, while others prioritize the audiovisual effects resulting from the Pactions without emphasizing the latter. One end of this spectrum prioritizes somatosensory contact
senses and the proprioceptive muscle sense for its effects and emotional impact, while the other
prioritizes the distal systems of visual and auditory perception. As already implied in the
comparison between the Crysis and Wii-Tennis mappings mentioned above, the typical action
adventure game orchestrates virtual action opportunities that are positively grandiose and
spectacular (see (King, 2000; King & Krzywinska, 2006b). Whenever these latter games are played
with traditional control interfaces, the actual body movements of the player are limited to keyboard
key input, button pushes and thumbstick manipulation, and as such they rely very much on the
consequences of actions as relayed through audiovisual feedback for their embodied effects.
Several studies suggest that size and quality of images (i.e. display size and view distance combined
with spatio-temporal resolution) does matter in terms of viewer arousal, perceived realism and
emotional response (Lombard & Ditton, 1997; Reeves & Nass, 1996) – all else being equal, of
course. In other words, the spectacular agency-type of gaming engagement depends more upon the
big displays and surround sound systems of the HD era than the maximal P-action type.

Avatars and representation
It is through the PCI that players are able to manipulate game system states. As already mentioned,
the relationship of control and interactivity has been seen as several people as central to the
structure and function of video games. One of the most commonly found control relationships in
computer video games is the ability to control a vehicle or biological embodiment depicted as
situated in the game world. The control relationships found in games are quite diverse when looking
at the field in general, but I will devote most of my analysis to those cases where game structure
involves the control of a represented biological embodiment; many games incorporating virtual
environments depict a biological body which can be partly controlled by manipulating variables
related to the control interface. All of the following thus applies primarily to games which in one
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way or another make it plausible that the player controls some embodied agency who or which is
perceived to perform actions in the diegetic world. I will later deal in more detail with what this
mapping of action actually entails about action structure and awareness,
The plausible establishment of bio-avatar embodiment can be done intragame or it can be done by
works and discourse outside of the game systems – we never see the space marine in the original
Doom or Gordon Freeman from Half-Life, but events in the game together with various other media
products ensure us that they exist. In many cases, however, the game output itself represents a fairly
detailed biological embodiment responsive to player actions from an allocentric point of view, i.e. a
third-person rendering viewpoint, and in so far that this bio-embodiment reacts in regular fashion to
manipulation of the control interface, this is the avatar controlled. It is a common way to establish
player embodiment through an avatar through such rendering of a virtual embodiment, and among
examples here are a great many classic arcade titles (see later chapter), Super Mario 64 and Super
Mario Galaxy, and such popular and influential series such as The Legend of Zelda, Prince of
Persia, Grand Theft Auto (particularly from instalment III and onwards), Tomb Raider, God of War,
Devil May Cry, Resident Evil, Silent Hill, Splinter Cell, Silent Hill, Gears of War, Ninja Gaiden.
Most of these games arguably belong to the action-adventure genre and as such a certain bias exists
here, but the control relationships are, again, quite general if not ubiquitous and completely similar.
Before moving on, it must be noted that a given game and its representation of the avatar may
alternate between allocentric and egocentric modes of representation, the latter often called a firstperson view. First person views usually include readily recognizable body parts such as hands and
arms – and weapons carried – in the frame. Some shooter games which are often referred to as firstperson shooters are thus only predominantly first-person games. These include Halo 1-3, The
Chronicles of Riddick, and Crysis all of which feature sections where the avatar’s body is fully
visible; an interesting variant on this alternation of views is the Metroid Prime series, where the bioavatar Samus Aran is controlled from a first-person viewpoint, visible in full bio-avatar form only
in cut-scenes, but also controllable from an allocentric viewpoint once she transforms into the
“morph ball”. All of the Halo games combine 1st person and 3rd person viewpoints and uses only 3rd
person in cut-scenes, but where Halo 1 only uses the third-person view when in vehicles and in cutscenes Halo 3 forces a 3rd person view of Master Chief when carrying certain heavy weapons or
when clinging to enemy vehicles. Doom 3 is predominantly first-person but features allo-centric
cut-scenes, whereas Crysis shows the avatar’s embodiment only in vehicle sections with all cutscenes from an egocentric viewpoint. Thief: Deadly Shadows and Oblivion allows the player to
switch between egocentric and allocentric viewpoints completely at will, although the former
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displays cut-scenes from a forced allocentric view and the latter from egocentric ditto. “Strict”
First-Person-Shooters such as the original Doom, the Half-Life series, and Bioshock show the action
in egocentric modes only.

A brief overview of control schemes
In the following sections I will briefly describe the most common control schemes used by games
and subsequently discuss the embodiment effects likely to arise from avatar control. A control
scheme is here meant to include both the PCI and the ways in which manipulations of the PCI are
mapped to the avatar.
The most widespread control relation in console gaming is what one could call the mainstream
controller scheme, where minimal P-actions are performed on a standardized physical game
controller specific to that console (examples are controllers for Playstation, Gamecube, and Xbox
360). The P-actions required are minimal and the necessary repertoire of P-actions is also rather
small since all one needs to do is press buttons and move thumbsticks with the fingers – although
epistemic knowledge, precision, and timing is of course often an issue in the challenges offered by
the game. The mapping of P-action is most often both arbitrary and natural in the terms of (Norman,
2002). P-action mappings are often arbitrary in that you push buttons with your thumb to make the
avatar jump or swing his/her arms – as opposed to a mapping from actual jumping or swinging of
player arms or hands in physical space – but the mapping relation can also be said to provide a
minimum of natural mapping in so far that the application of force inherent in the P-action can be
set up to correspond to application of force in the virtual environment. The thumbsticks used on
many controllers thus allow for both force mapping and a degree of motor isomorphism and this is
often exploited: forward locomotion of an avatar will almost invariably be mapped from a forward
movement of the stick, and so on. This makes for some motor congruence in the case of avatar
movement. Certain correspondences between domains of real and virtual action may make motor
correspondence even more direct, as in the case with games that include operating virtual firearms
fired by index finger triggers – game systems with custom controllers such as light guns take this
principle to its logical conclusion.
Although game controllers can be used in PC game systems, the standard interface for PC gaming is
the keyboard and mouse combination. The button presses on the individual keys are similar to
buttons on the controller, although the keyboard makes possible a much wider range of discrete
button mappings. Most game controllers are set up to be used by index and thumb on both hands,
whereas the de facto standard of so called WASD key-mapping for avatar locomotion (i.e
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W=forward, S=backwards, A=left, D=right) in combination with mouse movements for avatar
visual orientation uses three or four fingers for operation of the keys on the left side of the keyboard
and the whole hand plus two or three fingers for the mouse. P-actions in this case are quite minimal,
and mouse movement may be isomorphic and naturally mapped in 2-D game spaces and cursoroperated 3-D games, and often semi-natural in the case of 3-D games with avatar embodiment. The
WASD movement keys corresponds to movement changes in congruent directions, but in actual
control, the key-operating fingers are usually not moved in any direction but down, and a forward
movement of the mouse does usually not make the avatar move forward, but rather changes the
virtual camera orientation – on a game controller this is usually done via a thumbstick.
The Wii-remote departs from other standard game industry interfaces in that it combines the
elements of the standard controller (discrete button presses and joystick movements), with
something much less discrete, namely the seeming ability to take actual body movement as input. In
reality, and just like standard controllers, the Wii-remote does not actually map actions or actual
body movement, but rather a set of state changes in or related to the control interface. The
technology consists of accelerometers inside the Wii-remote together with an infrared positioning
system using a “sensor bar” (which is actually an infrared emitter) placed outside the controller
coupled to an infrared camera inside the front of the controller. This enables the Wii-remote to be
used to point toward the screen if one does not move outside the field of the infrared emission area,
and it can also register (indications of) controller movement in three-dimensional space since the
accelerometers register changes on three axes (up-down, left-right, front-back) – one directional
axis more than the standard joystick. An almost completely unified design intention seemed to be
behind many of the launch games using this new type of controller, namely that of isomorphic
relations between an existing (and non-minimal) P-action motor domain and a virtual one, with a
direct mapping of real movements to virtual movements: a “tennis stroke” executed in the living
room becomes an actual tennis stroke of the avatar on the virtual tennis court, and so forth. This
control scheme enables the player to experience his own embodied interaction through both postural
and, to a lesser extent, somatosensory input. The aim seems to be immersion in game actions
through motor activation, motor isomorphism, and related ease of use. This is a design strategy,
however, and one could argue that the issue of maximal and highly isomorphic P-action is primarily
relevant in the cases where the player actively pursues similarity to an already well-known motor
activity domain. Since the Wii-remote reacts to movements, not body acts per se, it is usually
possible to use “medium-sized” or smaller P-actions instead of maximal swinging and so on. In
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other words, the desire for high motor congruence may or may not be present in the player, even
though the game system set up offers it (see later analysis of Wii-tennis).

Actual and virtual embodiment
As part of the analysis of embodied experiences related to video games incorporating avatars in
virtual environments, we can supplement the details already given on core cognitive capacities,
agency, and ownership with some specific results obtained in neuroscience. There seems to be two
related but different issues involved in ownership of action, body parts, and utensils, each of them
due to different neurological structures. To take the use of utensils and tools first, it is often noted
how flexible our embodiment as active agents can actually be. Phenomenology has long maintained
that we are easily able to include parts of our environment into our intentional projects where these
objects become zuhanden in Heidegger’s terms; these ideas and terms have been applied in HCI by
Winograd and Flores (1986) and Dourish (2001). Merleau-Ponty (1962) mentions clothes and,
famously, the blind man’s cane as a utensil which becomes part of the perceiving body in action.
Anecdotal evidence further suggests that even automobiles may become integrated parts of our
experience of embodied activity. Neuroscientists Maravita and Iriki (2004) argue that specific
structures play a key role in this flexibility of the body schema to incorporate tools and other
objects, including those virtually represented. These structures incorporate so-called bimodal
neurons, which normally keep track of both somatosensory areas of hands or shoulders together
with the visual field close to these areas, i.e. the neurons integrate vision and touch for specific parts
and their surroundings. As part of the process of learning how to use a tool for reaching, these
neurons apparently enlarge their visual field to include the area around the tool while keeping its
somatosensory anchoring to the body parts in question. This bimodal integration of visual
information with somatosensory information provides a partly sub-personal but seemingly very real
and efficacious feeling of an incorporated and augmented embodiment when we use tools for
manipulating: we tend to feel a clear sense of both agency and ownership with tool extensions that
we are thoroughly familiar with. Simple bottom-up processing tied to these bimodal neurons are
probably not solely responsible for such higher-order phenomena since these experiences are quite
selective according to the intentional structure of the action: We wince when we scratch the paint
job on our car, not when we bang a hammer against a nail.
The other issue is the well-known fact that observing other agents who perform bodily actions tends
to activate parts of one’s own motor system (see e.g. (Blake & Shiffrar, 2007; Rizzolatti, Fogassi, &
Gallese, 2006; E. E. Smith & Kosslyn, 2007). If the observing person also performs a motor action
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herself the movements may be congruent or incongruent and the latter phenomenon is usually called
motor interference. For example, when people observe hand movements, those areas that prepare
hand movements in their own nervous systems (i.e. pre-motor areas) are activated, and a person
instructed to perform movements in one direction while watching another person performing an
action that is directionally opposed (for instance, up vs. down) suffers slight performance
degradation (J. Kilner, Hamilton, & Blakemore, 2007; J. M. Kilner, Paulignan, & Blakemore,
2003). Some of these effects extend to language where semantic representations seems to interfere
with each other (Richardson, Spivey, Barsalou, & McRae, 2003). These results support the general
hypothesis that perception and action is intricately linked, and this hypothesis is a main tenet of
both classic phenomenology and certain parts of modern cognitive science, and it has gained further
support through the research centred on mirror systems or resonance systems tied to the motor
systems48. Both philosophers and neuroscientists have argued that some of these studies support the
position that we are fundamentally intersubjectively attuned to the movements of other bodies
because perception and action share the same neural structures (see e.g. (Blake & Shiffrar, 2007)
(Decety & Chaminade, 2003), (S. Gallagher, 2005), and (Hurley, 2006)).
The evidence for low level motor contagion is quite strong but it should also be noted that several
descriptions and explanations for embodiment effects at different levels exist in the literature:
Barsalou et al. (2003) argue for tight connections between mental representation in general and
embodiment effects, the idea being that any kind of mental representation, not just perception of
biological movement, will yield embodiment effects. Although some of the studies of motoric
movement show that semantic representation may have an effect, those that target motor resonance
specifically show that mechanical motion of a human-like body does not trigger motor resonance to
the same degree as biological motion (i.e. motion patterns that have the same kinematic parameters
as biological motion). It seems reasonable to acknowledge embodiment effects in general arising
from many kinds of congruence and associations (e.g. up-down, old-young), but I find it plausible
that the bimodal tool system and especially biologically tuned motor resonance and the shared brain
circuits hypothesis are good candidates for the explanation of why computer representations of
biological embodiment may foster a sense of ownership and agency when interacting with virtual
environments, especially when in control of bio-avatars represented visually. We can see how this
gives another parameter to use in relation to avatar depiction, namely whether and to what extent
48
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the controlled entity resembles a tool or a biological body. The sense of ownership will be subtly
different in that the tool-system will not activate pre-motor areas related to movement, with
ownership of action, but not of virtual body as a result. The addition of bio-motion characteristics as
a criterion allows us to track some further differences between human-like avatar depictions – to the
extent that these actually move like biological agents we have one more reason to assume that they
create an embodied sense of ownership in the player. Summarising and reiterating some of the
previously given results in the previous chapter on awareness of action, we have the following
parameters involved in ownership of virtual agency: Player intentions, player efferent signals, and
player afferent signals (perception) from the following channels of input: Visual, aural,
somatosensory, and proprioceptic. Congruence through isomorphism as opposed to incongruence
can be tracked across all these channels.
Following all of the above, my thesis is that interacting with computer video game bio-avatars may
lead to a sense of extended embodiment and sense of agency that lies somewhere between the two
poles of body schema and body image – it is an embodied awareness in the moment of mediated
action, a kind of body image in action – where one may experience both agency and ownership of
the virtual entities. This process is result of a fusion of player’s intentions, perceptions, and P-action
awareness and the effect will, all else being equal, be proportionally related to isomorphism and
congruence across channels: Isomorphism leads to ownership of agency. Once the player stops
acting in relation to the game system and pays conscious attention to his or her own embodiment,
this body-image-in-action effect subsides in favour of a more regular body image as parts of the
involved processes become part of conscious introspection. The combination of game world
simulation, audiovisual representations of the game world and (especially) the avatar, and the
physical control interface may selectively target and activate the auditory, visual, somatosensory,
and proprioceptive systems to create embodied awareness of mediated agency. The extent to which
an embodied sense of agency, ownership, and personal efficacy is fostered by games is thus very
much a question of overall game system design including physical interface design and the way this
is coupled to the simulation and representational system and opportunities for manipulation of game
world entities.

The underspecification of action: Avatars and motor intentionality
All of the described control systems allow real causal effects to take place in the interaction
between player and game system. On the previously stated manipulation position derived from
Woodward’s theory, causation is a question of being able to manipulate a variable that changes
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another variable. As argued above, the most widespread way of doing this is to link certain very
specific aspects of the representation, i.e. the avatar, to manipulation of a physical control interface.
This relation is not symmetrical – you manipulate the PCI to control the avatar, not the other way
around. The relationship is furthermore causally “indirect” in several ways, since the causal
relationships involved in avatar control needs several key states of affairs to be in place on the
software level as well. The interactive control relation established by a computer game system thus
needs a very circumscribed set of standard conditions for the establishment of avatar movement as
caused by the player, and additional facts need to be the case for the player to actually experience
such a control relation as a species of basic action. When the system works as intended, i.e. with the
standard conditions in place, the basic actions of the player are mapped to actions of the avatar, and
one is thus to some extent justified in seeing this as a kind of augmentation of player basic action in
so far that these actions are performable at will.
What is more plausible, however, is that for any real fusion of player action and avatar action the
basicness of the action must be felt as somewhat meaningful, not just be volitional and/or observed
to be correlated with controller manipulation and I have just argued that the body-image-in-action is
one way to describe our fused experiences in relation to our dual embodiment of agency. This can
be supplemented with further analysis. Gallagher argues from a phenomenological standpoint that
“intentional actions are normally characterised on the highest pragmatic level possible” (S.
Gallagher, 2005: 240), and his example is that we think of such a goal-related action as trying to
catch a snake as exactly that, and not as activating neurons, muscle groups or even as performing a
grasping motion – we simply try to catch the snake. In accordance with this, activity theory holds
that we usually experience our actions on the level of activity and actions, not operations of the
body. The hierarchical aspect of this phenomenological action theory, i.e. that high-level action is
underspecified with regards to motor commands, is directly corroborated by mainstream
neuroscience (Wolpert & Ghahramani, 2004) where it is usually thought that several levels of
action specification must exist in order to make the organism properly flexible; a classic
demonstration is the fact that most people can write their signature with both hands and even with
their feet and mouth (see (Gazzaniga, Ivry, & Mangun, 2002). Dretske (1988) argues that actions
are generally not learned as specific motor commands to be executed but rather as efficient means
to ends. If a person e.g. needs to apply the left hand instead of the right hand to achieve a specified
goal, s/he will readily do so49. The previous remarks about the Dvorak and QWERTY keyboards is
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another case in point that shows that meaningful action is not defined at the level of specific means
and requisite motor commands. It thus makes both phenomenological and neurological sense to
argue that actual control of motor action is separate – at least in part – from conscious control,
intentions and belief/desire-like psychological states. We want to catch the snake but in some sense
we are not able to really control how we move our bodies to do it. Andy Clark (1997) argues that
the conscious mind is essentially a controller which operates at a much higher level than motor
control of actual primitive actions, and John Campbell (2003) has likened actions such as grasping
to something like guiding a missile: You lock on to the target consciously, but one this is done,
brain and body mechanisms outside the sphere of intentional control takes over50.
It seems reasonable to assert that this relationship, i.e. the under-specification of motoric means to
specified ends, holds for most routine actions due to their automatic nature although there are
certainly limits to this means-ends flexibility, especially once a need for precision enters the picture.
Thus, the above is not meant to argue against actions being represented by specific motor
commands at some level or against the notion that sequences of actual motor operations may be
privileged in speed, precision and efficiency. The point is rather that schematic organisation with
different levels of goals often allows transfer to very different motor systems to act as means in
order to achieve the desired ends. In an important sense, the structure of intentional action
fundamentally underspecifies embodied means by privileging ends.
An important point in relation to this is that the avatar control offered by most game systems is a
fixed repertoire of “middle-level” intentional actions of the avatar, often corresponding to
intentional body movements. Avatar movements are thus always intentional actions from the
avatars point of view: They walk, jump, hit, kick and attack in various ways at our bidding, but we
are never offered the opportunity to manipulate avatar hands or legs in themselves – the indie title
Rag Doll Kung Fu may serve as the obligatory exception to this rule. The player is thus given a kind
of executive action control of the virtual body which already to some extent exists in our relation to
our actual embodiment, yet another fact which helps in explaining how we can feel ownership of
virtual bodies. Finally, since the avatar motor actions are represented to us by the output, the control
relation between players and avatars could be described as not involving real actions at all. The
player is rather allowed to trigger the representation of small avatar P-action units in sequence. This
latter fact is important in understanding the intrinsic ties between bio-avatar manipulation and
animation technology. One could thus argue that the player is not offered the actual action
50
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opportunity of triggering avatar actions. Rather, s/he controls small sequences of animation which
represents a character who performs P-actions. In other words, the representational scheme “preloads” the bio-avatar with a specifically stylized representation of motor intentionality. This may
also mean that our ingrained understanding of movement as directed motor intentionality might lead
us to overlook that we do not just control bodies. Rather, we are furnished with meaningful, highly
stylized representations of motor intentionality and one might say that we come to borrow or even
share motor intentionality with the bio-avatar in accordance with principles laid down by design.
Since motor intentionality ties in directly with both core cognition of goal-related agency and
emotional states (see e.g. (Blake & Shiffrar, 2007) for review), this is a powerful way of
establishing a specific body-image-in-action even if the body-image-in-action may be very different
from the player’s body image outside the game context. Lara Croft (from Tomb Raider), Marcus
Fenix (from Gears of War), and Leon Kennedy (from Resident Evil 4) not only looks different
when viewing a picture of them: The avatars move in different ways which means they control
differently which in turn means that the player’s sense of agency may take on a distinct tone of e.g.
agility, muscular power or vulnerability through such embodiment effects (see Barsalou et al.
(2003) and Goldman (2006)).

Intentional action: PCIs or game worlds
Before moving on, I will briefly return to question of the level of intentional action. As the above
shows, the relationship between actual P-action and the entities under control is not exactly a simple
one, but going back to the earlier phrases about basicness and manipulation, it is in fact possible to
describe the control relation in very simple terms namely as “to move X, do such and such”. Is this
a plausible description of intentional action as seen from the player agents point of view? Although
it is a reasonable instruction at first blush, I would argue that once one moves beyond the level of
complete novice the control relation is much better understood by applying naïve ontological
assumptions of force dynamics and force application together with a completely routinised shallow
button-press design stance notion of causality. Or in other words, after a while we simply know
without thinking that certain actions will let us influence the representation on screen.
In relation to avatar actions as basic player actions, the above relationship also means that it is
highly plausible that player actions most of the time are directed at the diegetic world of the avatar
in the virtual environment, not at the PCI. Players try to defeat the enemies in the layout, not to
press the buttons in specific ways. Apart from first-person experience with games and control
interfaces another primary reasons for why we can be reasonably confident in this assertion is that
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discourse about games both everyday and in more academic contexts dealing with challenges and
goals inadvertently makes reference to game entities, not to the controller manipulations. The
manipulation has always subsided to make room for being a presupposed and intermediate means to
achieve an end in the depicted universe. The controller has become zuhanden as the actions of
pushing buttons are routinised into a means-end structure of intentional action incorporating
unintended but intentional P-actions by which the player produces avatar actions. We are somewhat
disposed to experience the embodied actions performed by the avatar as our own if our intentions
correspond to the actions performed by the avatar in terms of audiovisual feedback. As I have
already argued both intentions and visual feedback are key components in embodied action
awareness, the third part being somatosensory and proprioceptive feedback. Once the mapping
relation becomes routinised into sub-consciously performed operations we can perform and feel
awareness of avatar basic actions at will with the body-image-in-action as the result. The kind of
routinising-process that leads up to this plausibly follows the explore-mastery-play sequence laid
out in the section on play. There would be neither much of an embodied experience nor much
absorbed fun to be had if we were not able to perform virtual action in accordance with ones
intentions on the pragmatic level of the avatar situated in a spatial layout compared to acting
intentionally and intensely towards a set of plastic buttons51.

The gaps between diegetic actions and causation
Even if we do not act towards the PCI, there is still the possibility that we may act towards other
levels of the system. I will deal very briefly with a specific problem related to manipulation as
causing events and game causation. The question is who or what exactly can be said to cause the
events of system state changes and I will offer an example to show how this can be pursued within
the present framework. Aarseth (1997) distinguishes between two kinds of events, namely system
events and user events. System events are caused by the system itself while user events are caused
by the user(s). This can be problematic in two respects. First and foremost, all events related to the
system are properly system events, and it would make better sense to distinguish between internal
events as those that pertain to only the computer system and external events as those that include
the player’s activity, cf. the remarks above about player activity having two separable aspects
(actual embodied actions vs. actions as mapped). Second, it can be quite difficult to distinguish
between these two kinds of events in terms of cause. Although it can be very instructive to look for
51
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what the system may do “of its own accord” without any input from the player, it is often quite hard
to say whether a given internal system event is actually caused by the player or not, especially once
we look at the question of causality in connection with how represented actions and events can be
given a diegetic explanation.
We have already seen that actions can be described in many ways, only some of which may refer to
the intentions of the actor. In accordance with the principle that there needs to be at least one
description of action under which the event sequence is intentional for it to count as an action, we
have seen that if an avatar is present, player action is usually presented as avatar actions, i.e.
movements of the avatar’s body which could be said to be intentional from the avatars viewpoint. It
is important to realise, however, that the notions of avatar action and the embodied presence of the
avatar is seldom enough to understand the actual causal structures responsible for the events in the
game world. There may thus be a pronounced gap between how the game world causality is
represented by the representation of computational events and how this causality is actually taking
place on the level of system mechanics. More specifically, I have in mind the many cases of
scripting used in many games where players may intentionally make the avatar perform an action
and the system as a result thereof causes a range of system events which may or may not be made to
appear as the consequences of avatar actions.
Once again Half-Life 2 will serve as an example, since the game makes extensive use of triggers52.
In the level “Sandtraps”, the player is forced to progress through the exit of a bunker. Once he exits
it, enemy troops enter the area from a distance and from the right. This is motivated in the game by
the supposed sudden visibility of the avatar, but in reality the game employs a trigger mechanism to
spawn the enemy troops and make them run to previously designated positions. Once they are in
place, their AI behaviour routines take over control of them, and they will attack the avatar on sight.
Another example is a sequence from the level “Follow Freeman (part two)” where the large robot
named Dog suddenly enters a scene from the left by tossing a car and subsequently attacking enemy
troops present in the street where this occurs. Once these troops are defeated, Dog will lift a piece of
wall to let the player progress. Both of these events are triggered by moving the avatar across a
spatial trigger, but the diegetic motivation differs. In the first case, there is no diegetic motivation
for the occurrence of the events at that particular time: they are simply scripted to take place as the
avatar reaches a certain point. The second event, however, involves Dog behaving like an
52
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intentional agent who communicates something to the avatar. Because Dog has been scripted to act
like this, the player may accept this as contingent upon his/her own actions, and thus parse and
accept it as a species of goal-related agency, but Dog is in fact not reacting to the avatar’s presence
in the game world, not even as a computational simulation of perception – he is merely being
caused to go through a specific animation sequence as the player steps over an invisible boundary.
Many other games depend upon scripting as the actual cause of meaningful and/or spectacular
events in the diegetic game world. In both Halo and Halo 3 friendly dropships are shot down (and
inevitably so) by enemy fighter planes as the avatar reaches a specific place in a level. In Bioshock
an escape submarine is made to explode just before the avatar reaches it due to a spatial trigger53.
The causes of the events are represented diegetically as being the work of other diegetic agents54,
but there may or may not be any plausible diegetic causal ties to the avatar. In many ways, the game
world really does revolve around the player and the avatar, both overtly and covertly.

Game structure, quests, narrative theory and common semantics
I will now pursue a different question related to goals and game worlds by discussing the concept of
quest. Returning to the interdependencies between levels, the representation engine is responsible
for the perceptually available structure of the game, i.e. the (primarily) audiovisual patterns
available for information pick-up by the user. The representation engine represents only selected
system states provided by the simulation engine working with its own database of both static data
and dynamic data, hereafter also referred to as variables. Apart from handling all of the static and
dynamic data needed for representation and interaction with the game world as a spatial layout, the
game software is also involved in calculations of what Aarseth (2003) refers to as game structure
level properties. This is the realm of the class of the ludological entities called “rules” for both Juul
(2005) and Aarseth. Aarseth’s general cybertext model states that the relevant set of rules are those
that are enforced by the simulation engine, which is the part of the game code that handles the
entities in the game world. I think that the relationships between simulation, world, and rules is a
central problem in game studies as a general endeavour but I also think that there are a range of
issues in connection hereto which have not been dealt with in satisfactory detail in the existing
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literature on computer games. The assumption on the part of the ludologists that computer games
are first and foremost games have led them to privilege rules, and I think the relationships between
game rules and computer game structure are more complex than either Juul or Aarseth’s work
acknowledges. I discuss rules and their relation to games in the last chapter of the dissertation,
where I argue that game structure is not reducible to rules. In the remaining sections of this chapter
I will instead focus on a game design pattern identified by Aarseth and others, namely the structure
called quests. This concept is introduced by Aarseth as part of a discussion of narrative in games,
and this relationship will also be briefly discussed in the following.
Aarseth argues that the quest is a design structure very commonly found in games. He defines a
quest thus:

The player-avatar must move through a landscape in order to fulfil a goal while
mastering a series of challenge. This phenomenon is called a quest. The purpose of
adventure games is to enable players to fulfil quests. This, not storytelling, is their
dominant structure. (Aarseth, 2004b: 368)

In a later paper (Aarseth, 2005b), he augments this by arguing that the quest concept understood as
this kind of goal-structure is found in genres not normally called adventure, which resonates with
his earlier remarks about a “general cybertext”. He also augments the above definition by positing
three basic quest types, namely the time, place and objective based types. These can be crosscombined in that quest-goals can combine specific time allotments and specificity of place or they
may posit specific objectives independently of specified times and places.
In this generic form, the quest-concept as game structure is, in fact, a statement of game structure as
goal-related action, since this is essentially a reference to an agent that has to perform a goal-related
action, and very often as activity consisting of nested goal-related actions.
The definition employs spatial terms in reference to the player-avatar, and this makes it evident that
Aarseth is referring to the diegetic game world and not to the actual locomotive actions of the
player. The ergodic aspect (i.e. required non-trivial effort) of the games that employ the quest
structure enters the definition by the mention of challenge, but offers no further unpacking of why
exactly this movement of the avatar is challenging apart from the time, place and objective. In other
words, even if the quest structure is described as involving diegetic space and time, the connections
between the avatars quest and the player’s effort to make the avatar complete his quest are
underspecified. It seems reasonable to assert that the quest as a spatial activity is something
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undertaken by the avatar, but that in order for the work to be properly ergodic the challenge must be
tied to player activity. In order to see this, consider the fact that the diegesis of many fictional
narratives refer to actions as challenging for the characters situated within the diegetic world, but
this does not make them ergodic. Closer examination of the interplay between representations of
embodied challenging activities in concert with actual player challenges seems a fruitful avenue of
further research – taking three games from roughly the same genre, God of War often represents the
avatar as strained and filled with rage whereas both Devil May Cry III-IV and Ninja Gaiden I-II
offer depictions of a much more “cool” and “stylish” agonistic activity (cf. earlier remarks on
stylized motor intentionality).
Leaving aside this complexity of the player-avatar relationship it is evident that the quest concept is
almost directly parallel to the notion of “project” tied to the protagonist in many narrative theories
of the Aristotelian and/or Proppian variety. We can also find parallels in the psychology of goalrelated actions, as seen in the standard story, activity theory and also in schema-theory such as
(Mandler, 1984)55. We have already dealt at length with goal-related actions, but with regards to
narrative theory, such writers as Chatman (1978), Rimmon-Kenan (2002), Bordwell (1986), Abbott
(2008) and Ryan (2001b) all hold that narratives depicts or represents events and actions that follow
a causal logic which is almost always centred around agents of some kind. It is also usually implied
that we expect narratives to do so. While this is not a definition of narrative and narrative
expectations, it is an identification of an extremely common motif which allows further clarification
of some of the potential overlaps of theories of semantics, goal-related action, narrative and
narration, and theories of game structure. The goal-related structure is indeed found in an
overwhelming amount of narrative fiction and this focus on agent goals makes sense because most
fictional narratives offer descriptions or depictions meant to be immediately meaningful to humans.
As a result it is possible to track a shared semantics across media forms, by which I mean units that
are perceived as immediately meaningful to perceivers and interactors. Due to our core cognitive
powers, these principal meaningful units are agents, actions and objects. The quest concept
describes a way of structuring these units of actions and events, and large parts of this organisation
is, as mentioned, intuitively meaningful and extremely widespread in other domains. The common
denominator is the perceptual and conceptual structure inherent in core cognition, but the specific
way in which computer games allow for meaningful manipulation and control is, however, not
shared in full by (other) narrative media.
55

Mandler is interested in mental representations of stories and actually references Propp, whereas e.g. (Frese & Sabini,

1985) deal with goal-related actions on a more general level.
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Quests, goals and progression
Another widespread quest-related aspect of game design has been proposed by Juul (2005), namely
the idea of progression structures in games. Progression roughly covers those instances where one
action has to be performed in order to make another action possible. One of the simplest and most
widely used progression-goals is to have an obstacle that bars the player-avatar from further spatial
progress until the player has performed a specific set of actions. This and the other kinds of goals
that Juul describe under the label of progression fit Aarseths taxonomy of quests introduced above
and if we combine progression with the quest-goal concept, the resulting quest-goal-progression
framework posits goals inherent in the quests that may motivate goal-directed actions. When these
actions are performed the goal states achieved are causally related to specific other states of the
game whereby new opportunities for goal-directed actions may arise. Quest-goal-progression
structures are thus a specific mechanic by which designers set up definite causal relationships
between the attainment of a goal and the resulting facilitation of further action opportunities.
Designs that offer strong cases of quest progression are those where a quest-like goal is made
available only on the condition that one fulfils a prior quest. This kind of structure is usually called
quest-chains and the concept allows for some variation in that several initiating quests may be
available at any time, and quests obviously need not be chained, so single quests can be active
alongside other quests. The player can then choose which overall and higher order goal-condition
he wants to attempt to meet. The quest concept plays an integral role to almost all Role-Playing
Games, but it also features very prominently in a series such as Grand Theft Auto in the role of
missions that one can initiate; see (Juul, 2005) for examples of mission structure in the GTA series.
Progression structures proper are a design structure that makes one or more actions more basic than
others in terms of preparation and causation of further action opportunities, but the quest-goalprogression concept is not meant to address all of those instances in which one player action is
preparatorily more basic than others in that it enables other actions per se. For a very simple
example, many shooters have limited ammunition which means that the player has to pick up more
ammunition once all of it is spent. Such mechanics which demand causally enabling action are not
bona fide progression structures but rather core mechanics of a given game and the way it handles
virtual resources as part of the challenge structure – but it is perfectly possible for a player to end up
in a position where getting ammunition for his/her weapons may become a kind of quest in itself
due to how the game sequence has developed. A quest may by design require e.g. a special weapon
or skill for an enemy agent to be vanquished (see (Aarseth, 2003) for a specific example from
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Morrowind) or it may merely require that an enemy be defeated or a piece of landscape be
traversed, and in the latter instance it may require that players possess less specific virtual assets.
An important implication in the context of an agent-based approach to video games is that since the
variants of quest-goal-progression is an extremely common design feature of several genres we
have a prima facie argument for seeing many structures of computer video games as fundamentally
goal-related. My contention here is that the quest-goal-progression formular is a specific
formulation of what I take to be a simple but true statement about computer game structure and
function: Computer games may or may not facilitate play and playfulness, but almost all computer
video games offer opportunities for goal-directed actions. These goals are frequently structured in
ways that employ such entities as agents, objects, and settings. The goals of these actions may be
structured differently in terms of time and space, but they all share the fact that they specify in some
detail a state which is to be obtained. Much of general video game interactivity will be structured
around this kind of goals.
Furthermore, if we divorce the quest from the realm of the game world and avatar action while
keeping its structure as an enabling condition, we can see how the more general concept of Preparebasic action as defined earlier underlies this way of structuring player actions by progression
structures. A general goal-progression structure stipulates that an action or a sequence of actions
must be performed before one can perform others – thus, certain actions are designed to be PrepareBasic in relation to others. Coupled to the three levels of activity and the many system levels, we
see that such Prepare-basicness can take many forms, even if the design structure is unambiguous
on the level of goal state. One may thus play a specific mission to gain virtual assets, to see what is
plotted by the designers in terms of resulting events and actions, to train specific skills or
techniques, or one may play it solely to achieve the unlocking of further quest-chains or other
options. It is an undeniable fact that players bring their own motivation to the games and that these
motivations may vary. The whole framework of the standard story of action and the three levels of
activity theory is a good way to catch this aspect of how players may play games for many different
reasons. Even if overall motivation may differ to a large extent (activity or motive goal) the questgoal-progression design structure inherent in the game will constrain action on a lower level.
Also, it should also be noted that this kind of “virtual locks” designed for player unlocking of
further action opportunities is not specific to action-adventure: For instance, almost all racing games
feature unlockable content such as vehicles and tracks once the player has achieved certain goals. In
short, we can track this kind of Prepare-basic relationship on many different levels of the game
system.
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Telic play, goals and questing
In connection to this general discussion of goals in games, we can tie this to the definitions of play
as purposeless and oriented towards means, not ends. First of all, it seems obvious that the
relationship between play phenomena and activities such as computer game play cannot be settled a
priori without taking into account what aspect of the play phenomenon is being considered, since
the complexity of play definitions offers several potential traits that may or may not be in place
when looking at slices of behaviour we may be predisposed to think of as playful, non-serious, or
otherwise meaningless. One thus needs to acknowledge that activities that may lend themselves to
one of these rubrics, i.e. either serious or playful – such as e.g. driving a car, baking a cake or
playing a game of Halo – should not a priori be labelled so, since activities of most kinds can
usually be performed both playfully and seriously. At the same time, one is well served by taking
into account certain aspects of the game design in question. The quest-goal-progression design thus
invites the player to engage in a species of explicitly goal-related activity but this is still eminently
compatible with paratelic engagement and certain kinds of play and play-related aspects of
computer games, such as exploration, construction and mastery manipulations. Most computer
games are designed with challenging goals and since paratelic enjoyment as defined earlier depends
upon a combination of task, skills and protective framing the specific design of challenging queststructures may play a large role in fostering either serious or playful interaction or combinations of
these – and many games do indeed strive to facilitate both through their design even though there
are large differences within the field when one looks closer. Many games are designed to
accommodate dynamic changes in attitude, e.g. switching back and forth, whereas others more or
less mandate certain interaction stances, such as when progression chains are “locked” to each
other. The crux of the argument here is that a certain level a key part of game structure is first and
foremost an invitation to purposeful, goal-related actions, a mode of activity which is usually seen
as peripheral or even antithetical to playful play. It is not, however, incompatible with paratelic
enjoyment or with more fine-grained analyses that allow for many more kinds of interaction than
play. Consider the roles that planning, preparation and deliberate practice might have when coupled
to the point about action at different levels, especially in PC gaming in relation to game activity: My
contention here is thus that exploration, construction games, telic and progression-oriented game
play, mastery of certain control relationships, and deliberate practice of techniques activities can all
be seen as telic in the service of engineering properly paratelic episodes of more enjoyable play.
Telic episodes may thus be subsumed in the overall paratelic activity, a kind of meta-meta-stance
towards activity, since the paratelic already subsumes local goal-related actions into the paratelic
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process. Here, players may for instance interact with several levels of the game system in order to
create episodes of paratelic playful play embedded in highly telic activities.

Against routinisation II: Boss fights, assists, and legendary difficulties
Another aspect related to goal-related behaviour in gaming is the role of physical interfaces, control
and challenge. The upshot of the automatisation and “mindlessness” of behaviour detailed earlier is
that if game structures offer challenges that are relevantly similar in terms of necessary response,
players will usually benefit a lot from downgrading the mapping of single buttons and perhaps also
sequences of button presses. Since downgrading may lead to “arrested development” and offer
problems for upgrading from mindless automation, it follows that automation is a double edged
sword from the player’s viewpoint: Ingrained routines may not serve players well under changed
circumstances. This is a standard issue of flexibility and adaptation, but it is worth noticing that in
almost all computer game interaction, the mapping scheme stays the same throughout – hence, no
real need for flexibility at the lowest level of automatisation. Some games employ small recursive
structures of button combinations, e.g. many fighting games and arcade adventures such as Ninja
Gaiden, where so-called combos may be triggered by specific sequences of button presses and such
sequences may profitably be routinised. Almost all games, however, exhibit challenge structures
that demand that the avatar P-actions be deployed dynamically as a response to various challenge
structures. One recurrent design pattern in larger sequences of artificial conflict is that of a spatial
layout populated by a large number of one or more kind(s) of generic enemy agents that can be
dispatched with the same strategy where this is combined with so-called boss battle segments,
where the property of being a boss is primarily defined by being an agent impervious to what has
hitherto worked as successful strategy in dispatching the more plentiful and less sophisticated
enemy agents. This imperviousness of the boss is usually combined with more damaging and not so
easily avoidable attack patterns. In short, boss fights are usually employed as challenge spikes
where the player will be forced to accommodate when s/he may have been assimilating until that
point which means that routinised strategic activity, all the way down to specific combos will have
to be changed.
Another way in which routinising of actions into operations may lead to non-beneficial habits can
be seen in the way difficulty levels are implemented in some games. In many games, players can
vary the difficulty level of the game. Often player strategies will vary quite a bit from difficulty
level to difficulty level, since the traditional “easy, normal, hard” or “casual, hardcore” distinctions
may cover large differences in design. One example of this is found in Halo 3 where the
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geographical level design stays the same, but the population of the levels and many properties of
enemies and weapons change with difficulty setting56. The AI programming is also distinguished
here, so that enemies become smarter in that they are both more defensive, better able to flank, and
much more precise with lethal grenades – they also tend to rely more on the simulated militaryreligious hierarchy of the Covenant forces featured in the game, which means that you can
intimidate lowly Grunts by taking out their commanding officers quickly. Weapon damage and
sturdiness of enemies are also varied. This means that various beneficial strategies from Normal
become problematic on Heroic difficulty and decidedly useless on Legendary. This also makes
interaction with the game on Legendary difficulty one of the cases where the need for practice of
particular techniques is plausible in relation to single player games57. Apart from the need to play
the game much more cautiously (while still being able to react fast) a good strategy for Legendary
is to practise particular techniques many of which would be helpful but ultimately unnecessary on
the lowest difficulty levels: the official game guide thus recommends practising the general shooterrelevant skill of headshots in addition to more Halo 3-specific techniques: The flipping-of-thethumbstick-when-firing of the three shot bursts of the battle rifle, the timed “one-two punch”
combination of targeting the only unshielded body part and then head of the otherwise shielded
Jackals, and the use of the magnum for headshots in relation to Brutes. The Ninja Gaiden series is
famous for featuring skill-demanding combat, and the various combat moves are explicitly referred
to as techniques, and especially Ninja Gaiden II features repeated in-game invitations to practice
and master the techniques.
For an example outside of the action-adventure genre, Guitar Hero 2 features both several difficulty
levels and a practice mode where specific sequences can be slowed down and properly routinised.
Rhythm games such as Gitaroo Man, Osu! Tatake! Ouendan!, and the Guitar Hero series probably
offers the most striking example of game challenge as routinisation of Primitive action sequences
since the individual songs always offer the exact same challenge of matching audiovisual pattern
output with P-action sequences.

56

The introductory mission in Halo 3 offers a good example. Many more snipers are placed on ledges high above the

ground throughout this mission on Legendary when compared to Normal, which means that the game space relevant for
strategic action is, to some extent, augmented with an extra dimension (the vertical) to be monitored. Also, since these
snipers deliver one-shot kills in many instances the level is well nigh impossible to complete without several attempts
leading to knowledge of the level layout and sniper positions.
57

Even more so if the challenging metagame “skull” options included in the game are used.
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The concept of challenging tasks can also be tied to both the general possibilities of using design to
free up cognitive resources and automatisation of actions. As Leontef himself remarks, action
complexes that can be easily and reliably downgraded to operations may be taken over by
technology, and in the case of computer games, this is very often a design question. By letting the
computer system handle a specific task in more or less automatic fashion, players can concentrate
on higher level goals. This freeing up of cognitive resources in combination with making the need
for embodied precision skills less pronounced is the primary function of the various kinds of
assistive programming implemented in many games. Such assists can usually be toggled on and off.
Once again, these assists may be found on different levels of game design. As an example of an
assist making for less cognitive work a colour coded racing line shows the best course and speed in
Forza Motorsport. Bioshock features an optional wayfinding arrow pointing to the current
progression-relevant quest goal. For examples assists which alleviate the need for precise P-action
manipulation of the PCI, several shooters (e.g. Halo 2 and Call of Duty 4) feature some kind of
auto-aiming, and Portal has a “portal funnel” feature that guides the avatar into the portals, even if
the spatial positioning initially is a little off the mark. The net result of such assists is to free up
resources for the player to concentrate on what s/he finds attractive in the game, plausibly to further
the possibilities for faster mastery on the road to playful play and possible flow. If the player finds
e.g. precision manipulation of PCIs to be an enjoyable challenge, assists in this aspect of games
may ease the task requirements to the point of disengagement.
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6
SAMPLE GAME ANALYSES
The following analyses are included here as a kind of extended “proof of concepts” to briefly show
how key parts of the framework delineated here can deliver insights related to computer games. The
first examples focus on the schema previously described as the archetypal or canonical agent (Cagent) and its many applications. Then follows some examples of how core cognitive domains may
be violated in game worlds in order to sustain engaged interest. The chapter concludes with an indepth analysis of Wii-tennis and some other games employing the Wii-mote in order to demonstrate
the value of the concepts motor isomorphism, force dynamics, body-image-in-action and sketch
how details of system interaction may lead to differences in ownership of agency and body.

Early arcade games and archetypal agency: Mario et. al.
In his earliest appearance, i.e. in Donkey Kong, Mario was not exactly defined as an archetypal
agent. Instead, Mario’s defining ability as an embodied human avatar was that he could jump. This
ability allowed him to avoid the barrels thrown by Kong, who fits the archetypal agent schema a lot
better, since what he is essentially trying to do is to apply force to Mario’s body using the barrels as
instruments. For most of the game, Mario is relegated to avoiding the barrels and flames (the main
hostile entities) solely by jumping or climbing ladders at the right time – his role is to get out of the
way of the instruments employed by Kong. But jumping is not the totality of Mario’s action
repertoire since the game employs the now ubiquitous mechanic popularly known as a “power-up”
by having hammers placed in strategic places in three of the four levels. When the hammer powerup is picked up, the hammer allows Mario to exercise a much more canonical actor role for a brief
period where he can squash both barrels and flames with a prototypical force-application tool of his
own. The game thus allows a shift between being an agent reduced to avoidance behaviour and
brief intervals of taking a strongly archetypal agent role58. The game mechanic and its
representation in Donkey Kong is actually sophisticated enough to respect an important principle in
real world application of instruments, namely the fact that contact with the hammer is necessary for
it to work, which means that Mario can still be harmed while using the hammer if he and not the
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Arguably even stronger than Kong, who is, in this game at least, reduced to throwing stuff instead of bashing it to

pieces.
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hammer comes into contact with a hostile entity. Worth noting also is the fact that the hammer
cannot be applied to Kong himself; vanquishing the ape is done by removing the support under him,
his defeat famously lasting only a brief period before he kidnaps the hero’s sweetheart once again.
Another classic but slightly different example of the power-up game mechanic is used in Pac-Man,
where the only action available to the non-human shaped avatar is to move around a labyrinth and
consume dots and fruit, all the while trying to avoid the ghosts also placed in this labyrinth; the
primary relationships relevant in this game are spatial constraints on movement and contact. A
power-up in the form of a yellow pill reverses the chaser-chasee relationship by temporarily
granting the avatar the ability to consume the ghosts, but the representation in the game world gives
no real explanation for this reversal of the relationship, although the movement patterns of the
ghosts and a combination of auditory and visual cues mark that the relationship is in effect. In
contrast to Donkey Kong, Pac-man’s design does not imply understanding of such things as
support, tool use, force transfer or cohesive tight fitting of environmental elements. It does,
however, tap into fundamental ideas of self-preservation and nourishment through food uptake and
thus ties its power-up mechanic to a different domain, namely that of intuitive biology instead of
physical object dynamics. It is also somewhat reminiscent of a very basic chase-play scenario, even
if the actual mechanics make the ghosts alternate between moving in preset patterns and chasing the
avatar.
It is quite possible to track different configurations of the general conceptual structure of the
canonical agent over a broad range of games, both diachronically and synchronically. The canonical
agent is obviously at the core of the fighting game genre, where the formula for such a game might
be said to be “canonical agent with stylized motor intentionality + agonistic structure”. In the
following, however, I will look at several “classic” arcade games from the genre of platform combat
which all feature a rugged and canonically capable avatar ready to confront a wide range of
enemies. These examples from older video games strengthens the case for the general applicability
of the concept, especially once one allows for the kind of flexibility that Langacker advises in
which one looks at different configurations of the canonical structure. In his/her many guises, the CAgent is primarily defined by his/her ability to influence the environment through force: Most of
the variations involve a differentiation between a held instrument used to cause damage to the
environment through direct contact (hereafter referred to as melee) and on the other hand one or
more thrown or shot objects to allow for greater range of influence (projectile); this dichotomous
mechanic is absolutely central to many games, both older and contemporary.
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In Rastan Saga/Rastan, the sword wielding warrior (obviously modelled after Conan the
Barbarian) uses mainly his sword or mace to vanquish foes although magic fireball missiles can be
obtained for brief periods throughout. In Green Beret, the primary attack weapon of the soldier
avatar is a combat knife that cannot be thrown but needs to be used as a contact weapon, but
flamethrowers and rocket launchers (both straight trajectory projectile), and grenades (curved,
gravity simulated trajectory of projectile) can be obtained in limited numbers, the grenades being
somewhat more demanding to use due to their curved trajectory. Shinobi, another classic
sidescroller, features a ninja that can attack with both throwing stars and kicks and punches by
default, where the power-ups allow these attacks to be more damaging. Ghosts’n’Goblins features a
knight that has no melee attacks, only projectile weapons, but the way these are available through a
power-up mechanic makes for different possible attacks. The avatar has a lance as the default
weapon, which travels in a straight line. This can be upgraded to the knife, which travels faster. The
knife and even the lance are arguably better or at least easier weapons to use than two other
projectile weapons that use a simulated gravity-influenced trajectory, namely the torch and the
hatchet. The latter two weapons are powerful but since they are thrown in an arc, the player needs
considerable skill to time the attacks, and since contact between avatar and enemies is very harmful
in terms of progression (the player can only allow the avatar to be touched twice before being sent
back to one of only two checkpoints in every level), these weapon “upgrades” are in fact mostly to
be avoided by players without considerable skill and probably even by skilled players. Rygar uses a
different mechanic in that the primary weapon is the so-called Diskarmor, a shield that can be flung
like a missile weapon but is attached to a chain which allows the shield to travel and return to Rygar
along a straight line every time it is deployed. This mixture of projectile and melee disregards
intuitive physics in favour of PATH-representation but it makes for a predictable mechanic and a
fascinating ability to exercise directly instrumental force outside of the immediate action space.
Another early, but different, appearance of a chain-like instrument is the use of the grappling hook
in Bionic Commando, which lets the avatar shoot a grappling hook with one arm and fire a gun with
another. The hook can also be used as a weapon, but due to its speed and the fact that it cannot be
used as such while hooked, its primary use is to provide the action opportunities of reaching higher
areas in the game levels (which is necessary for progress through the game). The concept of a
chained weapon was also picked up in the much more recent “blockbuster” action adventure God of
War which features “The Blades of Chaos”. The 3-d allocentric viewpoint depicting the avatar
Kratos from a distance allows the use of attacks that either engages one of multiple foes or attacks
that engage several foes in turn by swinging them in circles around the avatar.
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Rampage features three different King Kong-inspired monsters, where the objective is to reduce
large buildings to rubble while fighting off enemies such as human soldiers, tanks and helicopters.
Avatars wreak havoc primarily through monstrously powerful punches without instruments,
although stomping can also damage the environment. Double Dragon features punches and kicks as
the main attacks, but players can pick up barrels to throw and pick up baseball bats or whips to gain
powerful attacks with better reach.
After this short – and not at all representative – list of early arcade games featuring different
instances of canonical agency (i.e. actions transferring force to the environment with or without
instruments), let us move on to examples from more recent PC computer video games history.

First person canonical agency: Doom and Half-Life
As Lowood (2006) argues, one can make the case that Doom marks a real milestone in computer
development. The influence of this game is manifold – Lowood mentions the modular separation
and resulting easy modifiability of maps, skins and sprites as a key influence on later PC shooters –
but here the focus will be on its arguably equally genre-defining use of weaponry available in the
first person shooter.
Doom features several projectile weapons with different ranges, damaging power, reloading times
and firing arcs59. It also features two melee weapons, namely the brass-knuckled fist and the
chainsaw. The first was available right away whereas the latter needed to be picked up. In contrast
to the other weapons, Melee weapons do not use ammunition units and as such they are always
available regardless of ammo. Ammunition units, or ammo for short, for all other weapons are
limited in availability by design through the placement of pick ups. The tradeoffs in weapon use
involve several different factors in Doom: some prominent design constraints are the variables
related to damage power, reload speed, hitscan (see previous footnote) or projectile type of weapon
and the form of the attack. For instance, according to the Doom Wiki (doom.wikia.com), the
shotgun is a hitscan weapon that fires 7 individual pellets which spread out horizontally on the
screen plane making the damage higher when the enemy presents a larger target, due to its actual
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The term projectile weapons is still used in relation to any weapon meant to give the player the impression that a kind

of projectile is launched when the weapon is fired even if this is a stream of energy. This is not exactly in accordance
with the design ontology of Doom, since the simulation engine of Doom and other games employ a distinction between
actual projectile weapons, which create and track a virtual projectile-object in virtual space and on the other hand socalled hitscan weapons, which do not. Hitscan attacks are instant hit or miss depending upon the position of the aiming
reticle on screen at the time of fire.
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size in the simulated environment and/or to its proximity to the viewpoint. All in all, when looking
at the design, it is certainly no coincidence that the genre that Doom more or less defined is called
the first-person shooter, since the most damaging and strategically well-formed attacks are
generally those made with the projectile weapons. The game did have the aforementioned power-up
of the brass-knuckles which was called a berserk pack: it made the fist attack become ten times as
powerful making it much more attractive to take this canonical action role than it initially appeared.
The nature of the first person landscape changed somewhat with the release of Half-Life. Much has
been written about this game and the protagonist Gordon Freeman, but in this context it is
interesting to note that one of Half-Life’s most prominent design features is the inclusion of the
crowbar as an avatar-wielded instrument. Together with the game logo the crowbar became the
emblem of the game as a whole. As we have seen there is nothing revolutionary in including a
melee option in a game or in a first-person shooter. The appeal lies primarily, I think, in a
combination of canonical agency expectations, game mechanics, and larger cultural circumstances.
First off, the instrument fits into the canonical agent schema directly, since it is a tool made for
force-application through muscular effort. It is also a tool not usually used as a weapon, and
although the action opportunities offered by the game involving the crowbar are purely destructive
throughout, they are not all directed at other agents – the instrument is required at several places in
the game in order to bash through grating and can also be used to smash boxes with pick-ups
without wasting ammunition. The attraction thus lies partly in the fact that one improvises the use
of a tool as weapon (this fascination is of course also part of the chainsaw mechanic in Doom). This
is a violation of functionality, i.e. an artefact being used as a means to different ends from the usual
means-end structures and the intentions with which it was designed. The crowbar has an intuitive
and pre-reflexive appeal as a blunt instrument meaningful to our embodiment and expectations of
canonical agency, but this affordance-related meaning may then be coupled to higher order
conceptualisations of what kind of person the avatar Gordon Freeman is, namely a physicist from
MIT, which is in stark contrast to the space marine from Doom and related physically proficient
agent archetypes from fantasy and space opera. As argued earlier, actions can be seen as both
primitive and part of much larger context, and the overall role of Gordon Freeman’s actions in the
simulated sociality of the game world takes on an explicitly messianic nature in Half-Life 2, where
the actions of the avatar is gradually being elevated to leading a rebellion against a clearly
oppressive government. By hitting, shooting and physically manipulating times with the gravity
Gun, in other words by exercising rather primitive and somewhat canonical actions based in core
cognition, the simple actions of the avatar almost brings down a fascistic, technocratic regime.
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The canonical agent role of the avatar is also changed significantly with the inclusion of one
particular piece of citizen technology (see next section), which is on the one hand not at all low-tech
and mechanical, on the other hand exactly that. This piece of machinery is the famous Gravity Gun,
first introduced in the level Black Mesa East. The gun does not look like it is merely cobbled
together from spare parts, and its appearance does not lend itself to either a ToBY-force explanation
such as the crossbow or well known (if not entirely well understood) technologies such as
propellers or combustion engines such as the ones seen on the Airboat and the Sand Buggy. The
functionality of the Gravity Gun is, however, pure ToBY, i.e. inanimate objects and force. The gun
can do two things, it can attract and hold objects and it can repel them with great force. This allows
the player to exercise a kind of technologically augmented super-powered canonical agency.
We can also see how the latter sequence in which the gravity gun is upgraded to allow for
manipulation of enemy bodies fits the overall thematic of the game: the Combine’s ruthless use of
technology to suppress innocent humans is reversed into poetic justice, which is exerted by the
avatar as he ploughs through the enemy stronghold using a super weapon which was partly created
by the Combines own “weapon confiscation field”.

Domain conflations as motivated thematically: Half-Life 2
It is also possible to use the core cognition framework to drive a traditional thematic analysis of
ergodic representations. A higher order thematic such as that of free, rebellious citizens vs.
oppressive forces of state is evident throughout Half-life 2. I will concentrate here on the way the
representation of domains of technology (inanimate) and biology (animate) supports this thematic
by the way they are juxtaposed and conflated in many aspects of the representation of the game
world, from the enemies to the weapon choices available to mediate the agency of the player. This
distinction of animate-inanimate is used to structure the representations of agents, objects and
settings and its action opportunities. The game also ties this distinction to larger issues of
civilization and government in a rather unambiguous way.
First off, the enemies of the player are called the Combine, and most of the hostile entities do
indeed exhibit combinations of traits from both the aforementioned domains. The distinctive
combinatory trait of these is that technology is not just used by the Combine it is rather embedded
in the biological material of the agent. As such, all combine enemies are to some extent cyborgs,
and several of these entities are referred to as Synths, i.e. synthetical beings, in the many texts
circulating the game, the most prominent being the Gunship and the Strider. These two entities are
clearly larger weapons of warfare designed for suppression and killing, and they are often used in
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the kind of combined arms warfare known from actual conflicts in our geo-political reality, which
means that the functional roles of air support, air attack or mobile artillery fire are well-known to
most players through military representations. The material make-up, however, is partly biological,
not solely inanimate technology. This is represented to the player primarily through the visual
models used in representation, but also in the case of the Strider by sounds exhibited when the
Synth is by rocket launcher projectiles; these sounds have a rather animalistic character related to
distress being mixed with sounds of inanimate material such as iron or polymer under stress. These
conflations of the animate and inanimate domains are clearly intentional, they are motivated by the
overall diegetic setting and its supposed history and timeline and they are signalled directly through
the audiovisual style of Synth character models and sound behaviours.
The dichotomy can also be tracked across the various weapons and vehicles the character is allowed
access to throughout the game. Some of these weapons are called “citizen-tech” because they have
been cobbled together bricolage-style by the resistance who lacks material and scientific resources,
but Gordon and his allies are also allowed to use Combine weapons dropped by the enemies.
Significantly, the avatar and his allies use this technology but never fuse with it by directly
embedding it, and the avatars embodiment is never altered in fundamental ways. The protective suit
of Gordon Freeman is thus emblematic of the way avatar embodiment and technology is handled by
the game; although the suit cannot be removed, we are led to believe that it does not alter Gordon’s
body in any significant way; it merely shields him and allows him to move with extra speed for
short periods of time.

Canonical and playful agency: Super Mario Galaxy
Core cognition and canonical agency can also be exploited in highly creative ways where key
competencies are targeted for violation or conflation. The action opportunities offered to the player
in control of Mario in Super Mario Galaxy is a clear example of canonical agency in a setting ripe
with domain violations ranging from the well-known Nintendo conflations of animacy and
inanimacy to highly original configurations of gravity – the game features highly localised gravity
which means that the support relation between avatar and spatial layout is constantly reconfigured
rather than violated. Mario – or the rest of the spatial layout – is frequently upside down, or
sideways etc. When one adds that some of the power-ups available in the game are bona fide
minimally counterintuitive (Mario can turn into a ghost), one has a design structure which
consistently targets core cognition and capacities for playful challenge and mastery in very direct
and, might I add, supremely competent ways.
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Mario as player avatar has figured in many games since his appearance as Jumpman, and his action
repertoire as a character across the games is quite diverse, from the driving seen in the Mario Kart
games over the football player to the hits, kicks, jumps and slides featured in the Smash Brawl
series; Kohler (2005) gives an overview and some interesting remarks on how both Mario and the
Mario games have changed along with the hardware platforms over time. My intent here is not to
track consistencies and inconsistencies in Mario’s role over the years, although I suspect that some
interesting findings might show up, but rather to track the canonical agency configuration. The
action repertoire of Mario in Super Mario Galaxy can be traced all the way back to Jumpman in
Donkey Kong, but the immediate precursor and genus is arguably the configuration of avatar skills
and, to some extent, the setting which facilitates action opportunities found in the game Super
Mario 64. In this game Mario is able to walk, jump, run, slide and perform spectacular backflips.
He can attack enemies by hitting them, but also by jumping head first into them. By picking up
power-ups he is able to fly, withstand more damage and walk through parts of the scenery. The
progressive quest structure is that Mario needs to find stars that his archenemy Bowser has used to
imprison Princess Peach in her own castle. These stars are obtainable by completing so-called
obstacle courses, i.e. separate levels that all give the player the task of navigating Mario around in a
hostile environment until he has located a star, most of which are gained by defeating bosses, i.e.
enemy agents who are both larger and have more sophisticated movement patterns and specific
weaknesses that needs to be found and exploited. At first, Mario can only access one obstacle
course, but once he has collected one star by defeating the required boss character on this level, he
is able to access other obstacle courses. The successful traversal of these courses yield more stars,
and these are needed to get access to more courses. As such, the quest-goal structure is a classic
example of nested goals in a progression structure, where the individual level may offer several
ways of navigating the obstacle course.
Super Mario Galaxy employ the quest-goal level-progression structure from Super Mario 64 almost
without change, and the latter game is in some ways an inspired remake of the earlier game on a
more powerful console that allows for both more colourful and detailed graphics as well as
incorporation of a range of more complex dynamics, but this analysis is not intended as an
investigation into the design influences. In Super Mario Galaxy, the player controls the actions of
Mario as he explores several galaxies which consist of different planets, once again with the
ultimate goal of rescuing Princess Peach. In order to do so, he has to find and rescue the power
stars. The game features several observation domes, which are unlocked in turn as more power stars
are collected. In every observation dome a number of galaxies are available for selection, and these
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are also unlocked progressively. Every galaxy has a number of stages which involve the planets in
the galaxy in a variation of the same level design, which means that the player will often traverse
variations of the same layout. The progression structure allows for the player to skip certain stages
and still gain enough stars to progress, which means that the player does not have to complete every
stage in all galaxies in order to unlock other galaxies and other stages.
The representation of the game world in Super Mario Galaxy exploits principles of core cognition
for a combination of visual aesthetics and challenging action opportunities. The basic action
repertoire of Mario is locomotion and vigorous jumping combined with the application of force
through primitive (i.e. physical) action. The game is essentially a mixture of arcade action
adventure and platform gaming which means that it features puzzle-like situations and that the
traversal of the levels often involve the challenge of both well-placed and well-timed jumping
manoeuvres. The game also features many enemies most of which can be defeated by either
performing a melee punch when suitably close or by jumping on top of them. As such, the game
features the extremely widespread design pattern of approach-avoidance tied to costs and benefits
of close proximity of avatar body and enemies. The player must often engage the enemies by
moving the avatar within striking range which means that the enemies in turn get a chance at
striking Mario. In many levels Mario needs to strike other objects to propel them as projectiles such
as large seeds to neutralise other enemies. In an interesting twist on the combination of projectile
and melee engagement, the game allows for projectiles to be fired by the player in order to
neutralise enemies for a short time during which they can be approached and neutralised by contact
(Mario will autonomously despatch any neutralised enemy in his path with a swift kick). These
projectiles are not represented as fired by Mario but are fired using the Wii-mote as aiming device
and are thus aimed and fired from the players physical space into the game world.
The principle of support is at the heart of platform gaming, and the core cognitive support principles
work in close concert with such notions as gravity and force. Super Mario Galaxy operates with a
gravity concept that is suitably flexible as to yield a series of minimally counterintuitive action
opportunities. All larger solid bodies of scenery in the level layouts which offer support also have
their own simulated force of gravity, and since many of these supporting bodies are round or
spherical, the player can navigate Mario around on these spherical in upside-down or sideways
manner. This principle is easily understandable in practice but can still lead to some gleefully weird
moments in that it clearly violates intuitive ontology, and this playing around with small but in
many ways completely lawful violations of support and gravity makes the traversal of the levels an
exercise in careful navigation since the player has to balance his or her intuitive ontological
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understanding of the world with the simple yet weirdly complex ways the game employs its
localised gravity against expectations, for instance in levels that feature specific areas of reversed
gravity.
Another way in which the game plays with intuitive ontology is the way in which the
representations are designed to conflate the domains of animate and inanimate. The game is a
veritable catalogue of subtly different configurations of conflation and violation, and only some of
them will be mentioned here. Large stone blocks with angry faces which move of their own accord
conflate a graphical and behavioural representation of intentionality, although the movement is a
sub-species of mechanical agency in that the blocks do not break out of their up-down movement
schema or move in bio-mechanical ways. The missiles with eyes and shark-like mouth will seek out
Mario in a goal-directed fashion and explode on contact. Plants with teeth but no eyes will attack
Mario when he comes too close. The power stars have eyes, and some of them talk to Mario in
order to make him feed them the so-called star bits found in all levels, which adds intuitive biology
to the domains invoked (through the mention of hunger states). Another standard violation of
physical space is that of ghost-physics (i.e. non-solidity of an agent in connection with material
reality), and here Mario both needs to confront ghosts and get to inherit the ghostly ability to move
through walls in specific parts of certain levels.
Violations of the division between animal agency and human agency is another integral part of the
Mario universe as represented in the various games featuring Mario, Donkey Kong and Bowser, but
while Donkey Kong, Bowser and his offspring have become somewhat anthropomorphic in
appearance, Super Mario Galaxy also features animals such as pinguins, rabbits and bees, who all
need Mario’s help. Their appearance is cartoony in keeping with the rest of the representational
style of the game, but the animals are not given clothes or anthropomorphic movement patterns.
They are, however, given the function of initiators of playing small games with Mario, where the
objective may be to snatch a turtle shell from a penguin or to catch a bunny.
In relation to whether specific computer games facilitate playful play, several factors make Super
Mario Galaxy suited to playful or similarly paratelic interaction modes, at least initially. Some of
these factors stem directly from the nature of the simulation and representation in the game. As
noted above many of the activities in the levels are actually framed as play within the diegetic
universe, which is not a guarantee of playfulness but still something worth noting as a general
design feature which is also seen in such successful series as Super Monkey Ball but is entirely
absent from games of the more mature variety (none of the enemies in most action-adventures are
depicted as playful within the diegetic universe). Mario also frequently expresses himself through
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cries like “Yahoo!” and his incessant smiling is another sign that playfulness is present in the
universe of the avatar. The constant whimsical flouting of the principles of reality also work
together with these factors to create a play-like experience of non-ordinary but still tangible
constraints being in place. In this respect one could argue that any world simulation embodies and
represents a world governed by certain principles, but this does not make it separate from reality in
the sense that Caillois hints at. For this separation to take place in way that affords play and not
mere differentiation or ritualisation of activity, it needs to engage and violate some of the principles
that we usually find in our dealings with the real world – in this context the most obvious are the
principles of core cognition, but such a violation-leading-to-engagement could also be in relation to
some primary social framework in Goffman’s terms. As already argued, one of the most
predominant primary frameworks is that which governs our expectations of the physical world, and
we may add to these the other core domains of core cognition, such as the basic teleology of agents
or the self-preservational tendencies of biological agents – once a world is projected which violates
some of these constraints, the possibility of play (or horror) arises. If the violations can be kept
within a psychological protective frame, play is possible.
With regards to the protective framing of player activity in terms of costs, many game design
decisions with regard to progression and planning in Super Mario Galaxy make sure that the player
is able to keep his protective framing intact, at least in the beginning stages of the game. In the
initial levels, the player is almost never penalized severely in terms of time spent, however badly he
performs. Most levels thus feature checkpoints that allow the player to tackle the challenges without
performing the same actions over again, and when a level is completed, the player is free to try it
another time as many times as s/he wants. There are no special skills that have to be obtained before
a certain quest can be attempted and those special power-ups which are needed for certain questchallenges or boss-fights are always available and are never expended in the course of trying to
reach the games goals. The game cannot be saved within a level, but the player is free to return to
the observatory at all times, and every time the player loads the game he keeps his progress and
starts with 5 lives. As such, the player has only a limited set of lives to try and complete a given
level, but he or she will never need to perform any virtual training or questing to gain a specific skill
needed.
There is no difficulty setting, however, so the player will have to accept the challenge level inherent
in the design. And the difficulty clearly changes as the game progresses. While the basic difficulty
of the first couple of levels is very casual which makes these levels serve as un-flagged tutorials in
specific techniques such as wall-jumping, the game ramps up the difficulty of the platform
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traversals later, and couples this to much more insistent enemies. This means that exploration of the
game layouts quickly becomes directly tied to mastery, and the mastery required is not in terms of
virtual skills but actual player skills, i.e. the game does not allow the player to upgrade jumping
abilities or gain better weapons in order to adjust the challenges. Once the opening stages have been
cleared, the game thus caters directly to those that savour a classic arcade challenge with boss battle
structures that demand tight timing and perseverance through several timed challenges, since the
checkpoint structure sends Mario back to the beginning of the challenge sequence. The catering to
the more challenge-oriented player is also seen in some of the additions to the basic traversal quests,
where the game adds several modes by the way of different “challenge comets”, which allow the
traversal of a specific level under (even) more strenuous conditions, due to changes in one or more
variables related to that level, for instance the speed of the monsters, or a challenge of the player to
a race against time.

Simulating the stroke: Wii-Tennis
Nintendo game designer and celebrity Shigeru Miyamoto introduced Wii-Tennis in 2006 with the
following words “Control is simple and intuitive. Even your mom can play.” The game is as the
name implies; a tennis game of the casual variety, since it only maps the control of one particular
aspect of a tennis player’s actions, namely the swinging of the racket, whereas positioning the
avatar is taken care of by the AI in the game. Using Wii-Tennis as an example of the
abovementioned immediate-immersion-through-motor-isomorphism strategy, it can be argued that
such a strategy poses certain problems for games aiming for immersion in virtual environments, in
that it may lead to a somewhat harmful bifurcation between actual and virtual space. In a nutshell,
the dilemma is that if one prioritizes the actual physical control interface (PCI) and P-actions
performed in relation to this, the phenomenal action space might switch from virtual space to actual
space; available add-ons in the shape of mock tennis rackets that may be attached to the Wii-remote
play up the physical reality of the PCI even more. This latter strategy might lead to trouble. One
might accept this or not, based on one’s own experience of Wii-remote functionality, and though
one could argue that there is no sharp boundary between the screen space and the physical space
experientially speaking, neuroscientific evidence suggests a slightly different picture. As such one
can use neuroscience in combination with game structure and phenomenological considerations to
get a better grasp of how the concepts of body schema and body-image-in action- may be applied to
gaming.
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In the comprehensive study of visual perception in relation to visually-guided behavior, it has
become commonplace to distinguish between two separate brain systems that use visual information
for different purposes: the dorsal and the ventral system. Originally this was proposed by
neuroscientists Ungerleider and Mishkin as the “where” and the “what” systems respectively, the
idea being, very briefly, that one system in the brain deals with spatial location (”where”) whereas
others deal with properties such as form and colour (”what”). Another pair of neuroscientists,
namely Milner and Goodale (1996), have later proposed that the actual distinction is better
understood as that between “how” and “what”. They argue that the dorsal system delivers “vision
for action” and operates outside consciousness, while the ventral system deals with “vision for
perception”, the latter being a more traditional perceptive system delivering consciously-accessible
perceptual information. So, a common scenario in which one wants to pick up a ball with one hand
runs like this: the “vision for perception” system allows you to consciously see the ball and plan the
actual action, but it is “vision for action” that sub-consciously controls the ongoing visual guidance
of the actual hand movement. As such, the “vision of action” feeds directly into the motor system,
or so the theory holds. This is by no means an uncontroversial thesis, especially not when applied to
agency, perception, and awareness in general (cf. (Jacob & Jeannerod, 2003; Roessler & Eilan,
2003), but the evidence seems pretty robust in favour of at least some functional division between
these two systems.
Applied to Wii-Tennis this seems to spell trouble: we see the ball on screen, not in our peripersonal
action space close to our own hand or to its extension, the Wii-remote. Despite the previouslymentioned results proposing body schema flexibility in relation to tools, other studies suggests
otherwise; “vision for action” is thought to use an exclusively egocentric frame of reference and
coordinates this with actual body structure such as grip aperture of the hand which makes for
incongruence when facing a screen that presents data in an allocentric – that is, an object-centered –
representation scheme. The “vision for action” system simply isn’t built for relative size projections
situated in virtual space (see (Milner & Goodale, 1996) and (Hu & Goodale, 2000) – in other words,
actual grasping is controlled by the objective size of the stimuli, not any relative metric of
comparison. A closer look at Wii-Tennis in comparison with the actual motor domain of real tennis
shows that the extent of such perception-action problems will depend partly on the task-interface
structure at hand. As a casual analysis of real tennis suggests, the speed of the ball makes it difficult
for visual guidance and online monitoring and correction of action by “vision for action”. Studies
support this intuition: in fact, a tennis pro apparently needs to calculate, prepare, and execute motor
commands that serve to position himself and the racket properly before the ball is served in order to
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successfully return it, and the same holds for baseball (Hodges, Starkes, & MacMahon, 2006).
Some of the primary cues used to select the proper motor plan seem to be related to the posture of
the serving or pitching agent before and during the serve. Thus, a salient cue besides ball movement
in a realistic tennis simulation would be the visual biological motion pattern exhibited by the virtual
serving agent prior to the actual serve – and Wii-Tennis, obviously, does not try to simulate this
cognitive-perceptual challenge. Furthermore, the movement of the player getting into striking
position which is a key component in serve returns in real tennis that demands almost explosive
body activation is in any event computer-controlled: the key problem and requisite motor domain in
Wii-tennis is solely when and how to return the virtual ball by moving the Wii-remote, and the ball
moves slowly enough to cue action in regard to this task.
On the one hand, the Wii-remote coupled to a system using a screen display may lead to trouble if
the games put too much emphasis on P-actions performed in the peripersonal space and on the
actual controller in combination with virtual cues in screen space that do not correspond with the
“vision for action”-space: players may spend cognitive and emotional resources inhibiting visuallyguided action potentials that work with cues in relation to the hand and controller, not the virtual
space – less efficacy of agency and less ownership of the virtual body may be the result. On the
other hand, it is obvious that Wii-Tennis works pretty well in terms of immediate control and the
establishment of agency and ownership of actions – my 3-year old son needed only two swings in
order to tacitly understand the mapping involved, and he had never seen or tried the system before –
and this is probably largely due to the motor isomorphism and highly canonical action structure
which facilitates ownership of agency and both bodies (real and virtual) to some extent. So, even
though relatively slow and visually-guided actions related to virtual environments displayed on
screen may not fit our “vision for action”, the actual ease of control in such games as Wii-Tennis
and Wii-Baseball makes it highly plausible that other systems, possibly tied to vision for perception,
are perfectly able to execute another kind of visually-guided action based on allocentric, distal cues
outside the peripersonal space. The key issue is timing – the challenge is not to make your actual
body make contact with an object in terms of precise spatial location but rather to coordinate the
tracking of an object with an execution of action. Such challenges may instead involve our
capacities for spatial perspective taking linked to other bio-embodiments, which is hypothesized to
be another power of the perceptual system.
It is quite possible that the Wii-remote – or other input devices using similar, but more advanced
technology – could be made to deliver a more nuanced P-action individuation and map these
accordingly, which could result in both quite complex artificial conflict patterns and more
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pronounced P-action ownership. Such task-structures could profitably exploit perceptual-cognitive
learning of the anticipatory variety and present its visual cues saliently on screen and furthermore
make use of motor congruence – or possibly basing the challenge on performing a complex P-action
while watching an incongruent one. Designers should not, however, bank on our otherwise amazing
abilities to act effectively in peri-personal space, since this fluid competence may be the work of
motor schemas served by “vision for action”, that is, structures that demand egocentric data for their
proper functioning. Otherwise, problems with both agency and ownership may be the result.

Interface aesthetics: Missing force dynamics in virtual agency
There is another problem with the Wii-remote used as PCI in game systems which may be seen as
potentially problematic for the ability of a game system utilizing this or similar technology to
produce a robust sense of agency and ownership. This is connected to the role played by both the
touch systems and the proprioceptive systems in action performance and awareness. Physical force
and force dynamics are central to our understanding of the physical world and thus, to a wide
extent, our engagement with the world, as detailed by both Leslie’s ToBY and by the archetypal
agency schema (see also (Talmy, 2000)). A basic problem with the Wii-remote and many other
game controllers is that true force feedback is impossible to implement in controllers of this kind,
and in a nutshell this may yield a dissociation of central components of sensory experience. In the
games launched with the Wii console, the avatar actions depicted were, among others, using a
racket to hit a tennis ball, using a sword to kill gangsters or smite mythological enemies, using a
fishing rod to catch fish, and using fists to hit another agent in the face during a boxing match. Once
again, the aim seemed to be immersion through isomorphic movement patterns and more often than
not C-agent structure, and in most of the examples, the Wii-remote becomes a stand-in for a virtual
tool that is grasped and handled in similar ways compared to the physical counterparts. This,
however, makes for some important tradeoffs and possible incongruence in the different kinds of
information delivered by the perceptual systems. While the Wii-remote and the audiovisual
feedback can manage a certain range of modal information, the force feedback is necessarily
missing. When one swings a real weapon, the weight and length is easily felt by body schema
processes, and if one hits something with the weapon as a consequence of a full swing, the impact
can be literally stunning for the somatosensory system and muscles and joints. When one operates a
real fishing rod, the interplay between such variables as weight, length and elasticity of the rod, the
elasticity of the line and the angle as a result of fish position, and, of course, the dynamic
movements of a hooked fish will all translate into easily felt force dynamics. Part of these
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dynamical patterns will be felt through the posture and touch system, but one of the primary
variables here seem to be the sheer amount of muscle tension involved in reeling in a fish. All of
these crucial sensory inputs will be missing from the P-action performed in physical space. It seems
obvious that in absence of force feedback, the game will have to deliver through other input
channels, but the question remains what exactly is gained by allowing one aspect of the action to be
directly isomorphic while another very important aspect is completely missing. While the standard
controller schemes couple minimal P-action with maximal audiovisual feedback, the Wii-setup
makes for a kind of incongruent motor realism – the sense of ownership of the real body is high
because body schema processes are dynamically active, but both the sense of agency and transfer of
ownership to the virtual space may be hampered severely, since what you feel and what you see
does not add up. Less motor activation means less incongruence in these cases, which suggests a
“less is more” strategy might be more useful. Another key factor involved here is of course that
force is actually necessary in the real world, but it very often is not in the games: In real tennis, you
need a fast but powerful swing to return the ball, but Wii-tennis does not actually track a movement
pattern in real space, just simple accelerator changes inside the controller. As already mentioned,
Wii-tennis is essentially a game of timing and not of strength, and since it is much easier to time a
quick flick of the wrist than a full swing, this quickly becomes the preferred strategy if one is
interested in winning a match.
These problems of missing force dynamics are also quite pronounced in the boxing game included
in Wii Sports. Here, the player can throw punches by making punching motions while grasping the
Wii remote and the Nunchuck and block punches by holding these controllers in front of the face.
An actual punch may be more or less accurately mapped visually and thus quite isomorphic and
congruent, but the feeling of landing a punch is, of course, sorely missing in terms of proprioception
and somatosensory stimulation – thus minimal agency and efficacy might be the result of such
ghost physics (Boyer, 1994). Blocking punches is also a semi-embodied affair since the action of
holding up both hands will be mapped to a blocking posture, but once again the P-action and the
visuals do not match up with the expected impact on the physical body. This shows the problematic
dichotomy between acting upon other agents and being acted upon – the active and tense acts of
hitting someone virtually benefits to some extent from the ability to actually make punching
motions, but the patient-relations involved in the boxing match must be left to the audiovisual
feedback – and since this is comparatively sparse when hitting or blocking in Wii-Boxing, the game
does not do a very good job of fostering ownership of the virtual body in that situation. Being hit,
however, results in a very simple “explosion” effect which is surprisingly effective on a large screen
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display. I would argue that the ownership effect here is tied as much to the real body as to the
virtual one, which makes this particular aspect of the game somewhat successful in producing a
patient effect in actual, not virtual, space.
Of course, players do not consciously expect the virtual entities represented to interact with them
physically. They do not, for instance expect – and probably do not desire – that the opponent in WiiBoxing should land a blow that physically shakes their skull. What I am arguing is that sub-personal
expectations related to force dynamics may lead to less than ideal feelings of being an embodied
agent responsible for the actions portrayed on screen since the output representations employed by
the game lead to incongruence over several channels of sensory input.
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7
SIMULATION AND REPRESENTATION
Aarseth’s distinction between simulation and representation addresses a fact that is almost
universally accepted when dealing with computers and displays, namely the gap between what is
shown on screen and, on the other hand other, system states and events. While it is clearly possible
to describe system events with very fine grain, the detail inherent in such an analysis of system
states and system architecture will be irrelevant for the activity of most users. Most people do have
some understanding of how computers work, but generally lay-people’s understanding of
technology is functional and not very detailed (Frank C. Keil, 2003). In the case of, say, a word
processor, most people know that there is a file on the hard disk somewhere, and that what you see
on screen is a representation of the content of that file. Most people, however, do not understand the
specifics of how the computer manages to allow you to input typing movement and see it onscreen
as text, but as argued earlier, this gap between implementation and concretization is general with
respect to computers and the shallowness of causal and functional explanation is an almost
universal fact about our understanding of both natural and artefactual processes. Most game studies
analyses are not limited to how people understand games but attempt to lay bare questions of the
structure of the games themselves, as evident in the writing of Aarseth, Juul, Frasca, and Salen and
Zimmerman. The concept of simulation has become integral to these aspects of ludological writing
and this chapter offers a more detailed discussion of simulation – the other central concept of rules
will be dealt with in the next chapter.
Aarseth’s cybertext model does not just posit a functional ontology of data, computation, and
representation but rather proposes simulation as the relevant functional subdivision, and he has
elsewhere asserted that “the computer game is the art of simulation”(Aarseth, 2004a: 52). Frasca
(2003, 2004) has proposed that a proper ludology is a simulation ludology and his framework is
thus heavily invested in the concept, and Salen and Zimmerman (2004) also argue for the relevance
of simulation. A reasonable initial question is how to understand simulation, both in the cases where
computer game scholars use the concept and also more generally. To start with the latter, one can
learn from Encyclopedia Brittanica’s entry on the subject ("simulation", 2008) that the principal
uses of simulation are found in scientific research, engineering, and teaching. Although all of these
seem tied to the acquisition of knowledge and ways of increasing skills I will abstract two main
uses, namely scientific modelling and training simulation. The first is to be understood as
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intentional modelling of certain processes with the aim of gaining otherwise unavailable knowledge
about a target system. The second main usage is training simulation, which is equivalent to
simulation understood as an activity performed to gain skills relevant in an otherwise unavailable
target domain. These two aspects of the simulation concept are related and both are in play in most
of the writing on game uses of simulation.

Simulation as scientific modelling
Within philosophy of science Giere (forthcoming) has proposed a general agent-based framework
for understanding scientific modelling. He argues that the intentional use aspect is fundamental to
modelling in that such intentions are fundamentally involved in giving a specific object or entity the
status of a model. This is partly because, as Black (1962) and others (see (Lloyd, 1998)) have
pointed out, a model is essentially defined by the fact that it represents only certain aspects of the
target system – otherwise it would not be a model but the object itself. Modelling thus seems to
entail partial similarity but as Giere himself and many others have pointed out similarity is plainly
too unconstrained as a concept to be useful, since it is a common platitude that any one thing may
be similar to other things in infinite ways. Giere does not discount similarity but uses the term fit
instead of correspondence or similarity, and he asserts that fit is always partial (Giere, 2004). He
further argues that models represent aspects of reality in a relationship of partial fit and that the
intentional aspect of representation is necessary in order to identify the relevant aspects of the
target. Giere gives the example of a physicist who uses a pencil to explain the behaviour of protons:

“There is clearly no intrinsic representational relationship between a pencil and a beam of protons.
Of course, the shape of a pencil makes it appropriate to use for representing a beam of protons. But
that similarity has to be invoked” (Giere, forthcoming)

Thus, modelling aspects of a situation can be based on similarity but these may be quite abstract and
necessarily have to be invoked by an intentional agent for the model to do its modelling work.
Giere’s agent-based framework of modelling thus stresses that it is the intentional agent who is
using the object as a model who both designates the object as a representation with partial fit and
supplies the necessary constraints on that representation by specifying which aspects are modelled –
only in this way is it possible to talk about modelling. Lloyd (1998) quotes Wartofsky for a similar
definition: “a person takes something as a model of something else” (emphasis in orig.), whereas
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Giere spells out his formula of modelling thus: An agent (or agents) intentionally uses model M to
represent some aspect of the world W for some purpose P” (paraphrase of Giere, forthcoming).
If we accept that simulation is indeed based on intentional modelling of similarity between target
systems, it seems we also need to accept the fact that we cannot talk about the relationships of fit
between target and model without specifying what relationships are supposedly relevant, and this
specification of relevance must be supplied by one or several intentional agent(s). A model doesn’t
model anything unless someone intends it to do so and it is the intentional structure of the agent’s
use that determines the partial fit and thus the modelling relationship. I think we both need to
acknowledge these insights and be quite careful in applying them. My initial proposal is to grant
that simulation objects (models) can be said to exist as models of something in and of themselves in
that they inherit aspects of intentionality from the intentional agent(s) who produced the model60 to
be a simulation of something specific – a system can be said to simulate something because the
system is designed to represent specific aspects of another system. In computer applications, the
numerical model implemented by software is often tied to another part of the software the
functional role of which is to (audio)visually represent these numerical states: in most computer
games the numerical simulation is represented as a game world. Another way of stating this is that a
model may be used by users to represent specific aspects of a target system because that model has
been explicitly designed61 by authors to represent certain relationships in ways that may prompt
users to interpret this representation in very specific ways. The intentional use by the user agent
thus has connections to both author intentions and to the user agent’s own cognitive powers,
including the ability to act intentionally. We can now turn to the other use of simulation, namely
simulation as training, and see how it partially fits the proposed simulation relationships of agents
using objects for certain purposes.

Simulation as training of skills
The use of simulations as training aids is seen in many areas of activity (as detailed by e.g.
(Goffman, 1974/1986; Ward, Williams, & Hancock, 2006)). Such training simulations may or may
not involve material and computational objects and they are usually used to model specific real life
situations to increase important task-specific skills. While this overall goal may be general, the
reasons for using simulations may vary. One issue is that of cost in terms of potential failure, where
costs can be both material and tied to the preservation of human lives. Ease of access is a related
60
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reason, which means that e.g. rowers may train with a rowing machine instead of going out to sea
even though the actual rowing may not have large costs or risks, while medical students training on
simulation dummies both get to perform the action sequences a lot more times than if they had to
rely on patients (access) and costs are negligible in case of failure in simulation (risk).
Training simulation is thus used with pragmatic aims somewhat different from that of simulation
applied for scientific purposes, but the two kinds of simulation arguably share the property of
modelling some other system. Training simulations allow us to see more clearly that simulation as
an intentional activity can be simulation of intentional activity, i.e. a simulated activity that stands in
a relation of partial fit to a target activity. When pilots use flight simulators, they do not do it (just)
to learn how planes behave but to gain skills related to flying an airliner – and they do it by
simulating the activity of flying an airliner by interacting with a flight simulation model. One can
thus understand intentional modelling of systems model as intentionally modelling a larger situation
of actor(s) in context, which means that the formula above is not general enough to encompass
simulation in general. It is not just that agents use an object to model some other system. Rather,
agents may perform intentional actions in specific contexts as a simulation of another activity
because they want to increase their knowledge of and/or skills in relation to another situation that
entails relevantly similar action opportunities. This kind of activity may include what one could call
sub-models of the world (e.g. a computational model of airplane behaviour and material cockpit
controls), but the simulation is fundamentally that of an activity performed as modelling a target
activity.
As with modelling in general, we can posit a continuum of partial fit here to cover incongruence in
activity modelling. Note that such an assessment of fit still references the intentions of the agents
involved and thus cannot be taken outright as a statement of how similar a model is to reality, even
though this latter relationship may be involved in assessing fit. For instance, if the explicit goal of
flight simulation is to train pilot skills, the modelling of the airplane cockpit needs to react in ways
very similar to the actual airplane system. Thus, there is often very good fit between model and
target of the semi-closed system of the airplane and its relevant internal workings. In the
commercially used flight simulators the physical modelling of the site of the activity is also
modelled faithfully, including such things as tilt and sway of the actual cockpit when flying. This is
done to ensure that the activity of the pilot – understood technically as including activity goal,
compositional actions, and motor operations in a specific dynamic environment – are as isomorphic
as possible to real world situations of flying. Here there is thus fine grain on all three levels of
activity and the simulation of material states related to the airplane and its reactions to the simulated
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environment has fine-grained fit as well. As a result, both the plane as a simulation of a dynamic
system and the activity of using that object has a good fit to the activity of using the target object in
the real world. Some of the same functional considerations hold in the case of the med-student and a
CPR dummy, although the model of the human body has both good and bad fit, according to
perspective. Even if a CPR dummy is an extremely shallow and coarse grained model of human
anatomy in general it models specific aspects highly relevant for training a particular set of actions
which could be seen as a specific technique (i.e. CPR), as mentioned earlier in deliberate practice.
The dummy thus models certain aspects of the human body in relatively fine grain, whereas it
simply disregards others, e.g. the digestive system, but the resulting activity has a reasonable fit to
the extremely constrained domain of action it is supposed to model. It is also possible to trace
connections between sub-model fit and simulated activity range: modern medical mannequins
hooked up to computers (such as SimMan © by Laerdal) are able to model many more aspects of
human medical conditions than the “classic” CPR dummy, which allows both for a wider range of
simulated medical conditions and for finer grain within these activities.
In a rowing simulator, the grain may be even coarser from a neutral ontological standpoint, but
again the aim is pragmatic in that it trains only specific aspects of rowing as an activity. In all cases,
but especially the latter, it can also be seen how effects may be more or less directly tied to the
activity. The benefit of simulated rowing may also be increased physical fitness in a general sense,
and if this is the only aim, one might use a rowing exercise machine solely to build and/or exercise
some of the relevant muscles. These are perhaps not so much training skills as causing changes in
the body that allows a person to perform skills in certain ways, but again the border is vague.

Contrasts between scientific modelling and training modelling
We can identify some contrasts between intentionally modelling physical systems and modelling
activity as seen in training simulations. This can be exemplified by contrasting a wind-tunnel
simulation of flight and a pilot flight simulation process. In the first case, the simulated system is
the airplane as a physical structure and the forces that work upon the airplane structure – and if the
structure, forces, and their causal interactions are well enough understood, this relationship may be
modelled either physically in an actual wind-tunnel or entirely by computation. In the second case,
the simulation involves a human interactor performing an activity in an environment which is
causally responsive to the actions of the performer. This causally responsive environment may itself
be seen as a simulated system, but need not be, as evidenced in e.g. large scale military exercises in
the actual world employing real machinery. This means that the flight simulation simulates human
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interaction with and in a specific environment, possibly through the use of computational modelling
of one or several semi-closed systems. Such a process is simulation from at least three different but
interrelated perspectives. It may be a simulation of a specific activity from the point of view of the
interactor. It may involve simulation, i.e. dynamic modelling, of one or more semi-closed systems
constituting the environment of the interactor. And finally, it may be used as a simulation from a
third-person perspective in the manner of scientific experimentation, where an observer agent may
track the behaviour of the total system including interacting agent in environment. None of these
perspectives are mutually incompatible.
All simulation is inherently teleological in the sense that simulations are by definition designed and
used as a specific means to a specified end by agents with certain intentions. Training simulations
are used to enable better performance in the targeted domain and in scientific simulation one of the
predominant aims is a better explanatory framework related to a source domain. Applied
technological simulation seems to primarily be a subset of scientific modelling insofar that the aim
is often to predict a certain state of affairs in systems. Note that one can use similar computational
models in all three cases. Scientific hypothesis testing by simulation might involve testing whether
the theory’s predicted outcome matches the actual end state and/or whether the behaviour and
output of the computer model matches the state of affairs observable in the source domain. Once the
designers of scientific simulation models deem the simulation properly calibrated in terms of the
source-target match, it may be used simply to calculate the outcome of a process in order to predict
certain events before they come to pass in the real world, as is the case with weather prediction
systems. A physics simulation system may be designed and computationally implemented by
scientists in order to test a hypothesis having to do with rigid bodies62, and a similar but less
complex simulation system may then be used for instruction purposes and to gain skills related to
science, including skills related to modelling as the practice of constructing and using other models.
Some of the principles in such models may also be used to drive interactive representations that
allow players to throw scrap metal in the face of humanity’s oppressors as seen in Half-Life 2.

Game simulation and “core cognitive realism”
The term simulation is widely used in relation to games, both in reference to specific parts of the
system, i.e. physics simulation but also to a specific genre of games thought to be simulations. The
most well-known on the entertainment market are the games in the Sims series which has grown out
of the SimCity series. The term “driving simulator” has been used by Polyphony Digital to market
62
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the hugely popular Gran Turismo series since its debut on Playstation in 1997 and similar racing
games such as the Forza Motorsport series are also referred to as simulations. Train simulators,
racing simulators, and flight simulators are available for PC, where the focus has traditionally been
less on spectacular graphics than on simulating key aspects of complex machines and technology
used in serious work conditions to which ordinary people have no access.
With regards to intentional authoring and subsequent authorization of uses the widespread use of
physics simulation in games is clearly intended by the producers as a simulation of how rigid bodies
behave in the real world. Driving simulation games use simulation of rigid body dynamics to model
the behaviour of an intentionally controlled car on a solid surface and the target here is clearly real
world automobile handling even if aspects of such driving are highly caricatured in most popular
games. To take just a couple of examples, Burnout 3: Takedown and Motorstorm plays up the
potential for spectacular kinetic action and ditto vehicle damage while Forza and Gran Turismo
series focus much more on the effects of tuning different parts of the vehicle while not modelling
hull damage to any real extent, if at all.
But designer intentions may of course not be mirrored in the intentions of the user of the product
when it runs on a computer game system. One may thus ask which of these agents are doing the
intentional work needed to allow the model to do its modelling work. My take on this would be to
acknowledge both these perspectives (i.e. designer and user) and an additional one. The producers
of a computer simulation may have very specific modelling intentions, and we do not need
particularly fine grain in our analysis to see that Gran Turismo does indeed exhibit dynamics that
lend itself well to representing vehicle characteristics instead of weather patterns. Also, the kind of
systematic mechanical laws and vehicle control simulated by the Microsoft Flight Simulator series
have a quite different structure than those used in Gran Turismo due to designer intentions. This is
not just because the internal numerical modelling is different but because the numerical models are
represented in a specific way.
This leads us back to the previously mentioned key factor in the relationship of modelling fit and
uses of simulation, a factor which is arguably not quite as important to scientific modelling as it is
absolutely fundamental to uses of simulation in computer video games for entertainment purposes:
The human user needs to be able to recognize the dynamic relationships represented. This brings
out the way in which simulation is inherently representational, even though computation can be
said to exist in itself63. The way that the variables change in a physics simulation need to be and is
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tailored to be visualised in a way that makes them recognizable to a human agent as a simulation of
physical relationships – indeed, this is what makes it a simulation of something and not just a
shifting around of numeric variables. This also means that with visual representation of data the fit
of the model to actual reality may be of minimal importance: what matters is the fit with the
principles of perception and core cognition. In case of physics, our understanding of many of these
relationships is handled primarily by core cognitive capacities such as ToBY and related
mechanisms.
The inheritance of simulation intentions from design intentions also means that even though
someone might want to use Gran Turismo as a model of the dynamics involved in, say, the
consequences of adding acidic fruit and sugar to an ice-cream mixture, certain facts about the
numerical modelling and the way this is represented will constrain the feasibility of such usage. But
once again this depends upon agent intentions as well. Simulation depends on an agent doing the
intentional work of letting the model do the representing (of certain aspects of) a target system. The
numeric relations do not simulate anything in itself before a human user lets them represent
something. This is true even when the scientific simulation outputs the numeric variables as
numbers – the raw numbers do not model anything, they need an intentional agent to instate a
simulation situation. With these points in mind, let us now turn to the way Frasca, Aarseth and other
game analysts use the word simulation.
Frasca is one of the main proponents of usage of the concept within computer games studies, and
his initial definition of simulation is inspired by scientific and military uses: “To simulate is to
model a (source) system through a different system which maintains (for somebody) some of the
behaviours of the original system” (Frasca, 2003: 223). Dovey and Kennedy (2006) describe the
relationship as that between a target entity T and the model of that entity, called M. The model M
“consists of”, in the words of Dovey and Kennedy, “structure” and “behaviour”. The latter proposal
should probably be understood in the sense that the model is not just what is often called a scale
model which models some aspect of another system, but rather a system with the kind of structure
that allows it to change dynamically. The definitions of Frasca and Dovey and Kennedy are rather
similar, probably because they are both inspired by the scientific use of simulation. The differences
in the use of the words “source” and “target” for the original system might lead to confusion, so I
will from hereon be using the words “target” and “model” to refer to the original system to be
simulated and the simulating model respectively.
Frasca’s uses of the word “simulation” may be inspired by science and engineering, but it still has
significant differences when compared with these domains. In a footnote he writes:
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“I am often criticized for using the term “simulation” in a very broad sense, particularly by
colleagues with a computer science background. Traditionally simulations model real systems and
connote an intention of scientific understanding […] I say that Mario Brothers simulates an
imaginary dynamic system (the Mario world)” (Frasca, 2004: 93).

As can be seen, the intention of modelling reality is here denied in favour of simulating an
imaginary system, but it would probably be wrong to take Frasca as saying that the computer
simulates an imaginary system. A more reasonable interpretation is that the world simulated by a
game such as Super Mario Bros is the result of a dynamic system which is not designed to simulate
the real world for purposes of scientific modelling but rather to represent a manipulable fictional
world. A such, Frasca’s mention of imaginary systems does not mean that one can dislodge
simulation in computer video games from representing something that we can recognise as a world
with certain principles that accord with those expected by core cognition – on the contrary, the
simulation system needs to feed core cognition with sufficient regularities for us to parse the
representation as a model of a world, not just dynamic visual clutter. The only reason why we are
able to see Mario jumping is that the variables manipulated by the system are rendered in a certain
way. And again, the chief reason why Mario is represented as jumping in that particular way is that
the computation responsible is part of a larger system designed with the chief aims of representation
and manipulation. In other words, the design authorises us to see a world with Mario in it, and in
this world Mario is partly under our control.
From his usage of the terms “world” in connection with simulation and representation, we know
that Aarseth agrees that the relevant use of simulation in computer game analysis is that of
simulating a world and I shall refer to this idea as game world simulation in the following. Since we
have already established that the contents of a game world are to be cashed out in terms of
characters, objects, settings, and events and actions pertaining to these, one of the tasks of game
world simulation should be to simulate precisely these things. Aarseth’s use of the word
corresponds with the way simulation of a world is authored by designers, authorized by the
representations and partly by user intentions, but he adds another pragmatic aspect of both design
and use, namely that designers produce and users subsequently interact with an ergodic work of art
of simulation (drawing together ideas from (Aarseth, 1997) and (Aarseth, 2004a)). This ergodic
structure is primarily one of nontrivial effort and although he insists that the user is integral to the
strategy of the work, Aarseth’s framework is not a phenomenology of the user, but rather a
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description of textual strategies. As we have seen, one of the higher level design patterns found in
games is the quest-goal-progression structure, and we may thus see the world simulation as serving
the needs of ergodic undertaking of quests and goals. This is directly compatible with intelligibility,
challenge and control, and engaging dramatic content.
But we are still faced with the problem of distinguishing game world simulation processes from
other processes in games. The question is, in other words: What should properly count as a game
world simulation? We could of course say that everything that the computer system does with
regards to the game world is simulation. But this reintroduces a problem related to the gap between
computation and representation. Since games are explicitly designed to meet the necessity of
intelligibility, control and engagement, computation is worth nothing without an interactive
representation meeting these demands. And even though all simulation is representation, not all
representation is simulation understood in a strict procedural sense.

Games as authored and authorizing simulations
In the overall analysis of simulation as a concept we now have the activity of simulation as
performed, the internal dynamic process of simulation and the fact that any system can be seen as a
simulation from the outside due to its partial fit with a target domain. My aim here has not been to
provide a detailed analysis of these relationships but rather to delineate a theoretical framework that
makes clear the implications of claiming something as a simulation and it is clear that simulation
cannot be divorced from intentional agency.
Designer/producer agent and user agents may thus intend something as a simulation, either as an
object in itself, an activity in itself, or an activity involving one or more simulation objects.
Simulation objects are, with reference back to Walton’s terms, authored and authorizing
representations with partial fit due to the way they are intentionally designed to represent specific
dynamic relationships of specified target systems. In the case of activity, a person may perform it
him- or herself, or s/he may intend for someone else to perform the activity. In the latter case, an
agent may perform an activity in order to simulate another activity. The user agent may also think
of an object as a system that models another system. In this case the object may be used to model
another object or an object may be used to model another process or even an activity. As such
SimCity may simulate a modern city, it may simulate how a modern city will react to changes of
various variables, and it may even be seen as modelling how it is to be an intentional agent who
must take certain decisions involving real world city-planning decisions in real world situations or
as a model of decision making in general.
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It is helpful to distinguish between the three primary agencies that may invoke, use or see
something as a simulation of something else, namely the designers of a product, the users of a
product, and some third party observer, such as an academic, all of who may seek an understanding
of a product or process through intentional uses of simulation objects. I have focused on how games
use computational modelling of certain relationships known from the real world to simulate game
worlds. The present work thus primarily forms an investigation into how game designers authorize
quite specific mental representations that together simulate a world in which intentional agents may
act for certain reasons. Some of these reasons are the ones that players may have for controlling an
avatar in the simulated world, and the games thus offer both an authored simulation of a setting for
action (a world) and an authored simulation of being an agent with the power of manipulating
certain states in that world (activity). In doing so, it allows for player activity which is not simulated
but real, but this does not make them any different from any other simulation activity. The
important thing to remember is the duality of computational modelling open for player
manipulation and the resulting pattern of representations is designed to work with our core
cognitive capacities.

Critical ludology and simulation
Frasca uses terms such as world modelling and intentional use but he also ties simulation to the
activity of playing, which is, as we have seen, an activity that involves a certain attitude of the user.
He connects simulation to Caillois’ distinction between paidia and ludus by more or less letting
them stand for play and game respectively, with the added point that ludus rules are often goals
stated by the game and rules related to outcome. Frasca argues that games that do not state outcome
goals are closer to paidia than ludus and in the sense of paidia understood as non-regulation of game
structure this may be true, but if we instead understand paidia to be the playful attitude of activity
the previous remarks about exploration, mastery and assimilation of contexts for playful self
enjoyment may make this relationship stand upon its end: Players may be quite playful with highly
regulated structures once they master them and conversely they may struggle to understand
simulations with no clear goals64.
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articulation of artificial conflict in simulation does not make the simulation well suited to playful activity. The more
complex the simulation is in terms of relationships included for manipulation and control the more there is to master.
This means that e.g. flight simulation software may in fact be especially ill suited for playful interactive world
simulation.
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Frasca also argues for a critical ludology that may enable users to learn something about how real
world processes work. This makes for a complex set of intentions, namely that designers may
design and produce a simulation system for the explicit purpose of both playing with it and learning
something about the real world at the same time. At one place, Frasca argues that the constraints
upon source and target correspondence can be relaxed quite drastically as long as the modelled
system can “guide discussions and serve to explore alternative ways of dealing with life issues”
(Frasca, 2004: 90). The kind of freedom with regards to fit may be seen both as a virtue and as a
weakness since almost anything understood as a dynamic game system can be said to simulate
another system according to viewpoint: We are back to the question of who gets to fix the similarity
of representational aspects.
One of Frasca’s hypothetical proposals lets the player exercise his agency by manipulating several
aspects of the simulation model itself: A hypothetical modification of a Sims-like game would allow
for players to manipulate the personality parameters of the simulated persons in order to produce
models of behavioural trait types such as e.g. an alcoholic mother. The dynamics of this simulationobject could hereafter be used to exchange ideas expressed in the way the simulation works as a
model of real world relationships. The scenario is clearly interesting, although in the form it is
presented it seems more like a pastime for game designers than for casual users. This dichotomy of
intentional uses depends directly upon the simulation authoring skills of the involved agents and
since game authoring tools have become commonplace and increasingly user-friendly65 some
version of this player-as-constructor/manipulator-of-simulation-models scenario may become less
dependent upon computer skills and more upon creative imagination and more generally available
computer-literacy skills. It remains to be seen, however, whether the motivation for such active
engagement will be widespread. The majority of game authoring tools seem to be used in
construction games for later playful interaction and not contemplation of complex real-world
relationships.
Frasca has, however, not only written about hypothetical games but also produced some actual
games as well (Frasca is a quite prolific game designer as well as a ludologist). One of these
authored simulations called September 1266 may yield some hints as to the level of modelling fit and
player manipulation that may be employed as part of a critical simulation ludology. In September 12
the player is offered only one action opportunity, namely to fire (or not fire) a missile towards a
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populated marketplace where two kinds of represented agents move randomly about. These agents
are identified by the title screen as terrorists and civilians respectively and can be differentiated
based on visual information. In September 12, however, no possible strategy leads to the
elimination of all terrorists, since the missiles fired have a time delay and tend to kill several
civilians and when dead civilians are found by living civilians the latter change into terrorists.
This version of the critical ludology involves interaction with a completely closed design which is
not open for any kind of manipulation by the player other than the options which have been
explicitly designed. The game is introduced as “a simple model one can use to explore some aspects
of the war on terror” (Newsgaming.com, 2003), so designer intentions are quite explicit even if
ambiguous in their goals. The question is, of course, what the relevant aspects from the designer’s
point of view are, even if the principal aim is to guide discussion and exploration of a complex
issue. It seems reasonable to say that the structure of the game authorizes us to see this as a
comment upon the military means and ends of the so called war on terror. But, the simulation as an
activity may be said to model two different domains. It may be said to be a model of important
decisions being taken by military leaders, some of whom have been elected to office by the public.
They, like the player, perform the intentional actions which eventually will lead to bombing and
killing of civilians. The game may also, however, be seen as a modelling of the kind of activity
where computer game players mindlessly engage themselves in the artificial conflicts of other
games. The game thus works as a simple but clever satirical statement on the way commercial
games may – or may refuse to – represent the challenges of artificial conflicts as models of real
conflicts (see e.g. (King & Krzywinska, 2006b) (King, 2007) for analysis of realism in war games).

Heterogeneous simulation
If we accept the thesis of game worlds as models of the real world, in the sense that the game world
conforms to certain principles well known from the real world, we also need to acknowledge that
they may be heterogeneous simulation models, in that they will often be modelling different aspects
of the world through subsystems with very different degrees of precision and/or abstraction. If we
return to the more complex world simulations of commercial games, a given computer game system
may incorporate several sub-systems that may stand in differing relations to their source systems.
Looking at Half-Life 2 as a general case, the behaviour of physical objects and the behaviour of
agents are being handled by two very different subsystems. The physics simulation is being done by
a specific sub-system called Havok, which primarily simulates rigid body dynamics, and this subsystem is called upon extensively during many stages in the game since it handles all the
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calculations necessary for how entities behave when they are thrown, when they collide, and when
they are under the influence of one or more simulated forces such as gravity. It also handles many
relationships involved in vehicle dynamics in the game – and there are several levels with long
sequences of vehicle driving combined with throwing and dropping things of various shapes and
sizes. Havok, however, does not govern the simulated intentional actions of the soldiers or other
agents in the game – when behaviour is not directly scripted it is being handled by what is
commonly known as a set of Artificial Intelligence routines, which govern how the soldiers
depicted in the game will react, e.g. whether they are aware of a certain enemy’s presence and
whether they will approach such an enemy aggressively or rather take cover. In short, AI works to
make agents exhibit some of the primary signs of agency, i.e. goal-direction in motor intentional
terms including self-preservation, awareness of the environment through contingent action and so
forth.
Without dealing with the technicalities of neither rigid body dynamics nor AI programming, I will
assume it is evident that these subsystems are both meant to model very different kinds of systems
in the real world with very different degrees of complexity and in fact do model these relationships
very differently. This distribution of labour between simulation models of inanimate objects and on
the other hand virtual agencies exemplifies a quite widespread heterogeneous modelling paradigm;
this model is seen in such influential games such as Half-Life 2, the Grand Theft Auto series, the
Halo series, the GRAW series, Far Cry, and Crysis. Given the centrality of simulation in games
studies, we need to recognise that simulation is often highly heterogeneous even if it has become
increasingly sophisticated in its world simulation of populated environments. In the following I will
pay closer attention to a specific aspect of one of the sub-systems responsible for game world
simulation, namely how actions by characters are represented on the basis of simulation.

Models and representation: ragdolls
I have just argued that what governs the actual behaviour of e.g. the soldiers in Half-Life 2 is a
different kind of simulation than the one governing the simulation of physical relationships – Havok
takes care of objects such as boxes and cars, while AI scripting takes care of soldier tactics. As it
turns out, the representations of the soldier’s actions are not exactly the results of simulation
routines. Rather, most of the movements and actions of the enemy agents as depicted in Half-Life 2
are preconfigured animations based on motion capture of actual, living biological actors. This
means that the heterogeneity and manifold connections between simulation and representation is a
complex mix of behaviour modelling, agent movement modelling and physics modelling. The
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following gives a slightly technical but hopefully still illuminating example of how game
representations of the human body may depend upon specific kinds of simulation and representation
and how these techniques relate to core cognition. The argument that world simulation is
fundamentally tailored to our cognitive powers should be familiar by now but here I will also detail
how questions of computer entity ontology and computational procedures can be quite complex
once one moves from the level of perceptually available reality to the level of actual modelling
processes understood as causal processes – even though one of the overall goals of the system is
rather simple, namely to cue the player into perceiving agency.
It is common that game engines allows the use of character models of differing complexity such as
polygon count and resulting level of detail, as briefly described by Dovey and Kennedy (2006).
This gap between computation of game world properties and representational detail is in itself
thought provoking, but the use of so-called ragdoll physics is a somewhat different example of how
different computational and representational models are used in concert to produce representations
of the human body. Ragdolls, at least as they are implemented at the time of writing, offer an
example of how computational simulation and representation can be temporarily divorced, only to
be joined together for specific representational purposes, namely that of producing representations
of bodies in motion.
Ragdoll animations are a specific kind of procedural animation of character models based on
physics simulation. The basic principle is that the physics engine uses a body model called a ragdoll
which consists of rigid parts joined together with specific kinds of joints. This physics simulation
object can then be used in dynamic simulations involving movements, gravity and force. The
principal use of ragdolls is – perhaps somewhat deplorably – to ensure that death animations in
combat games do not need to be prepared beforehand, but can instead be simulated dynamically.
The resulting death animations are subtly different every time, and enemies can fall and bounce
from several ledges or tumble down stairs without the need for preparing costly animation routines
for every possible “death tumble”. Ragdolls became a popular element of game world simulations
once the physics engines of PC games and consoles became able to do real-time processing of the
computational load required67. A game such as Half-Life 2 employs small sequences of prechoreographed animations (many of them motion-captured) to handle all living agents, but switches
to rag-doll physics animation once an enemy agent dies.
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Source Engine (used in Half-Life 2), the Halo series, Unreal Engine and CryEngine 2 all employ ragdolls of varying
complexity.
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According to Garstenauer (2006), the normal procedure when implementing these animations is
actually a slightly more complex process than e.g. throwing a character model down some virtual
stairs. The physics engine usually employs the much simpler and un-textured physics model to do
the calculations (Figures 4-5). Since the ragdoll used by the physics model has the same skeleton as
the character model but is much simpler in actual geometrical form, the simulation is cheaper in
processing than if the real character model had been used. In fact, even though the physics models
are used constantly, the player never sees an actual representation of the physics model, as this is
merely used for processing animations “behind the scenes”. When a ragdoll character dies and falls,
the simulation engine drops the physics model – and not the actual character model – to the ground.
The states of the physics model body under the influence of the various forces involved are
calculated in real time by the physics engine, and these numerical data are then sent to the
animation system which in turn poses the actual character model. This is only possible because the
physics model and the graphically detailed character model shares the same bone structure used for
producing movements (the two models are “rigged” in animation terms).

Figure 4. Combine soldier from Half-Life 2. Physics model (left) and fully textured character model.
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Figure 5. Physics model for Combine Soldier on top of textured model. Note the gaps in the back due to
simplicity of rigid body modelling.

Such ragdoll procedures pose a problem when one considers an argument such as Aarseth’s (2005a)
where he urges that we distinguish between what is merely fictional and that which is virtual in the
context of game worlds. In Aarseths argument, a door is virtual when involved in the ergodic
procedures in functional terms (i.e. if it can be open or closed) but fictional if it is just a bitmap, a
mere representation. In the ragdoll example it is the character model that moves on the screen, but
this body is, in fact, not the one which is involved in the actual computational simulation processes.
The body involved is not just a simpler version without the representational frills of textures and
shading – the computational modelling simply does not involve the character model at all: The
character model is merely posed by sending ragdoll-produced data to it. The upshot of an ontology
of fiction and virtuality based on actual computational procedure would be that the character model
we see represented is merely fictional, while the physics model is virtual – which is probably not
what Aarseth had in mind.
This example may strike the reader as a mere technicality but the issue is not isolated to ragdolls but
quite general in scope. Not only are representations of computation always arbitrary to some degree,
the use of collision models in general follows the pattern of using much more simple physical
models to animate more detailed models. Almost any model that the player sees on a game screen
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as part of a simulated collision – be it a human body or a race car – is animated with movement
patterns produced in simulations employing much grosser models than the ones seen. What I am
arguing here is not just that there is an arbitrary relation between simulation, representation and
those aspects of reality modelled, but rather that we are usually not able to give a simple answer to
the question of what a given game system simulates, if we are at all interested in how it does its
computational work. The last example of collision detection also shows how it can lead to
counterintuitive results if we base questions of the ontology of fiction upon the actual numerical
modelling “underneath” the presentation of the game world.
This is not to say that it is uninteresting what the actual computational means employed are – far
from it. These techniques may have rather direct consequences for our interpretation of the
representations: Ragdoll physics has until recently (i.e. summer 2008) not modelled the biomechanical principles that govern actual biological movement schemata, i.e. skeletal structure,
joints and muscles. Instead, they treat the actor as an organisation of connected bodies with
constraints that are extremely simple when compared to the constraints of human anatomy. Since
we are especially sensitive to bio-motion characteristics, differences in computational modelling
may determine whether we experience animate agents or merely inanimate puppets or objects.
Technologies such as automatic animation rigging, dynamic motion transfer, motion path blending
together with the combination of keyframe animations and bio-mechanical simulation as seen in a
modern animation authoring tools such as Natural Motion’s Endorphin and Euphoria will surely
change the way agency is visualized in the near future. And once again, a relevant factor is the fit
between computational modelling, representation and our powers of core cognition. For instance,
motion capture processes still capture the essence of animacy much better than computational
modelling when it comes to human perception and cognition. And this is the important relation of
fit when it comes to world simulation.

The embodiment of Lara Croft
The relationships between core cognition and simulation can also be used to drive an argument
related to world simulation and avatar representation in game world simulation. Consider the now
almost notorious remark made by Aarseth in reference to Lara Croft, where he states that

“The dimensions of Lara Croft’s body, already analyzed to death by film theorists, are irrelevant to
me as a player, because a different looking body would not make me play differently. When I play,
I don’t even see her body, but see through it and past it.” (Aarseth, 2004a: 48)
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First of all, this is obviously a piece of polemic prose, something not uncommonly found in the
writings related to early ludology. It is obvious that the central game mechanic of platform traversal
and combat can be given different representations. Quite a lot of the mechanics of Tomb Raider is
found to some extent in the three most recent Prince of Persia games and (to an even greater extent)
in Uncharted: Drake’s Fortune, and issues of gender and imperialism should certainly not be
dismissed when considering both the original Tomb Raider games (as argued by Atkins (2003) as
well as the contrasts inherent when comparing the aforementioned games and their rather different
representations of gender and to some extent race and international relations – but that is not the
issue here. Rather, I want to mount a brief but substantial argument against the kind of antirepresentational essentialism inherent in Aarseth’s polemic. While I agree that game scholars must
not confine themselves to analysing the representational aspects of a game with only nods towards
the gameplay, I would argue that even if one takes the viewpoint that game mechanics and
challenge should be privileged in favour of representation, there is (once again) no escaping
representation, this time of the biological body.
Consider what the challenge in a typical sequence from these platform games actually consists of.
Most of the time the challenge is to control the avatar’s actions in ways that allows the avatar to
traverse a landscape of specific environmental features in order to progress. There is often a strictly
cognitive element of problem-solving and figuring out which path to take, but what remains as
challenging action opportunities (for both player and avatar) simply cannot be understood outside
the realm of the game world and the situated avatar as represented: Successful player engagement
with sequences such as these depends fundamentally upon the game world being represented to us
in terms of situated human embodiment, i.e. a person who has the capacity to hang from ledges that
offer limited support, who is able to stand, run, jump and grab only in certain ways and in certain
directions. As such, it is somewhat ironic that Aarseth chose Lara Croft for his polemics, since
some obvious choices in the depiction of female anatomy may hide the fact that the game depends
fundamentally upon our tacit understanding of our common embodiment and not such specifics as
bra size.
Dovey and Kennedy’s (2006) insightful discussion of these issues of embodiment in relation to
Lara Croft goes some way to vindicate representation against what I would call “strong” ludology,
i.e. games as essentially consisting of formal rules68 but they make a mistake, in my opinion, by
68
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referring to Salen and Zimmerman and their insistence on the rules being the same in a game of
poker even if we change the names of the suits of colours (to e.g. Death, Sex, War and Love).
Regardless of the truth of the poker example in isolation, this kind of substitution is not at all the
issue at stake here, since it is not immediately possible to find a set of variables that corresponds to
such a substitution in the case of Lara Croft and her navigational predicaments, a point that I shall
also return to in my discussion of rules in the next chapter. A comparison less based on metaphor
would analyse which game variables are relevant in terms of strategy and challenge: The requisite
variables in Tomb Raider and similar games are whether the avatar as representation of an
intentional and embodied agent can make the jump onto something that offers support. This is a
question of parsing the representation of the game world in terms of spatial relationships and avatar
capability. It may be very true that a differently gendered character model or different clothes (i.e.
“skinning”) may yield a very different relationship with the avatar as implied in the several studies
of the “meaning of” Lara Croft, but this should not lead us to neglect the fact that the game would
be near impossible to play if the character model of the avatar had not been designed and
represented in accordance with game play mechanics that depend upon Lara’s embodiment as a
being with human anatomy and the requisite action repertoire of someone highly skilled, but
importantly not that physiologically different from the player. Although simulation-Lara is, deep
down, a set of computational states keeping track of location and states which are available for
partial algorithmic manipulation by players, the actual game actions depend crucially upon players
acting in relation to representations of embodiment – not computation or abstract rules.

Narrative as fixed sequences as opposed to simulation
Another aspect of the relationship between simulation and representation is brought up by Frasca
(2003), who argues that narrative understood as a fixed sequence of events should be distinguished
from simulation as a dynamic process of events which may change in real time. This is reasonable
on one level, but there is simultaneously a slight risk that one trivializes the relation between
simulation and specific representation. The problem is that the narrative is a representation of
events and existents, not those events themselves. In contrast, simulation is, as Ryan correctly
observes, a process. But in the case of computers, only specific parts of this process are represented
to the user and sometimes only the output, which means that in the case of computer simulations,
the form and details of the representation can be varied in terms of perceptually available stimuli –
representation may even be entirely absent at first blush, since the output of the simulation may
simply be input into another system producing a specific behaviour. In other words, the necessary
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connections between simulation as computation and representation are entirely arbitrary, but in
practice when dealing with games they are anything but, since the designers and producers of the
game go to great lengths to ensure that the representation of the simulation serves the three
constraints introduced in the beginning. i.e. intelligibility, controllability and challenging and/or
spectacular interaction.
Furthermore, when dealing with computer simulations, the simulation is based on a computational
process which consists of and produces a series of system events, but this process may be more or
less open for causal influences from outside the system during this process, or to put it differently,
the simulation system may allow input from a user to varying extent. It is not unusual in science to
set up the simulation and then run it without further input until the simulation reaches the end state.
It is often possible to pause the simulation, inspect the relevant system states and then continue, but
the main fact here is that simulation as an existing method of modelling systems does not imply any
kind of interactivity (consider simulations of weather systems or nuclear explosions, for instance).
A game, however, employs ergodic simulation which involves manipulation and representations
tied to those manipulations, i.e. it has to show us how our agency makes a difference in the game
world. This, emphatically, does not mean that every state of the game world has to be manipulable
at all times or even just some of the time, but rather that for the simulation concept to be applicable
to gaming we must necessarily include manipulation in some form. In other words, game
simulations do not simulate dynamic behaviour of systems as much as they simulate situations of
manipulation and control69.

Simulations and representation: Transmission or procedure
This issue of fixed vs. dynamic temporal progression can be used to track further differences
between traditional media such as film and broadcast and game simulation. One fundamental
difference between computer applications and other representational media is that they have a more
complex ontology and necessarily involves user manipulation of a different order. Some of these
latter characteristics apply equally to the user systems analysed by HCI and to certain aspects of
games, where the output depends upon manipulation of variables by the user. But, it is also clear
that manipulable computer systems are often used for delivering more traditional media forms such
as motion pictures. The output of a given computer system may thus be a product of static data
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being processed temporally, such as in the case of playback of movies, but it may also be a product
of ongoing computation as in game world simulation.
Frasca (2003) is right in pointing out that it may be impossible to distinguish between
representation and simulation just by looking at the screen. But the difference between noninteractive and interactive media cannot be identified as that of computational simulation without
qualification. As already pointed out, simulations in general need not be available for manipulation
even if game simulations do. The weather simulation program mentioned earlier merely takes some
input states and goes through a number of computational steps to reach its end state. This end state
may then be represented in some way, e.g. a composite of text and images that show temperatures
and symbols for different weather situations; a simulated satellite image, a computer rendering of
animated rain or perhaps just an umbrella.
One might call the traditional kind of representation known from cinema and video technologies
transmission representation, (inspired by (Jensen, 1999)). Digital compression techniques may
involve massive amounts of computation involved in displaying a motion picture, but in
transmission representation, computation is used to display data that exists beforehand and is
(virtually) non-manipulable by the user as it is transmitted. In contrast to this, computation and
representation may be employed in combination to visualize system states of a more dynamic nature
which are continually being produced by the system in real-time. I will call this procedurally
generated representation.
One difference between transmission and procedure – or a lack thereof – comes out once one
considers how computer animated motion picture films are produced. In traditional computer
animation, the animators coordinate what to input into the world simulation residing on their
computers. In the case of a motion picture exclusively rendered as CGI, e.g. Finding Nemo, the
actors are placed in a spatial layout, and the animators use keyframes, waypoints and movement
parameters to move actors in the layout. The computer system then renders the individual frames as
pictures to be combined into a sequence, and during this processing the movements of e.g. fabrics,
substances and liquids are handled by dynamic modelling of these relationships. For an example of
this, one scene in Finding Nemo features a dialogue between the father and son while they move
several times back and forward through the arms of an anemone. The responsible animator(s) did
not draw each of the frames or place all of the tentacles in keyframes70. Rather, parts of this
animation sequence are produced simply by moving the fish actors into and out of the anemone
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object and letting the computer simulate the dynamics of the movements of the anemone arms. This
means that when a person watches the film Finding Nemo (and any relevantly similar modern CGI
animation film), the way the events unfold in the diegetic world is at least partly a product of
simulation – but very importantly neither a real time one or manipulable one, but rather one that is
locked and deferred in time and space by letting a set of very powerful computers render each frame
as a bitmap to a data file. So, procedural simulation in itself cannot be used to drive a distinction
between game representations and other media. The combination of transmission and procedural
representations can be tracked in its various forms through a range of games, keeping in mind that it
is perfectly possible to produce non-interactive sequences that use the principles of procedural
representation. In the latter cases the causal flow is functionally equivalent to transmission. In order
to get at further differences, we need to consider manipulation and control of certain diegetic
circumstances. But this issue of control is also quite variable, both intragame and intergame, as I
will show in the following.

Simulation, representation and control: Cutscene or not?
A very common way of distinguishing between different modes of representation is to locate the
difference in terms of interactivity, and thus segment the game into cut-scene and other noninteractive sequences vs. interactive sequences of gameplay71.
Cut-scenes have the function of representing a fixed sequence of diegetic actions and events in the
game world. Three methods of producing and rendering the audiovisual sequence of frames in a
cut-scene sequence have traditionally been used, namely Full Motion Video (FMV), Pre-rendered
Computer Graphics (P-CG) and Game Engine (GE), as detailed by Howells (2002). Howells uses
FMV to refer to photographic moving images, but even in 2002 they were seldom used, and the
term FMV is nowadays often used in reference to P-CG sequences as long as these are pre-rendered
and not rendered in real-time. This traditional cut-scene vs. gameplay segmentation principle is a
temporal segmentation based on the presence or non-presence of interactivity as part of the game
world simulation. A further distinction between real time rendering and pre-rendered material may
be helpful in understanding why purely temporal segmentation may be inadequate for game
segmentation in certain cases.
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the diegetic game world since many games employ a range of interactive menus or non-interactive elements that are
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Developments at the beginning of this decade, as noted by both Howells (Ibid.) and King and
Krzywinska (2002a)), has meant that real time rendering of visuals has seen widespread adoption72
in computer gaming: Thus, none of the following games commended for their graphical
sophistication in 2006 and 2007 used much if any pre-rendered material (barring the title-screens
and, in the case of Bioshock, the end movie): Bioshock, Uncharted: Drakes Fortune, Gears of War,
Call of Duty 4, Assassin’s Creed, and Crysis. The de facto standard way of rendering game world
events and existents has arguably become, or has at least been steadily moving towards, real time
GE rendering. This dependence upon GE rendering means that simulation and representation in
Aarseth’s sense is in fact involved in all of the visually represented material, be it interactive or not.
Or to put it another way, cut-scenes are also a result of simulation of the game world, but they are
simulations in which the possibility for influencing the simulation has been temporarily cut off.
This may have further consequences for the traditional distinctions between older media forms in
that it further emphasises that aspect of interactivity captured under the label of manipulation, i.e.
interactivity as a specification of which aspects of the media product are open to manipulation and
to what extent.
Even though pre-rendered representation sequences have been used extensively in cut-scenes in
games, a version of procedural transmission representation has been used in functionally equivalent
ways quite early, as in e.g. Donkey Kong, where the cut-scenes are always the same and nonmanipulable – although they are not transmission representations using pre-rendered frames but
rather movable sprites. The classic kind of non-manipulable sequences are found in many games
both old and new using only one or both representation forms, from Donkey Kong (solely GE) over
Final Fantasy VII and Baldur’s Gate (combined P-CG and GE) to Metal Gear Solid, Gears of War
and Uncharted: Drake’s Fortune (solely GE). Even though games may use both representation
schemes a “classical” cut-scene can still be identified by the one fact that the game allows no
changing of system states relevant to the diegetic world during the sequence73. In cases of prerendered material the non-manipulation feature is, to some extent, a consequence of the prerendering, since obviously one cannot change the actual representational content of a pre-rendered
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sequence. Once game design moved to computational platforms that allowed real-time rendering, it
meant that rendering and manipulation could be divorced or combined at will through design: The
possibility of using the game engine to dynamically produce the images allows the game system to
manipulate the player’s possibility for manipulation and control in subtle ways, as the following
brief examples will show. Partly as a consequence hereof, any bare-bones concept of interactivity or
manipulability as the ability to manipulate the system may stand out as too coarse-grained to drive
an analysis of individual computer games and individual sequences if one sticks to a traditional use
of the cut-scene concept.

Manipulable vs. non-manipulable: Game segmentation examples
Half-Life can serve as an introductory example due to it having pioneered the delivery of all
information pertaining to the diegetic world without the use of any cut-scenes at all. Instead, HalfLife famously uses scripted sequences, i.e. sequences where the events and actions have been
scripted beforehand. These events and actions are then triggered by the actions of the player in a
combination of spatial and temporal triggers. Although the cut-scene may serve all three overall
functions and is often used to deliver spectacular events and actions, they can also be used to give
information that is relevant in terms of action opportunities, and many of Half-Life’s scripts are of
this kind. The design allows the game to give action-relevant information without breaking the flow
of player actions and agency while information is delivered. One well-known example is the
introduction of the government forces being sent to the facility whose mission is not to help but to
hinder the avatar in his quest for survival. Instead of giving the player this information with a cutscene or by simply having soldiers shoot at the avatar without warning, the game runs a script
where a scientist approaches the soldiers and the scripted response of the soldiers is to treat the
scientist as an enemy – thus making them shoot him. In other sequences, the player is informed of
such hazards as electrical current and unpleasant monsters by watching other agents get killed by
these hazards.
In contrast, a later game such as Halo uses the classic, non-interactive cut-scene sequences
frequently, although all of them are rendered by the engine; the same scheme is used in Halo 2 and
3. But, the game also uses scripts, often to achieve certain dramatic effects. In the last level of Halo,
the player needs to drive a jeep-like vehicle through the inside of a giant spaceship which is about to
explode. The player/avatar is given six minutes to reach a point where the avatar is supposedly
going to be evacuated by a dropship. As the vehicle reaches this point, a spatial trigger spawns the
dropship and it taxies in from the left of the avatar’s position, followed by two alien fighter planes.
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The dropship is shot down all the while the full repertoire of avatar actions are allowed at this point
– the player cannot prevent the ship from crashing. Furthermore, the fighter planes will turn and
attack the avatar once they sequence is over, and the player has to press on in search of an
alternative escape route.
God of War, Resident Evil 4, and several other games use the so-called Quick Time Events. These
sequences display one or more button-sequences on screen in combination with a cut-scene which is
further segmented according to whether the button sequence is performed satisfactorily74.
Such sequences risk transferring player attention to the PCI instead of to the diegetic universe,
especially in those cases where they are only used sparingly and in combinations which cannot be
routinised beforehand. God of War allows for some routinisation of these PCI manipulation minigames since they are used throughout for specific ways of killing specific foes and also in larger
boss battles. An example is the minotaur boss fight where the player has to perform several button
presses and rotations of a thumbstick in order to incapacitate a large minotaur. If the thumbstick is
rotated in time, the sequence proceeds by showing the avatar succeeding with his maiming of the
monster – if the player fails, the avatar is grabbed and thrown to the floor and the sequence will
have to be repeated. God of War is also notable in the way it employs a fully scripted camera which
follows the avatar and frames the action according to filmic conventions of dramatic angles. This
additionally allows for scripted control of elaborate camera movements used to foreshadow goals
and events and multiple inserts of very small cutscenes are used throughout to direct player
attention, which at times makes it hard to distinguish between more traditional cut-scenes and
merely inserted sequences of camera movements and diegetic action.
Resident Evil 4 features many small contextual action sequences such as jumping over fences or
through windows. These actions are represented in small sequences lasting a couple of seconds, and
the animation cannot be interrupted and the avatar cannot be hurt during these animations. Another
kind of very short non-manipulable sequence is used extensively in games such as Ninja Gaiden
and Ninja Gaiden II. Ninja Gaiden uses the same animation sequence e.g. whenever a chest is
opened in order to pick up valuable resources. These animation sequences are only a couple of
seconds long, and might qualify as a kind of cut-scene, but we can push temporal segmentation
even further by looking at the animations employed in the combat system of Ninja Gaiden and
Ninja Gaiden II.
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Both games feature a rather extensive inventory of button combinations which triggers different
combat moves from the avatar. Each and every one of these is, from a certain perspective, an
animation sequence triggered by player action during which the avatar is non-manipulable. These
animations range in duration from the fraction of a second used for the swiftest attacks to the
elaborate “Ultimate Technique”-animations which last several seconds. Some of these animations
can be broken by enemy combat, but some of them cannot – players on message boards refer to
unbreakable animations as “invincibility frames” during which the avatar cannot be harmed, and on
harder difficulties the knowledge of invincibility frames can help considerably since the avatar is
literally under constant attack. With sufficiently fine grain in an analysis of temporal structure in
which one pays attention to the use of animations and inserted sequences we seem to lose the utility
of traditional segmentation based on tracking player manipulability on a timeline – how long does a
cut-scene need to be to be a cut-scene? A challenge-heavy combat game such as Ninja Gaiden is
not a likely candidate for the label interactive fiction, but in one way this kind of combat game is all
about triggering and stringing together pre-configured animations in extremely rapid sequences.
The game Uncharted: Drake’s fortune employs several combinations of scripting of diegetic
events, controllable and locked camera throughout the game. The possibility of manipulating the
camera has been blocked in certain sequences where the action is always framed for dramatic effect.
Control of camera framing may also be used in combination with scripted sequences. In one
sequence of standard platform action, the player is allowed full control of Drake’s action repertoire
while the camera is locked in a view watching Drake from the side in a framing that allows us to see
the scene from some distance. As the player causes Drake to jump onto a specific ledge, a scripted
event is spatially triggered and a jeep enters the frame from the off-screen space to the right. The
driver of the jeep will then harass Drake by shooting at him once Drake reaches the top of one of
the cliffs. In order to progress here, the player must shoot the barrel on the car to make it explode,
which triggers a short and completely non-interactive sequence, where the now flaming jeep is sent
flying towards the camera. Control is then delivered back to the player, and Drake has to use the
jeep as an impromptu bridge in order to cross the stream of water between the rocks. All of these
examples, but especially the more recent ones, show how only specific parts of the diegetic world
may in fact be functionally equivalent to that underlying transmission representation. This thus
touches both “the what” and “the how” of game world simulation: In the Uncharted example, the
player will always hang on that specific ledge, the jeep will always drive up to the ledge in that
specific way and the rendering viewpoint will always represent the actions and events from that
particular viewpoint.
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Game recording as simulation and manipulable transmission
For another example of how simulation can be coupled to representation, many game engines allow
for recording of only the input states to the simulation while interacting with the game. This file can
then be fed into the simulation and representation engine at a later point to be rendered75. It is
possible to use console commands in e.g. the Source Engine which allow users to record such demo
files, but without considerable technical competence these demo files lead to the exact same kind of
first-person representation that the player experienced when he played the sequence and the
procedure for making video files out of the demos is somewhat cumbersome. Halo 3, however,
ships with a designed movie feature which is much easier to use. Every time a game is played in
Halo 3, the game system records the input data which is produced by the player’s manipulation of
the control interface. This file consisting of input commands can then be saved and used to feed into
the game engine which allows players to replay the sequence, this time non-interactively: The game
feeds the recorded data into the simulation and representation engines once again, but this time the
player input to the game system cannot be input to the game world simulation, but rather to the way
the simulation proceeds and is represented; the player is thus able to pause or to fast forward the
simulation. Furthermore, in contrast to merely recording the stream of visual information as it was
represented during the original input76, the Halo 3 movie feature allows for the camera to freely
roam the simulation as it runs. This means that players can choose to watch their own performance
from the first-person view to which it is locked during actual ergodic interaction, but they can also
choose to watch how the simulation runs from a third-person camera. This feature allows for a
completely different way of analysing enemy placement and strategic movement, and one could
thus argue that the movie feature changes the single-player game challenge aspect considerably
once a player makes strategic use of it.
Halo 3 exhibits a particularly powerful set of configurations of simulation and representation which
among other things shows that simulation technology can be interactive by allowing manipulation
solely of certain representational aspects while the world simulation is doing its number crunching
job free from manipulation. It remains to be seen what kind of impact such functionality will have
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in the larger media ecology, since this kind of movie production touches both upon the complex
logistics involved in distribution of content as well as upon formal devices and aesthetic aims. As a
demonstration of the way movies can be stored, exchanged, and viewed while being manipulated, it
is an instructive example of how digital rendering technology may change the nature of audiovisual
entertainment on several levels – the design feature has implications for conceptualisations of both
games and movies. Once real-time rendering is possible, it is a design choice whether the product
should allow the user to move the virtual camera around the diegetic world or not. A set of exciting
possibilities for new kinds of interaction with representations of actions and events are obviously
here in capsule form.
The examples above show that current game technology and design patterns allows for quite
selective and complex configurations of manipulation and control combined with scripting and
representation of events and action. We can also see that there is often a very specific and closed set
of variables that is fully causally responsible for the representational output, namely the input to the
game world simulation and representational engines. In addition, games are manipulable, ergodic
simulations tailored to mastery, challenge and control. In the cases where there is absolutely no
player input to the simulation and the game world states, we may be justified in labelling such a
segment as a cut-scene, but this distinction is tied to a specific way of thinking temporal
segmentation and more phenomenological assessments of when one is in control and feels the need
to be in control in relation to the diegetic world and the avatar. Finally, it is an open question
whether the overall aims of simulation in games are that of mimicking reality. Games generally
simulate worlds which obey the most fundamental perceptual principles while they may selectively
transgress or violate cognitive domains such as those of animacy and inanimacy. Since core
cognition is tailored to track specific relevant aspects of physical reality this means that the systems
very often simulate dynamic characteristics that are parallel to those of physical reality. Note that
this does not mean that game designers have to mimic reality but rather that they have to target our
psychological capacities which are a product of both a long phylogenetic history and ontogenetic
development where our embodied mind has interacted with physical and social reality.
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8
RULES AND GAMES
Both Johan Huizinga and Roger Caillois, two of the most prominent game scholars within the
humanities, have included rules as an integral component in their analyses of play and games. Some
modern day video game scholars inspired by these two theorists have privileged rules in computer
video game studies; the most prominent are arguably Salen and Zimmerman (2004) and Juul
(2005). These scholars argue that computer video games are first and foremost games, not
narratives or “texts” as traditionally described by the humanities. Part of this debate has become
known as the ludology vs. narratology debate. Neither the questions of narrative or fiction – which
are obviously two quite distinct issues, one might add – will be discussed in depth here, since the
present concern is the fact that both Salen and Zimmerman and Juul make the concept of rules play
a constitutive role in their demarcation of the domain of games and their analysis of computer
games as a sub-domain within this broader field. Both Salen and Zimmerman as well as Juul offer
reviews of several game definitions, and both conclude that rules are almost always present. Salen
and Zimmerman emphasise, however, that rules are not unique to games and that game analysis
should try to answer the question “what is unique about the rules found in games?” (Salen &
Zimmerman, 2004: 121)p.121. As I shall show, an analysis of rules in general offers much that may
be applied to game rules, and I further suspect that there is very little about game rules in
themselves that is unique to games – in other words, the form of game rules seem to be that of rules
found in other circumstances as well. The structure of computer games, however, is very different
from many other games, and this means that the word “rules” must be used with qualifications
when it comes to computer games. The central claim of ludology, i.e. that computer games are first
and foremost games seem to yield the following syllogism: If games are structures of rules, and
computer games are games, then computer games must be structures of rules. Both Salen and
Zimmerman and Juul argue that this holds, although Juul tempers the claim by saying that computer
games are part rules, part fiction.
The following offers no knockdown arguments against the rule approach to computer games, and
there is obviously much to be gained from this perspective, but I will try to show that the claims
made for the term and its meaning may obstruct analyses of video games that make heavy use of
world simulation. One might even say that the closer one gets to a fit between computer game and
real world principles of embodied action, the less useful the rule perspective becomes: Game
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structure is much more than just rules, and rules make no sense without a material context and
human agents.
The following section starts out with a general discussion of the concept of rules and four main
ways of using this term. This forms part of the necessary background for the discussion of computer
games and their relation to rules and rule-based games. While the concept of rules is indeed helpful
in many circumstances, care must be taken when applying it to both games in general and computer
games in particular, since rules and statements thereof can function in highly different ways.
Furthermore much of the structure of general human agency in action – including games when
played – is not due to rules but rather to constraints related to brute facts of the world. In addition,
rules are always constructed upon the basis of our embodiment, so to speak. The games soccer and
chess will be used as examples of the different ways the manifold possible combinations of rules
and brute facts may yield opportunities for game action. This is followed by a discussion of how
broad and unqualified uses of the word rule may muddle important distinctions when it comes to
computer games.

Rules: regulation, constitution, and regularity
As is the case with many terms, rules can be understood in several different ways. In the following,
I will distinguish between four functional aspects of rules, namely the way they (can be used to)
regulate and constitute events and action, how they be instructions for action and finally the way
they (can be used to) describe regularities. This categorisation and the resulting discussion is based
primarily on work by Max Black (1962), John Searle (1969) and Anthony Giddens (1984).
Put very briefly, the regulative function of a rule has to do with what one should do, the constitutive
function with what a given action or event counts as, the instruction of what one might profitably
do, and the regularity description-function is used to express regularities of actions and events. The
first and most substantial part of the following discussion will focus on regulation, constitution, and
instruction and in the end some attention will be given to the regularity aspect. The phrases
“function” and “aspects” are used to avoid the implication that these analytical categories are
mutually exclusive, since they may, and very often do, overlap. A given rule statement may in
principle instantiate all three aspects, although the most commonly seen overlap is that of regulation
and constitution. Although I will frequently refer to a given rule as being of a specific kind, .e.g.
regulation rule and constitutive rule these are terms of convenience meant to identify the most
salient functional aspect without thereby implying that this is the only function of that rule
statement.
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Regulation, constitution, and instruction
First, we can introduce some very general principles from Max Black’s (1962) analysis of rules.
Black’s analysis puts emphasis on the uses of rules and his approach is explicitly agent-based, i.e.
agents and agency figure as key components of the analysis. Black argues that rules are first and
foremost statements and that a given rule can be given different formulations but these different
formulations may still be instances of the same rule. He also argues that a prominent constraint is
that rules generally describe human actions, in that “the rule must be about a kind of thing that
human beings can do. A rule to the effect that butterflies shall not eat cabbages would be an
absurdity, in the same way that a command or an order addressed to butterflies would be an
absurdity” (Black, 1962: 107). We could say that for Black all rules are explicitly intended as
conduct-influencing devices77 since they specify some kind of direction for actions – “do X”, or
“when in such and such circumstances do X”. Searle (1969) calls such statements regulative rules
and he adds constitutive rules as one more dimension to the functionality of rules: Rules may not
only tell us what we may or may not do, they can also tell us that something is the case under
certain circumstances. Goldman (1970) uses the terms normative and non-normative rules to cover
more or less the same distinction, but I will use Searle’s terms in the following, partly because there
can be normative elements in constitution.
An example of regulation is the formulation “soccer players are not allowed to touch the ball with
their hands while it is in play”, an example of constitution would be “Castling is a chess move
where the king is transferred from its original square two squares towards the rook, then that rook is
transferred to the square the king has just crossed” – a constitution with implied regulation could be
“For anyone else but the goalkeeper, touching the ball with the hands while the ball is in play
counts as a foul, and the requisite sanctions will apply”.
Black also mentions that rules can work as instructions. Even though instructions are of the form
“do X” they are not exactly regulations: Black describes the instruction sense of rules as something
that is chiefly designed to answer means-end or purpose-related questions, i.e. “”What am I
supposed to achieve by following this rule—what is it supposed to help me accomplish?” (Black,
1962: 110). One might argue that this is still closely related to regulations of the “do X” variety, but
one difference is that instructions are usually delivered in the knowledge that a person may follow
the advice or not, where regulation is much closer to giving directions meant to be obeyed, not just
considered. Also worth mentioning here is that Black explicitly states that these categories often
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overlap and that the term rule in itself “suggests the flavors” (p. 114) of each of the four senses all
at the same time. In the case of the regulation/instruction distinction this multiple flavouring is seen
in those cases where instruction-like regulation (or vice versa) may be based on principles cited as
reasons – “you are strongly advised not to touch the freshly painted area because it spoils the
paintwork and I just finished an hour of painstaking brushwork and you will be fined if you still
choose to touch it” or, less aggressively, “You should hold off adding the oil to the bread dough
until half of the flour is mixed in because the oil may encapsulate the yeast if you add it directly to
the water and yeast mixture”. Rules may even grade into plain citing of principles, and thereby
leave the instruction regulation implicit; “You wash your hands in order to minimise the presence
of bacteria” etc. etc.

Constitution, regulation and the possible conflation hereof
Searle argues that regulative rules are most often applied to actions that already exist independently
of the rules, and his own example is the regulative rule that “officers must wear a tie at dinner”,
where both wearing a tie and having dinner are activities that do not depend upon this rule, since
they can performed without that specific regulation in place. Constitutive rules can take almost the
same form as regulative ones, but they additionally specify how a given action should be interpreted
in the manner of “action X counts as Y” or “X counts as Y in context C” (Searle, 1969: 35).
Constitutive rules may thus be used to designate actions that do not have much, if any, meaning
outside a specific context as seen in the following constitutive rule about the offside position in
soccer: “A player is in an offside position if he is nearer to his opponents’ goal line than both the
ball and the second last opponent” (FIFA, 2006: 35). Another example is given by Searle, where the
description “he sent out the invitations at least two weeks in advance”, can be given whether or not
a regulatory rule (or merely an instructive ditto78) exist that one must do so –– whereas the
description “they played a game of soccer” seems to be impossible to give if there were no
constitutive rules for what counts as a Football game.
Giddens attacks the notion in Searle’s work that regulation and constitution are really two different
kinds of rules and argues that any given rule has these two fundamental aspects, namely their role in
constituting meaning and their relation to “sanctioning modes of conduct” (Giddens, 1984: 18). He
also argues that rules are intricately tied to such concepts as domination and power in a social
context. Black, in turn, makes it a prominent and almost defining aspect of regulation rules that they
are authored by someone, upheld by someone and enforced by someone, and there is a point in
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emphasising that constitutive rules tend to gravitate towards situations where the regulatory aspects
come to the fore. In this respect Black’s analysis supports Giddens’ analysis of rules as often
intricately related to social institutions and the exercise of power. Searle’s original argument does
mention that constitutive rules often have regulative aspects as well – and such an aspect is more or
less implied in the use of the word “foul” in the example given above – but I think (as Black, Searle,
and Goldman also seem to do, albeit in different ways) that there is still something to be gained by
keeping these distinctions instead of conflating them. This is especially true if we agree with Black
that something like “Do not plant tomatoes until after the last frost” is a kind of rule since it would
surely be idiosyncratic to say that such statements always imply power and authority on a par with
the regulation through manifold social institutions that make up the diverse context of laws of the
state or the way in which a social group less formally may reproach or stigmatise individuals for
misconduct. Although the aforementioned distinctions are in no way airtight, they do allow for
some finer grain in distinguishing between directly normative and less normative statements,
between directly regulating, punishing and enforcing existing kinds of behaviour, and between
“creating” new actions through constitution or suggesting avenues of action through instructive
statements.
Another thing should be mentioned before moving on. Giddens emphasises that formal games are a
rather special case in that they employ highly formalised rules in contrast to certain rules of social
interaction which are often much more tacit and implied. Another relevant difference between rules
as a social phenomenon in general and game rules is that, according to Giddens at least, even
though the laws of a society may be very rigidly and formally defined, such laws are generally
much more contested than game rules. The fact that players of games generally tend to
acknowledge the rules is, as we have seen, a central idea in the writings of Huizinga and Caillois.
The possibility for contention will play some role in the following analysis of computer game rules
– in very many cases one cannot challenge game design structures but must be content with
interacting with it.

Constitution, redescription and rules as connected
Some further remarks can tie this back to the discussion of action and agency given earlier. First,
the fact that constitutive rules can designate new actions hinges on the fact that actions can be
redescribed. It is thus often the case that one specification of events and actions are given a label by
a constitutive rule that has the function of summarising the meaning of that action or set of actions
in a specific context. As such, a constitutive rule does not exactly invent new behaviours out of the
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blue, but rather designates a specific (and possibly new) description of the actions performed. But
there is an element of begging the question here: If a constitutive rule is what makes an action count
as a specific action, how can one constitute a new action without a constitutive rule having already
constituted the original action to be redefined? Thus, a rule about officers wearing a tie to dinner
does not mention what actions would count as wearing a tie, since this is presupposed. One way of
sidestepping this regress is that in many circumstances the constitutive rule redefines a primitive
action or a state of affairs that might otherwise have no real significance. There are two components
to this, namely the “reduction” of action to primitive action and the element of pragmatic
significance. This does not, of course, save us from larger issues of pragmatic complexity, but it can
serve as a guideline. Raising ones hand at an auction is (or may be) interpreted under a constitutive
rule as tied to making a bid, and extending one’s arm while driving a bicycle counts as signalling
for a turn where the relevant frames for interpreting these actions are the general circumstances
related to holding an auction and navigating in traffic respectively. Both actions are primitive
actions that may mean plenty of other things according to context.
Second and following the above, it should be clear that I have no ambition of arguing that concepts
such as “dinner” or “letters of invitation” are a natural kind completely different from such artificial
terms as “offside”. “Dinner” obviously depends upon individual and social structures that may be a
combination of regulatory rules, constitutive rules, instructions and a host of states of affairs
pertaining to both individuals and social institutions. In the invitation example above, one could
easily hypothesize that some kind of constitutive rule about what counts as an invitation needs to be
in place (either oral, written or both), that there exist instructions as to what one might do in the
context of throwing a party, that the parents may punish unruly kids for disrupting the dinner, and
that the police may appear later due to unreasonable noise reported by the neighbours. Although it
might have seemed like the preceding argument tended towards positing dinner invitations as
existing outside rules, with games like soccer depending wholly upon them in contrast, this is not
the intention. The sentence “the player is offside” makes little sense if one is not able to make
reference to other soccer rules defining the playing field and the players of the opposing team, but
in parallel the term “invitation” makes little sense outside the domain of social norms related to
hospitality and sociality. The point I am trying to get at is that the concept of rules function slightly
differently in relation to dinners compared with soccer, even if these functions are related and even
interdependent. One primary distinction is that activities can differ both in their degree of
specificity but especially in the ways the rules are formalised, and most games are examples of
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highly formalised activities – dinner, on the other hand, is a very general and encompassing
phenomenon, and while it is institutionalised in different ways, there is no FIFA of dinner parties.
Third, contextual circumstances may play a large role in relation to rule functions. Goldman (1970)
stresses the fact that for many actions to be correctly described as X a range of circumstances must
be in place and this is captured in Searle’s formalisation as “context C”. A standard example, also
used by Searle, is chess and the way “checkmate” works in chess.
The constitutive aspect covers the way checkmate is defined in chess, since this identifies the
meaning of an otherwise much less meaningful physical moving of chess pieces, and we can also
see that speaking of checkmate only makes sense in the specific context (barring a number of
metaphorical ones) of playing a game of chess – there does not seem to be a definition of checkmate
outside of the domain of chess, and agents may touch, lift, examine, polish, tear apart, throw, and
generally manipulate chess pieces as much as they want outside of chess games, but players of
chess must declare that they are adjusting a piece if they touch it without the intent of moving it (see
article 4 in (F.I.D.E, 2005).
Searle further argues that constitutive rules come in systems – and I take this to mean merely that
they refer to each other in systematic ways, not that they embody a physical system with states and
properties – and this is obvious in most games when one considers the rules in relation to each
other. Staying with chess, we can see another aspect of how regulation and constitution works in
tandem in this regard: for someone to intentionally perform a specific move such as attacking the
opponent’s king, the agent must know that chess rules allow for that specific move to be made with
that specific piece and that it counts as attacking the king in that context, and that one of the victory
conditions is to checkmate the opponent’s king.
Searle also points out that when rules – especially game rules – identify specific states of affairs as
constituting a specific action or situation or state, they also often “introduce further consequences
by way of, e.g., penalties, points and winning and losing” (Searle, 1969: 36) and this is an obvious
example of the element of sanctions mentioned by Giddens and Black. Such consequences and
sanctions, however, may be more or less explicitly stated. Giddens’ further argument that regulation
and description are two sides of the same coin is valid here, since one might argue that a statement
of the constitutive rule implies a regulative aspect, namely both that it is a legitimate move among
many illegal ones and that it directs attention to this particular aspect of the situation: It is arguably
the case that when a rule constitutes something as meaningful, this in itself carries a conductcontrolling aspect. While I do think this is valid, I still find it useful keep the aspect of “pure”
regulation distinct. Finally, with regards to the status of actions and their relation to constitutive
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rules, the claim is certainly not that, for instance football playing cannot be described in any other
way than that of any official rule set like the one endorsed by FIFA, since it has already been
asserted beyond doubt that football actions are actions under just one of several descriptions. The
primitive actions, for instance, of the players can easily be described, and there are several other
descriptions available, but in order to include a description that makes reference to the activity as
playing football, some rudimentary system of football rules need to be in place.

Brute facts and social facts
Another distinction worth mentioning in the context of rules and action is the distinction between
brute facts and socially institutionalised facts used by Searle. Although it is a notoriously tricky
question where to draw the line between these two, it is pragmatically useful. To take Searle’s
example of fishing, there may be all sorts of regulative and constitutive rules related to the activity
of fishing and it may thus be close to impossible to define the activity of fishing as it is actually
performed and recognized by human actors without invoking some kind of social structure. That,
however, does not change the fact that hooking a fish has plenty to do with a range of dynamical
relationships that are often much more usefully analysed in terms of event causality and natural
laws, some of which may be expressed as regularity principles, which again can lead to instruction
rules for “hooking a big one”. Factors such as rigidity, stress and forces may be expressed in highly
conventional as well as equally technical idioms, but the line may snap due to actual forces working
upon it regardless.
One absolutely central point follows from this. Consequences understood as “sanctions mentioned
in rules” are usually phrased as rules exactly because they, as Black points out, depend upon some
further agency and a set of socially institutionalised facts. Sanctions must thus be kept very distinct
from consequences understood broadly as standing in some causal relation to a prior action or
event: There are many highly relevant consequences of actions that are never mentioned in game
rules because they come about directly as natural consequences, not as intentionally invoked ones.
One does not lose a game of chess as a natural consequence, and one is not automatically barred
from further play if one is caught in the act of cheating etc. In contrast, tennis balls can be served
faster and pole vaults have become much higher and more flexible primarily because of material
technology and it is a key fact that tennis balls bounce differently on different surfaces etc. We can
thus summarise a prominent difference between between rules and natural laws thus: Natural laws
and material circumstances constrain actions and events by directly limiting what is actually
possible in the universe under specific circumstances, not by stating what is allowed, or what
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something counts as. Regularity rule formulations may be used to refer to such naturally
constrained actions and events themselves but also to summarise the principles thought to be behind
them.

Rules as regularities and their relation to natural laws
Another way to approach this is to look closer at the fourth functional aspect of the rule concept,
where rule formulations refer to regular occurrences. Rule formulations can thus be used to describe
observed regularities, as in the following example: “As a rule, the dedicated game scholar stops by
the local thrift shop on his way from work” or “As a rule the professor gets up at 6.00 every day.”
(paraphrased examples from (Giddens, 1984: 19). In cases where such rules apply to agents,
Giddens argues that they are better described as routine behaviour, but, once again, it may
sometimes be hard to see what aspect is implied in a given statement. The sentence “Football
players wear numbered jerseys” could be both an observation of regularity and a regulative
prescription or a statement referring to habitual behaviour, and there are plenty of ways in which
such a sentence could be made to fit more precisely with one or more of these senses of ruling.
However, when the regularity aspect of rules is invoked in the case of human routine behaviour and
especially in those of events involving inanimate objects, I myself find it problematic, at least in the
present context, to even use the word “rule”, since this is really a way to refer to brute facts and
natural laws. If one is at all interested in how it can be that events happen as they do, it can be
harmful in the context of discussing game rules to state that “As a rule, objects released from a
height without adequate support tend to move downwards” or “as a rule, football players obey
gravity” or “football players have two feet”. Although these and similar statements may capture
pertinent and regular facts about the world as we usually encounter it, such relationships are better
understood as governed by natural, causally efficacious laws that need no cognizing agents and
intentional action to take effect: Unlike agents, objects do not have primary reasons for acting, they
are not limited planning agents, and they do not ponder strategies when faced with the law of
gravity. The relationship is one of event causality and natural laws, not one of regulation in the rule
sense. Another problem is that if and when cognizing agents do ponder strategies and plan for the
future when faced with material contexts and forces such as gravity, they do not have the option of
not obeying the laws of nature, but rather need to include them as givens in their strategic planning.
Black also acknowledges the fact that the principle-sense of rules seems quite different from the
others, but emphasise that such principles are often evoked in a context like that of instruction, since
instructions gain their force as means-ends constructions because they are based on principles
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related to the states of affairs and context in question. They also often invoke a certain structure of
causality which may be event-causal or teleological. If you wanted to justify or rationalise the
tomato-related instruction earlier, you would probably cite the fact that frost would kill the
tomatoes, not that it is illegal or immoral to do so79. Inspired by Paul Grice (1989) we could say that
conversational maxims of relevance have a tendency to make statements of principles like “The best
defense is a good offense” work like instructions when uttered in conversation, i.e. in the manner of
“Why else would you tell me this now, if you did not mean for me to act accordingly?”
Finally, another key difference is that rules understood as regulation is tied directly to teleological
notions, while regularity expressions may be applied across the board without any mention of
purpose. It may thus serve to confuse rather than explain relationships if the notion of rule is
invoked in relation to regularities arising from natural laws. Such observations as statements should
rather be clearly marked as either observed regularities or principles.

Taking stock: rules as a general phenomenon
In summary, much of the above is best framed as useful observations about how rules tend to be
employed by people – there are no strictly necessary or sufficient conditions of something being a
rule and it would probably be futile to seek the proper place of rules in the metaphysics of action
and games in such terms. General pragmatic considerations urges that it is highly implausible that
one can decide with certainty what kind of a rule a given statement “really is” merely from looking
at the sentence structure. There does, however, seem to be a common core to the many ways rules
may have a sense, and this is that they are intended to lend to an action A or event E some specific
meaning, be it positive or negative, in context C. We cannot completely avoid the complex issues of
pragmatics and social authority, but if we concentrate on formal games we might be able to sidestep
some of them. A reasonable baseline for the uses of a rule has been given, namely that it should be
understood in relation to our capacities for intentional action: They are employed by agents as
conduct-influencing devices. Formal games are a highly regulated and constrained kind of activity
both by rules and other means.
That activities and especially games may vary in formalisation also seem obvious and the rules that
may or may not be explicitly phrased may be more or less subject to discussion, but it remains a fact
that even somewhat casual games of football and other games like it are regulated activities – and
79
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often highly so – which employ a combination of regulative and descriptive rules and a specific
context in order to function as specifically constrained and meaningful spheres of activity. In those
contexts where people are acting without explicit rule statements to be found anywhere near, the
actors themselves will probably be able to give a selection of behaviour-relevant principles if asked,
even if it should turn out that they disagree on several points. This kind of tacit-rule following may
or may not hold for many spheres of activity, but this much larger issue is not up for discussion here
although interesting. It is sufficient for our aims here to simply establish that many games very
plausibly incorporate rules as part of their structure. The following can thus be given as a kind of
shorthand definition of rule-based games: rules of regulation and constitution related to actions and
events in a specified context. To this one could add the set of instruction rules that may fit this
situation, i.e. statements referring to useful means- ends relationships in this specific context given
the principles in the rules. I would argue that the latter is parallel to what game theorists call
strategies, but it might be worth emphasising here that the instruction rules are emphatically not the
rules of the game but rather strategies to be employed while playing.

The contexts of rules revisited
As the above hopefully makes clear, the concept of rule has validity outside of the domain of games
as well as in games in general, but since our concern here is with games and ultimately computer
games, I shall now turn my attention to the way the term rule is used by the aforementioned game
scholars in relation to the domain of games and computer games more specifically. The discussion
will, however, still be based partly on observations made outside the fields of game studies and
computer game studies. I have briefly touched upon the difference between game rules as regulation
and constitution in context and the strategies that players may use. The concept of strategy is central
to economical game theory, which is a topic that will not be dealt with here, but it is interesting to
see how Juul makes the question of strategy a prominent one in his dealings with rules, in that he
states that the effectiveness of a given strategy “is a consequence of the game rules.” (Juul, 2005:
59, emphasis in original). This last and quite strong statement by Juul is potentially misleading,
since that is certainly not all there is to rules and strategy. There are a great many cases where it is
rather the role played by the rules in combination with material context that together contributes to
making a strategy beneficial or otherwise in games in general. The rest of Juul’s argument makes it
plausible that he is perfectly aware that the combination of “game states” and rules is what makes a
strategy effective in a specific game situation, but I would argue that his own quite abstract use of
the word game states may obscure a better understanding of the role played by the material context
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in many activities. The focus on distinct and identifiable game states is plausible in many of Juul’s
examples because he primarily uses games that are highly formalised such as simple board games
together with the idealised models of game theory. Among the principal properties that Juul – and
the formalisations of game theory – more or less take(s) for granted is, however, both the physical
environment where a game may take place and the physical embodiment of the human player. In a
brief passage, Juul does write that rules in physical games and soccer often state several physical
relationships such as the playing field as well as give the rules for what the players are allowed to
do and he also writes that football is governed by the laws of physics. Some interesting issues are
buried in these interdependencies and what they might mean for the general concept of rule, the
usage of the term within computer game studies, and the resulting upshot of this in the larger
discussion of how computer games relate to the larger domain of games in general. These issues are
arguably central for ludology as the supposed study of games, and as such they will be dealt with in
some detail here. Two games will be used as principal examples in the following: the board game
Chess and the team game of athletic sports Football (Soccer). These two are both professional and
strictly regulated activities as competitive disciplines as well as being widespread leisure activities
and have also both been used as templates for computer games – the multivariant nature of these
games and their many rule variants may be seen as a problem by some but the existence of an
official rule set in both cases makes the following argument much easier to handle, since it goes
some way to show how computer applications of games may differ to very large degrees. Another
reason for choosing these is the fact that both games are mentioned by Juul, and since his approach
is to a very large extent focused on rules, they make for good cases in a comparative discussion of
games, game rules, and their computer game counterparts. And I apologise for making yet another
game studies discussion revolve around chess, but this is partly because this game in its role as
prototypical board game continues to influence thinking about what a rule based game is – and does
so in ways which are potentially problematic.

Discrete states for nonmaterial play: Chess
In terms of games as systems with game states, chess is a game system that operates with clearly
discrete and finite states. There are no relevant states in chess that cannot be included in a chess
transcript of some kind once you have the notational system fixed. Transcripts, of course, only gain
their significance by being used in relation to the chessboard and the chess pieces, but the latter
have no physical states worth noting – in terms of game significance, a complete description of the
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board may be given in very brief and precise terms, as the following excerpt from F.I.D.E’s official
“Laws of Chess” shows:

The chessboard is composed of an 8x8 grid of 64 equal squares alternately light (the
‘white’ squares) and dark (the ‘black’ squares).
The chessboard is placed between the players in such a way that the near corner
square to the right of the player is white. (F.I.D.E, 2005: Article 2.1)

Each square is then given a notational value, and pieces can then be referred to by their colour, their
kind and their position. This is the sum total of necessary and sufficient information about chess
pieces in play. If one plays chess with physical pieces the general condition of pieces and their exact
spatial location is irrelevant, as long as there is no danger of conflation of any of the above
properties, e.g. a broken rook must not resemble a pawn to the point of possible confusion, and
pieces should be placed so that their position is readily deducible (it is customary for players to
adjust pieces in those cases where a piece is accidentally placed between squares). Juul (2005)
compares this with Donald Knuth’s demands for discreteness in algorithms, and the complete
reliance on discrete, non-arbitrary and discrete representations is indeed the principal reason for
why chess lends itself very well to computer game implementation. Chess is also one of those
games that lends itself well to the rule based computer game analysis approach because of its
discreteness and thus possible computer game implementation. Since chess has a rule set which is
specifiable one might be led to the simple thought that when a game involves rules to such large
extent it can be implemented by computers (i.e. a finite state machine working algorithmically) –
but that is not true: Many rule based games are not transposed to the digital domain that easily, and
this has to do with the nature of what the rules describe and what their function is in the original
game.
Looking primarily at rules in relation to chess, some of them have the status of regulating player
behaviour (regulative aspect) and others designate the meanings of that behaviour (constitutive
aspect). Players take turns moving the pieces; a touched piece must be moved if possible (unless the
player has explicitly stated that the move is an adjustment of the piece, not a move); a move counts
as finished when the hand cease contact with piece etc. As already noted there are no states relevant
for chess that cannot be given a complete representation in chess notation: Nothing is lost in
notation. But other games make use of rules in a very different way, or to put it another way, other
games rely on much more than discrete states open for lossless transcription. They rely on certain
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irreducible states of affairs in the real world, and the rules of these games work very differently than
chess rules. In the following I will further explore the circumstances briefly mentioned by Juul
when he writes that human embodiment and e.g. laws of physics are “appropriated for the purposes
of games.” (Juul, 2005: 56). Some game rules do not just appropriate material reality; they are
rather instructions for changing the material circumstances under which a game is played. In many
circumstances the aforementioned framework of regulative and constitutive rules would be
meaningless without these material circumstances in combination with natural laws. We may see
this more clearly by looking at the examples of Football and Mikado.

Material conditions for embodied play: Football and Mikado
The following quote is taken from the official “Laws of Football” from FIFA. These so-called laws
regulate part of what is called “the field of play” namely the goals:

Goals must be placed on the centre of each goal line.
They consist of two upright posts equidistant from the corner flagposts and joined at
the top by a horizontal crossbar.
The distance between the posts is 7.32 m (8 yds) and the distance from the lower edge
of the crossbar to the ground is 2.44 m (8 ft).
Both goalposts and the crossbar have the same width and depth, which do not exceed
12 cm (5 ins). The goal lines are the same width as that of the goalposts and the
crossbar. Nets may be attached to the goals and the ground behind the goal, provided
that they are properly supported and do not interfere with the goalkeeper.
The goalposts and crossbars must be white. (FIFA, 2006: 8)

These rules are regulatory and to a certain extent constitutive (“They consist of…”, since they
stipulate states of affairs and what these are to be referred to in the context of football as a regulated
activity. Note that even though the rule formulation is of the form “the distance between the posts
is…” the actual meaning of these terms is really “the distance between the posts must be…” As
such, the ties to human action emphasised by Black may only be implied, but it is obvious that these
rules serve as a kind of instruction-regulation in that the intention behind these laws is that some
agent or agents must endeavour to make certain objects meet these stipulations rather precisely in
order to construct a proper physical setting for playing football. So, even though the rules are akin
to regulation and constitution, these rules are very different in form and function from the chess
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rules of conduct since the function of these rules are really meant to instate a series of extremely
relevant physical relationships. Both the rules related to chessboards and soccer playing fields
specify states of affairs that need to be in place in order for the game to be played, but whereas the
chessboard can be any size the players want as long as it meets the formal requirements for
transcription and human perceptual and cognitive discrimination, the size and precise dimensions of
the goals in football is of key importance for their role in constraining and enabling embodied
action. As such, they take into account human cognitive powers and human physiology as well as
the specific but manifold relations of these factors to specific kinds of event causality governed by
natural laws. Also, these prescriptive rules are interdependent in a systematic way in that the size of
the goal has specific relations to both the size and proportions of the playing field and to a host of
properties related to the ball (e.g. air pressure, size and material used). A larger goal and/or a
smaller ball would make for a different game and many other physical properties could be
mentioned here. Summarising, the laws of football designate and stipulate both variables and the
value of these in order to attain a very specific set of conditions for football. Given that these
conditions are in fact embodied physically, one could say that they describe standard material
conditions for playing a game of football, but note that the rules themselves do not constitute the
standard conditions: they rather describe something that in combination with certain facts about the
world – tons of which are taken tacitly into account when constructing the rules – does constitute
these conditions.
The standard material conditions for the game are constructed in accordance with the laws of the
game – often quite meticulously so – and it is the actual physicality of this constructed setting
which directly constrains the activities of the players and the processes related to other game
relevant entities such as the ball. Importantly, neither the rules nor the variables they stipulate have
to be cognized or acknowledged explicitly or at all by players in order for them to influence play.
Their effects on play will not be dependent on what players think, but rather upon the existence of
the material conditions and the natural laws related to e.g. mechanical physics – it is a brute fact that
the ball will rebound from a goal post whether the players understand these relationships or not, but
their ability to play the game will depend upon both core cognition of mechanical agency and that
e.g. they are to avoid being caught offside and upon sophisticated embodied abilities tied to
primitive actions (in the technical sense).
As can be seen, the rules that are specifically related to standard conditions do not take the form
“when playing a game of football, you must or must not do X” or “when playing a game of football,
X counts as Y”: They address the material aspects of context C, the third part of the capsule game
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formula mentioned above. Rules related to the construction of the field of play clearly has a
potentially large impact upon dynamics related to play. They do not regulate player behaviour as
rules by mandating or stipulating certain allowed behaviours but actual play dynamics will change
if you change some of the various material factors referred to in the laws, since this would effect the
way players might achieve the goals of the game – we should also note the somewhat obvious and
converse fact that merely changing the rules does not change play dynamics. The rules meant to
regulate player actions have to be acknowledged by players and they can choose to disobey or
circumvent them, this being an integral part of football as a professional sport. As such, neither
normal regulatory and constitutive rules nor “standard condition”-rules constrain anything in
themselves and the latter are not operative as regulatory principles upon player actions in the same
sense that the former may be. The latter are rather ideal prescriptions used in preparing specific
states of affairs, i.e. a material context that constitutes the setting for the game. Rules may state such
and such about the construction of what counts as a physical football goal (not a goal state), but it is
the actual constitution of the goalposts and the crossbar that influences play dynamics directly.
One might discuss which rules influences or even causes player behaviour more or less directly,
effectively trying to give a hierarchy of rule influence, but the point I want to stress here is rather
the importance of the physical actuality of the playing field and its connection with embodied
agency.
For another simple but instructive example of how physicality and embodiment may be integral to
understanding game rules, consider the extremely simple game Mikado as an example of a game
where the explicit rules utilise dynamic relations in a very natural and intuitive way. Mikado is
played by taking a number of sticks, holding them in ones fist and then releasing them. The kind of
ordered chaos that arises from this starting point usually yields an initial situation where an
individual stick is in contact with other sticks to varying degrees. The objective of the game for the
players is to take turns at trying to pick up a stick without any of the other sticks moving. Once
other sticks are discerned to move, that player’s turn is over. The degree to which this game
depends upon mechanical physics, core cognitive capacities and human embodiment should be
obvious. It should be equally obvious that this very simple game is very different from chess and
that it would be impossible, for humans at least, to play Mikado blindly since there is simply no
way to represent the relevant game states without referring to the way they are instantiated in
physical reality, indeed, the whole point of the game is to interact with the physical world in a
challenging but constrained way. Again, many of these constraints are not due to rules, but to
natural laws. The relation to embodiment is also obvious. It would make no sense to say that your
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surgeon friend or a super precise robot with pincers is going to act on your behalf when it is your
turn in Mikado, but it is perfectly plausible to let someone move a chess piece for you if you state
your move in notational terms – and it would be highly irregular to reverse the latter relationship
and let a robot deduce a chess move while a human player executes it on the board, unless of course
the robot is understood to be doing the actual chess playing.
To sum up: Rules in general and game rules are related, but tend to have different functions. One
important distinction in connection with computers is that between games which involve completely
discrete representations such as most board games and on the other hand the equally large class of
games that cannot be readily described fully by a notational system. These last examples show that
a general, if not universal feature of rules is that they generally function as designations of what is
possible or allowed or of how we should interpret some fact, state of affairs, event or action should
it exist or come to pass. They address the universe of possible human actions and they do not, as a
direct consequence hereof, describe what is impossible due to laws of nature. Context-specifying
rules are designed to facilitate human endeavours that have the goal of creating standardised
conditions for game activity. These not only take for granted that natural laws exist, they are
actively tailored to take advantage of these laws in combination with human embodiment. Let us
now look at how the rule concept has been applied in computer game studies so far.

Salen and Zimmerman: rule formalism as essentialism
The most radical rule ludology is arguably found in the work of Salen and Zimmerman (hereafter S
& Z). Choice quotes include “rules are the inner, essential structures that constitute the real-world
objects known as games.” (Salen & Zimmerman, 2004: 103) and “all games have rules” (Ibid: 104).
S & Z distinguish between two kinds of rules, operational and constituative. These two terms are
applied somewhat technically and do not match the constitution-regulation-instruction-regularity
quartet outlined above. Rather, their usage is intrinsically tied to S & Z’s notion of reduction to
mathematical principles: Operational rules are, roughly, the set of rules that players are most likely
to cognize when playing a specific game, whereas constituative rules are the more abstract
mathematical principles that can be expressed in different operational rules. S & Z (and (Juul,
2005)) make a point of showing that Tic-Tac-Toe can be formalised in mathematical terms and
played as a numerical game. The same goes for a game such as Chutes and Ladders (Salen &
Zimmerman, 2004: 132-134). In S & Z’s framework we thus have two kinds of rules, the
underlying mathematical formalism and the form of expression that these take as “explicit
instructions that guide the behaviour of players”. Such player instructions are statements of
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regulation and constitution related to player behaviour. The constituative rules of S & Z can also be
stated in similar terms, but they will make reference to numerical notation and mathematical
operations instead. So, there does not seem to be a sharp divide between operational and
constituative rules here. Rather, the relationship seems almost like Black’s distinction between a
rule and its formulation in different terms – different rule formulations all share the same deeper
structure. It is very important to note that the operational-constituative position depends directly
upon the presupposition that a relation of mathematical reduction does in fact exist. I thus find it
reasonable enough to clamp this position by insisting that it keeps its commitment to actual
reduction, in opposition to mere mathematical modelling of relationships. Otherwise, we are lead
back to the unconstrained modelling woes detailed earlier, i.e. anything can be seen as a model of
some other system given proper intentional usage. And while S & Z may subscribe to this in their
chapter on simulation, their notion of rules is at least initially defined more rigidly – the force of the
Tic-Tac-Toe argument is that the game can in fact be reduced to a mathematical problem. One
consequence of insistence on reduction as opposed to modelling would be that this particular kind
of rule ludology only holds for those games that can be properly mathematically formalised. In
other words, this definition of games depends on whether it is possible to produce both a
mathematical formalism and a corresponding set of rules that express these in terms that game
players can understand. The problem here is that there seem to be plenty of representations that
players readily understand in games like Tomb Raider, Halo, GTA and Half-Life and it is perfectly
possible to produce statements of principles and instruction based on these – but there seem to be no
readily available mathematical reduction of these games that allow them to be “reformulated” into
different sets of games. One retort to this, as seen in Juul’s introduction (2005), is that games allow
for changes in the representation without a resulting change of rule structure, but this is
presupposing what is to be proven – certain algorithms may not change, but that does not prove that
they are rules. It still remains to phrase the mathematical reductions of the “rules of the game”.
S & Z’s otherwise lucid discussion of visual representation shows that their concept of rules when it
comes to computer video games with virtual environments can and must be separated from their
initial mathematical formalisms. In their later game analysis, it thus becomes apparent that their
usage of the term rules is neither mathematical nor very formal but in fact highly functionalist, as
evidenced by the following quote related to the ground breaking first-person-sneaker Thief and this
game’s use of visual representation of light and shadow areas as essential to player strategy
formation: “This information [i.e. light and shadow areas in the virtual layout] has a direct impact
on a player’s strategic choice-making and is therefore part of the formal structure of the game.”
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(Salen & Zimmerman, 2004: 145). They follow this up with the slightly rhetorical question “If the
rules of a digital game are those aspects of the program that have to do with the behaviour of the
player, where do the rules end?”, but although they make a half-hearted attempt at applying their
constituative-operational scheme to computer video games in response to this question, they still
need to go back to Tic-Tac-Toe to make this somewhat plausible – no attempt to formalise Thief or
any other avatar-driven world simulation game is given. Furthermore, their example of the
operational rules of the Tic-Tac-Toe computer game makes reference to facts about physical control
interface and audiovisual information delivery schemes. They do not state their position in these
terms, but I find it reasonable enough to assert that their later position is in fact that any regular
aspect of the game system as a whole which has the potential to enter into an interesting
relationship with the goals and strategic actions of the player should be considered part of the
game rules. The ultimately pragmatic aims of the book also comes to the fore in this section of the
book – the stated goal is to enable the reader to make good design decisions, not to give a stable
game ontology or any fine-grained descriptions of the actual forms that computer video games take.
When one considers computer games as a domain which includes the kind of games which invest
heavily in world simulation, I much prefer the pragmatic version of their rule concept to their
mathematical formalism. However, a more explicit statement of the rather different meanings that
the term rules gains as the argument proceeds would make the framework much less problematic in
relation to those video games with virtual environments which are not like board games. When
“rule” is used as general shorthand for “formal structure” it has the potential to be quite confusing,
especially when it is proposed in tight connection with different formalisms using the same terms,
some of which are proposed and demonstrated as strictly mathematical and which are instead highly
functionalist and all-inclusive.
It is, however, quite true that certain games are designed to employ relationships in their
representation of “artificial conflict” which can be algorithmically defined and subsequently
understood and reflected upon by players. Examples of such patterns would be the “rock, paper,
scissors”-principle of triangular domination noted by many designers (as summarised by Juul
(2005)), and both the designers of the Halo series and avid players refer to the “Golden Triangle” or
even “Holy Trinity” of Projectile, Melee and Grenade weapons available in the series. One may
also still advance arguments about the emergent and unpredictable nature of mathematically and
algorithmically well-defined games such as Chess due to the way game-trees quickly make for
computational explosion. The fact remains, however, that many of the relationships in modern
computer games incorporating virtual environments do not employ such rules or anything like
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game-trees, and the cognitive competences necessary to interact with such games are not primarily
an ability to follow rules but rather to track and react to regularities. A large number of these
regularities are explicitly designed to mimic the relationships encountered outside of computer
games, especially those principles which govern our perception and mental representation of
physical objects in spatial settings and the requisite dynamics of manipulation and force, together
with the dynamics characteristic of agents and their actions in such an environment. This also
means that an analysis using categories well-known from both general semantics and the study of
narrative and dramatic arts, i.e. events and actions, characters, objects and settings is still the most
widely used and also the most useful academic vocabulary when such games are described, not just
with reference to fiction but to the challenge structure and their principles as well. We thus have to
acknowledge that there are gaps between computer algorithms, algorithms as a kind of metaphor or
model for procedures, game rules and game regularities, and the strategies and goals of players.

Games as state machines and rules
Juul’s position is somewhat more sophisticated than Salen and Zimmerman’s rule formalism when
it comes to the analysis of computer games with virtual environments. Juul’s formalisation still
depends upon the idea that computer game structure can be identified as game rules, but his way of
cashing out the rule concept differs a bit from S & Z. First of all, Juul claims that computer games
are state machines. It seems prima facie reasonable that computer games and finite state machines
must be relevantly similar in some respects, since while there are plenty of other ways to describe
computer games one cannot escape the fact that if game software is running on a binary digital
computer the computational level of this system is really and truly describable as a finite state
machine. Juul argues that games in general should be seen as state machines too, but this seems to
be much more problematic from an ontological viewpoint if applied to games in general, as Juul
actually does. One of the general arguments of ludology is that computer games are a subset of
games, but a careful analysis of a game such as Football to some extent shows how different
computer games in fact are from normal games.
The initial problem is that even if computers are finite state machines, one cannot describe all
games as state machines without considerable abstraction. An example of problematic ontological
assumptions related to the terms states and state machine is thus seen in the passage where Juul
argues that “in sports, the game state is the score and the players” without mentioning that it is not
possible to individuate the latter states in any precise way. For a game such as football to exist as an
activity, the game depends upon the actual and irreducible existence of player bodies as the
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embodiment of intentional skilled agents in a specified material environment subject to natural
laws. Another problem is that Juul tends to grant the rules of games a problematic range of
influence, even if one grants them independence across different game implementations. For
instance, he writes that “gameplay is an interaction between the rules and the player’s attempt at
playing the game as well as possible” (Juul, 2005: 56) and “the rules of the game construct a state
machine” (Juul, 2005: 56). This subsumes material states under the label rules, and it conflates this
concept of rules with intentional agency. The analysis of rules given above shows that in noncomputer games, rules do not interact directly with players at all. In computer games, however,
players may be said to interact with the game structure, but that would mean that rules is used as
shorthand for the combination of material, computational and formal properties of the game. It
seems more reasonable to let another part of Juul’s game-theory inspired analysis describe the
required relationship: Gameplay is a result of the challenge offered by the game system in
combination with the repertoire of skilled actions strategically performed by the player. Also, rules
in the traditional sense cannot do any such thing as constructing – game rules describe relationships,
but they cannot create them all by themselves without the work of intentional agents – but again,
algorithms may be said to be responsible for creating the game states in computer games. The root
of this problem thus seems to be that Juul alternates between using the term rules in the sense of
traditional game rules and in the sense of computer implemented algorithms without differentiating
between the two. This could be fully intentional since Juul at times seem to subscribe to the dictum
that “games are essentially rules”, but careful reading of his analysis of implementation and
adaptation of games across different media suggest that he is well aware of some of the differences
between traditional game rules and their function and computer games.

Game states and rules across contexts: implementations and
adaptations
Juul offers a dichotomy between implementation and adaptation, where game implementations
make use of a one-to-one correspondence between game states, and game adaptations are (all) those
other situations where this is not possible. Juul’s argument acknowledges but under-specifies at
least three interrelated problematic aspects of game adaptation, namely the problems of identifying
the relevant states of a given game as activity, of identifying what the relevant challenging activity
is, and of modelling this totality with a computational and representational system. Again, the
analysis is based on the assumption that it is possible to formalise all the relevant relationships
under the heading “rules”.
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Keeping with football as an example, the laws of football identify states related to the goalposts, but
these states as stated by rules are inert and meaningless without material realisation and the natural
laws which govern the embodiment of the players and the behaviour of the ball. Juul argues that

“the video game adaptation [of football] requires that the laws of physics and the human anatomy
be explicitly implemented in the programming on the same level as the explicit rules of the game: A
computer-based soccer game needs to implement the physics [sic] of the players and the soccer
pitch as well as the rules of the game […] It therefore makes sense to see the laws of physics on the
same level as the conventional rules in soccer: The main difference between the rules of a video
game and the rules of a sport is that sports use the preexisting systems of the physical world in the
game.” (Juul, 2005: 58)

Juul seems to claim that all dynamic relationships related to game states of the system are ultimately
due to algorithm structure, and also that algorithms are included in the game system due to designer
intentions in contrast to the real world where you have to deal with gravity whether you want it or
not. Let us assume that we want to model a specific aspect of the physical world such as the
material circumstances that a set of game rules is defined in tight relation to. In order to model any
kind of system computationally, a computer program must do so by using numerical modelling of
relationships which are implemented by algorithmic structure. Modelling a game system
presupposes both that we have identified the relevant aspects of the standard conditions for the
activity in question and that these aspects are properly quantifiable to yield a numerical model
implemented by discrete state representation. This then needs to be tailored to the traditional
primary function of games, namely to provide an intelligible challenge of control. In other words,
the audiovisual representation of the modelled aspects of reality need to be understandable and
recognisable as a properly similar instance of a challenge of manipulation and control when the
interactive simulation is manipulated by an embodied player.
I will disregard the issues related to whether digital capture technology is, in general, able to deliver
a correct replica or copy of certain states and event, and instead frame this discussion in the terms of
modelling and simulation as described earlier. The idea that one object can model something else
was seen to depend crucially upon an understanding of this relationship as one of modelling specific
aspects of the system in question. Now, this is not exactly the case if one is dealing with
mathematical principles or processes that can be defined mathematically. In such a case, the
relationship is not a model but an instantiation of the same mathematical formalism – there is no
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relevant difference in the behaviour of target system and model system if one compares
mathematical descriptions of Tic-Tac-Toe. This is, again, why these games work so well as
computer games and as examples in ludology – many formal games like these are describable in
algorithmic structure. Football, on the other hand, and every other game where the challenge
structure or conflict element depends upon material facts, natural laws, and the performance of
embodied skills, is not algorithmically describable without idealised or caricatured modelling of a
large range of relationships which heavily alters the actual structure of the activity.
If the primary function of game structure is to create a challenge for human embodiment, we can
initially observe that adapting a game such as Mikado and especially Football by means of
computer game adaptation may change the game completely. Since it is not currently possible to
give a truly discrete description of physical reality, all games which employ real world dynamics as
part of the background for rules simply cannot be faithfully implemented by a finite state machine
such as a digital computer.
Even if we acknowledge that computer games do to some extent model a range of aspects of
football including the rules of the game, it does not automatically mean that the computer modelling
of rules licenses the usage of rules in both cases, at least not without qualification. In fact, I would
argue that the structures in the case of such a game as Football are quite different when we compare
across instantiations. Algorithms may be like rules, but they are not like game rules. We have a
reasonable grasp of the traditional football rules are, namely formulations of regulation and
constitution together with instructions for production of the required material context. Let us take
the rule which describes the conditions of awarding a penalty kick: “A penalty kick is awarded
against a team that commits one of the ten offences for which a direct free kick is awarded, inside
its own penalty area and while the ball is in play.” (FIFA, 2006: 45). The programming code
responsible for implementing this would have to refer to all the relevant aspects of these situations
in terms of numerical variables – but the fact that binary or otherwise numerical variables may be
used to define and track “ten offences” and location states such as “being inside the penalty area”
does not change the fact that the traditional rule refers to an embodied and irreducible state of
affairs. This accords well with the idea that games are authored simulations of partial fit, but not too
well with the idea that the rules are functionally identical across game adaptations – and the
similarity relationship has to be functional, since the structure embodying the rule is not a
linguaform statement but rather machine code instructions. Juul admits that adapting soccer to
computers is a “highly selective” process, but this might be putting it too mildly if we look at the
game system in its totality and how the implementation of the laws of the game has to interact with
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other numerical models of embodied players and material context. In the case of football, the many
changes involved (e.g. algorithmic conversion of linguistic game rules, the selective numerical
modelling of material, biological and intentional systems, and the resulting changes in the challenge
aspect) rather seems to pose an argument both against the game being relevantly the same across
different media and against rules being the relevant lingua franca of all games including computer
games. One might even be tempted to say that what is kept constant here is not at all the material
context and rules of football as a challenging activity but rather the way football is visually
represented as a televised sport. Games such as the FIFA series is closer to a modelling of a kind of
interactive football spectator situation in which player strategic action is influencing the
representation of a football game than to playing a real game of football.

Games and their degree of formalisation
A result of this is that one way to compare games and computer games would be on the basis of
differences in degree of formalisation of game states. A key question thus becomes to what extent
game states can be identified and stated in a discrete notation system without loss of information,
or, to phrase it differently, to what extent the game relies on irreducible material structures for its
execution as activity. Juul in fact argues that videogames are “a superset of board games and card
games”, which I take to mean that the general structure of video game algorithms can incorporate
both of these kinds of games, not that all board games are a subset of video games. As we have
seen, games such as Football and Mikado rely heavily on non-formalisable elements of material
structure. In the Mikado example, a reasonable approximation of the material context may be
furnished by complex physics simulation since the dynamic relationships between the sticks could
probably be simulated reasonably well by modern physics simulation80. But the problem is that
Mikado understood as a structured challenging activity for one or more embodied individuals does
not allow for formalisation in the way that chess does, since the challenge aspect of Mikado is tied
to abilities intrinsically connected to our actual physiology and the specific way our precise motor
actions may not be totally under cognitive control. The challenge is (in the terms of the present
framework) to produce the P-action in the material context with a certain precision, not to
manipulate a finite state. It is not just that the skill is embodied – all skills are, although the amount
of cognitive complexity may vary – but that in games like Mikado the nature of player embodiment
and the rules of the game are intrinsically related: The rules only make sense when considering
80

Even though this kind of tight fitting force-dynamic displays in a steady state tend to be problematic for rigid body

simulations.
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“what humans can do” in the context of the material set-up and the laws governing the dynamics of
these materials. It is quite clear that Juul and other rulecentric scholars are well aware of many of
these relationships, but I am arguing that the analytical frameworks of ludology fail to deliver on
the promise that computer games are a subset of games when it comes to how game structures in
fact operate. Algorithms very often cannot be equated with the totality of game structure without
severe abstraction bordering on the metaphorical.

Fiction, rule, or fact? The case of Eddie Gordo
There is another aspect of Juuls analysis which shows some of the functionalist leanings behind the
insistence on rule formalisms, and the example involves the way computation, simulation and
representation is recruited for the dual purposes of challenge and authorising of world
representation in games. These latter two purposes are, as far as I can see, what Juul refers to as
“rules” and “fiction” respectively.
The passage in question is Juul’s analysis of Tekken 3, and the argument is as follows. First Juul
asserts that “It is true in the fictional world of Tekken 3 that the person Eddie Gordo fights with
capoeira moves”. This, I take it, is completely uncontroversial if one accepts the use of fictional
worlds discourse in relation to game representations. This is then coupled to the statement that “It is
also true in the real world that players can choose to control Eddy Gordo so that he attacks his
opponent with capoeira moves”. This seems to be a simple statement of fact, although the statement
refers partly to fictional entities. The question is why such a fact should “describe the real rules of
the game”, as Juul (2005: 168) claims, and not just the facts of our world with a Tekken 3 game in
it. It is thus also a fact that the palm trees behind Eddy have green leaves – does this fact state a
rule? On Salen and Zimmerman’s view, the answer is “no” since it is merely part of the
representation and I suspect that Juul would concur on the grounds that the statement refers merely
to the fictional world – although one could say that if “rules” means algorithmic structure, anything
governed by the algorithms of Tekken 3 is a rule. The latter position is an option, but it works
against the notion that rules can be identified with some precision and not just be equated with “any
design decision implemented algorithmically”. I think the most plausible way to understand the
argument is that it implicitly employs the same functionalist criterion employed by Salen and
Zimmerman, as seen above: “Ludologist rules” – at least a very important subset of them – are
those specific parts of the game structure designed to enter into a meaningful relationship with the
player in terms of challenge and possible strategies for meeting that challenge. One might profitably
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refer to this with the terms control configuration and challenge structure instead of the blanket term
rules.
Part of this problem may also stem from the way the second statement is phrased. The first
statement is a truth about a fictional world, whereas the second includes reference to both the real
and the fictional world. If one accepts that the first sentence makes sense, we are to a certain extent
obligated to accept that the player has a real causal influence upon the fictional world: Because of
the mapping of P-action, the player causes the actions of Eddie Gordo, who is a fictional character
in a fictional world. On an intermediate level, however, the player is in fact in control of a series of
animations which represent a character called Eddy Gordo. The control relation is real, the
character model being animated is real – but Eddy Gordo is fictional and so are his actions: Real
actions cause fictional events and actions. This duality of ontologies is probably the reason why
Juul refers to video games as “half real”. But this fascinating fact need not lead us to accept the idea
that this duality should be explained by using the term rules in reference to game system properties.
To illustrate why, I will give a brief example from children’s literature.

Reading or playing Where’s Spot?
This (Figure 6) is a photograph of a children’s book called Where’s Spot? (Hill, 1980).

Figure 6. A page from Where's Spot?
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The book is about the puppy Spot and his mother, and the narrative tells the story of Spot’s mother
and her search for Spot. As she searches the house, she finds a wide range of animals in all kinds of
places, and eventually finds Spot. The idea behind this well-known design pattern general to many
such children’s books is that cardboard flaps can be lifted by the child in order to help Spot’s
mother search for Spot. The book is thus designed for manipulation, both in the traditional way that
it allows page turning as narrative progression, but also in that it encourages the child to manipulate
the flaps as part of this progression. The relationship between this manipulation and story logic is
worth paying attention to. The book as a material medium cannot establish an actual causal link
between the action of lifting and further reading in the sense of a real-world prepare-basic causal
necessity – readers are free to turn the page without lifting the flaps. Even if the hide and seek motif
might be enough to sustain interest for small children the book also motivates the lifting in terms of
the diegetic characters: Spot’s mother needs to see what is inside the containers and behind the
various veils and doors in order to find out if Spot is actually there or not. Since the representations
authorise us to see the diegetic containers as initially closed, it would violate the model reader’s
understanding of Spot’s mom both as a perceptually endowed agent and as a responsible caretaker
if she proceeded without obtaining the knowledge of whether her son was actually present in the
local layout.81 The material (a set of double representations and glued cardboard) and formal (i.e.
narrative) structure in combination thus yield both an action opportunity and corresponding
motivation for lifting the flaps – the consequence of lifting is the availability of otherwise
unavailable diegetic information
There are two motivations here – the actor in the story needs the information and the child can play
a version of the hide-and-seek game – and these are probably linked, but need not be. We can also
say that the latter activity is surely a product of intentional design and that it is possible to state part
of these design intentions in the form of an instructional rule: “The child may lift the cardboard
parts, since this will reveal whether Spot is hiding in the location visually represented” and “The
child may lift the cardboard parts because they reveal what is beneath them”. The first instruction
depends upon story logic, the second only on core cognitive ideas such as collusion and object
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On the subject of fit between artefacts and general cognitive capacity, the design of the book assumes a

correspondence between what the child sees and what another agent is able to see, and it is generally assumed that
children only gradually gain the ability to separate these two things. This means that a second read-through seems to
posit not less but more cognitive complexity for the child since something akin to belief differentiation is needed to
understand the story, if not to interact with the books hide-and-seek mechanic; the child now knows something that
Spot’s mother does not.
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constancy (and containment once the child understands the story progression). Apart from
potentially interesting discussions arising from the fact that the book does not come with an
instruction manual, a key question in this context is this: Are these instruction rules part of the book
itself, or are they rather statements referring to an activity which is intended and made available
through the design of partially gluing certain parts to other parts so that they obstruct visually
available story information unless manipulated? In other words, is it a rule of Where’s Spot that
“The ergodically inclined reader can lift the lid of the basket to see if Spot is there”? We could say
that, yes, it is in fact a rule of a game called “Where’s Spot” which is played with the material
resource constituted by the book Where’s Spot (Figure 7).

Figure 7. No, Spot isn't behind the door...

In other words, rules as instructions for behaviour are different from the actual material and formal
circumstances that allow meaningful activity. I think the position that a careful ludologist would
want to take is that a game session of Tekken 3 is played by interacting with a computer game
system running a software product by the name of Tekken 3. This latter system has material,
computational, and formal properties many of which can be identified. In my opinion, not much is
gained by subsuming the latter categories under the label “rules”, at least not if we want to keep the
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understanding that rules have the key functions stated above, i.e. regulation, constitution, and
instruction. It also does not do much to understand how exactly the material, computational, and
formal structures of computer games differ from or are similar to the material and formal structures
of games in general.

Summary: Status of the concept rules and some consequences hereof
The principal problem with the term rules as applied by the ludologists is that although they argue
for a broad ludology, their application is not consistent when applied to different kinds of games. In
many circumstances, it would be preferable if the description made reference to specific facts of
game structure with a finer grain in the description. It would also help if the tendency to use
inconsistent formal frames were better described and documented to prevent misapplication of the
same term. The structure of games may be described in many ways, and there are obviously many
ways to describe the principles that (seem to) govern activity when the game is played. Formal
analysis of games with virtual environments is seldom readily reducible to mathematical principles
or to identifiable game states on a computational level. The regular behaviour of relevant game
entities can be described, and it is probably often possible to infer some general principles. On the
basis of these principles we may form strategies for goal-directed action. I myself do not know how
or where to identify the rules of the action-adventure genre if these are supposed to encompass the
formal structures of the game as a whole, but I suspect that Juul and I actually agree that computer
game description often makes most sense on the level of cognized general principles upon which
strategic action can be based even if we disagree on the terms used. I for one do not want to call e.g.
the quest structure a rule but is perfectly fine with the term design pattern or challenge structure.
I have this far tended to view rules as a functional category just as the ludologists. One of the
problems inherent in this approach is that if rules are defined as having the function of enabling and
constraining the actions of the player we have to remember that this is an asymmetrical relationship
and a somewhat abstract one – even if this is the ultimate function of rules they need to be cognized
by agents to have any effect, and it furthermore does not mean that anything and everything that
constrains and enables player actions is a rule. I have argued that material circumstances, natural
laws of physics, and biological and cognitive facts about our embodiment very much constrains our
behaviour in general and that this holds for games as well. In fact, all games have to take these
relationships into account and can be seen to do so in different ways. This can usually be seen in the
way rules of games create situations that depend crucially upon the material and law-like constraints
just mentioned, but also in the way they take cognitive and physiological embodiment into account.
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It is correct that one primary set of constraints when playing video games are the ones that pertain
to the video game system itself. A combination of material and computational principles are as such
primarily responsible for embodying some of these constraining and enabling factors.
Ludologists tend to subsume all of these constraints under the heading of rules, and the primary
argument seems to be that what is responsible for the constraining relationships is, essentially,
algorithms and mathematical formulae and since these are a kind of rules, it means that computer
game structure consists of rules82. I much prefer the functional view also inherent in ludology that
key parts of game structure can be described as a set of challenges for strategic player actions. In
the real, physical world, key parts of game structure can be summarised as “rules of regulation and
constitution plus embodied player in material context”. Juul argues that once these material
relationships are computationally and algorithmically modelled and implemented they become what
he calls rules. I tend to think that once rules and material context becomes modelled in computer
systems, the game rules stop being quite like the rules they were before and become something
more like facts or law-like relationships implemented by algorithms. As a consequence hereof they
cannot be disputed or even recognized as rule statements. This is to some extent not just a material
change but a change of function, so this is not just relegating the responsibility for upholding the
rules to the computer – it is a change in the way action is constrained by causally efficacious
relationships, not just a re-distribution of labour.
In short, material facts and rules of the real-world game become facts and laws of the computer
implementation/adaptation and these structures of the game system then become the (material and
computational) context in which imposed ludus rules and instruction rules may make sense. I have
argued previously that rules need to be in a form in which they can be seen as rule formulations in
order for players to cognize and relate to them as intentional agents (Gregersen, 2005). Thorhauge
(2007) has advanced the more radical argument that the term rules should not be used to refer to
computer game structure at all but rather be preserved for the domain of what players are able to
communicate about in relation to the game structures recruited by their agency for several, and
often simultaneous purposes. While this has the disadvantage of disregarding the actual formalisms
of many games, it is a position worth considering, and it is to some extent a logical conclusion of
the analysis of rules-as-statements given above.
I myself primarily urge a wider acknowledgement of the differences in function between different
parts of game structures especially once these are to be compared across contexts. Of particular
82

Another contributing factor may be the way dice games and general applications of such core mechanics as that seen

in the D20 system continues to work as a model for understanding games, as seen in (Aarseth, 2005b).
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interest is the fact that when game rules of the regulation and constitution kind are computationally
implemented they start functioning as mechanical laws – they change from being conductcontrolling devices which enter into the intentional structure of action as part of deliberations on
actions to being law-like constraints on embodied actions. This, it should be noted, is fully
compatible with the notion that the overall function of game structure to a large extent remains to
provide embodied challenges of artificial conflict, a point on which Salen and Zimmerman and Juul
is in agreement even if their formalisms tend to efface the role of embodiment. If we pay attention
to the total game system, however, we see that game structure across games is often changed
heavily when comparing computer games with other games.
It should be noted that the slide from the general use of the word “structure” to the all encompassing
analytical entity “rules” is a tendency observable in an early and classic work such as Avedon and
Sutton-Smith (1971) where a great many diverse and often quite thought-provoking circumstances
related to game structure are subsumed under the heading of rules. Many of these circumstances
have to do with the material means integral to playing of these games, and some people may find
this unproblematic in this particular case since the term is arguably used as shorthand for well
defined sub-categories available for reference in large tables which clearly state material means and
so forth. One explanation for this conflation could be that, as we have seen, the laws of e.g. football
includes references to the material conditions under which a game of football should be played,
which to some people might make the set of game laws sufficient to define football formally, but
there is more than a hint of idealism inherent in such an idea that football can be defined by mere
mention of the material world and without reference to the particular role that player embodiment
plays in sports. One way to further emphasise this idealism is to question whether football could
really be learnt and/or understood by merely looking at the rules – another would be to note the
impossibility (if not in principle then in fact) of implementing an actual football player
computationally.
In relation to player activity and strategic action I would suggest that knowledge of many of the
actual algorithms employed by the game will have no practical relevance for players. What may
have relevance at a conscious level of deliberation is a kind of mezo-level of design principles that
describe specific regularities that may be perceived and play a role in our embodied agency, and
these may be reflected upon and then strategically acted upon. Some such principles are found in
the rules or instructions for board games and other games, and they can also be found in many of
the texts and diagrams available as companion instructional artefacts to computer games. They may
be expressed by the game software itself, and there may or may not be reasons to call these
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principles rules – I myself prefer the term game mechanic, regularity or even laws or facts related to
the game. We could say that it is a rule that simulated gravity influences objects in Half-Life 2 but
there seems to be no reason why this is not simply a principled fact about or a law-like relationship
related to the world in which the avatar is performing his actions. The algorithms responsible for
this relationship are much too complex to state anything remotely meaningful to normal players,
although certain numerical principles may be understood and manipulated by more advanced users
(with particular respect to the way algorithms determine diegetic world laws). The statements
produced and understood by gamers, however, may very well take forms that are close to
instruction rules as described earlier. Such means-end related instruction statements will typically
stand in some relation to the regularities exhibited by the game system in question and it is
reasonable to assume that these regularities are due to a large range of general principles. What all
these principles have in common is that when it comes to almost any game implemented by a
computer, they do not take the form of algorithms themselves: they could be said to be implemented
by computer algorithms and as such be the product of algorithms but they are not those algorithms.
The fact that computational artefacts may often be responsible for the structure of a given product
and that computer system states can be fully described as finite states simply does not guarantee that
the meaningful end result can be captured by rules or algorithms understandable by people – the
regularities that result from these algorithms when applied to representations, however, usually fit
snugly with core cognition.
As I have argued, the collapse of different categories of formal game structures into rules makes
consistent analysis potentially problematic, both because the terminology goes against a couple of
basic restrictions related to ontological commitments and because there is a tendency to operate
with several incompatible definitions of rules at the same time. Statements of regulation,
constitution, and instruction are all meant as conduct-controlling devices which need intentional
agents to observe them. Specifications of material behaviour are always tailored to the natural laws
that govern our embodied “gearing into the world”. Both game rules and the material structures they
often refer to are only part of the equation since what is aimed at is a total system governed by event
causality that allows for dynamic intentional behaviour of the ludic kind. If rules and algorithms are
like recipes, we need to acknowledge that the recipe is not the cooking, no more than the cooking is
the cake or the cake the act of eating.
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9
CONCLUSION
I have argued and demonstrated that the principles of core cognition and a general theory of agency
and embodiment can be fruitfully applied to a range of key issues within computer game studies.
The primary contributions are

1) Further integration of cognitive studies of media and computer games studies. This is done both
by showing how many of the theories of perception and cognition already established in cognitive
media studies can be applied and by introducing the concept of “core cognition” to explain the
commonalities across cognitive activities, including the concept of “canonical agency”.

2) Integration of general theories of both analytical and phenomenological theories of action and
agency in computer game studies and media studies in general. This includes the demonstration of
the relevance of such general notions as “actions under different description”, “primitive action (Paction)”, “basicness of action” and “standard conditions for action”.

3) Further establishment of a shared semantics (i.e. core cognitive principles) able to partly bridge
the gap between “narratologists”, “fictionalists”, and “ludologists”. Core cognition can be used to
drive analyses of most situations involving characters and objects regardless of ontological
commitments.
4) Further establishment of the importance of attention to phenomena grouped around play as
opposed to exclusive attention to play and playfulness. Behavioural categories such as exploration
and mastery as well as construction games can be used to understand a range of activities that may
be related to play while not being playful themselves.

5) Assertion and demonstration of the importance of the physical control interface (PCI) and a finegrained theoretical framework that addresses specifics of the control relation and player’s physical
actions. Player action is physical, and there is every reason to believe that further developments in
hardware will make attention to this dimension of gaming necessary.
6) Finer grain in analysis of embodiment effects arising from the combination of physical
interaction and perceptual feedback from various aspects of game representation. Somatosensory
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perception, motor efference (motor commands) and motor afference (postural feedback), and
audiovisual perception all play a role in the player’s sense of agency and ownership of virtual and
actual bodies.

7) Assertion and demonstration of the relevance of embodiment awareness in the moment of action
and the concept of “body-image-in-action”. The “body-image-in-action” captures a prominent
aspect of how agency and ownership is fused in game-mediated agency.

8) Better understanding of simulation as activity and of the ways simulation and representation are
intrinsically tied together in games. Simulation is intrinsically tied to representation and
representations are both authored and authorizing. Game representations represent key aspects of
numerical modelling in a format suited for core cognition, and this includes an understanding of the
human body as the locus of intentional, situated action.

9) Better understanding of the rule concept as applied in ludology and of the prospects for ludology
as “the study of games in general”. Rules as a general concept has at least four related but distinct
senses. An analysis of structure and function of traditional games show how material,
computational, and formal means are different in actual games when compared with computer
games. The concept of rules cannot be ported across contexts without abstracting away from
relationships central to the four senses of rules and their functions.

And finally

10) Potential for much more detailed game analyses on the basis of the established framework than
the ones given in the present work. Core cognitive principles, canonical agency figurations, and
counterintuitive gaming can be applied to a much wider selection of games, It will, of course, also
be interesting to see where such a framework will be inadequate for important relationships in
gaming.

Among the plausible secondary contributions might be
a) Potential for further integration of the simulation concept in the context of animation and
procedural generation of traditional “transmission based” media such as film and television.
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b) Potential for further integration of theoretical insights from distributed cognition and mediated
agency in computer game studies.

c) Potential for further integration and possible exchange of insights (due to application in media
studies) with modern phenomenology.

d) Potential for further integration between formal studies of games and game analysis dealing with
social structure.

In connection to point d) it should be worth mentioning that the framework does not exclude
analysis of more social structuring of play and games even if these areas of analysis have been left
out in the present work. Activity theory has already been applied to social issues and substantial
overlap exists between the presented theory of agency in the dissertation and that found in the
sociology of e.g. Anthony Giddens and Alfred Schutz.
Finally, it must be noted that the dissertation has been written in a period where publications related
to the field of computer games entered a kind of second generation of ludology. Several
introductions were published during the period of research and in addition several unpublished but
publicly available dissertations came to my knowledge much too late in the process for me to
properly integrate them.83. Further work would probably profit from taking these texts – hopefully
in connection with parts of the present work – as the point of departure in addition to the now
established canon of first-generation ludology. Apart from further sophistication and polishing off
of some of the relationships which have only been sketched in the previous chapter several sections
of the dissertation ended up being cut. I would obviously like the opportunity to brush these off for
public scrutiny as further examples of how core cognition and intentional action can help analyse
structure and function of computer video games at different levels. I sincerely hope to have the time
to finish these – but I also hope to have time to construct, explore, meet and master some less
strenuous academic challenges as well as finish some principal quest chains in select games over
the next couple of years, preferably while being feeling suitably paratelic, a quality which was
sorely missed more than once during the writing of this. I hope in turn that the reader has not been
frustrated beyond capacity reading this far – the functional equivalents of bugs, beta software and
frustrating boss encounters aside, I hope that it has been worth the time and effort.
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APPENDIX A: Information about the
enclosed CD-ROM
The enclosed CD-ROM contains two folders. The one called “Quicktime MP4” contains MP4encoded files suitable for viewing with VLC Player or Quicktime Player. The folder named
“Windows Media” contains Windows Media 9-encoded Windows Media files suitable for viewing
with Windows Media Player. The folders otherwise contain the same files.
The files provide examples of gameplay relevant for some of the discussions in the dissertation. All
of them, except one, were produced by me by capturing and subtitling the video footage of the
game output, as the games were played by myself on PC or game consoles. The exception is the file
“WiiTennisMiyamotoDemo” which is a video of Shigeru Miyamoto introducing Wii-Tennis at the
Electronic Entertainment Expo in 2006.

Filename: “Resident Evil 4 Controller demonstration”
This video features both a video game output stream from Resident Evil 4 and a representation of a
Playstation 2 controller with very detailed indications of the spatiotemporal structure of PCI
manipulations. It does not relate to any specific part of the dissertation but may be informative of
the Player-PCI-avatar connection in general.
Note: The clip features graphic representations of violence!

The rest of the clips relate to the following discussions with page numbers paired with the relevant
clip.

PAGE 33, 120, and PAGES 136-141
Filename “Halo 3 Scarab”
Gameplay video capture. “Kill the Scarab” works as an example of nested goals, quest-goalprogression, “boss battle”, and spectacular agency.
Note: Made with Halo 3’s game movie playback feature and played on “Easy” difficulty to cut time,
this is why the Scarab tank and the opponents on board come across as so utterly unchallenging.
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PAGE 136, 141, and 185
Filename: “Ninja Gaiden II”
Gameplay video capture. An example of a fast-paced 3rd person combat game with adventure
elements. The clip shows some regular combat and an “Ultimate Technique” animation.

PAGE 139 and 185
Filename: “God of War Boss battle PCI”
Gameplay video capture. An example of a “boss battle” with so-called Quick Time Events, where
the Physical Control Interface must be manipulated in accordance with onscreen prompts.

PAGE 149Filenames “Super Mario Galaxy_1” and “Super Mario Galaxy_2”
Gameplay video capture. Core cognition, gravity configurations, and in-game games such as racing
a cosmic twin.
Note: This was especially hastily produced, and the game features much more challenging and
interesting sequences than the ones shown here, but those included do show off some of the playing
around with gravity, control challenges, and the quest-goal structure of obtaining the stars.

PAGE 154Filename: “WiiTennisMiyamotoDemo”
Shigeru Miyamoto showing how to play Wii-Tennis with (unnecessarily) maximal P-actions.

PAGE 154Filename: “WiiTennis”
Gameplay video capture .Wii-Tennis as it looks in the final product.
Note: Serves, volleys, and returns can be triggered by merely flicking the wrist while sitting down –
as I did when recording this.

PAGE 157Filename: “WiiBoxing”
Gameplay video capture. Includes tutorial section where the game shows how to hold the two
controllers with motion sensing capabilities.
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PAGES 177-178
Filename: “Tomb Raider”
Gameplay video capture. Situated embodiment challenges.
Note: This is a remake of the first Tomb Raider game (i.e. Tomb Raider: Anniversary). The
differences between early and later avatar representations could be used to drive an inanimateanimate discussion with respect to the avatar: Original Lara moves like a robot at times, this later
Lara much less so.

PAGE 175
Filename: “Ragdoll Example”
As the title states.
Note: This is not how you see the deaths in-game, since this is a slow-motion close-up using some
recording tools included with the game.

PAGE 186
Filename “Uncharted Drakes Fortune”
Gameplay video capture. Examples of tight coordination of scripted camera and diegetic events.
Also an example of Tomb Raider-style game mechanics.
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